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THE LIBRi\RY OF PHILOSOPHY.

THE LIBRARY OF PHILOSOPHY IS In the first in
stance a contribution to the History of Thought. While
much has been done' -in England in tracing the course of evolu
tion in ,nature, history, religion, and morality, comparettively 
little has been done in tracing the development of Thought
upon these and kindred subjects, and yet "the evolution of
opinion is part of the whole evolution." .

This Library will deal mainly with Modern Philosophy,
partly because Ancient Philosophy has already had a fair
share of attention in this country through the; labours of Grote"
Ferrier, and others, and more recently through translations
from Zeller; partly because the Library does not profess to
give a complete histor)T of thought.

By the co-operation of different writers in carrying out this
plan, it is hoped that a completeness and thoroughness of treat
ment otherwise unattainable will be secured. I t is believed,
also, .that from writers mainly English and American fuller
consideration of English Philosophy than it has. hitherto re.
ceived from the great German Histories of Philosophy may
be looked for. In tIle departments of Ethics, Economics, and
Politics, for instance, the contributions of English writers to
the common stock of theoretic discussion have been especially
valuable, and these subjects will accordingly have special pro
minence in this undertaking.

Another feature in the plan of the Library is its arrange
ment according to subjects rather than authors and dates,
enabling the writers to follow out and exhibit in a way
hitherto unattempted the results of the logical development of
particular lines of thought.

The historical portion of the Library is divided into two
sections, of which the first contains works upon the develop
ment of particular schools of Philosophy, while the second ex
hibits the history of theory in particular departments. The
third series contains original contributions to Philosophy, and
the fourth translations of valuable foreign works.

To these has been added, by way of Introduction to the
whole Library} an English translation of Erdmann's " History
of Philosophy," long since recognised in Germany as the
best.
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~L\.UTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE ENGLJSH
TR~L\.NSIJATION

\VHEN I was requested to give my consent to an English translation of nlY

Logic, I complied willingly, because in preparing and achieving this work

an essential part of my studies had been devoted to English logicians fronl

Francis Bacon down to Jevons, Bradley, and Venn; thus I nlay hope that

to English readers my book ,vill not appear entirely as a foreigner.

Whoever has himself attelnpted to translate a philosophical treatise is

acquainted with the difficulties of the task; it is sOlnetimes impossible to

find in one's own language simple and current expressions which might

exactly correspond to the terms of the original, and the translator is beset

by the danger of either nlissing the precise nleaning of the text, or of

straining his own language and impairing easy understanding.

I think that Miss Dendy has done her best to OVerCOll1e these diffi

culties and avoid this double danger. I have carefully revised her

manuscript fronl beginning to e"nd, and co-operated in correcting the

proofs, so that I may safely assure the reader that the translation is

completely free from Inisunderstandings, and that it represents everywhere

as exactly as possible the original text. I feel obllged to express my

hearty thanks to Miss Dendy for the trouble she has taken to give a

really faithful and reliable translation.

c. SIG\VART.

TUBINGEN, NOVelJlber, 1894.
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.A.UTHOR'S PREFACE TO FIRST GERMAN
EDITION

TH E following atten)pt to reconstruct logic frOl1l the point of view of

Inethodology, thus bringing it into active relations with the scientific prob

lellls of the present day, must be justified by the success with which it is

carried out; this first volunle contains the preliminary and fundamental

parts of the doctrine, and in them I have adhered as closely as possible to

the traditional fonn of the science. I would only ask that the small extent

to which I have referred to previous and contelnporary treatments of the

subject as a whole, or to particular views on special points, may not be

taken amiss. In a science which has been so much discussed it seelued to

tne that to cOlumend or dispute even the 1110st important previous doctrines

would be an undue extension of the work; and I further feared lest the

course of investigation and exposition prescribed by IllY view of the

subject would be confused if I made a rule of discussing at every point

opinions which are to a large extent based upon presuppositions quite

different from my own. I have therefore thought it right to confine myself

to what was indispensable for the correct representation and justification

of my own doctrine. I need hardly say that I have made extensive use of

both ancient and modern authors. Three of the men whose works have

been most frequently before me, and to whom I hoped here to express my

obligation-Trendelenburg, U eberweg and Mill-have died while the book

was being planned and carried out; I must also nlake special mention of

the assistance I have received from Prantl's great work.

fury, 1873-
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i\UTHOR'S PREFACE TO SECOND GERMAN
EDITION

IN the fifteen years which have passed since this book first appeared the

literature of logic has been enriched by a relnarkable series of valuable

books. Important works have appeared by Lotze, Schuppe, Wundt and

Bradley-to name only the most eminent; and all start from the concep

tion which has guided this attenlpt. That is, logic is grounded by then1,

not upon an effete tradition, but upon a new investigation of thought as it

actually is in its psychological foundations, in its significance for knowledge.

and its actual operation in scientific methods. Particular points of logic,

again, have received welconle elucidations from more special investigations,

and amongst these vVindelband's studies on the negative judgnlent,

Meinong's treatment of relational-concepts, and Volkelt's acute and

original treatise are most nearly akin to my views.

It has thus become incunlbent upon me to test anew my own views by

the conclusions arrived at by my fellow'-workers, to find more accurate

expression where misunderstanding might arise, and elsewhere to anlplify

and extend, or to fortify against adverse opinions. But for the reasons

already stated in my first preface, ~ have been obliged to refrain from in

corporating more extensively in the work the considerations which deter

mined me to adhere to Iny conclusions, or from luentioning in detail all
the critical observations which have been so abundantly besto\ved. Where

these criticisms were really applicable to what I h~d said, I have gratefully

n1ade use of tl~elu; where they were due n1erely to misunderstandings, I

was loth to weary the reader with unfruitful' discussions. In the san1e

way I have been forced to abstain from enriching the work by intro

ducing more freely investigations not included in its original design, even

though I luight agree with them; the subject is so inexhaustible that con1

pleteness is not attainable, and I would rather sacrifice the appearance of

cOlupleteness in treatment than obscure the clearness of the design.

TUBINGEN, Ocfobe1", 1888.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

§ I.

IF we consider the nature of our Thought, we find that an important

part of it is engaged in the attempt to arrive at propositions which

are certain and universally valid, but that it frequently fails to do this

when left to its natural development. Hence arises the problem

of ascertaining the conditions under which this object can be

~ttained, and of determining in accordance with those conditions

the rules to be followed in its attainment. The solution of this

problem would place us in possession of a technical science of

Thought, directing us how to arrive at certain and universally

valid propositions. Such a science we call Logic.

I. To determine what Thinking in general is, how it differs from

other psychical activities, in what relations it stands to these, and

what are its different varieties, is primarily the business of Psycho

logy. It is true there is no generally accepted Psychology to

which we can refer, but for our present investigation it \vill be

enough to refer to our ordinary use of language. By Thinking in

its widest sense we always mean an Ideational Activity; i.e. an

activity which in itself does not include that inner subjective ex

citement which we call Feeling, nor yet give rise to an immediate

effect upon ourselves or others as in willing and acting. All that

it signifies is that something is present to consciousness as its

object. It must however be further distinguished from Perception

and Intuition; these express immediate reference to an object

which is given to the subjective activity independently of itself,

s. L. B



2 GENERAL INTRODUCTIO.ll

while Thinking denotes a: purely inner activity o~ ideation, thus

seeming to' be a spontaneous action proceeding from the energy

of the subject alone. Its products-thoughts-are therefore dis

tinguished, as merely subjective, ideal images, from the objects

which are looked upon as real in Perception and Intuition. In

this sense language gives the name of Thinking to Recollection

bethinking oneself of something, and to Imagination, picturing

something in Thought, as well as to reflection and consideration.

But when Perception and Thought refer to the same object, as in

knowledge of the ext~rnal world, we distinguish between the

spontaneous selection, combination and elaboration of the elements

given to Perception, and the immediate presentation of those

elements. It is the former which we regard as the factor belonging

to Thought.

2. If for the present we take Thinking to mean all that we mean

by it in our ordinary use of language, then it is certain that with

the development of conscious life Thought arises involulztarily and

of necessity. As soon as the individual begins to reflect upon his

inner activity he finds that he is already engaged in various kinds

of Thought; he can have no immediate knowledge of its be

ginning nor of its development out of simpler and more primitive

activities. Only by means of a difficult psychological analysis of

Thought, as we find it at worK, can we discover its particular

factors and the faculties which give rise to it, and thus form some

idea of the laws of its unconscious growth.

Moreover the involuntary production of thoughts continues

throughout our whole life. It is absolutely impossible, when

conscious and awake, to check the inner activity which is in

cessantly excited by the most varied motives to form a constant

succession of ideas which it combines in different ways, &nd thus,

without any intention on our part, maintains an inner wo~ld of

thoughts present before us.

3. But besides this involuntary Thought, there is a voluntary
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action, a will to think, which is led by definite interests and aims

to endeavour to rule the formerly involuntary course of the

thoughts and to direct them towards a given end. From amongst

the thoughts which arise involuntarily this activity makes its

selection; los~ng sight of some altogether and retaining and

Ideveloping others by Ineans of attention, thus seeking for thoughts

and pursuing them. We need not enter here upon the question

as to whether the production of thoughts is ever really voluntary

in a direct way, or whether we can only indirectly bring about the

conditions necessary to the involuntary production of what is

desired. The .result is practically the same in both cases; that is,

thoughts which satisfy a definite interest are produced by the

influence of the will.1

But this interest is of two kinds. From one point of view the

voluntary activity which we direct towards our Thought falls

under the general law that the pleasant is sought after, /the un

pleasant avoided. Now we may regard Thought as pleasant in

a double sense. Firstly, in so far as every natural activity gives

a feeling of satisfaction within certain limits of intensity; secondly,

in so far as the manifold content of our Thought affects us plea

santly or unpleasantly.

Taking t~is question of pleasure alone, we find within us both

a general tendency to excite Thought, or let it be ~xcited, as an

entertainment and escape from tedium; and also a tendency to

.direct it in such a way that what we think may be pleasing to us.

When we linger over pleasant recollections and seek to intensify

them, when we make projects and build castles in the air, when we

strive to chase away disagreeable recollections or to dispel fear

and anxiety, then it is this motive which determines the influence

of the will upon our Thought.

1 Cf. Windelband, iiber Denken und Nachdenken (Priilud£en, p. 176 sq.). His
tr.eatment contains much that is true and valuable on certain points, although he does
not seem to me to have rightly determined the relation between "unconscious" and
.conscious willing.
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The satisfaction which arises in such cases is of a completely

individual character; the particular subject refers only to itself,

to its own peculiar nature and circumstances. As a rule, therefore,

Thought of this kind varies with each individual, nor could we

wish it otherwise.

4. But this desire of obtaining immediate pleasure from Thought

is the subordinate interest of the two. By far the most important

part of our mental activity, both in extent and in value, follows

more serious aims.

In the first place, our wants and the necessities of life take

Thought into their service and set before it aims which are

consciously grasped and pursued. Our existence and our well ..

being depend upon conscious action and upon our influencing

things around us to serve our purposes. This action does not

accomplish its purpose with the ease and certainty of instinct; it

calls for attentive and careful observation of the nature of. things

and of their relations to us, as well as for manifold calculations

and considerations as to the way in which they may serve for a.

means to the satisfaction of our wants. Human Thought attains

its end-the preservation of our well-being-only when its know

ledge of things enables it to predict the future; when, therefore,

anticipation coincides with the actual course of events as partly

conditioned by our interference.

But the desire for knowledge which makes itself felt everywhere

seeks a right understanding of things and their relations even

beyond the sphere of our practical needs. Solely for the sake of

kno\ving it urges Thoug~t to penetrate into the nature of things y

and thus to reproduce in the totality of our subjective knowledge

a faithful and complete picture of the objective world. Satisfac

tion of the desire for knowledge must then include this aim of

practical Thought. also. The immediate purpose which excites

Thought and determines its direction is knowledge of that which

'Zs.
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5. But the purposes towards which Thought is directed are far

from being exhausted by this one interest-the desire for know

ledge. It is found to be ju?t as active in a direction which cannot

be included in the idea of knowledge of that which is. We find

ourselves as a matter of fact under the dominion of certain laws

according to which we estimate the worth of human deeds, and to

which we are willing to submit our wills and actions. It matters

not for our present investigation whence these laws have their

origin, nor by what motive we are led to recognise them as valid

for us. Enough that we are constantly endeavouring to observe

the rules of propriety, of morality, of justice and of duty, and

are incessantly called upon to decide what we ought to do and

how we ought to act if we are to avoid conflict with the

principles, which we acknowledge, and maintain honour and

conscience unsullied. No material result informs us whether or

not our Thought has attained its end, by proving that our cal

culations accorded with the nature of things. Even the re

sult at which we aim consists solely in thoughts, and the

actual results also are the thoughts which accuse or absolve

us, the recognition or non-recognition by others and by our

selves of the conformity of the particular action with the general

rule.

6. Let us consider, more closely this, the most important part of

our practical Thought, as well as of our estimation of practical

relations. Before the Court of Conscience the only evidence we

have as to whether the Thought which guides our action has at

tained its purpose or not, is the inner consciousness of the neces

sity of our Thought; the certainty that the given mode of action

follows inevitably from the general rule; the self-evidence which

.satisfies us that it was right and good to act 'so under the circum

stances because the general principles of justice and morality

demanded it. Nor have we any external confirmation that we

have attained our end except the assent of others, who, starting
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~rom the same presuppositions, affirm the same consequences to be

necessary.

In speaking of the necessity of our Thought \ve must guard

against a confusion of meaning. From a psychological point ot

view everything which the individual thinks may be looked upon

as necessary, i.e. as an activity which results in accordance with

general laws from whatever conditions may be present. That just

this, and not something else, is thought, is the necessary consequence

of the particular individual's range of ideas, disposition and char...

acter, and the stimulus of the moment. But besides this necessity

of psychological causality there is another which springs entirely

from the contents and object of Thought itself; which is, therefore,.

grounded, not upon the variable subjective states of the individual,

but upon the nature of the object thought of, and which may so far

be called ob.jective.

It is in this consciousness then of its objective necessity and

universal validity that our Thought finds satisfaction, and we shall

find upon examination that the same characteristics express the

aim of our Thought in its search for knowledge of that which is.

Here, again, we can only define the end towards which our inten

tional Thought strives by saying that it aims at satisfaction in the

consciousness of its necessity and universal validity.

It is true that anyone unbiassed by critical reflexion is impelled

by a psychological necessity to objectify his sensations and the

thoughts relating to them, and to picture to himself a world to

which he ascribes an existence independent of his subjective

activity. When his desire for knowledge bestirs itself he does not

hesitate to attempt to know this objective world, and to frame his

thoughts in such a way that they may conform to that which is.

Nevertheless it is a question of dispute whether this purpose caQ

be achieved. We cannot refute the critical assertion that im

mediately, and in the first instance, all our knowledge is only

something for us, consisting in a system of ideas. That there is
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an Existent corresponding to this thought of ours and in accord

ance with it, is either a blind belief, or the certainty must be

grounded upon a refutation of the doubt it dispels-upon the

proof that doubt is impossible. That is, it depends, on the one

hand, upon our finding that the assumption of an Existent in

volves us in no unthinkable contradiction; on the other harid,

upon the nature of our ideas being such as to force us to assume

this Existent. In both cases the proof rests upon a necessity in

Thought. It may be counted amongst the surest results of the

analysis of our knowledge that every assumption of an external

world is mediated .. by Thought, and in some way or another derived

by unconscious mental processes from the subjective facts of

sensation. Thus, except by Thought, we have no means of as

certaining whether we have really achieved our purpose of knowing

the Existent; the possibility of comparing our knowledge with

things as they exist apart from our knowledge is for ever closed

to us. At the best we must be satisfied to find agreement and

absence of cQntrad-iction amongst the thoughts which presuppose

an Existent; just as we are fully satisfied in the region of out\vard

action when .our ideas and movements, together wit~ their con

sequences, are in harmony amongst themselves and with the ideas

of others.

Granted that there is a knowable Existent, then a knowledge

of it is impossible unless there is some relation between the

Existent and our subjective action which is governed by laws,

and by virtue of which the thoughts necessitated by what is given

in consciousness correspond to the Existent. Further, if we grant

a knowable, external Existence, then it is the same for all kno\v

ing and thinking subjects, and all who know the Existent must

think alike in reference to the same object. Thus Thought which

knows the Existent is of necessity a universallY' valid Thought.

If, on the contrary, we deny the possibility of knowing anything

as it is in itself-if the Existent is only a thought of our production
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-it still remains true that the ideas to which we attribute object

ivity are those which we produce with a consciousness of necessity.

The fact that we regard anything as existing implies that all other

thinking creatures of like nature with ourselves (evefl when only

hypothetically assumed) would also be forced with the same neces-

sity to regard it as existing. .

We may then unhesitatingly say that if all we can attain to is

but necessary and universally valid Thought, then knowledge of

the Existent is included therein, and when'we think with the object

of knowing our immediate aim is nothing more than this necessary

and universally valid Thought. I t is in this co~ception also that

the essence of "Truth" consists. When we speak of math'ematical,

actual, 'or moral truths, the common characteristic of ,all·which we

call true is that it is thought necessarily and with universal

validity.

7. This view of the task undertaken by the Thought of which

Logic treats avoids the difficulties which beset every system of

Logic calling itself a theory of knowledge. The difficulty ,Of such

a system is that it must begin by showing \vhether ,and·, ,How far

knowledge is possible at all ; I and in doing this, it not only 'passes

into the disputed regions of nletaphysics, but it presupposes .. in its

proofs and refutations that necessity and universal validity of

Tliought from which the conviction of its objectivity is to proceed.

In the same way we avoid the one-sidedness into which the, Logic

which professes to be a theory of knowledge is apt to fall-that of

treating only of the thought which aids us in our knowledge of the

purely theoretical, and forgetting the Thought which serve~ to

guide our action. .Nevertheless the psychical activities are",the

same in both cases, and the two aims must be classed together."

8. By thus including all Thought which pursues the common :aim

of certainty of its own necessity and universal validity we can also

complete its psychological limitations. All such Thought results

finally in J·udgments, which are expressed inwardly and outwardly
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as propositions. Every practical consideration of ends and means

terminates in judgments; all knowledge consists in judgments;

every conviction ends in judgments. All other functions come

into consideration only as being the condition of, and· preparing

the way for the judgment. Again, the judg.ment can· be: an object

of scientific investigation only in so far as it is expressed, in a-·pro

position; only through the proposition can it become an object of

general consideration, and only as a proposition can it aspire to

universal validity.

9. Now we know from the fact that error and dispute exist that

our Thought frequently misses its aim in the judgments which it

actually forms. Sometimes these judglnents are r'elinquished by

the individual thinker himself under the conviction that they are

invalid, i.e. that it is necessary to think otherwise. Sometimes,

again, other thinkers refuse to accept them: they dispute :·their

necessity, affirm them to' be mere conjecture, or even deny· their

possibility inasmuch as they find it necessary to judge differently

concerning the same matter.

Since then actual Thought can and does miss its aim, we have

need of a discipline which shall teach us to avoid error ~nd djspute,

and to conduct Thought in such a manner that the",judgments

may be true-that is, necessary and certain-that is''~cco~panied

by a consciousness of their necessity, and therefore- universally

valid.

Reference to this aim distinguishes the logical from the psycho

logical treatment of Thought. The latter is cqncerned with the

\." knowledge of Thought as it actually is, hence it seeks the laws

according to \vhich, under certain conditions, a certain thought ap

pears in just one \-vay and no other. Its task is to explain all

actual Thought according to the general laws 'of psychical activity,

and as arising from the particular conditions of the individual

instance, thus dealing with all Thought alike, whether erron~o~~.

and disputable, or true and generally accepted. The anti!h~sis
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of true and false is no more a psychological one than is the anti

thesis of good and bad in human action.

The logical treatment, on the contrary, presupposes the desire

to think the truth; it has no meaning except for those who are

conscious of this desire and in that region of Thought which is

governed by it. Starting with this aim before it, and investigating

the conditions of its attainment, Logic proposes, on the one hand,

to set forth those Criteria of true Thought which are due to the

demand for necessity and unive,rsal validity; on the other hand, to

direct us how to conduct the mental operations in such a way that

the end may be attained. In one aspect then Logic is a critical

discipline having reference to Thought which has already taken

place; in the other, it is a technical discipline. But as criticism is

of value only as a means to the end, the principal task of Logic

and that in which it properly consists, is to be a technical discipline

or Art.

§ 2.

Logic as the A~t of Thought cannot undertake to instruct us

how, beginning at any given time, we may attain to Thought which

is entirely and absolutely true. It must restrict itself to showing.

what are the general Conditions which, from the nature of our

Thought, every proposition must satisfy in order to be necessary

and universally valid, and under what conditions and according to

what rules we can pass from given premises in a manner which

shall be necessary and universally valid. It declines to give any .

judgment as to the necessity and universal validity of the premises

from which we start at any time. Thus observance of logical

rules ensures merely the for11tcil correctness of the procedure and

not the 1naterial truth of the results. In this sense our doctrine

is of necessity jor1nal Logic.

I. I nstruction in an art which claims to ensure success for the

activity to which it gives rules presupposes that this activity is
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completely free and voluntary. This implies, first, that I am able

to bring about the conditions necessary to the activity whenever I

choose; secondly, that I only need to be conscious of the aim and

of the rules of its attainment in order to fulfil every particular

operation in accordance with those rules, and so as to attain the

end in view. If there is to be an Art ensuring the production of

necessary and universally valid Thought, by means of which we

may know the Truth, we must assume that all the conditions lie

within our grasp, and that at any given time we are completely

free to control our Thought in accordance with its rules.

This it was which Descartes had in view when he designed his

" Methodus recte utendi ratione et veritateln iJ't scientiis investiga1Zdi."·

It was to put an end, once and for all, to all possibility of error,

to exclude all doubt, and to produce a series of thoughts which

-starting from one necessarily true and certain proposition and

proceeding by infallible steps-should contain none but absolutely

true propositions. His assumption was that, though we may not

be free to choose what ideas shall be present to us, still judgment

is a completely free and voluntary act, inasmuch as we can with

draw our assent to every proposition which we do not recognise

with full conviction to be true and certain. Hence it is possible"

by means of a thorough-going scepticism, to free oneself from every

presupposition involving danger of error, and to make an entirely

fresh start in the activity of Thought.' In the same way he as

sumed that the chief conditions of this activity-concepts and

principles-are innate in us, and that they are thus dependent

upon our self-consciousness alone.

Now even if this latter assumption \vere as true as it is disputed,

the method- would at best find complete application only in the

region of a priori knowledge, and only for those capable of making

and carrying out the resolution to free themselves from all presup

positions. But it is absolutely impossible voluntarily to break the

continuity between past and present Thought, and to begin com-
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pletely ab ovo. Voluntary Thought grows out of an involuntary

production of thoughts by which it is continually fed, and we could

make no progress unless there were a supply of these thoughts

forthcoming and a language representing them. We need only

turn to Descartes hin1self to see how, in spite of the best inten

tions, elements of past Thought will force their way into the

newly started series. Nor is it true that we can voluntarily refrain

from any judgment while \ve have no chQice as to whether the

ideas to which it relates shall be present or not. One reason for

this is that a part of the presuppositions we bring with us are

judgments which inevitably involve others; another, that our judg

ments concerning the relations of ideas are predetermined by the

nature of those ideas, and we are not at liberty to choose whether

we will affirm or deny.

There can then be no method whatever by which we may begin

Thought entirely anew. All that we can look for is a method of

carrying it on from already existing data, which must always form

the starting point for future Thought, even when acknowledged to

be uncertain.
~ ~

2. The necessity of confining Logic to "the regulation of the

procedure of Thought makes itself felt more especially \vith refer

ence to the Thought which aims at empirical knowledge of the

world. Such knowledge presupposes correct perceptions; and in

making observations which are to serve some end, we are depen

dent not only upon the Thought which accompanies them, but also

upon the conditions of sensation and the relation between our

senses and the object. The art of correct observation is only

partially included in the art of right thinking; it depends also

upon the acuteness and training of the organs of sense, upon me

chanical adroitness, and upon the art of bringing the object into

the most favourable relations with our organs of sense and of

eliminating errors of observation. It must be guided in its, differ

ent expedients by the varying nature of the objects with which
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it deals, each class of these requiring its particular technology.

If we were to su~pend Thought and Judgment in the region of

empirical knowledge until we could start from absolutely certain

and necessary premises, empirical science would be altogether impos

sible. We should be forced to leave in suspense, together \vith the

validity and exactness of our perceptions, not merely the whole

question as to the reality of the material world, but also the pos

sibility of universally valid laws of phenomena.

Moreover, the history of' the development of our knowledge

shows that the discovery of truth has often been indirectly attained

by starting from erroneous and uncertain premises. In the course

of scientific research dispute is frequently settled by pursuing false

propositions to their conclusions. Every apagogical proof is an

example of this procedure.

Finally, a large part of the Thought which aims at universal

validity is connected with premises which derive their validity

from a Will, and which are so far purely arbitrary. To . insist

that Logic should establish the material truth of all propositions

would be to exclude from logical consideration all practical juris

prudence.

3. Thus all that an Art of correct Thought can achieve, and all

that it can propose to do, is to instruct us how we may proceed in

Thought from given data in such a way that each step shall be

accompanied by the consciousness of necessity and universal

validity. It does not teach us what we must think-to do

that would be to comprehend all science. It teaches only that

if we think this we must also think that, no matter how our

data-the supply of involuntary ideas and of particular obser-

~ vations and general propositions-may be constituted in other
4

respects.

It must be understood that by " proceeding" we mean a progress

in any direction-from grounds to consequences, as well as from

consequences to grounds, from general to particular, as well as the
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reverse. Thus the art must be applicable to all problems whatever

which present themselves to our Thought.

4. This then is the sense in \vhich we take Logic to be a fOY7nal

science; for the sake of the generality and practical fulfilment of

our task we cannot undertake to construct Thought without, in

volving any presuppositions, nor do we extend our logical investi

gations to the validity of the data from which Thought actually

starts at any time, but only to the cor~ectness of its procedure from

those data. But by calling Logic formal, we do not mean that it

should make the vain attempt to regard Thought in general as a

merely forolal -activity, which may be considered apart from all

matter of Thought, and which is unaffected by differences of matter.

NQr do we mean that logical investigation should entirely abstract

from and ignore the general nature of the matter and presupposi

tions of actual Thought. Of Thought developing entirely from

itself in the particular individual we have no knowledge; we know

it only under the general relations and conditions, and with the

general purposes of human Thought. Hence we can abstract

neither from the particular manner in which our Thought receives

material and contents from sensations and forms them into ideas

of things; nor yet from the way in which its history has been

determined by the COffituunity of mankind. We abstract only

from the particular nature of the occasions which at any given time

give rise to a series of mental processes.

§ 3·
The possibility of determining the criteria and rules of necessary

and universally valid procedure in Logic depends upon our ability

to distinguish objectively necessary Thought from that which is not

necessary, and this we find in the £mlned-iate consciousness of evident

truth which accompanies necessary Thought. Experience of this

consciousness and belief in its trustworthiness form a Postulate,

beyond which we cannot go.
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1. When we ask whether and how it is possible to solve the

problem as we have stated it, the question resolves itself into the

difficulty of finding an infallible sign by which we may distinguish

objectively necessary and universally valid Thought from that

which differs according to the person thinking, and thus, as we

saw, misses its aim. And here there is, in the last instance, no

answer but an appeal to our subjective experience of necessity, to

the inward feeling of certainty by which some of our Thought is

accompanied, to the consciousness tha~, starting from the given

premises, we cannot think otherwise than we do think. Belief in

the truth of this feeling and in its trustworthiness' is the last an

chorage of all certainty; for the man who does not acknowledge

it there is no knowledge-nothing but accidental opinion.

2. Certainty of the universal validity of our Thought rests

ultimately upon the consciousness of necessity, not the conscious

ness of necessity upon certainty of universal validity. When we

assume a reason common to all men we are convinced that what

we think with a consciousness of inevitable necessity others will

also think in the same way. Our assumption that other people

are bound by the same laws as ourselves, may indeed be

strengthened by empirical confirmation when all agree; but this

~ cannot supply the place of the i~mediate feeling of necessity,

much less give rise to it. Habit, 'also, to which the empiricists

appeal, and coincidence between experience and our calculations,

affect only the validity of the data from \vhich we start; they can

neither produce nor modify the specific characteristic of mental

necessity. Here, then, we have the fundamental fact upon which

ev~ry logical system must rest. Logic can do nothing but bring

to our knowledge the conditions under which this subjective feel~

ing of necessity arises, and express them in a, general form. It

may be said that if this be so, then Logic is an empirical science,

and this is true in the same sense in which it is true that mathe

matics is an empirical science. Mathematics also starts from facts
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of consciousness and the necessity by which they are accompanied,

but both are distinguished from merely empirical science in that

they find in their facts the necessity which is wanting to acci~ental

experience, and make this the basis of the certainty of their pro

positions.

§ 4·

By stating the problem in this way we find the course of our

investigation determined for us. First we must consider the

nature of the function for which rules are to be found then we
)

must l~y down the conditions and laws of its normal action;

finally, we must try to find rules for the process by which natural

Thought working with given presuppositions and expedients may

pass from an imperfect into a perfect state. . Thus our investiga

tion falls into three parts; analytical, normative and technical.

I. Since it has been shown-§ I. 8-that the activity in which all

intentional Thought fulfils its purpose is Judgment, we must begin

by a right understanding of the nature of this function with the

correctness of which we are concerned, and by recognising what

elements and presuppositions are involved in it. This is all the

more necessary because the judgment takes the same form whether

the Thought expressed by it be successful and universally valid or

fail to attain its purpose. Only in so far as Thought takes shape

in judgments and finds, or seeks to find, in them its final expression

can we have truth and error, certainty and dou.bt, agreement and

dispute. It is the same function which is in the one case correctly

carried out, in the other incorrectly; and not until \ve know in

what it consists can we give the rules for its correct operation.

This knowledge can only be gained by an analysis of actual

judgment, by considering what it is that we do when we judge,

and what other functions, if any, are presupposed in Judgment.

We must also consider the process by which Judgment is formed

from these other functions, and the general principles by which
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this process is naturally governed. Mean\vhile we must assume

for the present that we know what mental acts are included under

the name of Judgment; language will serve us here for a guide, and

the immediate object of our investigation may be defined as all

propositions which claim to be true and to be believed or acknow

ledged as valid.

Of the propositions enumerated by Grammar, we will for the

present put aside all which, like Imperatives or Optatives,!

1 No doubt the Imperative also includes the statement that the speaker wills the act
which he commands; while the Optative states that he wishes what he says. But the
statement is here contained in the fact of speech, not in what is said; it is just as true
that in every utterance of the form A is B the mere fact of speech involves the: statement
that the speaker thinks and believes what he says. All speech alike is accompanied by
such statements concerning the subjective state of the speaker, which are implied in the
fact of his speech and are valid on condition of his veracity; we cannot therefore found
any distinction amongst propositions on-these. The Imperative" Silence! " is of course a
way of varying the expression of the statement" it is my will th~t you should be silent," but
its purpose is not direct communication ofthis fact, but the determination of the will of the
person spoken to, it does not call for belief but obedience. I have spoken of it as con
taining an intransferable element because the·person addressed does not repeat the act of
will of the person giving the cOlnmand in the way in which he appropriates the thought
of the speaker when he believes a statement.

No essential difference occurs in this primary and usual meaning of the Imperative as
the expression of a particular individual will when it takes the form of a general law.
When the legislator addresses an Imperative to the citizens of the State or members of
the religious community his relation to thelu is that of one individual to another. His
purpose in speaking is not to conlmunicate a truth which they are to believe, but to
announce a command which they are' to obey. It makes no difference whether the
source of the command be an actual individual or a collective body, whether the assumed
motive of obedience be submission to personal authority or an impersonal constitution
the import of what is said is not the communication of a truth but the summons to do
this, to leave that undone.

The form" Thou shalt" again, which appears in laws such as those of the Decalogue,
!' has originally no other significance. Shall is the correlative of will. In delivering the
'.1 command of master to servant we say "thou shalt do so and so " ; it contained originally

no nlore than the simpJe Imperative, the revelation of a law to one whom I hold to be
subordinate to the will of another, either of a third person or myself.

But this form does now contain a twofold meaning not to be found in the simple
Imperative. "Shall" (sollen=shal1+ought) may also have the force of a proper Predi
cate in a statement meant to be· true; it signifies duty, obligation, and is thus a modal
Predicate (see below § 6. 3 d) expressing the relation between the subjective individual
will and an authoritative power, or an objective law. The original Imperative here
passes over into the significance of a Predicate expressing the obligatory relation of a
comrnand to the will to which it applies; and if we assume a legal or moral constitution,
the statement that I am under an obligation may be true or false. In" may" again we
also find two nleanings. "You may" is originally the expression of momentary per-

s. L.
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-contain an element peculiar to the individual and intransferable

to others. All those again which while they refer to an assertion,

do not present it as true, may for the time be disregarded '; such

are questions, or' propositions which express merely an opinion or

a subjective view. How far the latter come into consideration as

preliminary to the judgment, further investigation alone can show.

But all propositions of actual statement or declaration, no

matter to what they refer, must be investigated by us. In this we

follow Aristotle,! and reject the distinction of the so-called logical

judgment from other statements, according to which Logic would

deal only with the subsumption of the particular under the general,

and-<exclude the mere communication of facts. But such com

munications also aim at truth, and make claim to be believed;

error a.nd dispute arise in reference to them and hence they, as

well as judgments of subsumption, must have the conditions of

their validity investigated.2 The desire to lin1it Logic to judg-

mission by which I liberate the will of another, disclaiming the determination of his
action or inaction, and declining to be a check upon his will. It expresses merely the
subjective fact that I have no wish to prohibit. The real import of the proposition
is practical, and to this extent "you may" is akin to an Imperative. On the other
hand "may" may also be the Predicate of an actual statement expressing the fact that
no authoritative prohibition is opposed- to an action, that the existing order of things
permits it.

Finally the same ambiguity extends to propositions which bear the grammatical form of
a simple statement. That portion of the penal code which says that whoever acts in a
certain way will incur a certain penalty, is not meant, like the formulce of a natural law,
as a communication of what actually happens, it conveys a command. But when the

r law is depicted as taking effect the same proposition contains an actual statement; it
states what regularly happens within a given state. Cf. here Zitelmann, Irrthunz und
Rechtsgeschaft, p. 222, sq. Bierling, zur Krit-ik der jurist-ischen Grundbegrijfe, ii.,
259, sq.

Thus the mere gramma~ical form is no infallible indication that we have to do with a
statement. A statement is nothing more than a proposition which is meant to be true,
and of which we can ask whether it be true or false.

1 Aristotle constantly mentions as the characteristic which distinguishes the judg.ment,
the a7rdepa7l(J'Ls, from other forms of speech, the fact that we can attribute truth or false
hood to it. De 'interpr. 4 (AO')'OS) a7roepaVTLKOS au 7raS, aAA €71 iP TO aArJ8€V€L7I f} iJ;€V~€(]'8aL

D7rapX€L. Again, De anirlla, iii. 6.
2 Cf. on the other hand Ulrici, COJJZp. der Logik, ed. 2, § 72, p. 266, 267. Hegel,

who calls the judgment the determination of the concept by itself, says first (Log'ik,
Werke, iv. 69): "A pr()position has indeed Subject and Predicate in the grammatical
sense, but is not therefore a judgment. For this it is necessary that the Predicate should
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ments of subsumption could have arisen only under the scholastic

view of the nature of science, the view that Definition alone has

any scientific value. Where it is recognised that particular facts

are the basis and test of a great part of our knowledge, Logic

must also deal with those judgments which express particular

facts.
It also forms a part of our plan of investigation to take up the

analysis of the judgment at the point where it takes shape in the

natural course of Thought without skill or reflection on the part of

the thinker.

• 2. Our investigation of what takes place in Judgment completed,

we may then proceed to enquire as to the conditions which a

judgment must fulfil in order to be perfect and answer fully to its

purpose. In this way we may set before us an ideal, agreement

with which will be the end and object of our Thought. That is,

we begin by asking that Thought shall be necessary and universal,

and apply this test to the function of judgment after discovering

all its conditions and factors; there then result certain laws to

which judgment must be submitted, and hence certain criteria by

which we may distinguish between perfect and imperfect judg

ment. These laws, so far as they fall within the scope of a logical

~ treatment in our view, may be summed up in two principal points.

First, the elements of the judgment must be completely determined,

.i.e. fixed in concepts; secondly, the act of judgment itself must

proceed from its data in such a way as to be necessary. Thus

stand to the Subject in the relation of conceptual determinations, that is, as general to
special or particular. ' Aristotle died in the 73rd year of his age, in the 4th year of the
115th Olympiad,' is a mere proposition, not a judgment." But he adds decisively,
"It would have something of the nature of the judgment only if one of the circumstances,
the time of death or the age of the philosopher had been called in question and there
had been sonu ground for affirming the given number. . . . Thus the communication,
, my friend N has died' is a proposition, and would be a judgment only supposing it to
be questioned whether he were really. or merely apparently dead." So that Hegel also
agrees in calling every proposition a judglnent, in so far as we can ask whether it is true
and what are 'its grounds. Cf. also Fr~nz Kern (dz"e deutsche Satzlehre, 1883, p. 189),
who errs only in directing his remarks against Logic instead of against a one~sided logical
theory.
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this part of our treatment will contain the doctrine of concepts

and inferences as subject matter of the normal laws for the forma

tion of perfe~t judgments.

3. But knowledge of the nature of ideally perfect Thought does

not necessarily enable us to attain to this ideal state, nor even

show us the way which leads to the goal. Hence we have also to

consider how, starting from' a given state, with the means placed

at our disposal by Nature, and subject to the conditions imposed

upon human thought, we may reach logical perfection. We are

concerned here, therefore, with the methods of obtaining right

conceptions and hypotheses which will serve towards the formatio~

of judgments and inferences. This is the domain of the Art in

its narrower sense, of the properly technical instruction to which

the two prece~ing parts form a necessary preliminary. The most

important plate in this technical instruction is taken by the Theory

of Induction as the doctrine of the method by which concepts

and general propositions may be obtained from particular percep

tions.

4. We believe that by thus apprehending our task and arranging

our investigation, the different views which have made their

appearance as Logic has been elaborated, are combined and justice

done to each One view has assigned to Logic the task: of ex

pounding the natural forms of Thought and the natural laws which

it necessarily follows, and we also recognise the necessity of stating

the natural laws to which all Judgment is subject, and of discover

ing the principles applicable to it as a conscious function of a

particular kind. But we deny that this completes the task of

Logic, which aims at being not the Physics but the Ethics of

Thought. Others, again, have defined Logic as the doctrine of

the normal laws of human Thought or 'Knowing, and here again

we recognise this regulative character as an essential feature. But

we deny that any knowledge of these laws can be attained that is

not founded upon the study of the natural forces and functions to
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be regulated by them, and we deny also that a mere code of

normal laws can by itself be productive or fulfil the purpose for

the sake of which alone it is worth while to construct a logic.

Much rather do we hold it necessary that Methodology, which is

generally made to take a subordinate place, should be regarded as

the special, final and chief aim of our science. And since this

Methodology must have for its principal object the growth of

science from the natural data of knowledge, we hope to satisfy

also to some extent those who endeavour to avoid the barrenness

and abstract character of the .formal scholastic Logic by making

it include a Theory of Knowledge; nevertheless we exclude all

questions relating to the metaphysical significance of the processes

of Thought, and keep strictly to the prescribed limits within which

we regard Thought as a subjective function. We do not extend

our claims upon it so far as to demand a knowledge of Being, but

limit them to the sphere of that necessity and universal validity

which, even in ordinary language, are always and everywhere

regarded as the distinguishing and essential characteris4ics of what

is logical.





PART I

THE NATURE OF JUDGMENT AND ITS

PRESUPPOSITIONS
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PART I

INTRODUCTION

§ 5·

THE Proposition, in which something is stated about something, is the
verbal expression of the Judgment. This originates as an active move
ment of Thought, and always presupposes that there are present to the
person forming and uttering the judgment, two ideas-the Subject and
Predicate ideas, which can at first be only superficially distinguished by
saying that the Subject is that of which something is stated, the Predicate
that which is stated.

I. The judgment which we find in the form of a spoken assertion
appears in the first instance as a completed whole, a finished product of men
tal activity. As such it is reproducible in memory, capable of entering into
new combinations, transferable by comlllunication with others, and such
that it can be perpetuated in writing to all time. But this objectivity and
independent existence, which leads us to speak of it a:s stating, connecting
or disconnecting, is apparent only, and the expressions merely figurative;
rightly speaking, the judgment as such has real existence only in active
judging, in that mental act of a thinking individual which takes place at a
given moment, and the only possible way in which we can perpetuate the
judgment as an active process in thought is by consciously repeating it.

The judgment itself never attains to objective existence, but only its
material sign, the spoken or written proposition, which, by.being externally
present for others and recognisable, announces that a certain mental act has
taken place in active Thought.

Now the proposition, as this outward sign, presents two aspects for our
consideration, which 'must be carefully distinguished from the beginning.
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On the one hand it refers to its source, the mental processes of the person
who gives utterance to it, and in so doing reveals his thoughts. On the
other hand it addresses itself to the hearer by whom it is to Qe understood;
he.is called upon to interpret the outward signs, and out of them to re
construct the thought expressed by the speaker. But the functions of the
person understanding the spoken words are not the same as those of th~

speaker; although if we assume complete understanding, the final result in
the mind of the hearer must coincide with that froIn which the speaker
started. When I express a perception in the ~ords "the castle is on fire,"
my starting point is the image of the burning castle. In this image I
recognise the familiar form of the building, and the flames rising from it,
and I describe what I saw by first separating these two elements, and then
uniting them in the proposition. The person who hears my proposition
must begin by uniting the ideas which are excited in him by the two words,
and which are at first separate; only when this is done does he obtain the
idea from which the speaker set out.

Grammar and Hermeneutics, which start fr.om the spoken or written
word, naturally tend mainly to the standpoint of the hearer; they direct
their attention to those functions which are active in understanding, and
treat of them in the order in which they occur in the hearer. But in
psychological analysis, where our aim is to investigate the nature of thought
in judging, the other side-the action of the speaker-is of primar~ im
portance; and this the more so because conlmunication to others is not
necessarily the object of all Thought which clothes itself in words.

For us, then, the investigation of the nature of the judgment consists in
a consideration of the mental act which takes place when we are actively
engaged in judging, and to which we proceed to give expression in words.
And since every repetition of a judgment (whether mental or spoken) pre
supposes its original production, the cases with which we must deal are
those in which our Thought produces a new judgment and provides it with
its verbal expression (as, e.g., whenever we give utterance to a new
observation).

2. The process which goes on when I form and utter a judgment may
be described for the present by saying that I state something about some
thing.1 There are always two elements present, the one is that which is
stated, TO KaT'Y}yopoVfJ-€VOV, the Predicate; the other one is that apout which

1 AO')'OS Kara1>aTLKOS ?} a7ro1>aTLKOS TLPOS KarG. TLPOS. A rz"stotle's A nat., pr. I. I • We
shall consider later on (§ 12) the view that judgments do not all have two elements.
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the statement is made, or to which it refers, TO V7rOKE{jJ-EVOV, the Subject.
But this description is merely superficial, and derived from language.
Statement is an activity or the organs of speech, and the question arises:
what is the mental process of Thought when 'W·e "state something about
something? "

3. If we start fronl the spoken proposition we must begin by making
a distinction. There are some propositions in which we mean only the
words as such to be Subject or Predicate, the words as these particular
combinations of sounds. Possibly remarks are made about them which
are purely grammatical and have no reference to their meaning (Samiel
is a Hebrew word, Contra is a preposition); or it may be that the pro
position refers to th'e meaning of a word or name, (Oxide is a compound of
oxygen; Alexandros is another name for Paris; J agsthausen is a village
and castle on the Jagst 1). We may for the present put aside these merely
etynlological and hermeneutic statements, and there then remain for our

investigation only thos~ propositions in "rhich the words appear as signs of

ideas, and are assumed to be understood by both speaker and hearer, £. e.,
to be connected with the same definite ideas, so that the statement is not
concerned with the words themselves, but with the ideas connected with
the words.

4. Here then, if the statement is to have any meaning, each element,
Subject as well as Predicate, must be some idea immediately pre~ent to my
consciousness. At first sight, and speaking generally, the Subj ect-idea

app~ars to be that one which is first present to me. Any object whatever
which I can retain independently in consciousness is qualified to become
by itself the subject of a judgment; it may be the immediate intuition of a
particular thing, or an abstract idea, an object or an even:t. To it is added
as second in consciousness, the Predicate-idea. It is essential that this
should be taken from those of our ideas which are already known to us and

nanled by words which are understood. It must be an idea which has been
already received into consciousness, which is connected with a word
enabling us to retain and reproduce it, and which is distinguished from all

other ideas. I cannot say "this is blue, this is red," unless I am already
familiar with the ideas blue and red, and can l reproduce them with the

1 It has been objected that the real meaning of this phrase is: That which is called
Jagsthausen is a village, etc., hence that the proposition does not refer to a mere nanle.
But for anyone as yet ignorant of the significance of the word, the only possible import of
the proposition is to give hinl the meaning of a hitherto unknown word; he cannot con
nect any idea with the subject.
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word. Judgment is possible only where a number of such distinct ideas are
. retained and easily called into consciousness. Hence conscious judgment
presupposes that these ideas are already formed.

Now, it is true that some Thought is already involved in the process by
which these ideas are formed. Whatever we may think of the functions by
which we arrive at ideas of definite objects, or at any ideas which can serve
for Predicates, it cannot be denied that it is necessary to distinguish between
different sensations, to comprehend a plurality as a whole, to ref~r this
whole as a unity to its manifold content, and to retain in memory the pro
duct so gained; and these are all of them acts which we can only think of
as analogous to conscious mental acts of the nature of judgment. But this
activity which results in distinct and independent ideas, precedes our con
scious and intentional Thought, and is governed by laws of which we are
unconscious. If we begin to reflect upon it we are conscious only of the
results of these processes in the form of ideas already possessed of names.
The processes themselves must have been originally guided by a psycho
logical necessity, since their course has been essentially the same in all
human beings; or else they have become so much a matter of habit, and
attained to such mechanical facility, that they take place with unconscious
certainty even within the conscious life. We must further presuppose the
first beginnings and appropriation of language, since conscious and volun-

rtary Thought takes place almost entirely through its aid. Properly
speaking, then, that Thought by which ideas are first produced does not
come within the scope of our enquiry, nor yet the investigation of the origin
of language, and the appropriation of it by the individual, although we may
be obliged to touch upon these questions as our analysis proceeds. Still it
is necessary to take a survey of those ideas which are capable of entering
as elements-either as Subject or Predicate-into our judgments, and to
determine the relation between the mental fact and its verbal expression.



CHAPTER I

IDEAS AS ELEMENTS OF THE JUDGMENT, AND THEIR RELA TION

TO WORDS

~ 6.

IF we examine the contents of our Thought, that which can enter into our
judgments as Subject or Predicate, or as part of Subject or Predicate, we
find that it consi~ts of:-

I.-THINGS, their Attributes and Activities, and Modifications of these.
IT.-RELATIONS OF THINGS and of their Attributes and Activities.
';fhese may be Spatial and rremporal, Logical, Causal or Modal.
I. Language itself in its classification of words seems to give us the

clue to the different kinds of objects of Thought; a clue which was certainly
made use of by Aristotle in his enumeration of the Categories as the highest
classes of that which is thought and that which is. But the clue is not
an infallible one. It is the peculiarity of the structure of language that as
it develops its different forms vary in their functions. A special form is
not coined for every new kind of idea; but as in the organic kingdom
morphologically equivalent organs can discharge functions which are
essentially different physiologically, so it is also with classes of words, such
as Substantives, Verbs, Adjectives. Different kinds of words do not neces
sarily correspond to differences of meaning in such a way that we can be
guided entirely by these external characteristics, While still keeping sight
of the indications given by language, we must take a general survey of the
nature of the objects of Thought, which alone will show us how far
differences in forms of speech correspond to differences of mental content.'

2. The most universal possession of humanity consists in that series of
ideas which constitutes the world of the Existent, and though as a matter
of fact this series is generally accompanied by language, we are forced to
think of it as possible to every individual, even without the co-operation of
language. To this series belongs, besides the idea of self, the idea of our
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whole empirically known surroundings, as well as the idea of everything
which we think of as existing in the same way as ourselves and the objects
of imn1ediate perception.

Ideas of particular Things form the material from which this world is
built up, and the words by which they are denoted are concrete Substan
tives. These Things we think of as supporting Attributes which find their
expression in Adjectives, and as developing with the course of time
Activities and falling into conditions which are expressed by Verbs.!

This distinction between the ideas of Things and the ideas of Attributes
which inhere in them, and A~tivities in which they are engaged, must be
regarded as a fundamental fact of Thought. That part of our judgment
which is conscious and can be guided by reflection-and here alone can
there be any logic-presupposes both this distinction and the necessity
which obliges us to refer the different kinds of ideas to each other, and to
regard every thinkable and independent object as the unity of a Thing with
its Attributes and Activities. No doubt the impressions from which we

1 The generality of the process by which the affections of sense are referred to Things,
is in no way prejudiced by the fact that such reference may be uncertain in particular
cases, and that a thing perceived in a certain phenomenon may be apprehended in various
ways. Night, shadow, rainbow, wind, etc., are originally things in the fullest sense of
the word-concrete and particular. It is scientific reflexion which first deprives them of
this solidity, and causes us to look upon them as merely the results of certain relations
alllongst things. Hence, also, we avoid using the expression "substance" in this con
nection ; for it is an expression which implies that a scientific reflexion, and a criticism of
those ideas which arise immediately and naturally, have already taken place. Not every
thing which the ordinary consciousness-led by the analogy of its own mental processes
-apprehends as a, thing, is for that reason substance in the strict sense, or will permit of
the conscious application of this category.

We need not enter here upon the difficult question as to whether the present verbal
fonn, in all its applications, is founded upon one definite common conception, nor V\That
that conception may be. To me it appears certain that according to the original dis
tinction between noun and verb, the expressing of temporal action (in its widest sen5e) be
longs to the latter; and the thought of movement and change which proceeds fronl, and
arises in, the Thing, and which can, moreover, extend its influence to other things, forms
the nucleus of that group of ideas which the verb serves to denote. In proportion as our
imagination looks upon things as alive, even persisting states, such as lying, standing,
remaining, etc., seem to be reflective actions-the result of a resistance to change which
is active and almost volitional. Or 'at least it is looked upon, as is evident in the Greek
gcrT'Y}Ka, KoJ}'Y}IUU, as the result of an activity. It seems to me, then, more correct to regard
the concept of action as original, and to subordinate to it the concept of state, than to
reverse the relation, as Wundt does. That according to our present treatment many
verbs seem to have the value of Adjectival Predicates, in no way alters the original dis
tinction. The same state of a Thing may be regarded either as its inactive Attribute, or
as its continuous Activity-as, for exanlple, at rest and resting, ruber and rubeo, silent and
holding one's peace, etc.
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gain the idea of light and that of the light-giving object, or the ideas of
hardness and coldness, and those of hard and cold Things, are the same in

each case: but we cannot in conscious Thought force ourselves back to a
point prior to the distinction, any more than \ve can talk in the roots from

which the forms of Verb and Noun have developed. What the linguistic

forms of Substantive, Verb and Adjective imply is just this unity in differ

ence. Every Verb implies a Subject, every Adjective a Substantive, and

only when they are thus supplemented can Thought come to rest in a

relatively complete act, having attained a whole which is thinkable inde

l}endently and by itself. In this process the part of the Substantive is to

denote more especially the unity, a unity, however, which tends constantly

to develop itself into its elements; the Adjective and Verb exhibit these

elements as abstracted from, but always striving back to unity. I'hus wher
ever we find our ideas denoted by various forms of speech such as Substan

tives, Adjectives and Verbs, there Thought has been busy, distinguishing

and unifying according to the categories of Thing, Attribute and Activity;

our way of speaking is governed by our habit of bringing everything under

these categories. Only in a few onomatopoetic words at the most-·such as

pop, splash-can we reproduce an impression which has not yet been seized

upon by categorizing Thought.

The antithesis between Verb and Substantive claims priority, both

actually and etymologically. Even if it were true that roots in their
original signification are of the nature of verbs, and that names were first

given to events, changes and movements, this would prove no more than

that quick movement and activity exercise the strongest stimulus, and

excite the accompanying sound more easily, not that the idea of activity in
general preceded the idea of the agent. Movement, the fundamental in
tuition upon which all ideas of external activity are grounded, cannot be

perceived without a localization of the moving object and its background,

and a comparison which presupposes that stationary images have been

seen and retained by memory.l It is just in movelnent that the identity of

the agent in its activity, as the distinction of the permanent Thing from the

temporary event, is most easily grasped; it is more difficult in beginning
and ceasing-in change of attributes. For the attribute expressed by the

adjective when it has a purely sensuous signification-e.g. colour-is not

distinct from the idea of the Subject, it is permanent like it, and what 'we

1 This agrees with what Steinthal says, Abriss der Sprachwz"ss., 1,396 sq.
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perceive of the thing is just its Attribute. It is the plurality of Attributes,
their different cqmbinations in different Things, and their changeableness
in one continuously intuited object, which first impels us to disengage them
from one another, and makes us able to think of each independently; and
it is the repetition of action which first impels us to express its permanent
ground by an Adjective. Thus there arise the two classes of Adjectives;
those which partake lTIOre of the nature of Nouns, and those which
approach more nearly to Verbs.

While the ideas of Thing and Activity are so bound together that an
action or attribute must always be the action or attribute of some rrhing,
and a Thing must always be thought of as having a definite Attribute and
Activity, we are nevertheless enabled by the distinction to think of an
Attribute or Activity by itself, and disengage it from reference to any par
ticular Thing. In this way they are thought of as abstract, i.e., withheld in
artificial isolation from the unity towards which they naturally tend. In

this abstraction not only are they cut ,off from unity with definite Things,
they are also raised to universality; i.e., it becomes possible to refer them
to and find them in any number of particular instances. These two pro
cesses-that of resolving a given complex idea into the different elements
of Attributes and Activities, and that of forming from these elements ab
stract and general ideas-are mutually dependent, or rather we should say
that they are one and the same process, and that their result presents
different aspects. In my intuition of a stone as a round, white Thing, the
ideas of round shape and white colour disengage themselves from this par
ticular combination, and thus it becomes possible for them to enter into or
be recognised in any other combination.

, By the distinction of Attributes and Activities from Things we are
enabled to think of the same Attributes and the same Activity as belong
ing to different Things; and a basis is also given for the comparison of

similar Activities and Attributes in different Things, and the recognition of
differences between them, which we think of as variations in degree or ill
mode. And just as Things are distinguished by their Activities and
Attributes, so the similar Activities and Attributes of 12articular Things are
distinguished by degrees and modes which we may comprehend under the
name of Modifications. Here we have a new distinction and a new unity
which finds expression in language in the relation in which Adverbs stand
to Adjectives and Verbs. The etymological form of the Adverb also
announces it to be a dependent element which must be united to the idea
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of an Attribute or Activity; it is incomprehensible except in connection

with such an idea as its more accurate determination.
So far as Abstract ideas can be retained independently, and fonn a

centre to which other ideas may attach, language gives them a substantival

form; they are Abstract Substantives, and their meaning consists in ideas
of Attributes and Activities. This form implies that they are comparable

with Things, in so far as their relations to Adjectives and Verbs are similar

to those of Concrete Substantives. But they are not therefoi'e really Things,

and the unity between them and their determinations, as expressed in

Adjectives or Verbs, is not that unity of inherence or action through which
they themselves, as abstract, indicate a something which supports them.
Except where Relations are involved, only the differentiation' of a common
element, the modification of the Attribute or Activity, can be thought of in
connection with that Attribute and referred to it in a manner analogous to
that in which it is itself referred to a Thing. The chief point which the

two relations have in COOlman is that in both there is contained a unification

in the sense that where we have a substantival idea, its determinations and

the distinguishing characteristics which it offers for comparison both occupy

an independen t position in consciousness, and at the same tilue maintain

their unity with it. (The ball is round-the ball moves-the movement is

rapid-the rapidity increases).
The one characteristic common to the ideas of Things and their

Attributes and Activities which we have been considering is, that in all

there is an immediately intuitable element, which is determined by the

function of one or more of our senses, or by inner perception. This
intuitable content never constitutes by itself the whole of the idea; it is
seized upon by Thought which gives it form, and it is then retained as the

idea of the Attribute or Activity of a Thing to which it is referred as to a
permanent unity. rrhis unity is as much a part of our idea as the elernent

of sense intuition; but while the categories of Thing, Attribute and Activity
are always the same, the product of sense-intuition, or of imitative imagin

ation, constitutes the real essence of the idea, and gives to it its distin
guishing content.

3. It is this element which distinguishes the ideas of Things and

their Attributes and Activities from the second main class-IDEAS OF

RELATION. In these the ideas of Things are always presupposed; while on
the other hand their content is the result of a relating Activity, and indues

them from the first with a generality which makes it impossible to excite

the idea of the particular by means of the corresponding words.
s. L. D
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(a) The relations which are first apd most easily comprehended,
because already implicitly contained in our intuition of Things and their
Activities, are those of TIME and SPACE. Right and left, above and below,

before and after, are ideas which, as consciously distinguished elements of

our ideal world, are due entirely to a subjective Activity, passing to and fro
bet,veen Things which are already intuited in spatial and teinporal exten

sion; their content consists in the consciousness of the detennination of

this Activity as it passes through Space and Tinle, and is therefore inde
pendent of any particular reference. It is true that these relations are all
implicitly contained in our ideas of Things as spatially extended and
enduring in time-in the manifold which extends before us in spatial and

temporal order, but they do not as yet come into consciousness independ

ently. \Ve have an idea of a spatial object in which there is right and left,

above and belo\v, and our intuition moves through space in these various

directions in order to grasp the spatial image as a unity; but this does not
necessarily imply that we are conscious of the nlovement and of its different
directions. At first we are conscious of the result only, of the definite
figure and its situation with reference to others. Relational words have no

meaning for us until this Activity of movement to and fro itself comes into
consciousness, until we distinguish one direction from another, the further

reaching movenlent of sight or hand frOln the shorter: they presuppose

a spontaneous movement of Thought supervening upon the in1mediately

-given material, and being thus disengaged froin any particular sensuous

affection they possess a generality peculiar to therDselves. "Movement"

Jnust always be thought of in the last instance as movement of something,

however faint the sensuous iinage of that something may be : but" direction"

presupposes only that we ourselves describe a line in space and are con

scious of its determinations. These relations are expressed by Adverbs of
Space and l'iIne, and these, when used to denote relations thought of as

connected with the objects to which they refer, become prepositions or

case-suffixes, or blend as prefixes with Adjectives and Verbs; in other

words, again, such as "follow," "fall," a spatial or ten1poral relation is

blended with the meaning of the word, and finds no separate expression.
The relation of Whole and Part is also derived from spatial relations.

Intuition begins by a process of limitation and distinction which disengages

what we perceive as a single Thing from the surroundings by which it is

accompanied in immediate sensation. It is in this way that we obtain
images of men and animals, their power of n10vement compelling us to
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distinguish them from their b~ckground, and for this reason also) because
their shape facilitates complete limitation and distinction, we regard trees
and stones as unities. But within this original unity there appear new
differences, and we can describe new boundaries, and thus there arise

subordinate spatial unities \vithin the circumference of the first. Their
relatively independent power of rnovement causes the linlbs of the hUluan

or animal body to appear as such unities, and when we break a stone the

separate pieces are perceived as distinct by the san1e intuition to which it

is still present in its original shape. Now, when we thus break up a whole,

what we have at first is merely a plurality of new unities, new things to fix

limitations to. The fact that we have an idea of the head as well as of the

whole body, of the finger as well as of the hand, does not necessarily make

us think of the head as part of the body, or of the finger as part of the

hand. Immediate intuition or reproduction may e\Ten proceed to com
plete the idea of the head by that of the body, the idea of the finger by

that of the hand; but not until we are conscious of the relation between
the subordinate unity and the higher, not until we reunite what we have

separated, and refe,r the two processes to each other, does the head appear

as part of the body, the finger as part of the hand. No doubt the idea of tpe

relation, of belonging to a' whole, is more intimately connected with the

idea of such things as the limbs of the body, which we always perceive as

parts, and never as isolated wholes (hand, arm, lilub, etc.) than it is with

objects which may be indifferently presented as parts or as independent

\vholes (e.g. flower as a whole, blossom as apart).
This relational idea is thus presupposed in every idea of n1agnitude. A

is large in comparison with B if B is a part of A, or can be regarded (by

Ineans of contact, superposition, etc.) as a part of A. All comparison of
Inagnitudes and all true measurement is grounded upon the observation or

establishment of the relation of parts to a whole, and the first principle,

"the whole is greater than the part," is really an interpretation of the idea

"great." (Such words as great and high first appear as absolute predicates

or Attributes after we are familiar with a definite standard of measurement.)
Again, the idea of the whole as a Thing with .Attributes and Activities

is not without influence upon the idea of the parts. The parts do not

~erely stand side by side in external juxtaposition) the whole does not

merely surround them as a frame; a causal relation is implied, the whole

embraces the parts, holds them together and has then1. More of this here
after.
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The same differentiation takes place in the region of Time. The word
breaks up into syllables, the melody into single phrases; and here also
the ideas of telnporal magnitudes, of longer and shorter, are developed

in proportion as the temporal relations obtain an independent position in
consciousness.

(b) These ideas have their origin in the relating Activity which moves
in Space and Time, and their content consists in the intuitive consciousness

, of the movement through Space and Time. But their completion requires
also the co-operation of functions of relating Thought, which gives rise to

other ideas of relation resulting from distinction and comparison. The
idea of Difference is not something which is given. In our consciousness
of several distinct objects it is certainly presupposed th~t we distinguish
them; but at first it is the result only of the function which comes into
consciousness, that is the co-existence of several objects, each of which is
independently perceived. The idea of Difference, of likeness or unlikeness,

does not develop until distinction takes place consciously, and is accom
panied by reflection. The idea of Identity does not presuppose m·erely
that the same object was present for some time, or repeatedly; it arises
first through negation of difference in the contents of two or more ideas

which succeed each other in time, ~nd it is this Activity which forms its
content. Only in so far as it presents condit,ions and ground for this
Activity can identity be ascribed to an ob,ject. Difference, Identity and

Similarity are never to be regarded as mere abstractions from the intuited
content, which can give nothing beyond itself; they are mental processes
of \vhich ,ve have become conscious, a~d it is this that gives thenl their
content. Number also has its origin in such mental processes, and arises
when similar contents are spati~lly or temporally differentiated, and the dis
tinguishable repetition of the· same intuition comes into consciousness as
such, while each step of the repetition is retained in memory and compre
hended in a new unity with the preceding series. The fact that I see three

things, and that the impression made by them differs from the impression
made by two and one, is not sufficient to give me the idea three. The

difference is not perceived by me as one of number until I count: i.e. con
sciously perform the act of proceeding from one unity to another.

(c) The third main class consists of the CAUSAL RELATIONS. These all
contain, in infinitely varied modifications, the idea of Efficient Action, that
is, of action which is directed upon some other thing (transitive verbs).
Any explanation of the origin of the causal conception, and even the
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question of its exact meaning, is reserved for later enquiry; nevertheless
we must indicate ,the position occupied by it in the totality of our ideas.
This is not easy inasmuch as the close connection between efficiency and
action impels us to regard the latter as a relation because the former is one,

and in so doing we are in danger of representing the position of the agent
towards his action as mere'relation, and the action of the Subj ect as other

than himself, an independent something of his creation. We are all the
more liable to regard the position of a ~hing towards its varying actions as
a relation, inasmuch as the identity of a Thing throughout its changes
cannot be thought except by a unifying synthesis, so that as a matter of
fact we are forced to distinguish betw'een the changes and the Thing. The
impossibility of drawing any fixed line of distinction seems to find confirm
ation in two ways. \Vhen a man walks he moves his legs; that which from
one point of view is nlere action, appears from another as an effect upon
his limbs, which are relatively independent things; and it is the same in
all cases where there is room for doubt as to what is a single thing, and

what must be regarded as a complex of different things. Even the inactive
relation of the whole to its parts appears as an influence exerted by the

whole upon the parts, or by the parts upon the whole. The whole has-i.e.
holds-the parts, binds them into unity by its influence, the parts " form"

the whole. Again, in view of the fact that what we ordinarily look upon as
.Attribute, such as colour, smell, etc., has been resolved by the progress of
knowledge into an effect upon our sense-organs, much can be said for the
proposition that efficacy and Attribute pass over into each other, and that
Substance is causal in its Attributes. Thus Inherence and Causality
become merely different ways of regarding one and the saIne relation.

But these considerations merely show the difficulty of deciding where

the determinations of Attribute, Action and Efficiency can be applied \vith
objective validity; they do not obliterate the distinction between the

concepts of Attribute, Action and Efficiency as distinct elements in our
ideas. We may come to think that what we used to regard as an Attribute
inhering in a 1'hing, such as colour, does not really inhere in the Thing,
but is its effect upon our sensibility; nevertheless it takes effect becau~e

of some attribute, which we must conclude to be there, even though it is

110t directly cognizable through the senses-the effect, that is, is due to
the structure of its surface and its power of reflecting and absorbing light.
And before it can take effect it must, before all, be active, it must enter
upon a change of state, or some sort of lllovement. The fact still remains
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that if we think of a definite Thing we n1ust think of it as possessing
~ttributes which inhere in it, and constitute its particular nature, and can

be predicated of it without reference to anything else. It is the same with
Action. Our world would be a chaos, presenting no clear distinctions for

our recognition, unless we think of it as a plurality of particular individual
Things, each having its definite nature, and active in so far as it asserts
this nature in Tilne, or changes and alters it, moves or grows. Of course'
in this action it is both' determined by other Things which affect it, and
affects other Things and determines their action, but that is not the
question here. Efficiency cannot even be expressed without distinguishing

it fron1 Action. The antithesis is that between causa inz11zanens and causa
transiens. . That which proceeds from the former is inseparable from the

idea of the Subject, a mode of its being; that which proceeds from the

latter cannot be thought except in relation to something else. 'Ve sannot
therefore obliterate the distinction that the idea of Efficiency belongs to
the ideas of Relations between different Things, while that of Action
constitutes an inherent portion of the idea of the particular rrhing by

itself, and involves only the Relations of space and time without which no

particular Thing can ever be thought. It is for this reason also that the

idea of efficiency is never intuitable, since the passing over of Causality
from one thing to another is an addition of the Thought which connects;

only the Action itself, the change in the Things which are enter~ng into

Relation with each other, can be intuited.
The many forn1s in which this Relation finds expression can only be

briefly indicated. It is most accurately and appropriately denoted by
transitive verbs; but when these are regarded as proceeding from a pernla

nent ground, adjectives are developed which indicate that a Thing is

capable of producing an effect, is constantly doing so, and always prepared

to do so. And when the idea of efficiency is joined in Thought to the
Thing itself, and the Thing takes its name from the effect which it pro

duces, then there arise the numerous substantives ,vhich denote Things

according to their Causal Relation alone. From this there naturally

results an incongruity between the substantival forln, which indicates
permanence and independent existence, and the fortuitousness and change

of the Relation, and the possibility arises of confusing between what is true

only of the Relation, and what is true of the thing. This applies to the

expression "cause" itself. A Thing is a Cause only in so far as it takes

effect, and at the moment in which it takes effect; but on the other hand
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we give the nan1e of Cause to a Thing having a permanent existence.
Now with reference to the Relation it is quite correct to say that where
there is no effect there is no Cause; but it is incorrect to extend the

proposition to Things which might become causes under certain circum

stances, or are causes from some other point of view. This is true again

in reference to the Relation of subject and object in the fan10us proposition

"no object without a subject." If I mean by the word Object merely the

Relation by virtue of which the name of object is conferred upon a Thing

only when it is actually presented, then the proposition becomes Inerely
a truism. But I may mean by Object everything existing externally to

myself, or, indeed, everything which is other than 111y Thought, because

under certain circumstances it may be presented to me; and then it is

not true that all the things ever presented to me vanish so soon as the
subject withdraws and the Relation ceases. If it were so I must needs

vanish myself when I fall asleep. We do not hesitate to say" I have been

asleep," but" I " denotes a subject which is conscious of itself, conscious

ness disappears in sleep, hence "I" cannot sleep if by " I " is meant the

subject in so far as it is conscious of itself. According to the theory "no

object without a subject" I must cease to be duril?g sleep. " Cavalry on
foot" is an absurd contradiction, if cavalry means only men on horseback;

but if I mean Inen who serve in a cavalry regiment, then it is a matter of

course t~at they sometimes walk. The proposition" no object without a
su~ject" is true in the same sense that the proposition "a rider cannot

walk " is true.

(d) The relation between ourselves as the subjects o~ psychical activity,
and the objects of our subjective action-of our intuition and thought as

well as of our desire and will-cannot be compared with any other. An
object or definite content of Thought or Will, contains in itself as such all

the categories we have been considering; it is Thing, Attribute, p....ctivity

or Efficacy. But under which category shall we class seeing, hearing,

intuiting, thinking; willing, etc., when we consider these functions in

reference to their objects, and not merely as manifestations of activity on

the part of the subject? Do seeing, hearing, and thinking, belong to the

Causal Relations? They are not mere action, for they refer to something

other than the subject; but neither are they efficient, for they neither

produce nor alter a Thing. Only that which never exists but in Thought
(such as imaginations and fancies) comes under the Causal Relation of

production and creation, and this only in so far as we may be justified
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in regarding a thought or a drealTI as a "Thing." But what we can
think of as in any way existing is not produced by our Thought; it makes
no difference to the real Thing when we think about it; nevertheless
we regard it as an object of Thought, and as standing in relation to
it. By an extension of the Kantian phraseology we n1ay call this class
of Relations MODAL; it will contain all ,the relations which exist between
objects' and ourselves when we think of theIn, and desire, wish for, and
estimate them according to their value for us. Thus it will include not
only all the verbs which express an ideational activity ,vith reference to an
object, but also adjectives and adverbs, such as " true" and" false," which
express the relation between my idea and the Thing to which it refers, or
"beautiful" and "good," which express the reference of a -thing to a
standard of value, and therefore express an attribute belonging to the
Thing as such only indirectly and when this standard is absolutely fixed.
Finally it includes such substantives as " sign," or " purpose."

§ 7.

Every·object of which we form an idea is thought of in one of two ways.
We may think of it as having particular existence (l.e., existing as a
particular Thing, or as an Attribute, activity or relation of particular things)
or as subject to the conditions of particular existence (as with the images
produced by imagination). Or we may think of it without attending to
its particular existence, and as general in the sense that as mentally repre
sented it may enter into the thought of any number of things or instances.
This mental representation finds its expression in the Word as such.

But when words are appropriated from existing language and employed
to express the natural thought of the individual, their meanings differ with
the individual and are liable to great transfonnations.
,,1. The ideas \vhich have preceded the act of judgn1ent in a judging

subject are generally indicated by nleans of the words that denote them.
Now there is no doubt that what language aims at is that a word should
have the same meaning for everyone; but in actual life this is far from
being the case. It is more true to say that words have different meanings
for different people, and for the same person at different times.1 Hence
in the analysis of actual judgment we must never start by assuming that
a word has a generally accepted meaning without further investigation;

1 Cf. Paul, Pr£ncip£en der Sprackgeschichte, ed. 2, p. 83.
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we must always regard the word as being merely the sign of the idea
present to the individual who is making the judgment.

2. The relation between the verbal expression and the idea which it

denotes is not always the same. Some words (such as nouns and verbs)
are connected with a definite ideal content, which constitutes their mean
ing as understood by the individual. Others-such as pronouns and
demonstratives-denote nothing definite by themselves or by the mere

sound of the word; all they serve for is to express a reference to the
thinking and speaking Subject (or to that of which he speaks), and they do
not therefore become the sign of a definite idea until this reference is

understood by means of actual intuition. I and you, this and that, here
and there, do not express by their sound the idea of a definite person,
thing or place, although they are used to denote definite things or places.·
As the circumstances in which, and the people by whom they are used
differ, they denote different objects, and these objects must be supplied
from some other source.

3. But words which are significant in thenlselves are all of them, so far

as understood, and in thei~ primary and immediate meaning, no more than

signs of ideas which are present to the mind, and can be reproduced by

rnenlory. Whether a word be a proper nalue or quite general in meaning
it can never be of use until it has become capable of calling into con
sciousness a definite ideal-content, by the mere sound alone, and without

help from present intuition. On the other hand we cannot have certain
and firm possession of an idea, or use it in thought, unless we have a \vord
by which to denote it ; when the word is wan6ng to an idea we always feel

it as a want, and have a difficulty in grasping the idea in its individuality
and difference from others, in reproducing it with any certainty, and in
guarding it from confusion. As a matter of fact the process of psychical

development always is aided by language and greatly influenced by it, and
every ideal-content, as it becomes a new mental possession, seeks a word to
denote it. This is why we are always so anxious to know names, and are
content to be answered by a name we have never heard before, in answer

to the question "what is that?" Here we easily lend ourselves to the
delusion of thinking that the learning of names adds to our knowledge of
things, though we really gain nothing directly from knowing that this plant
is called Aristolochia and that one Clematis. Still we have gained a
means of recurring more easily to these things, of fixing them in our
memory, and of afterwards extending our knowledge. Hence all progress
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in knowledge IS accompanied by a change and extension of scientific
terminology.

4. Let us now consider the nature of the ideas which accompany our

words. I~ is most itnportant here to remember that the thought we are

dealing with is that which takes place in the particular individual in the

natural course of his nlental development; and the idea as it is connected

by the individual with one and the same word passes through stages of

development which cannot be explained either by philology, which aims

merely at determining the generally accepted meaning of the word, or by

the ordinary logical treatment of the word.

5. Words are generally held to be the signs of CONCEPTS. But a

Concept in the logical sense is a work of art, produced by a conscious

elaboration of our ideas in which its characteristics are analysed and its

definition fixed, and it is the work of logic to help us to attain to the ideal

state in which words represent such Concepts. ...t\.s a matter of fact most

of our words only approximate to this state, and when we are treating of

the beginning of judgment in the first appropriation of the simplest

elements of language, it can only lead to confusion if we call every mental

counterpart to a word a Concept, without further discrimination. If we

did this we should have to follow Herbart's example, and give a much

wider meaning than the ordinary one to the expression " Concept."

6. We seem able here to distinguish a twofold relation between the idea

and the word. Some of our ideas-those, that is, \vhich rest upon

immediate intuition-form themselves up to a certain point without the

help of language; and these ideas, developing independently in every

individual, are the conditions under which speech first becomes possible.

Here speech is added to an image which is already formed. But others·

amongst our ideas, e.g., all those belonging to the region of the non

sensuous, are aroused in us by tradition, and the formation of these is

occasioned and deternlined by the range of the Thought of the Com

munity as expressed in the language we hear. The word comes first, and

becomes only gradually richer and more definite in n1eaning in proportion

as the individual enters into the Thought of the Community. The con

trast between the two cases is, however, merely apparent. We never

understand a word except by connecting it with our own ideas, and its·

contents consist in just those elements which the individual has really

consciously grasped and retained. Even the immediate sense-intuition of

the child is guided at an early stage by language; and on the other hand,.
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the most abstract terms are no more than empty sounds until their Con
tent is independently reproduced in Thought. It is always a discovery
when a thought of our own is found to agree with the meaning of a word
as accepted in common language, and all our explanation of word~ aims
at bringing about the conditions under which the ideas corresponding to
them must be produced according to psychological laws. The real
difference is merely that in the natural development the sensuous ideas
COlue first and are all formed in more or less the same way, while the
number of elements involved in the higher and more abstract ideas
increases the variety of \vays in which they are formed, and the individual
differences of the products becon1e luore difficult to expound. But the
general process by which idea and word become wedded together for the
individual is essentially the same throughout. \Ve connect the word with
an ideal-content which must at one time or another have been self
produced, and it then passes through a series of developments in the
process of which this content becomes enriched and modified.

7. Look how the child obtains the almost exclusively sensuous ideas,

which belong to its first words, and enable it to make its first judgments.,
It always starts from the particular intuition of a thing or an event which is
named to it; words are first understood in reference to particular cases.
But in proportion as it is little practised in apprehension and scantily pre
pared by a previous store of ideas, the intuitive image which enters into

memory, and is afterwards reproduced with the word, falls short of being
a faithful and exhaustive copy of the thing presented to sense, and of con
taining all which might have been perceived in the object. Even what

the man-unless a practised observer-actually sees in the presented
object, what he receives in intuition and stores in his memory, is generally

quite inadequate to the object itself. Hence when we first begin to speak
the traces which remain of the particular object seen can be no more than a

rough and faded copy of the thing, in which, as in a hasty sketch, only

the more prominent features appear. Generally speaking then, we can
have no idea of what image the child really connects at any time with the
words which it hears. When an intuition occurs similar to those already
retained in memory none of the conditions are present which would enable
it to perceive a difference between the present and former objects; the
fusion takes place immediately and is expressed by the fact that the new

object is called by the name already learned. Children will give th~ same
name to things only remotely similar so long as they agree in all or som_e
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of those characteristics which have been securely apprehended, and this

makes it possible for them to get on with few words. Here \ve may find

the explanation, both of the wit which so often surprises us in child

language, and of the numerous confusions into which, as we think, they

fall. Progress, for them, does not consist in subsuming something new

under familiar ideas, but in learning to apprehend more completely and

distinguish more exactly)

8. We may say, then, that in the earlier stages of the 'Thought of the

inc1ividual the meaning of every word is connected with a particular in

tuition, and there is here no di fference whatever between particular and

. general ideas. The memory in1age which remains from our first imperfect

apprehension of an object is not retained by the mind as a fixed im

pression. Its reproduction is always the result of a new activity, and,

instead of speaking of images and ideas as of solid things lying in the

memory as in a store-house, \ve ought really to speak of having gained

habits and capabilities of reproducing ideas, such as do not exclude

changes of more or less inlportance in every act of reproduction, and

hence in the product itself. How often when seeing a familiar object

a house, or landscape-after an absence of some time, we find that its
actual appearance is quite different from our recollection of it. I'his

uncertainty of the melllory-image, and the general law appropriately

expressed by Beneke as the "attraction of the similar," are all that is

needed to unify it with a series of new images, and so to give it the

function of a general idea. The process of continually naming new things

to confine ourselves for the present to substantives-serves on the one I

hand to fix the prominent features common to all, and on the other to

keep the image fluid and shifting, so that now one, now another, feature

can come to the fore and determine new associations. It is for this reason

that in the natural course of Thought all words have a tendency to widen

their sphere; their boundaries are indefinite, and always ready to open

and admit new ideas of the same kind. This extension is continually

favoured by the fact that in new objects \ve always notice and apprehend

rnost easily those characteristics which coincide with an outline already

familiar to us; we cover things, as it were, with our ready made images,

and so conceal any new and distinctive features they may possess.

But side by side with this process there runs another. As we gain

1 Cf. the very appropriate remarks of Steinthal, Abriss' der Sprachwissenschaft, i.,
p. 148 sq., 401 sq., and Paul, Prine. d. Sprachgeschichte, ed. 2, p. 75 sq.
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practice in apprehension we observe not only the more striking features,
but also those which are less prominent. In this way our images become

rnore defined and richer in content, and in proportion as their application

to new objects diminishes, ~heir number and our power of distinguishing
between them increases. But in distinction of this kind wholes are

compared with ,vholes: we do not begin by taking account of the differ
ences in detail, and consciously sorting out the characteristics which agree

and differ. We constantly and unhesitatingly distinguish bet\veen persons

whom we know and do not know, without being conscious exactly h07f/

they differ. It is an unanalysed total impression, as immediate in its

nature as feeling itself, which makes us recognise the familiar as such, and
judge that the unfamiliar is not known.

It is not so much frequency of ohservation as interest, which determines

the individual's attention and the accuracy of his apprehension. The
images of objects which rejoice or terrify him, or which are connected
with his needs and inclinations, impress themselves upon his memory in

all their details; but where objects are indifferent to him, he does not
trouble himself with accurate apprehension, and hence they leave only

faded impressions which contain only the more striking characteristics

and can fuse with similar impressions over a wide range.

In this way we may explain how it happens that of the images stored

in his mind and connected with his words, some are well defined and

rich in content, others less defined and more liable to change in meaning.
He may give special names to the hen which lays eggs for him, the sparrow

which is troublesome in his garden, the stork which builds upon his roof;
all other varieties are "birds," and he cares nothing about the different
kinds. Nor is he conscious that the idea "bird" includes in its inde

finiteness all the specific kinds; we may hear others than children say

" that is not a bird, it is a hen." Where there is no interest in distinguish

ing things the less defined and poorer image, which is derived only from

the two principal characteristics of form and flight, is sufficient, and this

extends to flying beetles and butterflies.

The history of language shows a similar development. Its roots are
very general in meaning, not because the most general features were fixed

upon from the first by a comprehensive process of abstraction, but because

few distinctions were made, and only those phenomena retained and

named which were easily apprehended and especially prominent. Particu

lar things are generally named after some one of these phenomena; the
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river from its moven1ent, the cock from its crowing, and so on. Then as
different aspects are apprehended in the thin"gs they receive new names,

and there arise the numerous synonyms which cause them to be classified
in different series of similar phenomena. Further specialization does not
take place until, as language develops, derivates arise, and words originally

synonymous are applied to different specific classes of things and events;
the more general meaning continuing side by side with the special. Contrary
to the comillon doctrine of the forn1ation of general ideas, general precedes
special in the individual as in language, as certainly as the incomplete and
indefinite idea precedes the complete idea in which careful distinction is

presupposed.
A similar process takes place with regard to ideas of qualities and

activities. Here, again, apprehension is at first of the most general kind,
and deals only with considerable and easily distinguished characteristics.
With the child-as with language-the first ideas of colours are few and
uncertain in their differentiation, it is only gradually that sight is practised
to distinguish differences ,vhich were formerly indiscriminately classed
together; in Inovement it is the most familiar fornls which are appre
hended and unconditionally extended to all similar forms, only at a later
stage are the manifold differences observed and denoted. Ho,v many kinds
of n10vement are denoted by such a word as "going" or "running."

9. Assuming that the idea c<;>nnected with a word arises originally in
this way from the intuition of a particular object, the incomplete and
shifting image of which constitutes the first meaning of the word, we can

now see in what sense Generality attaches to such an idea.
That any idea may be general, i.e., applicable to any number of particu

lar ideas, is involved in its nature as reproducible, and in no way depends
upon its having been formed from a number of such particular ideas. As

soon as it has disengaged itself from the original intuition, with its spatial
and temporal connections, and is a mental/image which can be freely

reproduced, it is capable also of fusing with a number of fre~h intuitions

or ideas, and of appearing as their Predicate in a judgment. If we con
fine our attention to the contents of the idea this kind of generality belongs

. not .only to ilnages such as those of the sun or the moon, but also to the
images of particular persons. As often as the sun rises in the sky, or the
moon becomes visible we have a new particular intuition, which is unified

with the idea left by a previous intuition. The recognition of the material

identity of all these suns and moons follows later, and, where continuity
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of intuition is absent, by no llleans of necessity. In a similar way the
reflection of a person in a inirror, or his portrait, is immediately identified
with the menlory-image, and here again our knowledge that these are
·merely images, and that the nanle belongs properly to one individual,
comes later, and checks our attempt to treat the idea as general, in the

widest sense; so far, indeed, as concerns the idea itself, it is a matter of
chance that it is not really general.

Thus it is not the special content of the idea, nor yet its origin, which
determines whether or not it is general in the ordinary sense, but the fact
that the idea is actually applied to a plurality of particular intuitions
assumed to be copies of a real plurality of things, we being conscious of

this plurality as such-the Singular must extend to a Plural.
. 10. This plurality is at first merely nunlerical. When a nunlber of like

or indistinguishably similar things present themselves contemporaneously
or successively in intuition, not only is each one identified with the
memory-image, but the fact that the content of the idea is the same each

time makes it necessary to count in order to reconcile the external spatial
or temporal difference with the sameness of the inlage. It is here that the
antithesis between singularity- and plurality first appears.

I I. As a rule, however, it is not this numerical generality to which we
refer when we say that words are general in their signification. What we
mean is that their generality is such t~at they include d{fferent objects,
which are distinguishable and are actually distinguished by their contents.
In this sense the idea tree is said to be general with respect to oak, beech,

fir, etc., the idea colour with respect to red, blue, and green.
Here we must be careful to distinguish between the generality of the

idea and the generality of the word. So far as the actual meaning of \vords
for the individual is derived from particular images, the very indefiniteness
of an idea renders it applicable to things \vhich differ, not merely spatially

and temporally, but also in their content. A visible thing may be repre
sen ted by copies of every degree of resemblance, from the few lines with

which schoolboys draw horses and men in their books, to the perfect
photograph, and in the same way we may have a series of ideas, represent
ing the same object with a gradually increasing definiteness, all continuing
to exist side by side. The more indefinite the idea, the easier it is of
application. But until we become conscious of the difference between

the various objects to which an idea once formed is- constantly being applied,
that idea is of the same kind as the idea of the sun, or an idea having
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merely numerical generality. 'Vhen the word grass brings to mind only

a group of green, narrow, pointed leaves, and we disregard the differences

between particular kinds of grass, then we merely see grass and all is grass

alike; but as each apprehension becornes more definite and we notice
distinctions between things which at first sight all coincided with a given

idea, then, while the common name still remains, new ones are formed

for the more fully determined ideas. In course of time these crowd out
the more indefinite idea, which becomes too vague to be made vivid. The

botanist has no ideal image corresponding to the word grass or tree; for

him there arises a rivalry between differently determined forms which
would be set down as alike by a less practised apprehension-a rivalry

like that in the field of vision when different images are presented to the
two eyes. To such ideas there is nothing in comnlon but the word. The
\vord is general in its signification in so far as it cOI?prehends different
things, and denotes a number of distinguishable images by elements which
are alike in all. It is here that we are first called upon to realize the

common element in difference; i.e. to form by abstraction the concept in

the ordinary sense of the word.
The same process goes on with the more fully determined ideas. Here

also, as apprehension becomes more acute and memory for small differences

more faithful, the originally single iinage resolves itself into many. But

language cannot keep pace in its derivatives, combinations and qualitative
determinations with this process of specialization; memory also fails to

be equally retentive of all particulars and imagination to lend an equal

vividness to all in1ages. So that for every word there finally remains a

group of distinguishable ideas, all of which it serves to denote. They do

not, however, all bear the same relation to the word; one image, more

definite than the others, is specially connected with it, as the centre of the

group round which the others gather. In a neighbourhood where fir

trees grow the image of the fir is that whieh .a man primarily connects

with the word tree; any other varieties he may know are less distinct

and fall into the background. The word "red" is most immediately

connected with an especially striking impression, easily distinguished from
all others; as it becon1es extended in application to further modifications

of the colour it ceases to denote anything definite, and calls to mind now

this shade, now that, amongst a number which occur to us as equally

possible. The word has become general by losing its definite meaning
and reproducing a series of shades which is not at first distinctly linlited.
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Each of these shades is a general idea, in so far as it is itself applicable

to a plurality of particular intuitions, but their names (blood-red, rose-red,

etc.) serve to remind us of the original process by which words derive

their meanings from particular intuitions.

12. Essentially different from this natural development of the relations

between word and idea is another process which is conditioned by the fact

that in naming we are always under the influence of a language which is

already there. The language in use hinders combinations which would

naturally take place, and forces upon us others which 'would not. To

declare the COlllmon element in all the things which language denotes by

one word is a very different matter froin declaring what things any given

individual subsu111es under the idea which he considers they resemble.

Many words are for the individual mere homonyms, the essential similarity

of the ideas which first caused thelll to be named alike escapes his notice;

and in the saUle way it is la.nguage which first makes us conscious of many

similarities which would never have been discovered by one man carrying

on his comparisons independently. On the other hand the language in

use prohibits and destroys many similarities, and forces upon us distinc

tions which might never have occurred to the individual thinker. In the

latter case the idea is forced into fuller determination, but in the former

it is impossible to say how rnany really disconnected ideas may correspond

to one and the same word. In Etymology we ail1l rightly at tracing the

most remote connections, but our task then is quite different from what it

is when we endeavour to realise the actual process of thought in the indi

vidua1.

For the individual the meaning of a word is determined, not by its

etymology, but by the thought of those objects to which it is applied in

ordinary language. We never think, until we have been taught, that there

may be something COlnmon to the cock on the barrel, the cocking of the

trigger, and the cock in the poultry yard, which led to their all being

called by the same name; for us the three meanings are cOlllpletely dis

connected, the words have become mere hOlllonyms. In the same way

the original meaning of the words by which we denote most of the

psychical a'ictivities is con1pletely lost to us; no one feels now the figura

tive, metaphorical force of words such as concept, judgment, conclusion.

13. If the words \vhich we use are only signs of a definite ideal con

tent, which in its detachment froIll present intuition has gained an in

dependent existence in that it is capable of nlental reproduction at will,

S.L. E
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then it follows that by themselves, by their mere sound, they can never

denote the particular as such, and as it is presented to intuition. In order

that a word may be understood to apply to a definite particular object we

have to make use of special expedients, such as possessive or demonstra

tive adjectives or gestures; or else we must be able to assume that though

the reference to a definite particular thing is unspoken, it will be correctly

carried out by the hearer. But when a particular thing is denoted by

means of a word it is always because it is recognised as agreeing with the

general idea expressed by the word; I can denote the thing lying before
nle as this book, or my book, only because the general meaning of the

word book is applicable to it'!
It is true that one class of words denotes particular things as such.

This is either because the thing corresponding to the idea is actually to be

found only once in the \vorld,' as in the case of sun and moon, sky and
earth, or because a name has been given by express agreement to the
particular thing as such, on purpose to distinguish it from other siluilar

objects, as with the proper names of people, towns, mountains, etc. W~ere

the meaning of these is still recognisable it nlay be- traced back to general

words, as in Mont Blanc, Neustadt, Erlenbach; but this meaning,

which explains the giving of the nalTIe, is in lTIOst cases forgotten, and the

idea aroused by the now meaningless name is only that of a definite

particular object. Nor can they fulfil the function of comprehensible

words even in this way unless the object has been intuited and remem

bered. The import of the nanle is related to the mOlnentary intuition of

the person or mountain, as the general word to the particular, thing; it

cannot be applied to anything present to sense unless the identity of the
present intuition with the mental image is recognised. l'he proper name

is distinguishe~ from the general word only by the consciousness which

accompanies it that the corresponding reality is a particular thing and
always the same in fact.

Finally, there are also certain relational words of general content, which
apply only to a single thing; reference to a single object forms. part of

their meaning, as with all true superlatives, or ordinal numbers. In so far
as only their context can tell us what is compared or counted they are
like demonstrative adjectives, which also can express their particular

1 In reference to this Mill's analysis is superficial (Logic, bk. 1., ch. 2), when he classi
fies the adjectives, white, heavy, and even the demonstrative adjective" this," as names
of things. Cf. also Paul, Prine. d. Sprachg., ed. 2, p. 66 sq.
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object only by means of a Relation. The first of January 187 I is a single

day, but it is definite only if we aSSU111e a definite systenl of enumeration;

it differs for the Russian calendar and for ours, and the meaning of the

expression depends further upon the idea of a series of days and years

which is nothing more than an object of Thought.

§ 8.

The peculiar function of words makes it indispensable to the completion

of the judgtnent that the predicate should be expressed in thenl; the

subject, if not general, can dispense with the verbal expression.

J. It follows from what has been said of the nature of words that we must

be careful to distinguish whether a word signifies ll1erely the ideal content

immediately denoted, or whether it is being used to denote a definite par

ticular thing which is not indicated as such by the meaning, but which

represents that meaning and can therefore be named by the word.

Upon this distinction depends the essential difference of the way in

which words are relate<;l to the subject and predicate of a judgment. ~hen,

that is, a statetllent does not refer to the content of the subject ternl as

such-as in definition-but to a definite particular thing, it is quite unneces

sary that we should denote, or even be able to denote, the subject idea by

a significant word. vVe may merely use a demonstrative-" this is ice,"

"this is red," "that is falling"; and we may substitute for this demonstra

tive a mere gesture, or even give utteranc~ to the predicate without anything

further,-the mental process will still be a judgment in vvhich a statement

is made about something.

We see this most clearly in the judgnlents in which all hU111an judgment

begins, those in V\yhich definite objects of sense-intuition are recognised

and named. The child makes a judgment when it nalnes the animals in

its picture-book by pointing to them and pronouncing their names, and

the exclamations elicited by a startling sight (father! fire! the cranes of

Ibycus !) are proper judgments; it is only the verbal expression which is

incomplete, not the nlental process.1

1 Herbart, Psychologie (sammtliche Werke), iv. 169. The first step is the sight of the
thing; the idea immediately given by this arouses the previous idea, which fuses with it.
The immediate perception gives the subject, it is the fusion which would be denoted
by the copula; the place of the predicate is taken by the previous idea, which is aroused
and fuses with the perception.

Paul (I.e., p. 104) takes sentences in which what is said is the subject for both speaker
and hearer, the situation bjeing the predicate: "Some one sees, for example, that a child
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2. On the other hand it is essential to the con1pletion of the judgment
that the predicate should be spoken. It is true there may be cases where

, (e.g.) an object is recognised for which the approxiluate word is wanting,

and where, therefore, the mental process can find no expression; but for

this very reason we regard the process as incolnplete-as an immature
production, and consider that judgment alone to be complete in which

the predicate app~ars, denoted by a word. It is indeed essential to the
predicate that the idea belonging to it should be none other than the

meaning of the word, the ideal content which is connected with the word
as such and has thus become ours. It is no matter whether this idea is

general in the ordinary sense, or whether it is tbe idea of a particular thing.
"This is Socrates" is as much a judgment as "Socrates is a man" ;

"to-day is the first of January" as much a~" to-day is cold"; although
neither Socrates nor the first of January are general ideas in content.! It
is enough that they are ideas at all-ideas which can be reproduced by
and with the spoken word.

is in danger; then he merely calls to the person in charge of it-' the child.' This only
indicates the object to which attention is to be directed, that is the logical subject; that
which the person addressed sees when she obeys this direction of her attention gives her
the predicate. " But here, I think, we must distinguish between two things. The ex
clamation is, in intention, an imperative, not a staten1ent; and it can only be understood
as an imperative. For the judgment really passed by the person speaking-" the child is
in danger "-finds no place in the words of the exclamation; at the most it makes
itself felt in the anxious toile of voice. The object is to direct attention to the thing
named. With this view it is simply n:3mecl; thus the full expression of the thought
would run thus, "take care of the child." It is a distinction siluilar to that between the
cry of alarm, "Fire!" and the word of comlnand, "Fire." The former is a judgment,
of which fire is the predicate; the latter is an imperative. " Fire" is the object, not the
subject, of the incomplete imperative; and the case is the same with" child" in the
preceding example. By merely exclaiming "the child" all that I can communicat~ to
anyone as the object of his and my belief and assent, is that what I see or think of is
the child. But then the word is predicate. In like manner the exclamation, "the
rascal," or "a Daniel, a second Daniel," contains the judgment that the person thought
of is a rascal, or a second Daniel; and on this is based the indignation or joy which is
manifest in the tone of the exclamation.

1 Volkelt holds (Erfahrztng und Denken, 319) that in propositions such as "This is
my father, this is the moon," the predicate indicates the common characteristics of that
which I denote as my father, etc., hence not the individual as such. It is certainly true
that the relation between a proper name which is used as a predicate and its subject
(according to p. 42) is siluilar to the relation between a general idea and an idea compre
hended under it. It is similar, that is, in so far as the proper nalne (particularly in the
case of changeable things) does not indicate a momentary state, but that which is identical
through all states, or that which might with less accuracy be called the COlumon element.
It does not, however, follow from this that it is not· the individual as such which is
meant.



CH.APTER II

SIMPLE JUDG.llfENTS

By a SIMPLE JUDGMENT we mean one in which the subject may be regarded

as a single idea; it does not include a plurality of independent objects,

and may therefore be represented as singular; the staten1ent made con

cerning this subject takes place in one act of judgment. Two classes
nlust be distinguished of these sin1ple judgments: those in which the

subject is thought of as having a particular existence (this is white)

NARRATIVE JUDGMENTS; and those of which the subject idea is the general

meaning of a word, nothing being stated about any definite particular

thing-these are EXPLICATIVE JUDGMENTS.

1. NARRATIVE JUDGl\lENTS.

§ 9·

The simplest and most elementary forn1 of judgn1ent is that in which
we name particular objects of intuition. rrlle subject-idea is given in1

Inediately to intuition as a unity, the predicate-idea is mentally reproduced

\\rith its appropriate word, and the act of judging consists in the thought
by which the two ideas are consciously unified (O:VVf)E(T(8 vOYJfLarwv (b(T7rEp

~v ovrwv, >Aristot., de anima, III. 6. 43oa, 27).
[. It is easy to explain the inward process which corresponds to such

a sentence as "this is Socrates," "this is snow," "this is blood"; or to

the abbreviated exclamations "fire," "the stork," when these appear as

the expression of in1mediate recognition. The obj ect before us awakens

an idea left by some former impression, and connected with the word,
-and the two are unified. That which I am looking at is, according to

its content, one with that which I have in my idea; I am conscious of

this unity, and it is this consciousness to which I give utterance in the

proposition. By this the judgment is. distinguished from the kindred

processes. In the first place it is distinguished from what has been called
53
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unconscious fusion-we will not here discuss whether the expression is.

appropriate and descriptive of an actual process. Here the new image is

supposed to unite at once with previous ideas in such a way that the

product of the union is merely a ~epetition of the previous idea-at the

most more vivid; there is no distinguishing nor holding apart of new and

old, of that which is present and that which is remembered. With re
ference to this Herbart is right in pointing ont that a judgment as a

conscious act is possible only when such fusion is delayed and the two

ideas are held in suspense, and that it therefore has its most characteristic

form when a question or a doubt has intervened. As . a rule, however, it

is true that attention is chiefly claimed by the present, and only its utter

ance reveals that the idea already in our possession has become active',

particularly in the case of the mere exclaluation which accompanies re

cognition. ~

In the second place, the judgment is distinct from the merely involun

tary reproduction of a previous image which might co-exist with the first

without being unified with it. It might happen, for instance, that on

seeing a fire I should remember other occasions of fire, but that each
image being accompanied by its distinguishing circunlstances; they should

be prevented from combining into one, and being thus retained in their

1 From the Denominative Judglnents described above, in which the object presented is
(according to his view) compared with others previously known and called by their name,
Stumpf (Tonpsycholog£e, vol. i., p. 5) distinguishes yet another kind of judgment-the
Judgment of IIabit. It often happens entirely as a matter of habit that a phenomenon
when seen or heard reproduces in consciousness both the appropriate name and the
judgment" x is red, x is the note A"; "in which case the previously perceived object
does not enter into consciousness at all, much less is compared with the present object."
I cannot however find sufficient reason for this distinction. On the one hand it is not,
generally speaking, the case that in denon1inative judgments as I understand them-a
present object is compared with previous objects in the sense that the latter are present
to thought as differentiated particulars and their nan1e transferred to the ne\v object.
That which is reproduced by the present object is only the general idea connected with
the word, and there is no need of any express comparison in order to be aware of its
coincidence with what is present. On the other hand it is clearly too much to say that
what was previously perceived "does not enter into consciousness at all "-how else
should a recognition take place ?. Only so much is true: that it is not necessarily as
d~fferentiatedthat it con1es into consciousness. The process goes on so rapidly that I am
not aware of each particular step; when I meet an acquaintance the memory-iluage
which is necessary before I can recognise him pales in contrast with my present percep
tion, but it must have taken effect in consciousness. Thus it becomes impossible to
draw a line between judgments of habit and those which are not of habit; all that we
can allow is that when we are dealing with familiar ideas which are well known and
often applied, the process, which is always essentially the same, takes place more rapidly.
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individuality present merely a number of siluilar ilnages. The unIon can
only take place when no such hindrance occurs either because all the
accompanying circumstances are the same, or because the content of the
idea is already isolated and raised into generality.

2. When this simplest and most immediate fornl of judgment-know

ing in its original sense of recognising-takes place, it is presupposed that
both ideas are undivided' wholes, not consciously resolved into their

particular elements. Ilnmediate unification is thus distinguished from the

other cq.se in which a series of intermediate acts of thought is necessary

in order that subject and predicate nlay be unified. V\lhen" snow" or

" blood" denotes a scientific concept, the distinguishing characteristics of
which are present in memory, we do not form a judgment at first sight,

but investigate the object in order to ascertain whether all the charac

teristics of the concept are appropriate to it. It is only upon the ground
of a process of inference that we place the object under the concept; i.e.,

that we attribute to it the whole complex of qualities universally accepted
as contained in the term snow or blood. 1'his judgn1ent, then, is nlani

foldly mediated; in it is repeated several times the process which takes

place at once in the coincidence of two images through the unanalysable

act by ,vhich they are brought together. Between these two extrelnes

there lies a whole series of ideas which may be connected with the predi
cate terms, and corresponding to it a graduated series of mediation of the

judgment. But what the judgment always states is, that the idea of the
predicate agrees with that of the subject in such a way that the predicate,
as a whole, is one with the subject.

I t might also be held that there is a process of inference in the numerous

cases where the predicate contains more than can be offered by the first in

tuition which gives rise to the judgment. When a child sees an apple and

nan1es it, then the predicate-idea includes also its taste and its quality as

edible; and in the judgment" this is an apple " we might suspect an in

ference fronl the visible image to the presence of the other attributes. But

previous experiences have made the association of the other attributes with

the visible image so finn that there is no conscious distinction between
them; the visible image at once awakens recollection of the other attributes,

and it is with this enriched intuition that the predicate-idea is connected.

The child does not make the inference "this looks like an apple, there..

fore we can eat it " ; but the sight of it gives rise to desire, and both together

reproduce the idea "apple" and lead to its being named. In such cases
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also, then, we still have the simple coincidence between the present intui

tion and the remembered idea, and they are to be distinguished fron1

cases in which further attributes only occur to us in consequence of the
name.

3. Complete coincidence between a present and a reproduced inlage
does not take place only when we recognise one and the same object as
such; when, that is, we may add to the judgn1ent which identifies the id.eas,
a consciousness of the material identity of the things which is not itself in
cluded in the judgment. It occurs also whenever there is no conscious

ness of difference between subject- and predicate-ideas, so that what is ap
prehended and consciously noticed in the object exactly coincides with the
predicate-idea. This' will always be the case where particular phenomena

of the sanle sort are only distinguishable by special attention (this is

snow-this is a sheep-this is a poplar) ; or, again, when the apprehension
of an object is detennined by a preconceived idea, and that part of it which
comes into consciousness is exhausted by the predicate-idea; here the
predicate-idea itself is not absolutely fixed, but is often unconsciously

affected by the subject which happens to be present.
4. To these must be added other cases, in which we are' conscious of

difference, but are not led by it to an express judgment. Such are the
judgments which merely make a comparison or note a similarity, and which
frequently-as in fanciful or humorous comparisons-take exactly the same
external form as denominative judgments: nlost of the metaphors of lan
guage also depend upon this process. Such, again, are the judgnlents in
which the subject-idea is richer and more fully determined than the predi

cate-idea, but only that part of it is noticeable which coincides with the

predicate-idea; judgments, that is, in which the predicate is a less definite
and more general idea than the subject, which we know is not exhausted
by it. This is particularly evident when I do not know the special name
of the idea coinciding with my object, and aIn therefore obliged to be
content with its nlore general name (this is a bird, a tree, a fluid); or when
the special name is not so falniliar to file as the more frequently used
general name; for in the natural course of thought the predicate-idea
,vhich most easily connects itself with every image is that which is most like
to it and most fully determined. Not until scientific thought begins is

there any interest in subsuming under the most general ideas; ordinary
thought, which is concerned with the particular, clings to the most concrete

ideas at its command. (For logical purposes ideas which are expressed in
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language by the more exact attributival determinations of a substantive,

such as " black horse," " round leaf" -are just as n1uch one as those which
can be expressed by one word. Their comprehension into one whol~ has

already taken place when they appear as predicate.)

5. In naming \ve naturally think first of the ideal content as a unity,

but in the process of thought the predicate-idea becolnes connected with

the"i.dea of plurality wherever we have the numerical generality of many

vaguely remembered individuals, or wherever the meaning of a word con

sists in a nurnber of slightly different ideas. vVhen a word denotes a sharply

defined individual image, this is accompanied by a number of individual

inlages amongst which the new object ranks itself as another (this finds

expression in the fornl "this is a tree") ; when the nleaning of the word has

not this individual determination the generality of the predicate appears in
our consciousness of other ideas which are nearly akin to the one which

happens to be before us (" this is paper," "this is wine"; here the words
paper and wine stand for a number of slightly different ideas). So far

Herbart is right in saying (Introduction to Pltilosophy, 1. 92) that the con
cept which serves as predicate always loses part of its meaning in that cap

acity, only so much of it enters into thought as can be connected with the
subject which it determines. Of all the many ideas comprehended by the

word) that one is pre-eminent which coincides with the subject.
6. These denominative judgments1 have always preceded, when the

definite object concerning \vhich the judgment is being made is denoted,
not merely by a demonstrative, but by a significant word. "This flo,ver

is a rose" includes a twofold denominative judgment; first, there is the

naming by the less definite word flower, which has taken place previously,
and of \vhich only the result appears in the verbal expression of the subject;

then the lTIOre exact naming in \vhich the judgment itself consists.

1 I choose this expression in order that I may have one denotation to cover statements
which elsewhere are sometimes treated as judgments of subsumption (when the predicate is
a more general idea), sometimes as judgments of identity (when the predicate completely
coincides with the subject). In the simplest cases there is no clear line between the two;
in both the process is essentially the same, i.e. we are conscious that what is presented
is in its totality one. with a previously known idea. Schuppe (Erk. Logik, p. 375 sq.),
in his thorough and appropriate treatment of the subject, calls this process pure identifica
tion; but since it is seldom a question of absolute identity between the ideas of subject
and predicate, I should prefer to avoid the expression. In the same V\Tay I avoid using
the expression subsumption; for this, when applied in its strict sense, does not represent
the general idea which is connected with the term in its popular use, but a logically deter
mined generic concept under which we place a particular thing or a specific concept.
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7. The habit of referring attributes and processes to things is so strong,

that there are comparatively fe\v instances in which denominative judg

ments about them do not also include a judgment of attribute or activity.

Still our power of abstraction enables us by means of "that" and' "this "

to denote even the mere attribute or activity as such. "This is not

walking, but running "-" this is dark~ blue, not black,"-it is not things

which are spoken of here, but colours and activities apart from things.

1~here is however always the tendency to pass from the attribute or activity

to the thing. Cf. § I I.

§ 10.

\iVhen the predicate of a judgment concerning a specified particular thing

is a verb or an adjective, then the judgment contains a twofold synthesis.

I. The synthesis which unifies the thing and its ac.tivity, the thing and its

attributes, in the subject-idea itself; 2. the synthesis \vhich unifies the acti

vity or attribute contained in the thought of the subject with the activity

or attribute denoted by the preditate-word, that is, names it by the predi
cate word.

1. In uttering a judgment, such as : " this cloud is red "-" the stove is

hot "-" the iron glows "-" the horse runs," we first express the unity of

a subject with its activity or attribute, this being indicated by the form

of the words; we then name the attribute or activity which we have per

ceived by unifying it with the general idea" red,"-" hot "-" glow" or

"run." That which is given to perception is the red cloud, the hot stove,

the, glowing iron, the running horse; but we analyse the originally undivided

whole of perception by distinguishing and separating the attribute and

activity from the idea of the subject. We have recognised by its shape and

position that what ,ve see is a cloud, and this recognition is expressed in

calling it by the definite subject-word cloud; we are struck by its colour,

and hence this is easily disengaged from the \vhole. It is this colour which

we call red, and ascribe to the cloud as its attribute. We recognise the

thing which is running to be a horse; as presented to us it is in move

luent, it is running, but we distinguish this incident from the subject which

under other circumstances is known to us as standing still. I t is this par

ticular kind of movement which we express as running. We have thus

distinguished two constituent parts in the total-itnage, the thing and its

activity; in each of them we find again an idea already familiar to us, and

by uniting these two elements in our statement we express just what "re
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have seen as a unity of a thing with its attribute or actIvIty. Thus the
judgment presupposes an analysis, whilst its own work is to synthesize the
different elen1ents.1

By this twofold synthesis the judgments which state attributes and acti

vities are distinguished from the simple denominative judgnlents; in the

latter it is the subject of an undivided whole which is unified with the
predicate.

We have spoken of the generality of substantives when treating of the

ideas of things; and what we then said applies also to the relation between
the generality of the predicate-idea and that eletuent in the subject-idea

which corresponds to it. Such a relation may vary from the case in which

we are conscious of a complete coincidence (as, e.g., with sharply defined
colours, "this lichen is sulphur-yellow"), down to cases in which the predi

cate-word is too indefinite to denote the fully determined attribute or

activity of the subject, and can only be made to agree with the idea by

means of further detennination with adverbs and other distinguishing words.

2. The view we here take is opposed to that which would force even
such judgments as these into the conception- of a simple subsumption of

the subject under the more general predicate. But the predicate which

expresses an attribute is general only with reference to the attribute of the

subject, never to the subject itself. The predicate which expresses an

activity is general only with reference to its activity. We must distinguish
attributes and activities in the subject before we can apply adjectival or
verbal predicates to then1. Simple naming is the answer to the question,

" What is this?" But if we are to answer with an adjective or verb, the

question rnust be, "What is the quality of this? What does it do ?" Such

a judgment presupposes, therefore, that we have distinguished between the

action or attribute and the thing.

§ I I.

In judgments which express the attribute or action of a thing, the move

ment of thought is not always the same; that which first comes into con

sciousness is sometimes the thing (the gramn1atical subject), sometimes the
attribute or activity (the grammatical predicate). In the former case the
attribute or activity is first distinguished as a part of the total idea, and

then named; in the latter it is perceived first by itself and named, and then
referred to a thing.

1 Cf. Wundt, Logz"k, I. 136 sq. Also my treatment of the question in the Vz'ertel.fahrs
schr. fur 'wz"ss. Phz"los., 1880, iv. 458 sq.
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This last act-reference to a thing-is, under c~rtain conditions, omitted,

and in this omission we find the explanation of the so-called ilnpersonals.

Strictly speaking, inlpersonal propositions are those only from which all

, thought of a subject-thing is excluded, not those in which a subject-thing is

implied, but only vaguely indicated and expressed.1

I. When the statement which ascribes an attribute or activity to a t'hing

.starts from immediate perception, two things may happen. I may perceive

from the first the thing with its action, state and attribute, so that I analyse

this total idea, and form illy judgment out of it :-the leaf is faded, the

iron glows, the balloon rises; or I may perceive at first only that element

which is expressed by the adjective or verb, a colour, a flash of light, a

n10ven1ent; and then it is not until afterwards, by a second act, that I

recognise the definite subject of the attribu~e or activity, and can name it :

" there runs-a hare"; "there flies-a dead leaf" ; ." there sparkles-the
Rhine," etc

In the latter case the synthesis which first takes place is that \vhich

1zanzes the given phenomenon of shining, sparkling, movement; the refer
ence of the attribute or action to its thing is not added until afterwards.

In such cases language will also naturally begin with that which is first

present in consciousness, with the adjective or verb. The Hebrew custom

of putting the predicate first is the immediate expression of a mode of

thought which moves pre-eminently in sense-perception; and in proportion
as particular languages continue to be the immediate and unartificial ex

pression of the active moven1ent of ideas, they have retained their freedom

of beginning either with the predicate or with the subject. French, which
determines the position of the word entirely according to its grammatical

character, is furthest removed from this original flexibility. 2

1 Cf. with this § F. Miklosich, Subjectlose Siitze, 2nd ed., \Tienna, 1883; W. Schuppe
in the Ze£tschrift fur Volkerpsycholo~£eund Sprachwissensch., vol. xvi. 3, 1886; my essay,
die Imjersonalz"en, Freiburg, 1888, and Steinthal's review, Zeitsch. filr Volkerps., xviii.
17°·

2 It might be maintained that we must always regard that which first enters into con-
sciousness as the logical subject, because it is the given point with which a further ele
ment is connected. But it would be a doubtful proceeding to ground the distinction
between subject and predicate only upon the chance priority of the elernents of the
judgment as they might happen to succeed each other in the individual, instead of upon
the contents of the ideas themselves. The relation between the ideas which we denote
by verbs and adjectiv~s on the one hand, and by substantives on the other, necessarily
involves the thought that the objective foundation and presupposition of that which is
expressed in the verbal form is that which the substantive denotes. When we apprehend
motion, etc., we are led by its similarity to other cases to think of it as something depen-
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2. 1"'hese two acts, the naming of a perceived attribute or activity, and
the reference of it to its thing, are sometimes still more widely and ob
viously distinct. All that is imnlediately perceived is an impression, which
is denoted from its resenlblance to previous cases, by an adjective or verb;
the thing belonging to it being added in thought only through association and
on the ground of former experience. This takes place especially with sen
sations of hearing and smelling. That I can predicate a sound or a sluell
of a visible and tangible object is due to an act of cOlnbination by means of

which the sensation of the ear or the nose is referred to the object which

makes itself known at the same time to the eye and the hand. We cannot
here investigate how this combination comes about; but in all ordinary
cases it is so much a nlatter of habit, the visible signs of the origin of the
sound are so familiar (as with crying and talking, the knocking of a ham
nler and the stamping of the foot) that we think the sound is immediately
perceived by us as the activity of a definite visible thing. But when a
noise strikes the ear without our being able to see the thing which pro
duces it, this thing nlust be added in thought; our judgment does not

appear as the result of the analysis of a given cOll1plex, as when I say, "the
leaf is yellow," but as the result of a synthesis by which the thought of a
thing belonging to it is added to the sound which was given alone. In
very many cases this association is perfectly easy and certain, and we are
scarcely conscious of it. When I hear my dog barking at the door, the
familiar idea of the dog is there as soon as the sound is heard; my idea of

it represents it in the act of barking, and my judgment, "the dog is bark
ing," may be regarded as the analysis of the idea of the barking dog which
has thus been put together by association. But it is different if the associa
tion is not certain, if I hear unusual or i~perfectly defined noises, such _

as the cry of an unknown animal in the wood. Now there intervenes the
question, "'Vhat is that crying?" and I am unable to put together any
definite image. I am certain, from the analogy of nlY former experience,
that the sound proceeds from a thing, but I cannot get any definite idea;

the synthesis referring the sound to a thing remains uncompleted, and the

dent, something which presupposes and demands a reference to a thing. By our choice
of the adjective or verbal form, we indicate that there is a subject, of which the verb and
adjective are to be regarded as determinations. Grammar is rjght, therefore, in retaining
the substantive as subject, even when the concept of the verb is the first in the psycho
logical series of which we are clearly conscious; it contradicts the fundamental presup
positions of our thought, to predicate a thing of an attribute or activity. How far this rule
is subject to apparent exceptions will be discussed hereafter.
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thing can only be denoted by a "something" which is quite indefi
nite.

It accords wIth this that we are apt to look upon the sounds whjch \ve

hear as independent ohjects, and to abstract from the things producing

them. Having a longer or shorter duration in tinle, a~d definite limits,
they are apprehended as distinct phenomena; and substantives like thun

der, shot, whistle, call, etc., waver between being abstract nouns, which

point to a thing, and concrete subjects which denote independent objects,
and of which, in their turn, verbs may be ,predicated :-a call resounds,

e.g., where there is no reference to the person who calls. The same thing

occurs in the region of the other senses. Coldness and warmth are on the

one hand names of the attributes of a thing; on the other they appear as

independent existences, the question of the subject to which they belong

remaining in the background. Here, again, the synthesis by which thought

adds a thing to every sensation (which can at first be expressed only by an
adjective or a verb) is not complete-or, at least does not find conlplete

expression.

3. By recognising the twofold synthesis in all propositions which ascribe

actions or attributes to a subject-thing, we obtain the key to the solution of
the difficult and much-discussed question as to the logical nature of the

so-called Impersonals; more correctly speaking, of impersonal proposi

tions.
Amongst the statements which contain a predicate-whether a simple

verb or the verb "to be" combined with an adjective or substantive,

without any expressed or definitely denoted ~ubject, it is important to
distinguish two classes; those which are really impersonals, and those

which are only apparently so. Real impersonals are those in which the

thought of the thing to which the pred.icate would apply is entirely

wanting, in which we cannot eyen ask what the thing is. The others are

pr<;>positions in which a subject, though not nan1ed, is nevertheless implied,

although the idea nlay be indefinite and denoted only by the neuter
pronoun or the terminal inflection. When we say in German "mich

hungert," "mich diirstet" there is no room for the question what
"hungert mich"; any 1110re than a substantive can be added as subject to

"pudet," or "pcenitet." But when I say "it is beginning," "there it

goes," "it is over," "it is finished," I always mean something definite, a

series of events either expected or going on: a play, a piece of music, or a
battle; and I assume that the person who hears me has his attention
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directed toward the sanle thing, so that any more accurate denotation is un
necessary. Here" it " is a real pronoun, which is only chosen for the sake of
brevity, because the express denotation of ,vhat I luean is sllperfluous, or
perhaps owing to the nature of the thing meant, too circumstantial. In
the same way when I say, "it is slippery, dusty, wet," I luean the roads;
it would be difficult to name a definite subject in words, because of the

indefinite extension of that which is slippery or wet; on the other hand,

the subject is already indicated definitely enough by the nature of the
predicates belonging to thern. \\Then we say "it is shady, it is ful1,"~ we

can only mean a certain space; when we say" it thaws "-snow and ice.
I t is true that an imperceptible transition from one class to the other

often takes place; and we cannot tell from the mere grammatical forDl

whether or not the pronoun" it" or the personal ending of old languages

still indicates a subject-thing to which the predicate applies. This explains
why the two classes of so-called impersonals are often confused, although

in extreme cases they are definitely distinguished. It explains also why it
·has been thought that for all impersonal forms we must be able to find a

s:ubject in the sense of a thing to which the predicate belongs as its

attribute or activity, thongh all that could be finally found to serve as such

a subject was an indefinite idea of the totality cf being, an idea which no

one really thinks of in speaking of a particular perception.

When real impersonal propositions serve to express something which is

accessible to immediate outer perception,-it thunders, it lightens)-then

we start from a simple sense-impression to which neither perception itself

nor memory supplies a subject. When, for instance, I see a rocket rise or

hear a ·,carriage rattle over the pavement, the action immediately added to

the sound or sight which was given alone is nanling, the unification of the

present impression \vith a familiar idea. This naming may take place by

means of uninflected, onomatopoetic words, which merely reiterate the
special characteristics of the impression; or by substantives (that is
thunder, that is lightning) which, wavering between concrete and abstract,

leave it undetermined in what direction thought \vill proceed to follow out

the event. But language, guided by experience of similar cases, offers
verbs for the temporal event, and the present perception is expressed by

means of the customary inflections, the justification of this being that

the personal ending of the third person was without doubt originally a

demonstrative adjective. If a substantive were added, it would interpret

what was thus indicated, and would determine it more exactly as the
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thundering thing. But if this referenc~ which the verb implies cannot be
actually carried out, then only the inlpression itself remains as the subject

of the statement, and the termination can indicate nothing but the present
ilnpression. The reference to a subject-thing which is contained in the
pronoun of modern languages is then an empty customary form; we

cannot ask "what lightens?" and answer "it" in the sense of a thing,
however indefinite. All that the impersonal proposition can do is to name
the phenomenon present at the moment; the subj ect is nothing more than
the particular flash of light itsel£

This limitation becomes very clear in cases where we know quite well
what the thing, is which flashes or makes a noise, but omit any expression

of it ~n language as a matter of course, because we are interested ll1erely

in what is seen or heard. " Es Hiutet," "es pfeift," "es klopft," we say in
German, when we are quite certain as to the nature of the cause of the
sound. What we are interested in is the signal we have heard and its
meaning; there is no object in saying who ll1akes the signal. In the same
,yay " es brennt" lays stress upon the fact that a fire has broken out; of
course something is burning, but the tacit subject of the verb is not this
something burning, it is merely the fire itself as perceived by us.

Nor is there any doubt that this limitation of the statement to the state
which is perceived or felt, applies also to the numerous ilnpersonals which

express subjective states of feeling-" Mich hungert, diirstet, mir ist heiss,

111ir schwindelt, ekelt, graut," etc. permit of absolutely no reference of
these verbs to a subject of which they are the activity. Nothing is given
but the present feeling itself, and this contains no reference to a thing
giving rise to it.

Again, we find also statements which express in the passive form, and
without any reference to an agent, an activity which has bee·n perceived:

" es wird gespielt," etc. Here again, all that \ve do is to nalne the event
perceived without proceeding further to the denotation of the subject in

which it takes place. For further examples I luay refer to my above
Inentioned treatise.

The way is already prepared for this separation of the synthesis of naming
from the synthesis which refers the named phenomenon to a subject-thing,
by the distinction between the verbal forms of substantive, adjective and
verb. From verbs and adjectives we can abstract substantives which

enable that which generally appears as dependent upon a thing to be
thought of by itself; ·we can ll1ake use of infinitives (I hear talking, ringing,
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etc.), which are quite impersonal; and in the same way a statement is
possible of which the logical subject is nothing more than the event or state

perceived at the n10n1ent.
These propositions are "without a subject" only in the narrower sense

that a subject-thing is wanting; they are 110 exception to the general nature

of the proposition which expresses a judgment. They contain the synthesis

of a known general idea with a present phenomenon; and it is this

phenomenon which is the subject, and which is indicated by the personal

ending with its originally den10nstrative significance.

But just because they name something which is present, such proposi

tions also contain an implicit statement of the actuality of the event named;

for it is always immediately assulued that the particular object of perception

is something actual. This does not, ho\vever, luake them existential

judgn1ents in the ordinary sense; when we say "it lightens 1" we do not
mean to predicate actuality of the lightning, but to predicate lightening of

something actual. The nanling of the present ilTIpression is the funda

mental act, without which the proposition, as the expression of present

perception, could never come about. When we. say "it lightens, it

thunders," \ve must have seen a flash in the sky and recognised it as light

ning, we must have had a sensation of sound and called it thunder; but
all 'that we directly say is that. what we have seen is lightning, and what

we have heard, thunder. It is true that the hearer goes through the SalTIe
process as with an existential judgment. He first receives the general idea
of lightning from the word, and by its inflexion is called upon to think of

the flash of lightning as particular and present; to this general word he
1l1USt add in thought the corresponding particular pheno1l1enon. So far

those who start with the completed proposition and explain it grammati
cally are justified in emphasizing this view, according to \vhich the judglnent

declares the actuality of the lightning. In some cases of propositions

derived from the original form this declaration of existence comes to the

fore for the person speaking as well; when, for instance, his information is

based upon memory or hearsay, and also in the future tense and in general

propositions. "It often rains in the Alps" means -" raining often
occurs"; it is the two-sidedness of the original form which makes this
application of it possible.

§ 12.

Those judgments 'which predicate a relation of a definite particular thing

contain a manifold synthesis. The connection which is brought about by

s. L. F
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the relational idea itself takes the place of the unity of the thing and its

attribute or activity upon which the judgments treated of in § 10 are
grounded. Every relational idea presupposes at least two points of

reference which are thought of as independent; these it connects by an act

of mental reference, though not coalescing with either. Thus a judgment

stating a definite relation between given things, names the given relation
oy .a general relational idea, and at the same time unifies the necessary
points of reference with definite objects.

Logically considered Existential Judgments come under the same poin t

of view as Relational Judgments; what they express in the first instance is

the relation in which an object of thought stands to me, the subject think-,
ing and intuiting it, but the meaning of their predicate extends beyond
this mere relation.

1. J udgnlents ,vhich state relations (A is equal to B, different from B,
greater than B, to the right of B, to the left of B, earlier, later than B,
etc.) contain a synthesis of another kind from that contained by statements

which ascribe attributes and activities to a subject. These predicates

remain distinct from the subject-idea; no inward unification can take place
between them. Their predicates never belong to the subject when thought

of alone as this particular. definite thing; whether they are affirmed or
denied of the subject nothing is changed in the idea of the subject itself.

For my thought the sun is just the same sun whether it is to the right or

the left of me, whether it is visible or invisible; the different predicates

do not affect the idea of the sun itself, as when I say, "the sun is pale,"

" the sun is blood-red," "the sun moves," "the sun stands still." The pre

dicates considered hitherto, ,vhether predicates of denominative judgments,

or attributes and activities, form a part of the subject-idea. But in order to
state a relational predicate I must pass beyond the idea of the subject, and
must first place it in relation to something else, and then realize what kind

of relation that is.

The peculiarity of relational ideas consists just in this-that they pre

suppose at least tzoo objects, which are in the first place thought of as sepa
rate and independent of each other; our ideas of these must be already
there before a relation can be stated of them. Thus the unity which binds

together the elements of relational judgments is of quite another kind

from the unity of the constituent parts of a particular object which can be

thought of alone; It is contained only in the relational idea itself, and In

this therefore lies the ground of the peculiar synthesis now before us.
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I t follows further from the nature of the connection between these
relational ideas and the points of reference presupposed by them, that

every relation between two objects A and B can be apprehended and

expressed in two ways, accordi.ng as we pass from A to B, or from B to

A. The reference is always nzutual, but the relations are of different
kinds; they rnay be the same, whatever the direction, or they may be the

opposite of each other-A beside B, B beside A, A equal to B, B equal

to A ; or A upon B, B below A, A greater than B, B smaller than A.
It depends upon the movement of thought in connecting A and B by the

relation how a" given reference shall be apprehended or expressed. Thus,
every relational judgment iIl)plies in its nature a second equivalent one,
every relational concept has its correlative concept.

2. If we look for the psychological ground of the synthesis brought

about by relations, \ve shall find it most easily in spatial relations, as these

are immediately intuitable. It belongs to the nature of our idea of
spatial things that we can never perceive them apart from their surround

ings, and from these we have to separate them as particular things. In

intuition itself, before any conscious reflection takes place, we combine the
particular parts of all that is perceptible around us into a spatial image;

and thus every particular thing appears to us as comprehended in a larger

spatial whole. We are able to isolate a particular object-this tree, this

house-and attend to it alone, and the fact that a great nun1ber of parti

cular things are movable favours this isolation by enabling us to think of

them as disengaged from any given surroundings. But wherever we may

perceive them they always stand arnongst others in one continuous space.

As soon as we pass beyond the intuition of the particular thing, we find

others already there occupying a definite position. Vve distinguish and

become conscious of the directions in which we thus pass beyond one

Thing to combine it with others-directions which originally all have

reference to our own standpoint, such as right and left, before and behind,

above and below; and in so doing we analyse the complex picture pre

sented to us, and express it by means of general relational concepts "w'hich

represent the particular kind of unity in which the spatial whole contains

its parts.
\Vhen I say" the house is on the road," the starting-point of my judg

ment is a complex image of the house with its surroundings. I notice

first the building, and call it a house; I look further and notice its neigh

bourhood, and call what I see here a road. The position in which the
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two parts of my image stand to each other is ilTIlTIediate contiguity, and I

denote it by the preposition "on," which is used to name this kind of

spatial co-existence. In the same way the propositions, "The stork is in

its nest," " The dog is under the table," presuppose the same analysis of

a given complex image into its parts, and their particular kind of spatial

co-existence. It is the preposition, containing as it does the relational

idea and applying it to what is given,' which expresses unification into a

whole, and which is needed by the hearer to enable him to unify in a

definite way t~e parts presented to hirn. In order then that the judgment
m3.Y be expressed, we must have a threefold naming of the particular parts,
besides the unity contained in the thought expressed by the relational

word. One of these namings preceded the judgment and appears in the

word by which we denote the subject; the other syntheses are expressed

by the judgment itsel£

3. Now these various syntheses may be combined in various ways, ann

take place in different orders. This is mainly because we are accustomed

to connect with every object the thought of relations in which it may
possibly stand. When two objects, A and B, are presented to me side by
side, I rnay look at' A first; but since every object stands in spatial

proximity to others, the idea of something next to it presents itself, and I

proceed to make this second point of reference clear. On the other hand

I may start from B, connect the relation first with it, ancl then attribute

this relation to the second point A as subject. Finally, I may look at

both together and determine their relation to each other. These different

ways of proceeding are expressed as A next to B; next to B, A; A and
B next to each other. This is most obvious in those spatial relations
which start from myself as point of reference. A judgment such as
"Socrates is here" proceeds from an intuition which comprehends

Socrates and myself in one and the same space. Now in every intuitable

idea of a space, the place which I· occupy and a space surrounding it is

posited, and this idea, which always accompanies me and which is ex

pressed by "here," is added to the intuition now given and unified with

it. But the space surrounding me must have something in it; it is the
general possibility of something else, and in the present instance this son1e- .
thing else is Socrates. Socrates occupies the vacant position of the" here."
Thus our natural way of describing such relations as these, in which I am

first conscious of my own position as point of reference, is to place the 10caLI

predicate first. (To the right is A, to the left B, before C, behind D.)
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On the other hand, it may happen that what we first observe is one of
the objects-it is recognised as Socrates. But with this idea, as with that
of every other spatial thing, we can at once connect the idea of a sur
rounding, of the proximity of other things. Socrates is somewhere; and

this indefinite reference is now unified with the definite one; the space

surrounding him is unified with my space, with" here." In this case also,

then, a judgment such as " Socrates is here" may take place in two ways:

on the one hand, in answer to the question, "Who is here?" on the other,
in answer to the question, "Where is Socrates? "

There are many predicates, primarily expressive of states and move
l1lents, with which relational ideas may be connected to determine them

luore exactly. The dog stands, sits, lies, denotes, in the first place, differ
ent positions of its body, which have reference to it alone. But the verbs
themselves contain a further reference to that upon which it stands or sits,

or its definite place, and the relational idea connects itself with the

predicate as its more exact determination. In other verbs, such as

" follow" and "fall," a relation to something else is part of their meaning;
hence In such statements the synthesis of the thing with its state of
activity is also combined with the relation.

\Vhat is true of space-relations applies equally to time-relations. Here

again, from the nature of our apprehension, every particular object appears
to us in temporal connection with others, and as a member of a temporal

series running parallel to other temporal series.

4. The relational ideas denoted by like, different, similar, etc., are less

intuitable. Here the reference to something else is not given with the

intuition itself, but is added by our thought, which can, at will, bring to

gether the most remote objects for its purposes of comparison. Two

things which are alike or different do not, apart frorn my reflection, form a

single whole, which can be resolved into its constituent parts; the unity

in which they are placed by the relational judgment arises from my con

sciousness of mental activities having reference to the content of the objects
of thought. The immediate and evident certainty with which we appre
hend and recognise likeness, difference and similarity in the simplest cases,
is apt to tnake us look upon these determinations as if they were SOlne

thing sense-given, and to overlook the particular functions through which

we become conscious of theIn-functions which always presuppose that

several objects are presented and compared as to their nature. Here also

the relational ideas, when taken alone, are quite 'without significance; it
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would be meaningless to say A is like, A is different. Like and differ

ent are really predicates only when combined with a definite point of
reference.

It is for this reason also that mathematical equations, of the fornl " A and

B are equal," cannot be looked upon as judgments which state the same
predicate of two subjects, such as "A and B are ten feet long"; for they

cannot be resolved into the two judgments, "A is equal," and "B is
equa1." If we start from both subjects then the full expression is, " A and

B are equal to each other," and here we have the two judgments, "A is equal

to B," ".B is equal to A " ; thus the real predicates are "equal to B,"
" equal to A."

A mathematical object again naturally calls forth the question, "What is
equal to it? " and has a reference beyond itself to something else. In the
same ,yay comparisons between larger and smaller things are always forcing

themselves upon us ; then A > B or B < A according as one or the other
magnitude is first noted.

5. The causal relations, which are expressed by propositions containing

transitive verbs and their objects, are difficult to analyse because of the

close connection between "action" and " efficiency." Let us start again
with a definite intuition, which is to be narrated by the judglnent, e.g. the
intuition of a bull butting against a tree. Then at any moment that which
is immediately given together ,vith the idea of the subject is its action,

which we can think of by itself as a definite form of movement. Butting,

striking, hurling, grasping, etc., all contain the idea of definite forms of

movement, which can be thought of without any reference to a particular

object~ and can therefore be referred to the subject simply as its action.

But the judgment, "the bull butts," does not completely exhaust the
image, in which the bull js accompanied by the tree; that which happens
must somehow be expressed as a relation between the two. This may be

done by merely detennining the general form of the movement by its

direction, as, for instance, by adverbs of direction (the bull "butts against
the tree "-local significance of the case and the preposition). So far the
only relation contained in the judgment is that necessitated by the spatial

nature of the movement in which the action consists, if it is to be expressed

as deterlnined in the particular case. By specifying a definite object we

merely determine the predicate-idea more exactly; the idea itself is not a

purely relational predicate, it only includes an action which is made more

complete by a relational idea.
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But if we look to the result upon the object of the activity of the subject,

the shaking and bruising of the tree, then to this extent the causal relation
appears. This result is no longer confined to the action of the subject in

itself, it extends to that which takes place in the object; the effect, as
such, lies outside of the efficient agent. The general idea denoted by

" butting" no longer contains merely a form of movement which needs a

subject, but a movement which has the effect of shaking or crushing some

thing else. When we look upon ·what takes place as conforming to the

idea of butting in this sense, we 111ust determine the idea more exactly by

reference to a definite object, and this gives us the first two syntheses; the
reference to the subject is the third.

In the case of verbs, whose nature it is to signify an effect, production,

annihilation, destruction, etc., the causal relation is to be found in the

meaning of the word itself; it is the generalization of definite effects

upon various particular objects, and it necessitates a something which is

produced, or destroyed. "1'0 cause," and "to cause something," are

equivalent expressions; the idea of an object, which is affected by the

activity expressed in the verb, and with which the given object is partially

unified, is more or less definitely connected with the verb itself. The

meaning of the word includes also the idea of the second point of reference,

the source of the effect, and with this the subject is identifi~d. The

meaning is just the same whether I say, I eat, I eat something, or I eat

food ; whether named or not, the two points of reference are given with the

verb. The point to notice is that now the process is reversed-the idea of
action is included in that of causation, and the syntheses brought about

by the relation are accompanied by the syntheses in the category of action.

\Ve may see how these syntheses may succeed each other from the ques

tions, "Who causes B ? What does A cause? What is A doing ?"

6. The nature of this relation shows itself in the interchangeableness

of the active and passive forms by which the san1e event can be expressed.

When I say, "The stone is thrown," the event is not expressed as it first

appears to us, i.e. as action of the stone (the stone flies). Instead of this
first imnlediate statement there is substituted the more distant relation,

which denotes this action as the effect of something else, and with the

idea of which is connected definitely or indefinitely the thought of the

whence of this effect. Thus predicate-ideas which are denoted by passive

verbs cannot be subsumed under that form of unification which has for

its ground the category of action; they are neither lTIOre nor less than
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relational predicates, although they include an action having reference to
the subject alone.

It is true that these simple and different fundamental relations are fre

quently concealed by infinitely varied forms and disguises of verbal
expression. The forms of language as ordinarily understood, are far from
coinciding exactly with the distinctions of the idea. "To suffer" is itself

an active verb, and we generally forget that as such it represents the subject

in the activity of endurance or of feeling pain; as a rule we think of it

only in opposition to efficacy, as the relation to some efficient agent.

7. The predicate" to be," in the so-called Existential Propositions, must
also be regarded as a relation-that is a modal relation-though it occupies

a unique position.
In the first place, there can be no doubt that in their external form

these propositions exhibit exactly the same structure as any other proposi
tions, whatever their verb. " Being" is stated of that which is denoted by

the subject-term, and thought of under the subject-term, and a definite

unity is brought about between the subject and the general concept of

Being. In these judgments, therefore, as much as in any others, a synthesis
of distinguishable thoughts takes place. Nor can the question, "does A
exist? " be understood except as expressing the doubt whether actual ex
istence can be declared of the A we are thinking of, whether it is in

accordance with truth to connect the thought of existence with it. I

1 Brentano (Psychologie V07J~ empirischen Standpunkte, vol. I, 1874, p. 266 sq.) disputes
the ordinary doctrine that a connection or separation of two elements takes place in every
judgment. According to him, the essential characteristic of judgment is acknowledgment
or rejection, which refers to the object of an idea; in acknowledgment and rejection con
sciousness is related to an object quite otherwise than when framing an idea of it. But
in acknowledging and rejecting we are concerned sometimes with connections between
ideas, son1etimes with isolated objects. In the proposition "A is," the object of our
acknowledgment is not the connection between a characteristic "existence" and A but
A itself.

It is undoubtedly true that judgment does not consist merely in a subjective connecting
of ideas, and we shall deal more fully with this below (§ 14). But that there is a kind of
judgment which contains no connection of ideas at all, that in addition to judgments
having two terms there are to be found judglnents having one only, and that these judg
rnents of one term are none other than existential propositions-this I cannot allow.
When I form the idea of an "object" A, I am first conscious of it as an idea, as something
thought; its primary relation to me is that of being the object of which I form an idea.
In so far as I actually have an idea of it, I cannot reject it; and should I wish to
acknowledge it, then all I could acknowledge would be that I actually have an idea of
it. This" acknowledglnent," however, would not be the statement of its existence.
The very point in question is whether, in addition to my having an idea of it, it is further
implied that the object forms a part of the actual world surrounding me, can be perceived
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About the meaning of the predicate also there can be no doubt, if we
start from its popular meaning as it appears before critical and philo

sophical reflection; though indeed we cannot define the concept of Being,

nor derive it [rolu other concepts, but can only contrast it with its opposite.

" Being" is opposed to that which is merely an idea, a thought, an imagina

tion. That which" is" is not merely produced by my mental activity
but is independent of it, and remains the same whether I am thinking of it

or not. Being belongs to it in the same sense as to myself; it is opposed

to lue, as I think of it, 'as something independent of my thought, something

which is not made by lue, but only recogn.ised in its independent exist
ence. But although the chief meaning is this independence of the existent,

the judgment also includes an open or concealed reference to myself, as
the subject which is thinking the existent and which can be actually

affected by it.

The attempt to derive the thought of being fro111 anything else is as

vain as the attempt to find an explanation of self-consciousness in the

unconSCIOUS. It is included in self-consciousness from the beginning; as

often as we say" I " it is present in thought, although not expressly enlpha

sized. In the same way it is from the first inseparable from the objects of

our intuition and thought, for we never find ourselves conscious without

being surrounded by a world of objects which are, in just the same way

that we are. We know ourselves only together with son1ething else which

is, and as opposed to other things 'which are not ourselves.
No occasion presents itself at first for disengaging the idea of Being

from this original connection with the consciOllsness of ourselves and of

the objects before us, or for expressly declaring Being of ourselves and of

the external world. This is because the thought never arises that it is

by me, and can take effect upon myself and other things. If I wish to maintain the
existence of the object, I must connect this last thought with the mere idea. When I
begin a proposition" the tower of Babel-'" these words are in the first place a sign that
I have the idea of the tower of Babel as it is aroused by the story in Genesis, and this
same idea is excited within anyone who hears me. So far the idea is simply there, and
as such it can neither be rejected nor does it call for any acknowledgment. But now the
question arises, "What is the meaning of this idea?" If I complete the proposition by
saying" the tower of Babel exists, " then I pass beyond the mere idea and state that the
thing denoted by the words may be perceived in some place. If I say it does not exist,
then what I have rejected is not the idea of the tower of Babel, but the thought that
it is the idea of a visible and tangible thing. Thus what is acknowledged or rejected by
me is not the idea of the tower of Babel, but the thought that the given idea corre
sponds to an actual thing-that is, a connection. On this whole question cf. my die
Inzpersonalien, p. 50 sq.
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possible for me not to be, or that the whole external world might not be;
it is quite superfluous to assert that I am, when neither I myself nor any
one else doubts it. Only in an advanced state of reflection can we attain

to an express consciousness of our own being; at first my being is indis
tinguishably included in the immediate consciousness of myself; the only

question is, in what state or activity do I find rnyself.

Immediate sense-perception does for external things what this immediate
self-consciousness does for myself. If we reflect, and consider what .it is

that induces us to acknowledge the being of particular external things, we

find that it is sensation. That \vhich we touch and see is there, and when
we try to realize what we mean by Being, we find that \ve connect with it

the idea of being perceived, and of the possibility of being perceived, the

capability of taking effect upon the sense-organs of a feeling subject. But

being perceived is not Being itself, it is only its sign and consequence;
Being does not begin with being perceived, nor does it cease when being

perceived ceases. That which is perceptible must be in order that it may

be perceived, and the perception of a thing is only the most direct and
irrefutable proof that it exists.

When we attribute Being to insensible or supersensible things, as in the
ontological proof of the existence of God, or in the conception of things

per se, we have always a difficulty in freeing ourselves entirely from the
spatial ideas which accompany the thought of being in the world of sense.

We say that" there is a God," and when we try to impart greater reality to

the thought, we can only do so by including in it an effect upon a per

ceptible world, in and through which there is an effect upon us by n1eans

of which the non-sensuous reveals itself and may be known. But this

efficacy is not the origin of the thought "Being," it is n1erely a conse

quence of it, and hence the ground of our knowledge that the efficient

agent is.
Here we see clearly the peculiar difficulty which this concept of Being

brings with it. On the one hand, it cannot be spoken of at all without

presupposing a relation to nle, the person who thinks of it. I have an
idea of the object because it has entered into some relation to me; that it
is, is my thought. But by this very thought I set aside this mere relativity

and declare that the existent is) apart from its reference to me or any other

thinking creature; that its being does not wholly consist in the relation of

being thought as an object of n1Y consciousness. The Herbartian forn1ula

of absolute position in its double Ineaning combines these two aspects, with-
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out however solving the difficulty; but it has at least the merit of having

made clear what it is that our natural thought really means when, careless
of difficulties, it predicates Being.

If we \vish to analyse and understand existential propositions, we must
start from this meaning which they have in common use, before they have

been critically approached; and then the question arises: what do we

think when we say A exists, and in what sense do \ve declare the unity of

the subject and predicate?

In order to answer this question, \ve must first see what is the general

presupposition which gives rise to the judgment" A exists," as a judgment

concerning a particular thing in the ordinary course of our thought.

Evidently this presupposition is, that some doubt has been or may be

raised as to the existence of the subject; and this is only possible when
that which the subject-word originally signifies is lIlerely an idea, something

which appears in consciousness either in the form of memory or as occa
sioned by communication from others. Concerning that which is immedi

ately present, I cannot ask whether it exists; certainty of its existence is

given by the way in which it is intuited. But I learn fronl my experience

of the passing and vanishing of things which I have previously seen in

definite places, and from my experience of being deceived by others, that
not everything of which I form an idea is also to be found in actual per

ception. Thus I aln driven to distinguish between the intuition of that

which is present and the mere idea, to which there is no corresponding

intuition present. When I have lost anything, \rhen I fail to find what I
formerly possessed or knew, then, though I have the image of the thing in

my men10ry, the present intuition is wanting; it is not there, not forth

coming, not to be found. It is only the idea of the thing which is present

in my consciousness as subject idea, and to this I seek the corresponding

perception. Only in reference to such an idea is it possible to raise the

question as to its existence, and the meaning of the question is whether

that of ivhich I have an idea still forms a part of the perceptible world.

Thus in every existential judgment the subj ect-word becomes a sign of

something which is merely an idea, from the very fact that the thought of
its existence is withdrawn from it in order that it may for the first time be
expressly attributed to it. This happens as soon as I have found what was

wanting, l.e. as soon as I have experienced the corresponding perception,

or have convinced myself through some process of inference or through

information from other people that it is still perceptible somewhere. Thus
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all existential judgments within the sphere of the empirical world .rest upon

the distinction between the merely inner idea (of men10ry or of fancy) and

present perception; and what they assert is the identity of that which is

perceived and the mere idea which is named as subj ect.

This is especially clear when my idea of the object whose existence is
in question has only been communicated to me from other people. They

create in me the idea of a Hercules or a Theseus, of the Tower of Babel,
or of the magnetic mountain; thus the question arises whether these have

existed, whether therefore the ideas connected with the words are ideas of

real beings or are mere imaginations, whether the information is based

upan perception or fiction.

This throws light again upon the proposition so strongly ernphasized by

Kant: that the predicate" to be " adds nothing whatever to the content of

the idea as such. Whether I say" A is " or " A is not," 111y thought of A is
just the same; the n1eaning of the statement itself demands that neither
more nor less shall be present in the actual world than just the A thought

by me. Thus" being" forms no part of the subject-idea, no "real pre
c1icate," as Kant says; it merely expresses the relation of the A which is
thought to nlY <faculty of knowledge. The synthesis, then, which is

prirnarily contained in the existential judgment referring to the empirical,

is the identity between an object as idea and an object as intuited; it is

due to the fact that I may be conscious of the same contents in two forms,

in the form of the n1ere idea and in the form of intuition. The thought of

" being" is in1mediately connected with the intuited object.

So far existential judgments reverse the process of denominative judg
ments. In the latter the object is given as intuited, and is therefore thought

of from the first as actual; to it is added an idea which was known before,

and the agreement of the two is declared in the denon1inative judgment.
In the existential judgment it is the nlere idea which precedes, and it is

then said to agree with a particular object of intuition.

But while this relation-the agreement of the idea of a thing with a

possible perception-is its chief significance, the meaning of the predicate

"to exist" extends further. That \vhich exists does not stand in this
relation to me alone, but to everything else which is; it occupies space

between other objects, it exists at a definite time before and after other
things, and it stands in causal relations to the rest of the ,vorId; hence even

of the perceptible we may assert an existence which is merely inferred.

Herbart finds in the concept of Being complete unconditionedness and
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absence of relations, and against this Lotze rightly shows that what we
think of in the concept of Being is just this fact of standing in relations.

Fronl this point of view the ever-present thought of an actual world

around me is presupposed in every existential judgment; such a judgment

I?erely supplies a definite subject for some place in this totality of the

existent. It is always assumed that there is something external to me;

the question is whether the object of my thought is to be found in that

which is given, or whether something actual falls under a certain concept.

This last train of our thought leads to those statements in which the

expression of being stands first, and which are thus akin to the impersonals.
To some extent also theyassulne the outer form of impersonal propositions

-~(j"n, there is, es gibt - these phrases first indicate something which

exists, which is, is there, is offered to us by the world which is presented, in
order to denote it more definitely afterwards. This form of the existential

proposition, then, is the natural one, when the question we are dealIng with
is not whether a thing is present which we think of as definite and par
ticular (perhaps because we knew it before) but whether a thing exists

which falls under a given concept and can only be denoted as " an A."1

§ 13·

Those judgments concerning particulars in which the subjects are
abstract nouns and the predicates, adjectival or verbal, cannot be brought

under the categories of thing, attribute and activity. The first synthesis

upon which they are grounded is to be found either in the unity of the

attribute or activity with its modification, or in that view of a thing which

attributes a predicate to it merely because of some given attribute, activity
or relation.

Ie The first, and, to an undeveloped thought, the natural way of
regarding perceived events, is to refer them to concrete things, and to

express everything which is and happens as attribute, activity and relation
of particular things; there are few propositions in Homer of which the
subjects are not particular persons or things. It is only when thought
comes to distinguish more accurately and compare more extensively that

we have any occasion to employ the attributes, activities or relations of

particular things as independent subjects of a statement. This may be

done either with the intention of distinguishing and determining more

1 Cf. my Il1lpersonalien, p. 65 sq.
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exactly an event or attribute, or in order to refer a causal relation to one

definite element of a thing.
2. In judgments such as "this red is bright,"" the gait of this animal

is a hop," there is presupposed the judgnlent of attribute or activity which
breaks up the presentation into a thing and its determinations. The

synthesis of the judgment consists partly in the synthesis of the attribute

or activity with its modification, partly in the naming of the latter (cf § 6, 2,

p. 32 sq.).
3. Before an attribute or activity can be the subject of a causal relation

the general idea of an efficient agent which is originally connected with a

thing as cause must have been more exactly detennined by a process of

comparison; so that a thing is regarded as taking effect only by virtue of

one of its attributes, or only in so far as it is engaged in a certain activity.

\Vhen we say that friction ,vanns, and weight is oppressive, the true

subjects belonging to the verbs are the body by which the friction is pro

duced and the heavy thing; these alone are capable of causing an effect.

But by conlparison our thought distinguishes that element in the body in
virtue of which it gives rise to the effect, and expresses it by an abstract
noun, because in this way the event can be presented as the expression of

a general law.

4. Relational ideas also-such as distance, difference, etc.-can in the

same way appear as the subjects of adjectives or verbs which express an

effect. When the attraction of two bodies is diminished by their distance

the words in which the change is stated attribute an efficacy to a spatial

relation as if it were a substantial cause. But there is no need to prove

that this is a mere abbreviation.

We know from general laws, which include both the fact of the efficacy

and the conditions of its modifications, that a certain result will necessarily

follow upon the change in distance, and this result is stated as the effect

of the change itself. The higher the abstractions in which our thought and
knowledge move the luore unsuited to them do the original meanings of

words and constructions becon1e. vVithout our perceiving it, language,
chiefly by the aid of abstract nouns, abbreviates and leaves unexpressed
that \vhich nlental habits lead us to understand as a matter of course.

The complex relations of scientific laws, according to which the parti

cular event depends upon many conditions, are forced into simple forms

of expression in such a way that the efficient cause itself appears

insignificant in cOlnparison with the varying circumstances under which it
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takes effect. The original idea of efficacy is attenuated into the unifornl
interdependence of different moveluents, and this is adequately expressed

by a mathematical formula, but can only be represented in words by the

aid of figures of speech and metaphors which we have ceased to feel

as such.

§ 14·

The unification of different ideas does not exhaust the nature of judg

ment; every complete judgment as such includes also the consciousness
of the objective validity of this unification.

But objective validity does not, as might be supposed, rest inlmediately
upon the fact that the subjective connection corresponds to the relations of

the corresponding existent; it rests upon the necessity of the unification.
rrhis necessity has its root in the principle of agreement, and this again

presupposes stability in our ideas; but these logical principles can give not

assurance of the real identity of things.

1. Those definitions of the judgment which limit it to the merely sub
j ective connection of ideas or concepts, overlook the fact that the import

of a statement is never merely to assert the subjective fact that I, at the
moment, make such a connection. On the contrary, the judgment, by the

form it assumes, claims that the connec~ion is true of the objects them

selves, and that just for this reason it must be acknowledged by everyone.

It is this which distinguishes the judgment from the merely subjective
combinations of ingenious and witty comparisons which assume the outward

form of the proposition, but do not aim, like the judgment, at making an
objectively valid statement. In the same way the judgment differs from

mere conjecture, opinions and probabilities.!

2. But objective validity has more than one rueaning. In the first place
we must distinguish a verbal, nOlllinal validity, frorn a material, real validi ty.
When I say "this is red" the first question 'which may be raised is, whether

what I call red is what everyone else calls red. Then the objective

validity, which may be denied of my judgment, refers to the general use

of language, which is opposed as an objective rule, or general law, to sub
jective caprice. All verbal disputes turn upon the question of this validity;

such disputes are possible partly because the subjective meaning of words
for the individual differs from that which is generally recognised, partly

1 Ueberweg, for inst~ijce, § 67, gives a correct definition from this point of view, when
he says: the judgment ts our consciousness concerning the objective validity of a subjec
tive connection of ideas.
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because language is not absolutely fixed even in its general use, and be

cause the boundaries of particular 'words are fluctuating.
3. But when the nominal correctness which is inlplied 1 in every judg

ment, inasn1uch as it is spoken and meant to be understood, is present,

when the speaker connects the same ideas with his words which everyone

else connects with theIn, then the point to observe is that the connection

of ideas is stated as obj ectively valid, and. the spoken proposition as true,

so that everyone is called upon to believe it and to judge in the sanle

way about the same subject.
To determine the meaning of this material validity is not so sin1ple as

might appear when it is said tha.t the same connection must exist between
the corresponding objective elen1ents as between the elements of the

judgment; or, that what is thought must actually happen. For it is the
peculiarity of our thought, when judging, that its processes are incongruent

with the existent to which they refer. Let us confine ourselves to the
judgments so far considered: those which ascribe attributes and activities
to particular things, or denote things by a name. In the first place we
find that there is nothing existent which agrees with the predicate-idea in
the same sense as there is something which agrees with the subject-idea;
for the predicate-idea, as such, is froln its nature -general and does not

refer directly to any particular thing which is thought of as having a

particular existence. All words (with the exception of proper names) are
the imrnediate signs of ideas which, though formed from intuitions of the

1 Marty has n1ade the following objections to the view that every judgment contains
the implicit statement that its terms are correctly used (Vi'erteljahrsschr. filr wiss. Phil.,
1884, VIII., 1 p. 85). "When, in good faith, I state the proposition, ' This is snow,' it

,is, no doubt, presupposed that I believe what I call snow to be called snow by everyone
else. But we cannot say that this judgment concerning language is inzplicitly contained
'in the statement." But suppose I say to some one, "That is crin1son," and he replies,
" No, it is scarlet," does he mean to say that I anl wrong as to the colour itself, and see
a different colour from that which the object really has? or does he not rather mean that
I am mistaken in my denotation, that I an1 calling crimson what, in the ordinary use of
language, is called scarlet? Thus the judgment, "That is crin1son," contains the state
ment that I not only see the colour rightly, but also give it its right name; for to this
latter part only did the " No "apply. Marty goes on to say that there is no need for
the judgment as to language (the agreement of my use of language with the ordinary use)
to be present to consciousness in any form when I utter the proposition in question.
" It is enough that it has previously been there, and that a habit of speech, which can now
act by itself, has been' formed on the ground of our confident assu1Jzption of 'it." Thus,
according to Marty himself, my judgment includes a conjident assumption; all that he main
tains is that it need not always come into express consciousness. But what does this
mean, if not that it is hnplicitly contained in the staten1ent?
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existent, do not represent it as particular, nor as it exists In particular
given cases. Again, the judgtnent presupposes the mental separation of

subject and predicate; it takes place in the recognition of the unity of

two ideal elements which, for our consciousness, had formerly a divided

existence. ·There is no such separation in· the' existent to which our

judgment refers. 'The thing exists only with its attribute, the attribute
only with the thing; the two form an undivided unity. In the same way

a body exists only as at rest or as n10ved, its state is not separable from it
in reality. Thus the general and the particular, predicate and subject,

with their preliminary separation and act of unification, find no counter

part whatever in the existent; we cannot say that the connection between

the eleInents of the judgment corresponds to a connection between

analogous objective elements. Only when, by the act of judging itself,
\ve do away with the subjective separation between subject and predicate,
and thus think of the two as united, do we revert to the existent, which

itself renlains an undivided unity and never undergoes an actual separation

corresponding to our mere distinction. There has been no " distinctio
realis" corresponding to the "distinctio rationis." I~ then, it is the

essential characteristic of judgment to be a function of a merely subjective
kind, its objective validity n1ust have some other meaning than that of the

agreement between the connection in the jndg~ent and an objective
connection; a meaning which can only be understood when ,ve take into

consideration the peculiar nature of our predicate-ideas.

4. The silnplest judgnlents are those which are merely denominative

judgn1ents, declaring the immediate coincidence of images, u.nlnediated
by subsurnptive inferences. Presupposing nOlninal correctness, it is
necessary LO the validity of such a judgment, as ordinarily understood,

that intuition and idea should coincide-a relation which is purely mental.

It is also necessary that the subjective intuition, which claims to be the.

copy of an objective thing, should really correspond to this; i.e., that the

subjective image which is present should be that which, accord~ng to the
general laws of our sensual intuition, would necessarily be aroused in

everybody by the same object. The judgment, "'This is· snow," is
objectively valid when that which is seen coincides with the idea called

" snow" by everyone, and when, moreover, it is seen distinctly by an eye

in a normal condition. Objective validity then reduces itself to this: that
\

both the process of fonning the intuition and the act of judgment take

- place in a way which is universally valid. When there is agreement as to
s. L. G
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the meaning of the predicate, any dispute which may now arise can only
refer to the question as to whether the person giving utterance to the
judgment, "This is snow," sees correctly; i.e., sees in the same way as
everyone else, and under the conditions of correct knowledge. In par

ticular cases this is purely a qucestio facti which differs with the individual,

and cannot be determined according to any general rule. But the general
question as to what authority we have for referring our ideas to real

objects, and for attributing an existence independent of ourselves to what
we perceive, does not belong to logic. The presupposition, upon which
all ordinary thought is grounded, that we know an existent, may be

affirmed in the realistic sense; or it may have its meaning so changed in

the idealistic sense that Being rperely denotes something which is thought
of necessarily and by everyone in the same way. But in either case the

subjective functions, which are active in judgment, remain the same.
Concerning the metaphysical validity which we attribute to ideas, our

Logic need come to no conclusion at present; it investigates thought as
a subjective function, and can therefore decide nothing as to the signifi
cance of intuitions. But when an intuition and a predicate-idea are there,
\ve cannot allow that it is possible for the inward act of unification to
differ, that one man should posit like ideas as unlike, another different
ideas as like; for we find within us immediate certainty of the necessity of
our unification and the impossibility of the contrary, and should thus be
forced to exclude from the community of thought anyone who should

arrive at a different result. In other words, the judgment has objective
validity for us because it is necessary to unify ideas which coincide.!

1 It might be argued by one conversant with objective logic that after all the judg
ment, "This is snow," is intended to state something concerning the nature and constitu
tion of a thing, and that the question as to its objective validity depends upon whether
this is really snow or not. This would remind us of the question of the clever critic,
" How do the astronomers know that the star which they call Uranus is really Uranus? "
It is a necessary condition of all use of words that at any given stage of our knowledge
" snow" shall, by general agreement, denote some definite idea, and that when we
give names 'we shall be guarded from confusion by the fact that the distinctions in
that which is presented are not more numerous than those of the ideas named. This
being presupposed, then, however we may turn and twist the statement, that this is really
snow, the question as to its objective validity still demands the answer given above.
Instead of an idea like the above, which was sufficiently characterised by sense-intuition,
I might take as· the ground of my statenlent an exact concept with accurately determined
attributes. Then the statement "This is snow," would mean, "This has all the
characteristics of snow; it is white, it consists of crystals whose angles of contact are
60°; it becomes water at a temperature of 0 degrees." But this brings me no further
with the question of objective validity beyond the statements: (I) That at the moment
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5. We might be tempted to recognise the fundamental principle just
found as that known in the traditional Logic as the PRINCIPLE OF IDENTITY;

for this principle of identity is there regarded as the ground of validity in
all judgments attributing a predicate to a subject, and hence as a funda
mental law of our thought. l

Unfortunately, the word identity has in the course of time received

nlany meanings, and the so-called law of identity has been made use of

in very different senses.

my perception is correct, my senses do not deceive me and convey impressions to me
different from those which the same object at other times gives to me and to other
people; (2) That the elements which I distinguish in this image exactly correspond in
detail with the ideas-white, crystals, melt, etc.-with which I am thoroughly con
versant, and which are denoted by me as by every ~ne else by these words-the total
idea thus corresponding perfectly to what I am accustomed to think of as "snow."
Further, I am certain, in the first place, that I have not forgotten what "white," etc.,
means; and, secondly, that I do not identify blue or red when seen with my idea of
white, that, on the contrary, it is necessary that I should unify my perception with the
idea. There is no other objective truth and subjective certainty for this proposition,
nor can there be so long as the universal-as such-has its existence only in my mind,
and only the particular in reality.

Again, it might be said that the proposition, "This is snow," means that the thing
present is like or similar to other particular things which I have previously perceived,
and that it is this material likeness of existing things which forms the contents of my
judgment. But though this is indirectly contained in the judgment, it is so only in so far
as these particular things are also stated to he snow; the judgment would only be
multiplied by this explanation.

But then, it may be asked, does all error in this department consist in verbal mistakes
in denotation and false perception? May there not also be false subsumption of the
particular under the universal in such a way that in the synthesis of two ideas unlike
things may be held to be like? This certainly happens, inasmuch as in no stage of our
judgment have we a sufficiency of ideas which are fixed in meaning, clearly distinguished
and named, to correspond to the manifoldness of the particular. Ta P.ElI 'Yap 01lop.aTa
7r€7r€pallTat Kat. TO TWlI XO'YWV 7rXfJ8os, Tet OE 7rpa-yp.ara TOll apt8p.oll a7rEtpd E(]"Ttll (Arist., de
Soph., eL I). It is the difficult task of science to establish a complete system of predicate
ideas which shall be clearly distinguished and unambiguously named, and which shall make
any error of subsumption iInpossible. So long as this ideal is not attained both in
general and .by each individual, there will always be particular ideas which cannot find
their corresponding general idea amongst those which are known and familiar to us ; and
these, as an immediate unification is not possible, will seek their names by inferences.
If these inferences are hasty, and are guided merely by analogy in extending the use of
nalnes, there will be errors; but it will in the first instance be a nominal error, antici
pating the formation of concepts in a direction in which it will not follow, and it does
not refute the principle given above, which is valid only where the general idea which
corresponds to the particular is already formed. Only so far, again, is perfect certainty
possible. When we reach the predicate by means of mere inferences of the ordinary
sort, we may indeed state it in words, but we cannot attain to the certainty of the
necessity of the act of judgment.

1 Cf. with what follows my article in the Vierteljahrsschr.fiir 'wiss. Philos., iv., p. 482 sq.
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In the first place, under the formula A is A, it was interpreted as affirm
ing that every object of thought is identical with itself, that it must be
thought as just this and no other.

Then, as the principle of all affirmative judgments, it was said to state
that subject and predicate must stand in the relation of identity if the
judgment were to be possible or valid; possible, when the principle was
presented as a natural law according to which. we always do think; valid,
when it was presented as a normal law according to which we ought to
think. In the latter case it was the criterion of valid judgments.

Finally it received a metaphysical significance, and was interpreted as
stating that everything which exists is absolutely identical ,vith itself, and
that Being can therefore be attributed only to that which is absolutely
identical with itself, hence only to the unchangeable which contains no
sort of plurality.

We may begin by trying to determine that meaning of the term identity,
which its etymology points to as the most original, and which, except in
connection with this logical question, is generally accepted. Here, then,
identity means that what is thought of at different times, or under
different names, or in different connections, is nevertheless' not two, but
one and the same object; it is merely thought of twice. The term cannot
be applied to an idea which is quite simple and occurs only once; like
every relational concept, it requires two points of reference. I cannot
even recognise the identity of something which remains absolutely the same
unless I am aware that I have thought of it at different times and compare
the recurring ideas.

Now when we say that something which is thought of twice is the same,
we may mean one of two things; we may mean either a real or a logical

identity. A real identity is stated when two ideas, two perceptions, two
accounts, two names or other denominations are referred to the same
person, thing or event. It is in this sense that I state that the tragedian
Seneca is identical with the philosopher Seneca; that the Hermes found
in Olympia is identical with the statue of Praxiteles, mentioned by Pau
sanias; that the solar eclipse, predicted by Thales, is the same which took
place, according to astronomical reckoning, on May 25, 585; that the
person who met me to-day is the same whom I saw years ago in such and
such a place. This real identity does not. exclude difference in th~ object
~t different times; the tree, which I have formerly seen in foliage, is now
leafless; the man is now grey whom I knew in his youth. But where we
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are not concerned with the reference of our ideas to particular things or
events in space or tinle, the identity must be logical, z:e. it must refer to
the contents of the idea as such. We say that ideas which we have at
different times and on different occasions do not differ, but are absolutely
the same as to their contents; thus, different words or expressions denote
the same concept; different formulce the same number. In so far,
then, as we abstract the attributes of different things and compare them

only according to their contents, we can even say the colour of one material
is the same as that of another, the length of one rod the same as that of a

second; but the materials and rods are not therefore identical; they are
only alike in the given respect. In the same way, we speak in diplomatic
language of identical notes; for, \vhen the contents of the notes are the

same, we disregard the plurality of the documents.
This is the extent to which we can apply the word identity, if its original

meaning-and, indeed, any definite meaning-is to be preserved. From

this, it follows that identity is either complete or not at all; that identity
has no degrees, and that the expressions "partial identity," "relative
identity," if meant to denote kinds or degrees of identity, contain a contra

dietio in adjoecto. 'Ve can speak of an identitas partium (e.go, of parts of

Europe and parts of the Russian Empire), but not of an identitas part£alis.

To return to our Principle of Identity. In its first meaning, the fonnula
4 is 4 certainly expresses a necessary presupposition of all thought and
j udgn1ent. No thought nor judgment is possible, except when particular

ideal-objects can be retained, and reproduced and recognised as the same;
for no definite relation could be established between ideas which were

~lways wavering and shifting. Thus, all thought depends upon the stability

of our particular ideal-contents as its condition. In so far as the stability is

always realized to a certain extent, we may speak of a principle of stability
in the sense that it expresses a fundamental fact; so far as it is recognised

as the condition of all true judgment~ the formula A =A contains also a
precept" which must always be satisfied if our thought is to be perfect.

But this principle, which refers only to the stability of each idea in itself,
cannot serve also as a ground for the union of the Silbject and predicate

in the judgment. For judgments which are nleant only to state the identity
of an object of thought with itself are quite barren. No one thinks of

stating that a circle is a circle, and that this hand is this hand; and in

propositions which apparently correspond to the formula A is A, the
subject and predicate-terms really refer to different things. In the
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propOSItIon "children are children," the subject-term means only the
age characteristic of childhood; the predicate-term the' other qualities

which are connected with it. By the proposition" war is war," we mean
to say that when once a state of warfare has arisen, we need not be surprised
that all the consequences usually connected with it appear also; thus, the
predicate adds new determinations to the meaning in which the subject

was first taken.
But in the case of simple denoillinative judgn1ents, we cannot speak of

the strictly logical identity of that which is represented by the subject and
predicate terms. In a judgment concerning a particular thing the predicate
idea is generally the more indefinite, and does not exhaust all the speciality
of the subject-idea; we can only speak of the agreenzent of the two. I

find again in my subject-idea the thought denoted by the predicate; the
particular thing is like the general illlage of my idea. Thus, it would be
more correct to call the ground of these judgments the Principle of
Agreement; it states the necessity that there should be agreement of
ideal content bet\veen what we connect as subject and predicate; that the
consciousness of this agreement should be expressed in the judgment. It
iluplies, moreover, that no thinker can be nlistaken as to whether there is
agreement between the ideas present to him as subject and predicate, in so

far as they are present. Thus, the principle states the immediate and
infallible certainty of the consciousness of agreement, both as a fundamental
psychological fact and as a necessary presupposition of judgment.

When the predicate of a denominative judgment is a proper name, or
any verbal expression which by its sound gives rise to the idea of a single

existing thing as such, and is used as a sign of the thing (this is Socrates, this.
,vatch is mine), and if the judgment is based upon immediate knowledge,
then, in this case also, the agreement of the two ideas-the intuition and the
memory-image-is presupposed. But here again it is not necessary that

there should be absolute identity of the ideal contents. I recognise an

acquaintance even in a new dress, or when he looks paler than usual. But
this agreement is accompanied by the consciousness of the real identity of

the subject with the particular thing denoted by the predicate. This real
identity of the thing corresponding to the two ideas which have arisen at

different times, and which are both ideas of the same thing, is again funda
mentally different from the agreement and stability of ideas; it refers to a
determination of being as opposed to being thought. We can, however,

forlllulate a principle from this point of view also, viz. that in the concept
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of the particular thing itself there is included both its singularity and that
identity with itself, which alone gives a meaning to the idea of the duration.
and permanency of the thing; so that the very concept of a thing includes

the assumption of things identical with themselves. But in saying this, we

do not go so far as to state the Eleatic or Herbartian principle of absolute

indistinguishability, or of the identity and immutability of the what-in
(for instance) the formula" every thing is what it is." On the contrary,

our conviction of the real identity_ of particular things with themselves

refers to their pernlanence during change of action, their duration under
different appearances; we constantly refer ideas having a partially different

content to one and the same thing.
In the judgment" this is Socrates" we say that the person present is

really identical with the definite individual known as Socrates. Here again
the statement refers to the objective validity of this identity, for in making
it we are conscious of the necessity of referring the two ideas to one and

the same thing. To question its objective validity would be to say that

the thing referred to as subject and the thing referred to as predicate

may be, or are, two different things, and that it is not necessary to unify
them. The law of agreement an10ng our ideas is not sufficient to prove

the necessity of referring two ideas to a single real thing, for this law only

guarantees the agreement of their contents; it is here that assumptions con

cerning the nature of the existent and the distinguishing characteristics of

real identity become important, and these the function of juogment does
not itself give us. Such is the assumption that all ,individuals, of certain

kinds, can be confidently distinguished, and that there are no two obj ects so

alike that they can be Inistaken for one another if we examine them closely.

I~ on this, for example, that our conviction rests of the identity of persons

known to us. When our recollection of the outward form fails to give

us certainty, we have recourse to the identity of consciousness with its

indi~idual peculiarities, as Penelope did when she examined Odysseus as

to his knowledge of the arrangement of their nlarriage bed; but with out

ward things it is by their spatial determinations and the principle of im
penetrability that we finally establish their identity. The necessity of be
lieving in real identity is the result of presupposi tions such as these, which

arise from our knowledge of the nature of things. To these statements con

cerning real identity, ,vhich are supported by consideration~ obtained [roin

another source, we may add the judgments which express the coincidence

of a certain subject with a given nlember of a series, or with any other
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particular thing which is detern1ined by a relational predicate-Augustus

is the first of the Cc:esars ; Aristotle is the teacher of Alexander.

6. With regard to the objective validity of the judgments which pre
dicate attributes and activities, everything which has been said with refer~

ence to naming is, [rorn one point of view, true of these also, because of

the twofold synthesis which takes place in them. The attribute or activity

which is thought of in the subject must agree with the general predicate
idea. On the other hand, their objective validity can be maintained only

upon the assumption that the unity of thing and attribute, of thing and

activity, is a real relation, hence that we are able to know a thing by its

attributes, and to look upon a change in our idea as an alteration in it.

This relation of the thing to its attributes and activities has also been brought

under the concept of identity, though here again an elasticity has been

ascribed to the term which does not really belong to it. The thing is only'
identical with itself as the permanent support of its attributes, as the subj ect

which in activity remains one with itself; it is not identical with its attri
butes, nor with its activities, it is not the same as these. Cinnabar is not
identical with its redness, nor the sun with its shining; and the principle

by which the judgments, "Cinnabar is red," "the sun shines," are to be

justified, cannot be the principle of identity. The only general law of

thought which we can lay down,-and it expresses also a fundaluental

fact-is, that 'we are able to distinguish, retain, and recognise anything

which exists by n1eans of these categories of inherence and actiqn alone;

and that the Being of a thing is also the Being of its attributes and activi
ties.

But even when we start from this law and hold that what we judge about

is the existent, all we can mean is that the existent concerning which we

judge necessitates this particular movement of thought by which we distin

guish between it and its attribute, and then unify them again.

7. The general ideas of things which we use as predicates of denomi

native judgments, ar~, to some extent, accompanied at every further de

velopment of thought by those judgments of attributes and activities, of

which they have been the subjects. Snow, for example, may signify not
an unanalysed image, but a ,vhite, loose, cold thing; the general name has

thus become a summary of attributes. To this extent the relations of

inherence anc;l action are implicitly contained even in denominative

judgments, as belonging to that meaning of the word which is present to

consciousness. When there is added the real ident~ty of thipgs which fall
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under different ideas (water, ice, steanl-boy, man, old man), a substantive
may serve merely to denote a complex of attributes which express the
different temporal states of a particular kind of subject.

§ 15·

Everything which exists as a particular thing is given to us in time, it

occupies a definite position in time, and is intuited as lasting during a
period of time, as developing varying activities in time, and possibly as

changing its attributes. Thus a REFERENCE TO TIME is necessarily con
nected with all our judgments concerning the· existence, attributes,
activities, and relations of particular things, and all such judgnlents can

claim to be valid for a definite time only.
I. While this proposition is self-evident for activities the reference to

time seems wanting in SOUle of the attributive-predicates, inasmuch as they

are regarded as invariable and given with the existence of the subject itself.

But while there is always the general possibility that attributes may change

in spite of the identity of the subject, this relation of permanence is to be

found only in exceptional cases; it is not contained in the form of the
judgment by itself; at the most it is found in the secondary relations

attaching to the meaning of the predicate; or in the predicate itself (un

changeable, etc.). Only when we call a thing by a proper name do we
exclude all reference to time, and by the nature of our predicate refer to
the subject, irrespective of temporal relations. All other denominative

judgments admit of this limitation of their validity to a certain time, in so

far as in naming the predication of attributes and activities becomes pro

luinent (v. end of § 14), and the same thing may thus be called first by
one name, then by another~

2. Thus the narrative-judgment is never completely expressed unless it

contains a statement of the time for which the unity of predicate and sub

ject is objectively valid; it nlust be expressed in the present, past or

future tense. The extent to which languages are capable of expressing

tenlporal relations in predications is one measure of their logical perfection.

It is only to the disconnected thought of the child, which is quite

absorbed in the interest of the moment, that everything which occurs to

it is present; the power· of distinguishing times grows as self-conscious

ness becomes clearer and more lnethodicaI.
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II. EXPLICATIVE JUDGMENTS.

§ 16.

The judgrnents we have so far considered make statements about par~

ticular things. Essentially different from these are judgnlents of \vhich
the subject consists in the meaning of the subject-word, which do not refer

to the definite existence of particular things nalned by the subject-word,

though this existence is frequently presupposed by the nature of the idea,

or, as a consequence, of the source from which it is derived. Their objec

tive validity is independent of tilne. As explaining the contents of a

general idea, they nlay be regarded as the indirect expression of a rule

which refers to the existent

I. " Blood is red and snow is white,"-such judgments do not speak

of this or that particu.lar thing, nor give expression to any perception
present at the mOOlent. Since the subject-word is absolute, all that it can

express is that which constitutes its meaning; and this meaning is an ideal
content of indefinite generality which has been disengaged from the idea of

any particular existing thing, and which in its indefiniteness cannot be said to

exist. Hence all that the statement "blood is red" can tell us must refer

to this ideal content, and it signifies nothing more than that the predicate
is thought of in connection with the subject What sort of unity there is

between subj ect and predicate depends upon the nature of the ideas con

nected. If both belon~ to the same category, then the sin1ple coincidence

of the ideas is stated; that which is thought as a concrete thing has

attributes and activities predicated of it which are contained in the idea of
the thing itself.

I t is in a similar sense that we Inake use of the article, particular!y

where the subject-idea is the idea of a thing having an individual form (the
dog is a quadruped).

We must also include in the class of explicative judgments those which

seem, by means of the so-called indefinite article, to make a statelnent

concerning a particular individual; a particular state, etc. ; such propositions

as "a fir-tree is a conifer, an ague is accompanied by high fever," do not
refer to any definite particular thing; what they mean is, that that which
is a fir-tree is a conifer, arid this statement can only be based upon the

relation between the general ideas fir-tree and conifer, not upon knowledge
of the particular.

2. The objective validity of these judgments has immediate reference
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only to the sphere of ideas; all that they tell us is, that when the subject
(presupposing nominal correctness) is thought, it will be thought together
with the predicate; that what I and everyone else think of as "blood"

is thought of as red. It is only secondarily, when we pass from the
generality of the word to the actual things contained under it, that the

judgment refers to the Being of these things also; and states concerning

them the rule that when there is a thing which is denoted by the subject

the predicate belongs to it.

According to one view, such judgluents are from the first general judg

luents gained from experience by induction, having for subjects particular

things thought of as indefinite in number. But here it is forgotten that the

first essential for such an induction is that we should have some standard

according to which we -may name particular things by the saIne word and

so comprehend them in a judgment comluon to all. Such a standard we
can find only in the meaning of the words ,ve bring to our process of

naming; this ll1eaning must be already to some extent fixed before there

can be any question of judgments of induction. It is perfectly true that

under the influence of progressive experience, which is always adding

som~thing to our ideas, these ideas rem9del themselves, and that it is
gen~rally a matter of chance where common thought comes to a halt and

fixes the boundaries of its words.
The meaning of the word blood, for example, is formed in the first place

from the intuition of hUlnan blood and that of mammals and birds; hence it

may, and in ordinary language, does, include the colour red amongst its

contents; but by an extension of its original meaning it might also be
applied to the whiteish fluid in other kinds of animal organisms. At some

stage of formation, however, the meanings of words are a necessary prelinli

nary to the judgment of the individual; whatever the stage at which they

stop this fixed meaning is prelilninary to naming and to the possibility of

judgments of experience gained by induction. Thus if blood is the fluid in

the veins of mammals and birds, then "red" forms a part of its meaning,

and when we take it as fixed in this way we cannot use it to name fluids of

another colour.
Thus before we can give utterance to a judgment having the meaning of

a judgn1ent of experience including many cases (of which we shall speak

later), a simple judgment must have preceded to unfold the contents of the

single idea denoted by a given word; the general rule to be found herein

is, in the first instance, a rule of naming which forbids us to call anything
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blood which is not red. The inductive judgment first appears when a new

attribute is discovered common to all the things whi<;h are denoted by the'

same name,-when we say that B is invariably connected with the att,ributes

which make up the contents of the subject idea A, B not having been pre
viously connected in thought 'with A.

Such an explicative judgment can contain the statement of a rule con
cerning things themselves only in so far as the idea of a permanent and
lasting thing, together with the possibility of variable attributes, is contained
in the substantival denomination; and the rule is that the predicate always
and constantly belongs to the things which fall under the denomination,
and is invariably connected with their other attributes. When the judg
ment extends to reality it is this invariability of the red colour belonging
to everything which can be called" blood" to which it really refers.

3. Verbs occupy a peculiar position here, Strictly speaking, the only
case in which a verb can be the predicate of a general subject is when we
are speaking of an activity \vhich is continuous, and which lasts as long as

the thing con1prehended under the subject-idea (fire burns, the wind

blows); when, on the contrary, the verb expresses a variable activity, begin
ning and ending in time, it is only as a figure of speech that it can 'be
used as predicate (the sheep bleats, the horse neighs); what the expression
should really denote is merely a faculty or a habit, i.e. an attribute frotu
which the activity may proceed, and not the activity itself.

4. When we compare this class of judglnents with those first considered,

we are chiefly struck by the fact that their validity does not depend upon

the existence here or there, at this time or the other, of a thing correspond
ing to the subject-idea. Hence they are not valid for sanle given tilne,
but can claim unconditional validity just because they refer lu'erely to ideas.
On the other hand, all merely narrative judgments are temporarily valid.

5. Here there appears a characteristic difference in the meaning of the
Present tense, according as it is used for the statement of unconditionally
valid judgments or of those amongst telnporarily valid judgments" which
refer to the present. \Vhen we think of a thing as presented and as
having a particular existence we have thereby assigned to it its place in that
time which embraces everything, and is the same for all; by it~ existe~ce

it stands amongst other things which are contell1pOraneous, or precede or
follow it; and by its quality, concerning which our judgment is mad~e, it

occupies a defin~te point of time and thus stands in a definite temporal

relation to the moment of our judgment.
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But when the subject of our judgnlent is the idea which constitutes the
meaning of the word, this idea is disengaged from the tenlporal com
plex. Removed from the changes of time, it stands before us in a mental
present', in which there is no distinction of yesterday and to-day, but in
whic~ the constiousness that our idea will be the sanle at every repetition
annuls all temporal distinctions between the particular occasions upon
which we actively think of it. When thought in this way the subject has
predicates which belong to it independently of time, which belong to it as
often as it is thought of. The proposition "the sky is blue" denotes the
state of the sky·at the present moment, and is thus,-as a narrative judg
ment,-really in the present tense; but it nlay also ha~e the completely
different meaning that the sky as I generally think of it, and as the fixed
object of my thought, is always blue. In this case no past nor future is
contrasted with the present. The validity of the judgment is not estin1ated
by my perception of the object in a given Inomentary state, but by the
invariability of the ideal content which I am connecting once for all with
the word-an invariability which is the condition of all my speech or
thought.

III. THE ACT OF' JUDGMENT AS EXPRESSED IN LANGUAGE.

§ 17·

The verbal expression of the unification of subject and predicate which
takes place in the judgment is to be found in developed languages in the form
of inflection of the verb, which has itself arisen out of what was originally a
mere juxtaposition. Even where the verb "to be"appears as the link between
a substantival or adjectival predicate and the subject, the act of judglnent is
expressed by the verbal ending alone; the verb "to be" forms a part of
the predicate.

I. Less developed languages, and, in simple ..cases, even advanced ones,
are content to express such a unification as takes place in the judgment by
the mere juxtaposition of the two words which stand for subject and predi
cate. This juxtaposition must not only indicate that the corresponding
ideas are at the moment unified by the speaker, it must also express the
objective validity of the judgnlents. Accentuation alone can distinguish
the stateluent from the question, or from any other mode of connection,
such as the attributive which expresses a unity of two ideas which is already
present. When, on the contrary, the development of. the linguistic forms has
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followed all the logical distinctions, then in the case of verbal predicates

the meaning of the personal ending (which blends t,he p~onominal equiva

lent of the subject immediately with the stem of the ve)q, thus tuaking it
agree in person, number and gender) is to denote the connection of sub

ject and predicate in judgment; and the indicati:ve mood,tcombined with

the emphasis and arrangement which distinguishes the ,statement from the

question, states this connection 3:s objectively valid. 'The tense, again;
indicates the time for which the judgment is to be valid.

That which logicians would denote by the expression copula, that elenlent

of language which can cOlubine words into a proposition, and so into the

expression of a statement, lies in the personal ending of the indicative, and

in this alone. The meaning of the unity of subject and predicate which is

expressed by this terminal inflection differs according to the natur,e of the
ideas connected.

2. Judgments in which the predicate is expressed by an adjective or

substantive are not generally formed by mere juxtaposition (as in 0 f1''Ev f3{o~

f3paX~1), ~. DE: T€XVYJ p.aKp~); the verb" to be " is employed. But this is not
by virtue of its meaning the elenlent which expresses the formation of the

judgment; the function of judgment is contained in the form of inflection

alone. The verb "to be" is the means by which we give the form of a

verb to the predicate, and thus enable it to take the ending which is the

outward sign of its predicative relation to the subject. In the judgment

"cinnabar is red," nothing is added by the meaning of the verb" to be"

which is not already contained in "red," for as an adjective it involves

reference to a subject of which it is the attribute. A~ abstract nouns, "red
ness" and" red-being" \\~ould have just the same meaning; the verb" to be"

is merely used to express the fact that" red" is not thought of as independent

and abstract, but is predicated of a definite subject. In this way the verb
"to be " certainly serves to facilitate the expression of this u~e of the word

" red," and to- show that it is a predicate, as contrasted with the merely
attributive relation which might be _expressed by juxtaposition; but in so
doing it is a n1ere vehicle for the copula, not the copula }tself; it does not

constitute the judgment, but merely prepares the way for it. This function
of " to be," to denote the lueaning in which a word is to be used, appears
still more clearly in the case of substantives. ,rrhese do not, like adjec

tives, carry in their fornl a reference to something else, yet their 111eaning,

by its nature, enables them to fulfil the function of a predicate, \vhenever

that meaning is a general one and only appropriated to a definit~ particular
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by nleans of a denominative judglnent. " Man" is not the name of a defi
nite individual, although the idea of the figure of an individual is included

in its meaning; it is not a name at all, but the sign of a definite ideal-con
tent. Only the demonstrative adjective or the article converts the ,vord

ilito the name :of a definite man; the use of the verb" to be," on the
contrary, converts it in'to a predicate, and it cannot be a name before it has

. been a predicate. Thus H Mensch," as a general idea awaiting its refer

ence to some definite individual, and " Menschsein " have the same mean

ing; the verb ". sein " serves only as the outward sign of the function of

the idea as predicate, which nlight also be shown by its position and accen
tuation. Thus its function is that of a formal element of language; but it

is not that formal element which expresses the act of judgment and Inerits

the name of copula.
3. But how does it happen that it is, just the verb" to be" which \Ve

use in this way? and what connection is there between the meaning of" to

be" as an independent verb, when it stands alone as predicate, and this
function, which it has in connection with adjectives and substantives?

In the fourth chapter of the first book of his Logic, J. S. Mill draws

attention to the ambiguity contained in the word" is," inasmuch as when

it is used as the so-called copula, it certainly does not state that the subject

exists, but only denotes the relation of predication. Such a sentence as
" A centaur is a fiction of the poets" directly denies the statelnent that a
centaur is; and he is surprised that this alnbiguity should have been over

looked by ahnost all authors, although existing in modern as well as. in

ancient languages.
Mill has paid as little attention to Herbart as to other German philoso

phers. Herbart, following in the footsteps of Fichte, l has shown, with his

usual acuteness (Einl. in die Phil., § 53), that the judglnent A is B, and
the question is A B? certainly do not contain the statement (which, though

commonly attributed to them, is really quite alien) .that A is, for nothing

whatever is said about A by itself, no;r of its existence or validity. '

There is no doubt that this remark is correct, and should never have

be~n disputed. 2 A judgment of the form" A is B" can never, by the

1 Grundlage der gesa171nzten Wissenschaftslehre, part i. § I, a passage of which I have
been reminded by Bergmann (Reine Logik, i. p. 235).

2 It is urged against this (cf. Ueberweg, p. r62) that propositions such as "God is
just," "the soul is immortal," "true friends are to be valued," lnust involve the state
ment that there are such things as God, a soul, true friends; that this presupposition is
contained in the indicative nlood; that anyone unwilling to accept the presupposition
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mere fact that the subject and predicate are connected QY "is," include
the statenlent of the judgment" A exists." The function of this" is " is

would have to add clauses to those propositions which should make them hypothetical:
" in case there is a God," etc. Such a clause, it is said, can be dispensed with only
when the context (as in a romance), or the recognised Ineaning of a word (such as Zeus,
Sphinx, Chimrera), shows that the reality is merely feigned, or that the statement is
merely the explanation of a name. This objection is so far true that the reality of the
subject is generally presupposed by those vvho speak or hear such judgments; otherwise
there would be no motive present for uttering them. But this is quite another thing
from saying that the judgment itself, as it stands, involv~s the statement of the reality of
the subject, £.e. that this is necessarily stated by the words of the judgment, and more
especially by the indicative mood. If it were so, it would be incOlnprehensible how
there should be any exception to the rule, for if the indicative of the categorical judg
Inent containing "is" has the force of stating the reality of the subject, then it must
have this force always and under all circumstances.' The exceptions which Ueberweg'
admits themselves prove that it does not depend upon the form of the judgment, but
upon the ideas we unconsciously attach to the meaning of the subject·words, without
their finding utterance in the judgment, whether or not the presupposition of their existence
is "as a rule" accepted. And, indeed, what n1eaning can the statemen.t of existence
have when the subject does not denote individual beings as such-as in the proposition
" God is just," or "true friends are to be valued"-but is of a universal form? When
I say, "snow is white," in what sense does this judgment involve the statement that
snow exists? Certainly not in the sense indicated by the present tense of the indicative
\\Then used of definite things having a particular existence, for then the statement would
be that snow exists now at this moment. But the judgnlent, "snow is white," is true
in summer and winter alike; and yet it is not held that the judgment telLs us that snow
always exists. Again, if the statement is said to be, that such bodies as those of which
I think when I say snow, have actually existed somewhere and at some time, it can be
only the existence of definite" snows" which is 111eant. This alone can be stated, nor
can it be said of snow in general that it exists. But the judgment, "snow is white,"
does apply to snow in general and not only to this or that snow.

Still it is true, that the recollection of actually perceived snow is always connected
with the idea which we attach to the word "snow," and for this reason, because of the
way in which I have attained to the meaning of the word, it is presupposed that we are
dealing with something which exists. But suppose I take the analogous judgment,
"Pegasus is winged," the idea of wings is as firmly connected with the idea which I
attach to the word Pegasus as that of white colour with snow. So far, however, I
have never seen an existing Pegasus; indeed, I know that it is a creation of fancy, and
for this reason the existence of Pegasus is not presupposed. But the judgment itself
tells me neither that Pegasus exists, nor that he does not exist; only how the idea is
constituted which I connect with the word. Take the judgment, "The branches of the
hyperbola are infinite," it is undoubtedly a valid judgment, although it can h'ave nothing
to do with the existence of the branches of this or that particular hyperbola. The
infinite branches of the hyperbola exist in exactly the same way as all other subjects of
my judgment, that is, they exist as objects of my thought, of which I. assume that
everyone else thinks alike.

W. Jordan has treated this question more carefully in his tr~atise, uberdie Zweideu#gkeit
der Copula bet" Stuart Mill (Stuttgarter Gymnasialprogramm, 1870 ). It is true that on
page 13 he says, "The 'is' certainly includes the concept of existence." But he gives a
much wider scope than Ueberweg to this concept of existence, when on page 14 he says,
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exactly the sanle whether we are talking of existing or of non-existing things,
of subjects which are thought ,of as particular, or of subjects which are

thought of as general (to these, as general, particular existence cannot

" Whenever the thinking subject finds something present which is independent of his
act of thougp.t, whether it is in the material or spiritual world, Logic will permit the
use of the' is.'" If vve take this explanation literally, it is certainly true that every act
of ju'dgment-so far as it presupposes, and does not create, the subject of the judgment

. -recognises something which is independent of this act of thought, and this sOluething
is the idea denoted by the subject-word. Such a reality of ideas is p~esupposed whenever
a judgment finds expression in language, and it is presupposed moreover that it is conlmon
to Inany individuals. Thus the question would disappear if such were the reality
intended, and the" is" would be justified wherever the subject-word, and therefore the
judgment, had any m~aning...But just for this reason the judgment would have nothing
whatever to do with the stat~ment of the actual existence of the thought denoted by the
subject-word, in the ordinary sense of existing.

However, this is not what is meant. Jordan attempts-in opposition to I-Ierbart and
Mill-to preserve for "is" the meaning of real existence. This he does in the first
place by saying that the reality in question belongs to the predicate, but not to the
subject. In such propositions as "self-defence is forbidden," "moderation is difficult,"
there is no doubt that the existence of the subject-idea is left undecided, while in the
predicate, on the contrary, allusion is made to something which ~ctually exists. The
wbole is an existential proposition in disguise, i.e. there are laws, or grounds, which
forbid self-defence, circumstances which make moderation difficult. But if we once
begin to paraphrase like this, we shall find at last that even the proposition, "a square
circle is unthinkable," is an existential proposition; "there are logical laws which make
a square circle impossible." This, however, is to abandon the ground of dispute, for
the question was, whether the reality of the subject is stated? We are far froln denying
that every statement, just because it claims objectivity, contains the recognition of
objective" laws " a~d "grounds" ; but we do deny that for this reason the existence is
stated of a thing (or attribute or event) which corresponds to the subject-idea. Jordan's
other distinction, which he applies to Mill's example of the centaur, is better. Suc1~ a
proposition as "the centaur is a fiction of the poets" approximates to a definition.
Now alTIOngst definitions Jordan distinguishes a particular _class which he calls "recti
fying," and these are the definitions which deny the idea which the subject stands for,
and replace it by another. The proposition says, "the centaur does not exist in the
sense indicated by the word of aqtually being, but the idea of the centaur is a fiction."
No doubt there are a number of such predicates which degrade the subject-word into
the sign of a merely mental thing, when, by its customary meaning, it might be taken
to denote an existing thing. But we must not forget that at the head of these predicates
there stands the verb to be-to exist. Whenever I expressly state of a subject that
it exists, the subject-word is, for me, the sign of an idea; and my predicate states that
an actual thing corresponds to this idea.

The view that the meaning of the word" to be" is always the same has lately received
determined support from Fr. I(ern (Die deutsche Satzlehre, p. 64 sq.), who pronounces
against distinguishing two meanings in it. "In the propositions' wooden iron is non
sense,' 'a square circle is a contradiction,' the existence of the wooden iron and of the
square circle is stated wi~h just as much clearness and emphasis as the existence of the

"! boy in the proposition·' the boy is in the garden.' But while . the boy exists
outside my thought as ...tvell as within . • . the iron and the circle exist only in my
idea. They exist, moreover, in connection with the property of being nonsense or a

S. L. H
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belong); of predicates which can belong to an existing thing, or of predi
cates which deny existence by their meaning. In each case its one function
is to put the predicate into such a form that it can be used in the judgment,
and to enable it to take the personal ending. 1~he nature of the subj ect _flnd 
predicate-ideas alone determine the sense in which subject and predicate
are unified, and whether the existence of the subject is presupposed, left
uncertain, or denied. " The square is a regular, four-angled figure" means
logical identity, "this is my watch," real identity; "gold is a metal," sub
sumption under a more general idea; "gold is yellow," the unity of thing
and attribute; "A is a mile away from B," a relation; "the movement is
slow," the unity between a general idea and its more exact deterrnination,
and so on. "Socrates is ill," presupposes the existence of the subject,
because Socrates is the name of an individual who is thought of as existing,
and" ill " is a condition thought of as actual at a given tiule. "Pegasus'
is winged" leaves the existence of Pegasus uncertain for anyone who does
not know whether the name is that of an actual or of a merely fictitiou~

being. " Pegasus is a mythological fiction" denies the existence of the
subject; in every instance our information is obtained only from the
lneaning of the terms, either of subject or predicate.

4. With reference to the predicates we may here distinguish between
two classes.

contradiction, which property I have recognised and stated; and thus they cannot pos
sibly be found in any reality which is independent of me."

But the ambigUity of the word is immediately granted by this distinction between a
subject which exists in a reality external to me, and one which exists only in my idea.
For 'when the word" is" stands alone in the sense of " exist" what it states is that the
subject does not exist only in my idea, but independently of it. In such a proposition as
"God exists-but only in my idea" the clause directly denies the meaning in which we
are, at first, impelled to understand the words" God exists." But it is not even true that a
square circle exists" in lny idea," for who could imagine one? The contradictory is inl
possible in my thoughts, as well as in the reality which is independent of me. W hat the
predicate" is a contradiction" really tells us is, that I cannot think of anything corre
sponding to the wOl'ds" square circle"; it denies existence in thought ,as well as in reality.

In p. 74, it is brought forward as an instance, that to anyone who doubts it we say
with en1phasis " A is the person who did it," this emphasized is being meant to lay stress
upon the existence of A as the person who did it. But it is obvious that the existence of
A was never called into question, hence that there is no reason to lay special stress upon
it. It was the action of A, and not his existence, which was disputed, and the question
whether we had any right to predicate of A (whose existence is undisputed) that he is
the person who did it. If this is not so, then the proposition " A is not the person "rho
did it" must be meant to deny not merely the quality of agency, but the existence of A.
Concerning Bergmann's objections (Reine Logik, i. p. 235 sq.), cf. Vierteljahrsschrift fur
u'zss. Phi/os., v. 113 sq.
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All nlodal relational-predicates, which express a relation to my know

ledge (with the exception of those appertaining to the senses, such as

visible, or tangible), by their meaning make the subject-term the sign of

a mere idea which does not involve real existence; and this is the case

whether the predicates themselves affirm or deny its existenc~, or leave it

undecided. When I use the predicates true, false, credible" incredible,

etc., of anything, I denote that it is only an idea, and that the predicate

is to give information concerning its relation to me and to 'my subjective

thought. Such propositiol~s as "Tell's apple-shooting is a fact," "the

Trojan war is an historical event," "atoms are bodies which actually

exist," would be impossible if "is" and "are" could by themselves state

the existence of the subject.

But the verb (( to be," when used absolutely and as meaning" to exist,"

is itself a modal relational-predicate. By expressly stating the existence

of the subject it determines the question whether that which the subject

word first denotes merely as an idea is also an actual thing. Cf. above,

§ 12, 7, p. 72 •

But with other predicates everything depends upon what the subject is

and the sense in which it is used; and this cannot be seen from the mere

external form of the judgment and the use of the word "is." If the

subject-term is used as general and is not introduced as the name of one

or nlore definite things, then the predicate which is formed by means of the

verb" to be" can state nothing but the contents of this subject-idea, and

nothing whatever is said as to the existence of the subject. When I say

" gold is yellow" or "atoms are indivisible," the being yello\\" or indivisible

appertains to the idea which I denote by the subject-word; but the pro

posi tions do not declare the existence of particular things. I must learn

from some other source whether or not the subject-term is applicable to

such things. But if the subj ect-term appears frOITI the first as the name

of things which have a particular existence-e.g. "this piece of gold is

yellow," "this horse is black "-then existence is presupposed; not in the

word "is" hOV\Tever, but in "this."

5. This" ambiguity of the copula~' applies not only to the verb to be,

but to all predicates which can by themselves denote real states and

attributes, inasn1uch as they sometimes state that which actually takes

place in a particular case and sometimes that which belongs as attribute

or activity to the subject-idea. Strictly speaking, it is only the present

tense which is arnbiguous; for this sometimes expresses the empirical,
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terpporal present, sometimes the general necessity of thought. The pro

position "great souls pardon offences" states neither that great souls exist

-though this is presupposed in the act of pardoning-nor that some

great souls are at this moment pardoning. All it tells us is, that if a man
is a great soul he must pardon offences. But the proposition, "Socrates

speaks," states the existence of Socrates in the same way as the proposition

"Socrates is ill " ; we can speak of him only just in so far as he exists,

because the word Socrates denotes an individual having a particular exist

ence, and any attributes or actions which are ascribed to him must involve

his existence. 1

6. But how does it happen that the verb "to be," which is the ex

pression of actual existence, assumes a formal function whereby it loses

its meaning-nay, even seeills to contradict it? The remarkable thing is

not that the ambiguity in this respect has been so little noticed, but rather
that all known languages agree in containing 'it. The explanation is not

difficult. As U eberweg (p.. 162) rightly notices, and, as we have empha

sized above (p. 95 sq.), it is as a rule taken for granted that the things of

which we speak exist; there is no need of any express assertion; we are

not interested to know that things are, but what and how they are. When

now, it is desired, not merely to express predication by mere juxtaposition,

but to give the form of the verb to the predicate, the verb" to be" offers

itself just because it is so general and has by itself no contents. It is

always presupposed; but in order that we may know what we wish to

know, we need to have it determined more exactly as "being this" and

"being thus"; just as the statement of existence is determined more

exactly as "being here" and "being now." The predicate "red," which

by its form already denotes something appertaining to something else

which exists, now appears as a modification of Being, being red.

No\V as the present tense denotes on the one hand the empirical,

sensual present, and on the other the timeless present of our thoughts;

so the meaning of being in this connection is also extended. The attribute

has the same relation to the thing which is thought, and to the thing

which in its existence is perceptible to sense; as the presupposition of
Being was only implied before, it can now be abstracted from. As objects

of my thought, things do not alter; their being may cease, their being

this and being-thus remain so far as I retain them in thought.

1 The theory according to which the judgment "A speaks" is altered to "A is
speaking," in order to get the inevitable copula" is," may be held to be obsolete.
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Nevertheless the verb has kept a part of its original ll1eaning, and the
n10st important part. The verb "to be" originally implies real existence.

That which exists holds good independently of n1Y thought, and hold~

good for everyone. This objectivity of the connection to which my

j udgn1ent gives utterance is an essential factor of the judgment itself.
This it is, and not the existence of the subj ect, which forms a part of the
statement;' and for this " Being" is a very suitable expression.

By this extension of its fundamental meaning it strengthens the assertion

of objectivity, of universal validity, already contained in the inflexional
form.



CHAPTER III.

HOW,JUDGMENTS ARISE, AND THE DISTiNCTION BETWEEN

ANALYTICAL AND SYNTHETICAL JUDGMENTS.

§ 18.

IMMEDIATE JUDGlVIENTS are those which presuppose nothing but the ideas
connected in them, in order that these ideas u1ay be united as subject and

predicate with a consciousness of validity; MEDIATE, or MEDIATED JUDG

MENTS are those in which some further element is necessary in addition to
these ideas.

Kant's distinction of analytical and synthetical judgments refers only to
the relation between the predicate and the concept which is denoted by

the subject-term and assumed as given. It is not applied by Kant to

those judgrnents in which the subject is a particular, intuitable idea. All

relational judgments, moreover, must be regarded as synthetical from the

Kantian point of view, even when based upon the analysis of a complex
presentation.

I. When, after analysing the functions through which the simple judg

ment takes place, we ask about the origin of the judgment, we are not
concerned with the origin of the ideas-whether subject or predicate

united by the jl1dgn1ent; in speaking merely of the analysis of the act of

judging we assume these to be given. The question concerns only the
genesis of the act of judging itself, and this has two aspects : that of the
connection or unification of subject and predicate, and that of the con

sciousness of the objective validity of this connection.
T'his genesis may be either immediate or mediate. It is immediate

when nothing is presupposed in the judgu1ent but the subject and predicate
ideas connected in it, in order that it may take place with a consciousness

of objective validity. It is mediate when this can take place only by the

addition of some other eleluents. It may be that without some mediation
the subject and predicate cannot even be referred to each other in such a

way that their union in a judgment might be thought of; or it n1ay be
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that at least the consciousness of the objective validity of such unity Ulust

be obtained elsewhere. Let us for the present call that which brings

about the unification of subject and predicate the Ground of the judgment.

1'hen the immediate judgment is one, the ground of which lies in the con

nected ideas themselves, apart from anything else; the mediate judgment

is one which has its ground in these ideas only when taken together with

others; the mediation may at first merely relate subject and predicate to

each other by raising the question whether A is B; or it rnay at the same

time settle the question and guarantee the certainty of the validity of the

judgment A is B.
If the ground lie entirely in the ideas themselves which are connected

by the judgment, then, according to what we have said above, their relation

must be such that the unity expressed in the judgment can be immediately

recognised. In a denominative judgment I am conscious, without further

mediation, of the coincidence bet\veen the idea which is present and that

which is reproduced and denoted by the predicate-term; when I say

" that is a fir-tree," I find in present intuition just what agrees with the

general idea of the fir-tree. In immediate judgments of attributes and

activities the idea corresponding to the predicate is a part of the subject

idea. I analyse the latter and emphasize a certain element, e.g. colour, and

this I recognise as agreeing with a colour already known. Here, again,

nothing beyond the complex idea given as subject is needed in order that

I nlay discover in it the element which corresponds to the predicate.

In the case of relational judgments, it is true that an analysis of the

subject-idea by itself cannot yield the elelnent which agrees with the predi

cate. I may turn and twist as I will the idea of the lalnp which stands

before me, I can discover in it nothing which tells me that it stands to the

left of the writing desk. But in this instance that which is given is a com

plex intuition containing two objects and their relation; and by analysing

this into its elements I obtain the judgment, for which no more is needed

than the ideas connected in it. The complex presentation is the ground

for the statement that the lamp stands to' ~he left of the writing desk.

Thus all immediate judgments are of necessity analytical, if those judg

ments are 'analytical which only re-unite the elements obtained by analysis

of a presentation, judgments, that is, in which either the contents of the

predicate are already presented in the subject, as in those of naming,

attributes or of activities; or in which subject and predicate, together with

the relation between them, fonn parts of a complex presentation, as in
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relational judgments. If this is so, then synthetical judgnlents must be

those which are inferred, and those which need some other ground lying

outside the ideas given, in order that the synthesis of the judgment may
take place.

2. That all immediate judgments should be analytical in this sense in
no way contradicts the essence of the judgment, which is to be a (J"vvf)€(J"(8

vOYJJMiTWV. For the analysis or decomposition is only the preparation for the
act of judgment, not that act itself; the work of judgment is to restore
union between the elements which have been thus distinguished (cf. § 81).

3. Still, to use the terms analytical and synth,etical simply in this sense

is forbidden by the use of them introduced by Kant. The above distinc

tion between imnlediate and mediate judgments is based upon a ground
essentially different from that of the Kantian distinction between analytical

and synthetical. In the former case it depends entirely upon how the
judgment arises at any time in the judging subject, whether it is immediate
or mediate, and whether it has its origin in the separation or combination
of elements; and we cannot generally discover what this genesis is from
the verbal expressidn of the judgment. Kant, on the other hand, depends
in the first instance upon the presupposition of definite concepts which
are expressed by the terms appearing as subjects.

" In all judgments," he says in the well-known passage of the Kr. d. r. V.
(ed. i., p. 6 ; ed. ii., Int. IV.), "in which \ve think of a subject as related to
the predicate, it may be related in two ways. Either the predicate B
belongs to the subject A as something which is contained (implicitly) in
this concept A, or else B, though connected with the concept A, lies quite
outside of it. In the first case I call the judgment analytical, in the
second synthetical. Thus analytical judgments (affirmative) are those in
which the connection of the predicate with the subject is conceived through
identity, but those in which this connection is thought without identity are
to be called synthetical. 'Ve might also call the former explicative, the
others ampliative, judgments, for the former add nothing by the predicates
to the concept of the subject, they merely break it up by analysis into its

component concepts, which were already thought (although confusedly) in
it; the latter, on the contrary, add a predicate to the concept of the sub
ject, which was never included in the thought of it, and could not have

been obtained from it by any process of analysis." The two propositions':,
"all bodies are extended" and" all bodies are heavy/' follow as examples.
In order to obtain the former judgment I need only anaJyse that concept
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(of body), i.e. only become conscious of the Inanifold which I always

think in it, in order that I may find this predicate therein. On the other

hand, \vhen I say" all bodies are heavy," the predicate is something quite

different from that which I think in the mere concept of a body in
general.

Just for this reason, he adds in the Prolegomena, § 2, 6, all analytical

propositions are judgments a priori, even when their concepts are empi
rical; e.g., gold is a yellow metal; for in order to know this, I require no

experience beyond my concept of gold, as yellow and a metal, which is
just what constitutes the concept.

" Judgments of experience, as such," continues Kant in the 2nd edition,

"are all synthetical. It would be absurd to base an analytical judgment

upon experience, for in order to form the judgment I have no need to pass

beyond my concept or to appeal to the testimony of experience. That a
body is extended is a proposition which is established a priori, and no
judgment of experience; for before appealing to experience, I have all the

.. conditions for my judgment in the concept, from \vhich I can extricate the
predicate according to the law of contradiction, and at the same time

become conscious of the necessity of the judgment-a necessity which

experience could never have taught. On the other hand, though I do not

include the predicate of heaviness in the concept of body in general, still

this latter denotes an object of experience by one of its parts, and to this

I may add other parts of the same experience as belonging to the first. I
can in the first place know the concept of body analytically by the

characteristics of extension, impenetrability, figure, etc., which are all con

tained in this concept. Then I extend my knowledge, and on referring to
the experience from which I had derived this concept of body, I find that
heaviness is always connected with the above characteristics, and hence I

~dd it synthetically as predicate to that concept. Thus it is experience

upon which the possibility of the synthesis of the predicate heaviness with

the concept body is based; for though the one concept is not contained

in the other, they still belong to each other, as parts of a whole-i.e. of

experience, which is itself a synthetical connection of intuitions, although
merely accidentally."

We have given these passages in full, because of the importance of
.realizing the presuppositions upon which this distinction rests. In the
first place Kant-according to the received way of regarding the judgment

-has in view solely the concept, which is denoted by the subject-word, and
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\vhich constitutes its significance. The question is whether the predicate
is one of the characteristics which I think in the concept of the subject,

" although confusedly," or whether it is not yet contained in this concept
, as I now think it. In the particular judgment also, "some bodies are

heavy," which is used as an example in the Prolfgol1Zena instead of the
universal judgment of the K ritz"k, the point dealt with is only that the
predicate heavy" is not really thought in the general concept of body."

Here Kant presupposes, in the exan1ples chosen by him, that the concept
is derived fron1 experience, but contains only a part of the experience of

this object; or, as he expresses it in the first edition, denotes the complete

experience by means of a part of it. This implies two things: first, that
the concept is forrned through a process of abstraction, whereby its
characteristics (as common characteristics of the different things from

which it is abstracted) have already been fixed; and secondly, that we are
not dealing with an exhaustive concept which expresses the whole nature

of an object of experience, but with a purely subjective image, in which
from causes which have no necessary connection with the nature of the

thing - one part of the characteristics actually appertaining to the given
class of things is made use of to denote the class itself. Thus the only
ground for calling the judgment, "all bodies are extended," analytical and
the other synthetical, is a generally accepted meaning (actual or assumed)

of the word body.
From the Methodenlehre (p. 721 sq. ed. i.) it is no doubt evident that

Kant regarded it as a matter of chance, so far as empirical concepts were
concerned, which characteristics are employed for their formation. -It is
there shown that in the empirical domain there are no definitions in the
strict sense, since the characteristics which belong to the object-e.g. gold
or ,vater-can never be exhaustively enumerated, and hence the rule that

the definition should be complete can never be complied with. In our
concepts we include such of the characteristics alone as are sufficient for

distinguishing the objects; it is never certain that a word, whil,e denoting
the same object, does not mean for us more of its characteristics at one
time than at another. The 'so-called definitions are only verbal determina
tions, nOlJZinal definitions. The same view is taken in §§ 99-106 of the

Logic.
In calling the judgment, "aU bodies are extended," analytic, and "all

bodies are heavy" synthetic, Kant has therefore no other ground than a
nominal definition, which happens to be universally received. This is the
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main point against which Schleiermacher's criticism is directed when he

declares that the distinction between analytical and synthetical judgments

is only relative, because the concept is always in the process of formation.

The same judgment (ice melts) nlay be analytical when we have already
included in the concept of ice its dependence upon definite relations of

temperature, and synthetical when we have not yet done so; thus the
difference represents merely a different stage in the formation of the con

cept. Apply this to the Kantian concept: before the experience which

justifies me in the proposition, "all bodies are heavy," I have formed my
concept only from the characteristics of extension, etc.; but after it I can
and must include the characteristic heaviness in my concept in order that

it may express the complete experience, and my concept, "all bodies are
heavy," thus becomes analytical. With this concept I might now proceed

to further experience, e.g. I might go on to say that all bodies are electrical,
all bodies are warm. If my concept were the expression of a complete

knowledge, which indeed were impossible before all knowledge had been

attained, then all judgments of this kind would be analytical.

This criticism is fully justified by Kant's own statements. I can never

determine whether a judgment concerning empirical objects is analytical

or not unless I know the meaning which the person making the judgment

connects with his subject-word, the sunl-total of the characteristics which,

at this particular stage of the formation of the concept, he has compre
hended in it. His progress from one meaning of the word to another takes

place by means of a synthetical judglnent. This judgment, we must be
careful to note, is the result of an inductive inference, the only possible

ground for a universal judgment drawn from experience; but for this very

reason (as the Methodenlehre expressly emphasizes, p. 72 I) it cannot be

necessary and apodeictic. In the case of mathematical concepts this un
certainty disappears, but only because these are formed for a purpose and

contain an arbitrary synthesis (ibid., p. 729).
Before a judgment, considered in itself and independently of all other

considerations, can be regarded as analytical, it must evidently be assumed

that there are no subjective differences between the concepts which differ
ent 'individuals connect with one and the same word. Assuming, then,

that words have a completely fixed and circulnscribed meaning, there may

be judgments which are certainly analytical; in this case they are to be
found in the accepted meaning of the word. The Kantian example is

strictly correct, if it is presupposed that with the word body everyone
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always connects'the characteristic" extended," and no one ever connects
the characteristic heavy.

But it is just as evident that if this is the case I can no longer have any

rational motive in giving utterance to such judgments, which are mere

truiSlTIS and convey no information. Who would trouble himself with such

judgments as "all triangles are triangular," "all squares are square"? A

judgment which is analytical in this sense can never be uttered except to

some one who is in danger of forgetting the meaning of a word, of think

ing the characteristics of the concept only "confusedly," of extending it

beyond its sphere, etc.-i.e. to some one for whom it is, strictly speaking, no

longer analytical; for so long as he himself thinks the characteristics only

confusedly, he cannot even ~ake the judgment. Thus judgments which are

analytical in this ~ense lead naturally to those which ilnpart the uncompre

hended meaning of a \vord to the ignorant-to those which no longer
make statements about thought, but only about words. They are strictly

analytical for anyone who is master of the language; but anyone who is

only learning it makes synthetical judgments; his judgments, however,

being grounded not upon his own knowledge, but upon a belief in the

statements of other people.
4. But so far both Kant and Schleiermacher have failed to tell us how

the rnatter stands with those judgments which are not covered by our pre
supposition, judgments, that is, of which the subjects are not concepts
at all, and in which the verbal expression does not show what idea is

present to the speaker, inaslnuch as he is speaking, not of the contents of

the idea denoted by the subject-term in its generality, but of a concrete

thing which, though it falls under the general concept, is particular and

concrete, and hence cannot be conlpletely denoted by the subject-term.1

But all actual and primitive judgrnents of experience are of this kind. OUf

experience is gained from the particular, and the synthesis in the synthetical

judgment" all bodies are heavy" is dependent on judgn1ents of which the
subjects are definite bodies, and in the last instance on particular percep

tion and observation. Let us realize the process which underlies any

judgment of perception, e.g. this rose is yellow, this liquid is sour. It is
quite evident, if we consider the words and their meaning, that there is a
synthesis here, for yellowness is no part of the concept" rose," nor sourness

of the concept "liquid" ; nor from the meaning of "this," which expresses
a mere relation, can anything further be derived. But then we are rlot

1 Cf. Trendelenburg, Log. Unfers., 2nd ed., ii. 241; 3rd ed., 265.
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concerned with the meaning of words; these are always general. " This
rose" denotes a concrete thing which, in its concrete particularity, can be
only very imperfectly denoted by the. word; the demonstrative "this"
serves merely to draw the attention of some one present to an intuition

incommunicable by \vords, and this intuitable thing is the subject o~ Iny

judgment; it is of it that I say: it is yellow.
I nljght content rrlyself with saying: this is yellow. The subject of my

judgment would be the same, but would be still more indefinitely ex

pressed in language. When I say, "this rose is yellow," there is, properly

speaking, a double synthesis. First, there is a denominative judglnent,
"this is a rose," by which I have subsumed my concrete idea under a
general image, finding that the concrete intuition agrees in the whole of
its form, structure, etc., with the general image. But this denominative

judgment is only incidentally made; it does not itself appear directly, but
only in its result-the subject-word by which I denote this thing.

The actual judgment before us, ho\vever, states that this, which I call a
rose, is yellow. U pan what ground? Not on the ground of a synthesis

between" rose" and "yellow," but on the ground of an analysis of my
intuition, in which, together with form ano structure, is included the yellow
colour in an undifferentiated unity. One elenlent of my intuition is
identical with what I call yellow, and this I then predicate of the whole in
an attributive judgment.

Or, more exactly, if we describe the process from the beginning: in nlY
intuition I have first noticed those elements in which it coincides with the
general image of the rose, hence the naming of the subject; I have then
noticed one further element, which as yet is not expressed by the name,
and hence the judgment.

The relation between the concepts "rose" and "yellow" of course
comes into consideration as well. If" yellow" were analytically con
tained in "rose," as white is in snow, or cold in ice, then, generally speak
ing, I should have had no motive for expressly stating it; it would have
been already expressed by the name "rose." But since this is not so, I

must, in order to describe my intuition conlpletely, add the predicate yellow
to the denomination "rose." Whoever hears my judgment-in the course
of a description, say-performs a synthesis as he adds the particular de
termination of colour to the image which the word rose has awakened in

him. But I, the person judging, have merely analysed my idea of the
subject.
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But the other example: this liquid is sour. Is there no synthesis here?
Certainly, but before the judgment, not by means of it. This judgment
is distinguished from the preceding one by the fact that different senses
are concerned in it. I alTI accustomed to determine by sight whether or
no! anything is a liquid, and thus the denominative judgment that is
presupposed is confined to visual ideas alone. Now I put the liquid to
my tongue and discover its sour taste, and I express my perception in the
judgment" this liquid is sour." Before I can make this judgment I must
have already referred my sensation of taste to the object \vhich was known
to me by sight; I must be certain that what has touched my tongue is
what I saw before in the glass. Otherwise I have no subject for the
predicate" sour," and cannot make a judgment, cannot refer the predicate
sour to the subject liquid, and express this reference in an attributive
judgment.. "Thus illy judgment analyses an act of conlbination which con
stitutes the process of percepti<;>n; but the function of the reference of
the sensation of taste to its obj ect is not the same as the function of the
judgment. If we expressed the fornler in a judglnent, it would run" that
which tastes sour is the same thing that I saw before as a liquid"; the
latter" "this liquid has the attribute of being sour." I must have re
cognised sourness as belonging to, and being in the liquid, before I can
predicate it.

5. To return to the Kantian example: if we look more closely, we
shall find that there is still a sufficient ground-though nowhere indicated
by Kant himself-to justify him in saying that the judgment, "all bodies
are heavy," is synthetic. This ground lies, however, not in the concept
" body," but in the nature of the predicate. Looked at carefully, "heavy"
is really a relational-predicate; it refers not to what a body is in itself as
the isolated object of my intuition and my thought, but to what it is in
relation to other bodies. The judgment, "all bodies are extended," is
valid in just the same way of each particular one, even though I should
think of it as being alone in the world; the judgment, H all bodies are
heavy," expresses a reference of each particular one to all others, and
hence it cannot be already contained in the "concept of body in general."

If, as I believe, this, together with the historical influence of the old
Cartesian definition of body, is the hidden ground of Kant's apparently
unmotived distinction, it throws light also upon his" synthetical judgments
a priori," for the examples which he gives of these are all relational-judg

ments. That 7+5 = 12 is a relational-judgment concerning the numbers
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represented by 7 + 5 and by 12; the judgn1ent asserts their equality. The
predicate" equal to B," can of course never be contained and thought of

in the subject A taken by itself, nor discovered by any analysis of it; for

the idea of B is necessary as well as that of A in order that it may be
thought at all. It is quite true, again, that equality \vith 12 is not

analytically contained in the expression 7 + 5., but must be discovered by

an actual addition, by proceeding to a nun1ber which is 5 more than 7.
The judgnlent is impossible until the addition has been completed, and

two numerical expressions given thereby; but then it is analytical in so

far as the intuition of the equal number of units which may be reached

in either the one way or the other furnishes the ground of the j.udgment.
It is not in the judgment itself that we pass beyond the presentation 7 + 5,
but in what precedes the judgment and makes the comparison possible;

so soon as this is possible the judgment becomes a mere analysis of the
given relation. It is the sanle with Kant's geometrical example: that the

straight line is the shortest way between two points. " The shortest way"
is also a relational-predicate, which cannot be contained in the idea of the

straight line by itself; it presupposes comparison with other lines. But
the straight line can never be presented in intuition apart from the space
in which it is drawn, and which contains the possibility of other lines

beside it. That which forms the ground of the judgment and is analysed
by it, is the total intuition in which the straight line appears between
others connecting the salne points. So that even these synthetical judg
111ents a priori, so far as they are imn1ediate, are really analytical; they
are not concerned with the explication of the concept expressed by the
subject-word when taken alone, but with a complex object which, though

partly denoted by the subject-word, contains something beyond the subject

of the judgment. The ground of the judgment lies in that part of the
object which is not denoted by the subject-word.

Of the principle of causality we n1ust speak later on.

6. In the sphere of empirical notions the Kantian division of judg

ments into analytical and synthetical refers to judgments having different

kinds of subjects, and therefore having also a different ground for their
validity. His analytical judgments are those which merely unfold the

contents of a concept which has received some fixed meaning in a word,

without any regard to the existing object of intuition. His synthetical
judgments presuppose intuition, and the synthetical connection of intuitions

in experience; their subjects are" things," which fall under the word but are
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only incompletely denoted by it. The former are explicative, the latter

narrative.
We have shown that an analysis takes place even in judgments of per

ception-an analysis, however, not of the concept, but of the intuition which

was formed by a synthesis preceding the judglllent and not in it. \Ve
have still to test the Kantian staten1ent that in analytical judgments we
think the connection of the subject and predicate through identity, but
not so in synthetical judgments. Accepting fqr the present the term

identity, which we showed above to be inappropriate, \ve still fail to see

how any (affirmative) judgment can be expressed without identity; i.e.
without the consciousness of the unity of subject and predicate. The

relation between subject and predicate is the same in the judgment of
perception as in the judgn1ent which deals with concepts; and the state

ment that identity is absent frOlll the judgment of. experience is true only
if we look, not to the proper subject of the judgment of experience, but

to the meaning of the word by which this subject is denoted; or \vhen we
arbitrarily limit the notion of identity to the sphere of mere concepts.

But Kant is so far right that there is a different ground for the validity

of his analytical, and of his synthetical judgments a posteriori. The former

presuppose only the habit of connecting certain ideas with a word; hence,
in order that such judgments may be repeated, nothing is needed but

constancy of ideas and agreement in the use of language. The latter have
their final ground of validity in a fact of individual intuition, which cannot,

as such, be n1ade comnlon property. The necessity of the former judg

ments has its ground in the stability which we find in our general ideas;
the necessity of the latter in the laws according to which we [onn ideas
of the particular, and are conscious of their objective reality. And here

again we come upon the difference in meaning to be found in judgulents,

owing to the ambiguity of the copula. In the judgments which Kant
calls analytical, nothing whatever is said as to the existence of their sub

jects, in those which he calls synthetical the subject-word denotes" objects
of a possible experience~"

§ 19·

Before a judgment can be passed in which the idea of the predicate is

not imJ1lediately recognised as one with the idea of the subject, we re

quire some mediation, both to bring about a relation between a subject
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and a predicate \vhich lies outside it, and to cause us to recognise this

relation as a unity in the sense of the judgment, and to be certain of it.

1. The first and most fan1iliar ex~mple of a mediated judgolent by

which a predicate is, for the first tinle, added to a subject and compre

hended in it, is the mental act of a person who hears fronl some one else a '

judgment which he himself has neither occasion nor ground for making.

All real learning is mediated judgluent. The Socratic Maieutic, indeed,

starting from the principle that there is no such thing as learning, nothing

but recollection, is content to call into consciousness the ideas of sub

ject and predicate by n1eans of questions. Thus the materials alone are

provided, the person questioned being left to form his judgments himself,

and his conviction of their validity being based upon his own discernment.

And if this process w-ere perfectly carried out, then, indeed, all judgment

elicited by it ,vould be immediate and analytical, finding the predicates in
the subjects wi thout assistance. The questioner would nlerely take upon

himself the ,vork of the psychological laws of reproduction, bringing to

the subject just that idea which is appropriate as predicate, for the mind

in its continual eagerness to form judgments to make use of.

But teachers and taught have seldom time for this process; it is nearer

the truth to say that all learning begins with tradition, where the learner

accepts the j udgn1ents he hears, and repeats them himself. In so far as he

learns, what happens is that he hears a proposition, the idea of a subject

is aroused in him by the subject-term, and he includes in it a predicate in

respect of which the subject had as yet been undetermined. When

anyone learns that ice is frozen water, ice is given to him in intuition,

but its mode of formation was unknown, and no reference to water con

tained in his intuition. For the person who learns that the earth moves~ a

completely new determination is added to the idea of the earth-that of

movement, and he is called upon to unify subject and predicate in a way

contrary to his habtt of thought. Not until he has understood what he

has heard, i.e. really~' made the synthesis demanded, does he reach as the

result of his mental action that from \vhich the teacher set out,-the unity

of subject and predicate in the sense determined by their category. In
deed, there will still be a difference between teacher and taught as indi

viduals; for on the one hand the words are not absolutely fixed and equiva

lent in meaning for both; on the other hand, even if they were, they leave

more or less room for choice between particular degrees of meaning in their

application to partidtilar things.
~

s. L.
.f\-
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In proportion as the individual is ignorant, and connects with his words
only meagre ideas based upon incomplete knowledge, he must have recourse
to such synthetical judgment; and by means of this his words become
gradually more significant as he learns to connect with them more par
ticular determinations. At the word "lion" the child at first thinks only
of the outward, visible form \vhich his picture-book shows to him; fron1
tales and descriptions his idea beCOll1es enriched with all the .attributes and
habits of the animal; while the zoologist possesses the idea complete.

The more perfect the knowledge, and the richer therefore the meanings
of words, the less room there is for syntheses such as these, in which some
thing new is learned. In the end synthetical judglnent would be limited
to that sphere which can never be denoted by words-to the particular
fact as it is for anyone who has not observed it himself, and to the -par
ticular changes and relations which can only be expressed by teruporarily
valid judgments. All judgn1ents about the meaning of the word, the
general idea of the object, are then analytical. (This is what Schleier
macher means when he limits the proper synthetical judgment to the

sphere of particular facts. D£alectik, § 155, pp. 88, 105.)
2. In learning by tradition the ground which the learner has for the

certainty of the judgment is merely the authority of the teacher; objective
validity is accepted from confidence in his knowledge and veracity; he is

believed. Since all narrative judgments are necessarily synthetical for the
hearer, they are those which, by their nature, appeal to and demand the
belief of the hearer. Besides one's own perception (and whatever nlay
be inferred from it) there is no knowledge concerning the particular ex
cept by way of belief, which, in this case, is historical belie£

3. There is another process, similar to those of teaching and narrating,
which adds predicates to a subject capable of further determination, and
calls upon us to unify them. It is introduced by the inward play of our

ide~s, as determined by the laws of associative reproduction, and the
activity of imagination as led by similarity. Wh.en we are conscious
of any object through perception or recollection it does not merely
call up those predicates which agree with its contents as now presented
and lead to immediate judgments. Recollection, association, and

analogy bring forward other ideas, which tend to combine as predicates
with the subject, although they are not as yet contained in the idea of
the subject now present. From one point of view the common case

already dealt with in § 9, p. 55, is an instance of this-the case in which
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visual images of particular objects call up the recollection of their other
qualities, and these are forthwith attributed to them as predicates. (This
is a bunch of grapes-this is sweet; this is a stone-hard, etc.) But

though, in such instances, association takes place with such absolute

certainty that when the judgment is made the idea to which it refers is

already complete, we do find cases differing from these by imperceptible

degrees, in which th~e fusion does not take place at once, but the idea

called up remains-to use Herbart's phrase-in suspense, and only brings
the- expectation of a judgment. This is lTIOst obvious when different and

Inutually-exclusive ideas are excited at the salne time, and a struggle takes

place between thern, as, for instance, when I see a human figure at a

distance; and it excites in me the images of both A and B, seelning to
resemble first one and then the other.

, Upon such associations are founded lnore particularly all judgments
which extend to the future. They can never proceed frOItl analysis of the

present, but are mediated by some process of inference. " The sno\v will

melt." I cannot tell this by looking at it, but, led by former experience, I

add in thought to the present intuition a predicate not yet contained in it.

4. The universal tendency to form judgments and to connect what is

new with what is familiar, is so strong that, when there is no check, the

same processes which suggest the predicate may also give rise to the

judgment; i.e., they may produce belief in the objective validity of the

proposed synthesis. In proportion as thought is undisciplined it is in
cautious, and slow to recognise the difference between purely subjective

and psychological combinations and those which are objectively valid;

there is a greater tendency to believe everything which occurs to one,

especially when strongly supported by a wish or an inclination. The

recollection of one or a few cases in which a predicate B belonged to a

subject A, is generally sufficient to make us attribute the predicate B to

every subject which at first sight resembles A; and \ve are often scarcely

conscious of the process of inference by which the synthesis of the judg
ment has been brought about. This credulity of our natural thought, while

the source of n1any deceptions, hasty assumptions and superstitious opinions,
lS at the same time the indispensable condition on which alone we can

profit by experience, and learn to pass beyond what is immediately given.

As we found with the generalization of ideas that the process has not to be

learned but rather to be checked, and the power of distinguishing cultivated,

50 it is also with judgment when it passes beyond what is given. Our
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natural tendency is always to think of many predicates and att!ibute them
to the subject; what we have to learn is caution and doubt, to distinguish
between the valid and the invalid, and to enquire as to which of these

syntheses are objectively necessary, and which are nlerely forced upon us
by nature and habit.

5. When some check prevents the judgment which passes beyond what
is immediately given from taking place, there arises the question. This
may be in two ways. In the one case we seek to complete a given idea
in accordance with some previous experience, the desired completion not
being offered by any absolutely certain association. Such is the case
when I cannot recall any idea agreeing with a new and unknown object
what is that? Or when I seek the subject to a given attri bute or activity

-who is speaking? '\That is that shining? Or again, when I am uncertain
what attributes or activities belong to a thing besides those perceived
what does that taste like? In the second set of cases a completion is
offered by association, but the certainty of its validity is wanting; the
judgment is sketched out in thought, but is not passed as a judgment.
In this way there arises the question which seeks a decision as to the

validity of a given predication-is A really B?
6. Both the question which aims at completion, and that which aims

at confirn1ation, presuppose psychologically the sin1ple and imnlediate
judgment ·which is inseparably connected with the consciousness of its
validity. I can only seek for that of which I have at least a general and
indefinite idea; nothing but experience of perfect syntheses can create in

ll1e the desire of completing an imperfect idea by the addition of some
further element. I must have acquired the habit of referring sensations to
definite things before I can arrive at the point of seeking the thing belong-
'ing to a sensation which is presented without any certain reference.

In the same way the question which demands yes or no for an answer
seeks a certainty which must have been experienced in immediate judg
ments before it can be sought. Its search for an ans\ver implies the

thought of the certainty connected with predication in other cases.
In simple and immediate judgments-that is a tree, that is red, snow is

white, coal is black)-the certainty of validity is given inseparably with the

synthesis of subject and predicate. I cannot ask whether coal is black, or

snow \vhite, whether the object before me is red or a tree. As soon as I
am conscious of the two ideas I am also conscious of the necessity of the

synthesis between them.
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It is not until we attempt to pass beyond what is given, not until we
would unite with the idea of the subject an elenlent not yet contained in

it, that the two elements which are united in the immediate judgluent, the

simple or complex synthesis between subject and predicate and the con

sciousness of its necessity and obj ective validity, can be separated. 1'he

question "is A really B?" can only arise in that sphere of thought in

which judgments are formed by a process of tuediation.

Hence it follows that the first stage in the formation of judgments-aur

psychological starting-point-is not invariably (as e.g. Bergluann holds 1) a

"predication without quality," a mere "idea" in which subject and

predicate are thought together, the judgment taking place only when the

" critical reflection" upon its validity is added. In the sinlplest cases the

two elements are not found apart, and we cannot show the meaning of

predication in general unless we start from objectively valid predication,as

it occurs in the immediate positive judgluent " A is B."
All such theories overlook the fundamental importance of the distinc

tion between immediate and nlediated judgments, a distinction which in

logic is not less important than that between analytical and synthetical

judgments in the transcendental philosophy.
7. In the question "is A B?" the elements and the connection

between them have the same meaning as in the judgment. The question

expresses the expectation of a synthesis between A and B, and moreover

of a valid synthesis, not merely of an arbitrary combination. rrhe judg

ment is already conceived, but it still needs the seal of its confirmation,

for the certainty of validity is wanting. This invention and essaying of

judgments which pass beyond what is given and the immediate judgments

based thereon, represents the active movement and progress of thought

in inventive action in the sphere of the judglnent. vVe may say at once,

questioning is thinking. Doubt, conjecture and expectation are only

particular varieties of the same state. They differ in the degree to which

we are conscious of the absence of a ground for the completion of the

judgment; they are alike so far as concerns the n1eaning of the synthesis
between subject and predicate.

8. The decision of a question may sometimes come from the elucida-

1 Re£ne Logik, 1879, p. 42, 169 ; cf. the objections raised by Schuppe, Vi'erteljahrsschr.
fiir wiss. Phil., iii. 484; my own article, V£erteljahrsschr. j"iir wiss. Phil., v. I, p. 97 ;
and Bergmann's reply in the same journal, v. 3, p. 370. Brentano's view is dealt with
in n1Y IJltje1-sonalien, p. 58.
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tion and completion of the subject-idea itself; when this idea is the

intuition of a particular object, we discover by nleans of more exact appre
hension and observation what was not formerly observed. Such is the case

when, seeing a white powder, I ask whether it is sweet and put it to my

tongue; I have then made an addition to my perception, and my answer
is an analytical judgment proceeding from the ne\v perception. When my

subject-idea is not given in intuition, reflection may bring more complete

recollection, and again enable me to make an analytical judgn1ent. But if

these attempts fail, then the only way of arriving at a decision is to seek

for mediations which may confirm the attempted synthesis, and the

mediation to which the spoken question appeals in the first instance is

information from some other person.
9. It may be that a ground for the desired synthesis, ,vhich would

enable it to take the form of a judgment, can be found neither by the
elucidation or completion of the subject-idea, nor yet by mediating ideas.

1"'hen either the question remains unsettled and we fail to become conscious

of its objective validity, or else the negation arises) fron1 the fact that the

subject-idea immediately or nlediately repels the predicate-idea.
Reserving for a later investigation the former case-that of the falsely

called problenlatical judgment-let us now turn to the negation.



CHAPTER IV.

THE NEGA TION.

§ 20.

THE NEGATION is always directed against an attempted synthesis; hence

it presupposes some prompting, either from within or without, to connect

the subject and predicate. The object of a negation must be either a
completed or an attempted judgment, and for this reason we cannot regard

the negative judgment as a species equally primitive with the positive
judgment, and co-ordinate with it.

I. Following the example of 'Aristotle, luany logicians have begun by

defining the judgment as either affirn1ative or negative, making this twofold

aspect a part of its definition. This is true in so far that judgments when

formed can be exhaustively divided into affinnative and negative, and that

when we fonll judgments, it can only be by affirming or denying a pre

dicate of a subject. But the definition is false if it in1plies that affirmation

and negation as forms of judgnlent are equally primitive and independent

of each other, for the negative judgment presupposes the attempt, or at

least the thought, of an affirmation- z:e. it presupposes the positive

attribution of a predicate, and has its meaning only in contradicting ~r

annulling such an affirmation. Or rather, the primitive judgment should

not be called affirnlative at all; it would be better denoted as positive.

rrhe simple statement A is B is an affinnation only when opposed to the

negative judgment and in so far as it rejects the possibility of a negation;

but that we should think of the possibility of a negation, or that a question

should be raised which must be decided by yes or no, is no necessary
condition of the judgment A is B.l

2. When we consider that only a finite number of predicates can be

affirmed of every subject, while an incalculable nUlnber can be denied, it

is at once evident that the negation has no ,meaning except in opposition

1 cr. Beneke, System der Logik, I, 140 sq.
JI9
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to an attempt at a positive statement. No one would think of making all

the negations which in themselves would be possible and true; he could

have no motive for so doing. Before there can be any sense in saying:

this stone does not read, does not \vrite, does not sing, does not think;
justice is not blue, is not green, is not five-cornered, does not rotate, etc.;

there must be a chance that some one ·will attribute these predicates to the

stone or to justice.
All that the negation aims at is to confine within limits fixed by the

nature of the given ideas the subjective and fortuitous n10vement of

individual thought, which in fancies, questions, conjectures and erroneous

statements extends beyond what is objectively valid. Thus it presupposes
a subjectively arbitrary and contingent thought-the limitless sphere of the
false, which consists in just this deviation of individual thought from the

thought which is objectively necessary and universally valid, and it is a
matter of chance how the negation may arise \vith any particular individual.

It is impossible to lay down universally and exhaustively what must

necessarily be denied of any subject.1

3. We cannot further define and describe what we mean by "not," nor

what is the significance of the negation; we can only recall what always
takes place in the process. The true meaning of the proposition A is not

B may, however, be elucidated by contrasting it with incorre~t and artificial

interpretations.
In the first place subject and predicate, taken each by i~self, are thought

in the negative propositions in exactly the same way as in the positive; the

words stand for the same ideas. When I say" snow is not black," snow
means the same as in the judgment" snow is white," and black the same

as in the judgment" coal is black "; no effect is at present produced upon
them by the negation, they have their usual contents. The question raised

by Aristotle (De Interpr., 2 and 3) as to whether there is a ovofta aopuTToV

(OVK d.v()pW7ros) and a p~fta aopuJ"ToV (ov KUJLVH) which could appear as
subject or predicate of a judgment does not refer to the essence of the

negative judgment, but only to the nature of the subjects and predicates
which can be used in a judgn1ent, and can be affirmed or denied of each

1 Kant, Kr. d. r. V. 111ethodenlehre, ed. I, p. 709 (a passage which \Vindelband
points out in the Strassb. Abh., p. 169), says: In respect of the content of our knowledge
in general, negative propositions have the peculiar function of simply averting error;
hence also negative propositions which aim at averting false knowledge when there is no
possibility of error may indeed be very true, but they are devoid of meaning, and for
that reason often very ludicrous.
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other. A natural and primitive idea can never be denoted by the
expression not-A or not.B, but it is always possible that these expressions
may be serviceable as abbreviating formulre, under \vhich definite subjects,
or at least predicates, may be thought. But then they act as symbols of

these, and when a statement is possible at all some predicate is affirmed or

denied of such subjects, or such predicates of sonle subject; the judgment

not-A is B and the judgment A or not-A is not- B are affirmative, the

judgments not-A is not B and A or not-A is not not-B are negative.

Aristotle has given the right explanation of this. It is true he attempts all

possible combinations with unlimited subjects and predicates (De I1Zterpr.,
10), but he does not make into a particular kind of judgment those in which

a subject or predicate of the form not-A appears. 'Vhen, on the other
hand, Kant places the infinite 1 or limiting judgnlent beside the affirmative

and negative as a third kind (Kr. d. r. v., § 9)-the soul is not-mortal, that
is, belongs to the infinite sphere which remains when I take away the mortal

-then he starts from a vie\v of the judgment which we shall have to oppose

later on, a view which takes its essential aim to be the placing of a subject
within the sphere of a concept. By this view he is enabled to bring Ollt a

distinction between the propositions "the soul is not mortal," and" the

soul is not-lllortal "; he does not, however, thereby gain a third judgment

in addition to the positive and negative, but is himself obliged to allow that

in general logic there is no ground for considering a judgment of the form

A is not-B, in which a purely negative predicate is attributed to A, to be

anything more than an affirmative assertion.

4. In opposition to the attempts to regard all negative judgments as

affirming a predicate not-B of a subject is the largely accepted tradition

that the negation affects the copula, by which we are led to speak of the

affirnlative or negative quality of the copula. This is so far true that the

negation does not lie in the elements of the judgment, but only in the

manner in which they are referred to each other. But it is incorrect to

oppose a negative to an affirmative copula. If by copula we understand

the expression of that mental act by which a predicate is referred in the

judgment to a subject as agreeing with it, as activity or quality, then a
unification is expressed by it. But that which holds subject and predicate

apart, and prevents the attainment of unity, cannot be a kind of unification.

1 The name comes fr0111 an awkward translation and application of the clopuYTOS,
which Aristotle had used, not of the judgment but of its component parts. Cf. Tren
delenburg, Elem. Log. Ar., § 5.
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A bond which divides is nonsense. We should rather say that the proper

copula (in language the verb-ending) has exactly the same meaning in the

negative as in the affinnative judgment; that is, it expresses the positive

relation in judgment between subject and predicate, the attributing of the

predicate to the suhject, and it arouses the thought that the predicate

belongs to the subject. For it is just this thought (which is also contained

in the question) wh{ch is declared to be false; it is just this attempt at

synthesis which the negation prevents. The copula does not convey the

negation, but is the object of it. There is no such thing as a negative,

but only a negated copula.
Three elen1ents, then, can be primarily distinguished in the simple,

positive judgment. These are the subj ect, the predicate, and the thought

of their unity (in the particular sense of the synthesis determined by the

categories), this latter being the object of the certainty which finds utterance

in the positive judgment. The same three elements are 'present, and have

the same force, in the negative judgment; but the negation is added as a

fourth in language as well as in thought. This prevents the con1pletion of

the attempted synthesis as valid, and it opposes its " No" to the whole

proposition A is B. The object of the certainty, which gives to the nega,tive

proposition as 'Yell as to the affirmative the force of a statement, is just thi,s

" No." The judgment "A is not B " n1eans, "it is false, it must not be

believed that A is B ": hence, immediately and directly, the negation is a

judgment concerning a positive judgment that has been essayed or passed;

only indirectly is it a judgment concerning the. subject of this judgment.1

5. If the negation were formed by means of a negative copula-if, there

fore, we had to regard the "is not" in the judgment "A is not E" as the ex

pression of a simple act of thought,-then, to be consistent, those logicians

vvho ascribe to the" is " of the affirn1a6ve judgrnent the force of stating the

existence of the subject should hold that the "is not" in negative judgments

denies the existence of the subject. But this is certainly not the case. As

a rule, the judgment A is not B presupposes the existence of A in all cases

wheri it would be presupposed in the judglnent A is B; i.e. whenever it is

part of the meaning of the words. But the negative judgn1ent in itself

states no more concerning existence or non-existence than the affirmative

judgment. "Socrates is not ill" presupposes in the first place the existence

of Socrates, because only on the presupposition of his existence can there

be any question of his being ill. But since the negation only declares it to
1 See Appendix A.
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be false that Socrates is ill, the presupposition contained in it is certainly

not so definite as in the affirmative judgment " Socrates is ill"; for this
may also be denied because Socrates is dead. (For further, see below,

§ 25·)

§2I.

The negation follows the different forms of the positive judgment, and

has for its object those different relations between subject and predicate

which constitute the different meanings of the unity between them. Hence,

when the judgn1ent contains a manifold synthesis, the negation is ambigu

ous. Directly it can express nothing existent-neither attribute, activity,
nor relation.

I. In prohibiting an attempted statement, the negation adapts itself to

all the different kinds of propositions; and whatever these may state, it
declares to be false.

To the judgment which would allow two ideas to coalesce as wholes,

the negation opposes their difference. Such propositions as "apes are not

men," "red is not blue," "freedom is not license" prohibit a threatened

confusion, or a conscious annihilation of the distinction fixed between the

objects. This negative judging brings into consciousness by an express

act what was already contained unconsciously in the forn1ation of our

ideas and in their verbal denotation. That is, it makes us conscious of

that distinction between different ideal contents which, being always drawn
in the same way, gives us a fixed plurality of ideas to which the plurality

and difference of words corresponds. This act of distinguishing, through

which our ideas are formed, must have already taken place before it can
be brought into consciousness and confirmed by the negative judgment.

When opposed to the qualitative judgment, the negation prohibits the

relation of inherence between a subject and an attribute ascribed to it. l'he

relation of inherence in itself even forms the ground for the negative j udg

mente The proposition" lead is not elastic" does not deny that the subject

is a unity of thing and attribute, but that the attribute, which really belongs

to the subject and which is not expressed in the statenlent, is the one in ques...
tion. I cannot find in the subject" lead" the attribute denoted by "elastic";

the actual attributes of lead are other than elasticity. So that here, also,

what the negation finally emphasizes is the fixed difference of certain

qualitative ideas. The same holds good of judgn1ents whose predicates are
activities.
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2. No\vaccording as the Inovement of thought (see § I I) passes from

the attribute or activity to the thing to which it belongs, or the reverse, the
object of the negation also varies (the variation being expressed verbally

by emphasis or position). It may either lay stress upon the fact that a
given thing, with fixed determinations, does not possess the attribute or
activity in question, or emphasize the fact that it is not this thing to which a
given attribute or activity belongs. The judgment" I have shouted" is as

false when no one has shouted at all as when it was sonleone else who
shouted. In the first case, the reality of the predicate is denied, in the second

its relation to the subject; in the latter, the subject is generally emphasized,

or the negative placed before it (I have not shouted; it was not I that
shouted). Finally, the negation may mean that neither predicate nor
subject is to be found. Starting from the general view of the negation,
the proposition "the fire does not burn" is a contradictio in adjecto. How
can the predicate" burn " be denied of the subject fire? And yet we do
not hesitate to say it; we expect to find the burning fire, the negation says
" it is false that the fire burns," and this proposition is true when there is
no fire at all. This applies especially to the negation of the Impersonals.
" It does not thunder" means either that the name given is false-that
what is heard is not thunder, or it denies the phenomenon itself, which is
indicated by the predicate-the negation extending also to the presupposed
reality of the subject.

3. Similar modifications appear in the case of relational judgments.

That is, the synthesis of the positive judgment being here threefold, we
cannot tell from the sinlple negation of the relational judgnlent what the
statement of the negation is primarily aimed at, nor what is the point which
the person Inaking the negation has in view. If the judgment "A is

walking home" be false, what is denied may be merely the direction in
which he walks, or it may be the kind of movement (if he is riding or

driving), or the fact that he is going away at all; or, finally, it may be

disputed that it is A who is walking home. The proposition" A is not

walking home" may have any of these meanings. This ambiguity of the

negation, which at best can only be dealt with by emphasis, is a new proof
that its only force is to state the falsity of the positive judgment as a whole,
and that it is unable by itself to constitute any definite relation. In

the case of causal relations, which are expressed by transitive verbs, the

negation Inay be directed merely against the particular object of the

activity, which itself really takes place, or against the activity itself, or
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against the subject to which the activity is ascribed. "I have not written
this sentence" rnay either deny the whole fact that the sentence in question

has been written, or it may emphasize either this sentence, or I. " I

have written nothing" denies all writing whatever by the negation of every

possible kind of object of writing; "I drink no wine" denies only a
particular kind of obj ect.

4. In the same way, when an unconditionally valid judgment is denied,
the negation merely tells us that the statement made by the unconditionally

valid judgment is false, the statement being that the predicate is contained

in the subject-idea, which constitutes the meaning of the subject-term

(plants do not feel; light is not matter). How far such negations may be

ambiguous (e.g., the triangle is not equilateral) will be discussed below,

§ 25·
\Vhen opposed to temporally valid judgments, the negation applies only

to their validity for the time stated, and cannot therefore say anything as

to the condition of the subject at any other tinle. The judgment" this

watch is not going" declares that the telnporally valid judgment" this

,vatch is going" is false; and what it means by that is that it is not going

nO'll); this negation leaves it undecided whether or not the watch goes at

other times.

5. Attempts have not b~en wanting to supplement the poverty of the
negation as merely annulling some other statenlent by giving it the force

of a directly significant statenlent. In this way, what is stated by the
negative judgment would stand opposed as independent and valid in itself

to what is stated by the affirmation; and thus negation and affirmation,
as fornls of statement, would OCCil py the same rank.

Aristotle himself has to some extent given a precedent for this. He

makes the affirmation and negation (particularly in the Metaph. ®, 10, 105 I,

b 1 sq.) correspond to a unification (a-VYKE'ia-eal.) and separation (o"YJP~a-ea,,),

and in so doing he makes it the prilnary meaning of the relation between
subject and predicate in the affirmative judgment to express something

compounded (fronl substance and accident). We have already (§ 14, p.

80 sq.) shown this view to be impossible, since the predicate of the
judgment can never be looked upon as something existent; least of all as
an existent thing which can be thought apart from the subject. There is

no meaning in saying that, in the existent, "comlnensurable" is always

separated fronl the diagonal of the square; separation and unification both

belong to thought alone. But, for the same reason, neither can the nega-
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tion correspond to any separation. In the first place, elements actually

separate in the object could have no mutual reference whatever; and it

would be inexplicable how these separate elements. should be found

together in one act of thought. Moreover, here again, since the predicate

never stands f(Jr anything but an idea, we cannot say that it exists anywhere
in such a way that it can either be united with the subject, or remain

separate from it. The vie\v that the proposition "man is white "is th~

expression of a unification of the substance" man" with the idea of " white,','
because the latter has an independent existence, would b~ impossible,

except as a consequence of the Platonic doctrine of ideas. It is due to

this alone that the relation between a thing and a predicate \vhich is

incompatible with it can be denoted as a " perpetual separation." 1

On the other hand, Spinoza's well-known proposition "Determinatio est
negatio" has been ll1ade use of to express a view which goes so far as
to transfer the negation into the nature of things themselves, thus ranking
the negative judgment as the original expression of knowledge of these.
rrrendelenburg has rightly drawn attention to Thonlas Campanella as one

of the most decided supporters of the opinion that all things consist in yes

and no, being and not-being; that everything is this particular thing only

because it is not something else. "Man is," that-is his affirmation. But

he is only man because he is not stone, not lion, not donkey; hence he is

at once being, and not-being. Spinoza has the same nleaning when he says

" Deterrninatio est negatio "; a figure is determined in so far as it is not the

space surrounding it, and thus it can be thought of only by the aid of nega

tion-as a litnitation, i.e. negation of the infinite. But such views always

involve a confusion between the negation itself as a function of our thought,

and the presupposed objective ground of this negation-the exclusive

individuality and uniqueness of each one among the many things which are

real. That which they are not never belongs to their being and nature;
it is only our thought, which, in making c0111parisons, brings such alien

elements into contact with theine All that concerns us is to recognise why

we have need of these subjective expedients in order to know the world of
reality in which no counterpart of our negating thought is contained. It
is only by a constant confusion between negation in thought and those real

relations in being which are very imperfectly expressed by mere negation

1 Prantl has very justly noticed the deficiency of the Aristotelian theory in this respect
in his Geschz"chte der Logz"k, I, 118, 144 sq. Elsewhere Aristotle expressly recognises
that the negation belongs only to the sphere of thought (Metaph., vi. 4).
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that the Hegelian logic succeeds in presenting it as a real power, and as the
nature of things; but unless ,ve may adlnit this confusion once for all, as

may well be done after Trendelenburg's penetrative criticism, it must be

pointed out at almost every step of the Logic.

§ 22.

\Vhen the attempt to attribute a predicate to a subject is prohibited by
the negation, the ground for this prohibition lies either in the fact that the

predicate in question is wanting to the subject (or, in the case of certain

relational judgments, the subject to the predicate); or else in the fact that

the subject, or fit l~ast one of its elements, is incon1patible with the predi

cate. The tnere statement of the negation does not show which of

the two it is.
Further, the negation is equally unable to explain, or even to give com

plete expression to, those relations between ideas by virtue of which

they are incompatible (the so-called contradictory and contrary opposition).

I. When a negative judgment is not jnferred·-when, therefore, the

negation is not mediated by interposed terms-we have nothing but the

given subject, and the attempted predicate, as materials for our negation.
Hence the ground for prohibiting the predicate must lie in the relation

which is given between the ideas of subject and predicate.
There are two ways in which this may be. Either the predicate is

wanting in my subject-idea (Of, in a relational judglnent, one element is

wanting in the whole ideal complex), or it is excluded by the subject-idea

(or by the ideal complex present). The ground of the negation may be

either a deficiency (U'TEP1]U'IS, privatio) or an opposition (EvavTL6TYJ~,

oppositio).
2. It may be that the subject-idea is concrete and particular, an object

of intuition, and the attempted positive judgment a temporally valid one

which is to be denied in the same sense in which it was supposed to be

asserted. In such a case the negative judgment rests upon my conscious

ness of not finding the predicate in my intuition of the subject-upon
immediate knowledge of the difference between the subject as it really is,
and another conceivable thing possessed of the predicate, upon my'

consciousness, th~t is, of a deficiency of determination in the subject.

"This watch is not going," "this flower has no scent," " the invalid is not

,~oving," "the sun is not warm to-day,"-all these judglnents proceed from
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IUy consciousness of difference between what is given and what is merely

thought of, between this watch and one \vhich is going, between this flower

and one with a scent; it is the fact of my bringing a luore fully determined
idea to what is actually given which gives rise to my judgment. In the
case of relational predicates, again (Socrates is not here), the con1plex of
things expressed by the attempted judgment (Socrates and n1yself in the

same portion of space) differs from the complex given to intuition
(Socrates is absent from the portion of space in \vhich I am).

The deficiency becomes 1110re striking in proportion as the more COlll

plete idea is fan1iliar and easily produced for comparison, and in propor

tion as the missing predicate seems to belong more closely to the whole

complex. The absence becomes a deficiency in its narrower sense-the
absence of something which should be there-when reference to a purpose,

or an cesthetic law, demands the completeness of the predicates. Logic

ally, however, such references, \vhich give a colouring of disappointment to

judgments such as "he does not see," "he does not hear," "he will not
understand this," " the sentence has no meaning," have no value except to
draw attention to the deficiency, and to enGi:ble us .to realize the standard

of comparison. '"They form no ground for any particular kind of nega

tion as such.
3. The san1e absence of a predicate takes place also in the case of

general ideas. The negative judgment may be based upon the fact that

the predicate does not form a part of the idea which constitutes the mean

ing of the subject tern1: "plants do not feel," "water has no taste," etc.
Comparison with things related in other respects, of plants with animal
organisn1s and of water with other liquids, forms the ground for the priva

tive judgment; sornething which, to judge from the nature of the subject

in other respects, might belong to it, does not belong.
4. The same ground for a negation would be present, if the attempt

were made to attribute to a more general idea predicates belonging only to
the particular ideas which fall under it, and are more fully determined. It\

is no part of the general idea of the triangle that it is plane, nor that it is
spherical; nor is it part of the idea of the plane triangle that it is right

angled or acute-angled. It is not contained in the idea of man in general

that he is either black or white, straight-haired or woolly-haired; nor in the

general idea of motion that it is progressive or rotatory. Still, we cannot

express this mere indeterminateness of the slibj ective general idea by the

simple negation of those predicates. The propositions, "the triangle is not
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spherical," "is not right-angled," "man is not black," "motion is not
rotatory," \vould be understood in a qu.ite different sense, as stating that
the predicate was wanting to all the objects denoted by the nalne. So

strong is the habit of passing at once from general ideas to the most

concrete and detern1ined ideas in which they are contained, that the

proposition "the triangle is not rectangular," though quite true in itself,
would be misunderstood. It Hlust be expressed "the triangle is not

necessarily rectangular," or "not all triangles are rectangular." Cf. below,

§ 25·
5. With the negation which is based upon the privative relation, and

hence upon a silTIple difference, we may contrast that which arises frOITI

the fact that one element of the subject-idea repels the predicate-idea.

Here we cannot even think, as we do in the case of privation, that the
predicate Inight belong to the subject. (The same thing takes place in the
case of relational-ideas; it is false that A is to the left of B either because

A is not near B at all, or because it stands to the right of B; the one rela
tion prohibits the other.) This brings us to those relations between ideas

by virtue of \vhich they-are able to exclude each other as predicates of one

and the same subject.

6. Suppose we are dealing with a denominative judgn1ent, in which the

attempt is made to unify subject and predicate as a 'Yhole with a \vhole;

then the exclusiveness of the relation between different ideas is due to the
fixed deternlination and differentiation (within the different categories) of

our ideas-a determination and differentiation presupposed in all judging,

since it is the condition of the continuity and harmony of co~sciousness

itself. "Socrates is not Crito," "wood is not iron," "red is not blue,"

" seeing is not hearing," "right is not left," -such judgments are based
upon the fact that we have a Inultiplicity of ideas distinguished from each
other with certainty, and guarded against all confusion and mistake; and

all the judgments can do is to remind us that these differences are always

present (§ 2I, I). 1'he knowledge that two ideas differ is, indeed, generally

earlier than the knowledge of how they differ; for in order to show
how they differ I must finally have recourse to elements of 'which I simply
know that they are different. I distinguish with certainty bet\veen my
friend A and nlY friend B before I realize to myself what it is wherein they
differ. Suppose I did realize it, and become conscious that the one is fair,

the other dark; the one of a round, plump figure, the other lean and

angular; the difference between fair and dark, round and angular, lean and
s. L. K
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plump would still remain; and here all that I can finally say is that they
differ, not hozf.l.

In treating of the affirmative judgment we were obliged to lay down
(§ 14, p.' 83 sq.), as the presupposition of its possibility, a principle of
agreement, according to which ideas are recognised as like with unfail
ing certainty, and upon which all possibility of certainty in an affirmative
judgment depends. \Ve may find a similar ground for the negation in the
proposition that different ideas are immediately and unfailingly recognised
as different, and that it is impossible that there should be any mistake as
to whether two ideas present in consciousness are different or not. If the

formula " A is not A " had not been misapplied to denote everything and
anything, we might make use of it to express that A is different from all other
ideas; that everything which is thought is just Itself and no other. It
would then state both a law of our differentiating thought and a funda
mental psychological fact.

Does anyone appeal, in opposition to this, to the fact that we do confuse
many things, and so fall into error? Then we answer, first, that confusions
with reference to things take place because their differences are not repro
duced by our momentary ideas j as e.g. when I mistake an artificial flower
for a natural one, because I have observed it superficially-in this case my
ideas do not differ as they would have done had my observation been more
complete. Secondly, that confusions take place in consequence of the
imperfect reproduction and constancy of our ideas, one substituting itself
for the other in course of time. Thus I may greet a stranger as an old
acquaintance because the image of my acquaintance has faded, and under
the impression of what I now see is represented as different. But this
does not mean that it is possible to hold that two ideas are not different
when they are present as different in consciousness, and are retained
undisturbed during an act of judgment. On the contrary, all unity and
clearness in self-consciousness depends upon this power of the negation to
hold asunder the manifold presented to us, and to guard it from blending
in confusion; and in the same way the one possibility of being certain of
the validity of a judgment, and hence the possibility of judging, depends
upon an immediate and perfectly certain consciousness of difference.
vVhere this could not be presupposed,-as, say, in a case of insanity,-all

community of thought would cease.
7. In the case of attributive judgments, it is more difficult to investigate

the conditions of the negation. The same thing may have different attri-
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butes, and different things the same attribute; this simple difference in the

ideas of attributes affords no ground for denying attribute f3 of thing A

because it possesses the different attribute a; or for denying attribute a of

B because A has it; though there is ground for saying A is not B, a is not
{3. 1~he question is: what is necessary in order that we may say of a thing

A that attribute B cannot be united with it? Clearly it can only be said

when one of the attributes of A stands in such a relation to attribute B,
that they cannot both together belong to the same subject. Thus one par

ticular colour on a surface-e.g. white-excludes all other colours. The

fact that snow is white enables nle at once to deny all other colours of it ;

the fact that a line is straight enables me to deny the predi:ate curved of it ;
and so on. This is true also of verbal and relational predicates. Sitting

and standing, standing still and walking, right and left, equal and greater

or smaller, are all mutually exclusive; if the one is true of any thing, the
other must be denied of it.

8. The expressions "opposition" and "opposed" have, like that of .

identity, beconle almost useless owing to the different meanings given to

therll, and owing to the frequently vague relation between what was called

opposition and negation on the one hand, and difference on the other. 1""he

conflict of particular ideas has been confused under the saUle name with

the contradiction of judgments; and with reference to the more special

relations of conflicting ideas there is confusion of lang:lage like that in
the 1'ower of Babel. Let us attelupt to formulate the distinctions fron1

the nature of the case.
There can be no reasonable ground for denoting as conflict or opposition

the nlere difference of ideas \vhich is the condition of all thought. Just

as all sorts of things co-exist without conflict in space, and present in their

different attributes the varied image of the world, and its perpetual change

in their various activities, so our thoughts contain an incalculable manifold

of ideas between \vhich there is no conflict, although each is looked upon

as particular and indeed differentiated. Negation distinguishes thelTI and

suffices to give to each its due. In themselves there is no more conflict·

between the ideas of n1an and lion than between those of black and red, or
black and white. Conflict arises only when rival claims are made upon

the same thing; and a relation of conflict between ideas is found only when

they meet as attempted predicates of one and the same subject. Thus

conflict can appear .only in the sphere of subjective thought, which is

trenching upon the false, for in the truth every subject is in undisputed
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possession of one predicate. The members of definite, larger or snlaller,
groups of ideas are related in such a way that, when tried as predicates' of

the same subject, they repel and exclude each other; and this not because

of sonlething peculiar in the nature of a particular subject, but because of

their own contents. \Ve will call them by a current tenn "incompatible,"
for" incompredicable," which would most accurately express the case, has
too unfamiliar a sound. This relation exists originally between ideas of

attributes, activities and relations; derivatively it exists also between ideas

of things, in so far as these appear as predicates in judgments of denomi

nation and subsunlption, for two substantival ideas are contradictory in so
far as they contain determinations which cannot be combined. 1

9. 'Ve cannot deduce fro111 any general rule what ideas are incompatible;

this is deternlined by the actual nature of the ideal-contents and their re

lations to each other. It is possible to inlagine our sense of sight so con

stituted that we should see the same surface illuminated by different colours

(as, indeed, it does emit light of differing refrangibility) ; just as we distin
guish different overtones in one note, and the particular notes in one chord.
It is purely matter of fact that different colours are incompatible as predi

cates of the same source of light, and that different sounds as predicates of

the sanle source of sound are not so, and that the tactile sensations of tenl

perature and pressure can be referred to the same subject in the most

different combinations (cold and hard, cold and soft, etc.).

Nevertheless a general statement can be made of the ideas in reference
to which we are Inost frequently conscious of incompatibility, and which

are 1110st liable to come into actual conflict. Evidently they are those

which, because they are most hOlllogeneous and 1110St nearly akin, because

they belong to homogeneol1s and similar subjects, can be most easily tried

as predicates together; those which, just because they are akin, presen t

themselves together as the more special deternlinatiol1s and modifications

of a general idea. It is for this reason that the incompatibility with which

we are most familiar is that of different determinations which fall under the

same general idea; such as the determinations of colours, of qualities in the
sense of touch, of forms, numbers, etc. It is the incompatibility of these
which is at once obvious to us because we have had most frequent oppor

tunity of becoming conscious of it. No one thinks about the incompati

bility of man and kangaroo, of melting and flying, because no one will ever

Plato, in the PhrZdo, ch. 52, 103 D. sq.'0 investigates in a masterly manner To.,
€VaVTLa aAA:r/'Aa OU O€x6j.L€va.
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'have occasion to ask whether a creature is a luan or a kangaroo, or whether

something is melting or flying. rrhe incompatibility between black and

white, young and old, standing and lying, strikes us cons~antly, for the cases
are innumerable in which the question may be raised whether something is

black or white, \vhether a person is old or young, whether sOluething is

standing up or lying down. Hence the delusion of thinking that in the

different determinations of a general idea we come upon a specific relation

of incompatibility, which belongs to them quite apart from any judgments

as if black and white, straight and crooked, had some special enmity to

each other as being sons of the same father.

10. Incompatibility has no degre~s; and when we are dealing merely
,vith the ground of the negation, the relation between black and invisible

does not differ from that between black and blue, nor the relation between

black and blue from that between black and white. But with the relations
upon which incompatibility is based are connected others, which refer
merely, to-:the magnitude of the difference, and are easily confused \vith

it-the relations which are commonly called opposites. Black and white

are oppased in quite a different sense from that in \vhich black and blue

are opposed; the difference between the two relations is based upon the

interval between homogeneous ideas, which interval gradually increases and

finally re~ches a maximum. It is in this sense that we oppose day and night,

mouse and elepha~t, a drop and an ocean, to each other. For our feeling
there is a sharp distinction between the sudden transition from one extreme

to the other, and the transition to the idea nearest in similarity] particularly
w here transitions constantly take place, and so establish a connection be

tween the more p~oximate differences. And \vhen the impressions upon

our feeling are themselves of an opposite nature, being beneficial and
!'f

pleasing on the ol)e hand, painful and displeasing on the other, the im-
pression which is given of the Inagnitude of the objective difference is ren

dered especially intense by this effect upon feeling. Thus it is that light

and darkness, good and bad, pain and pleasure, beautiful and ugly, are

opposed to each other; and we need not point out that it is always pre

supposed that such ideas are homogeneous and fall under a more general
idea which is common to both. But we should prefer to call this relation con

trast, to avoid confd~ing it with that of incompatibility. It was noticed even

by Aristotle, and ~is been shown with much acuteness by Trendelenburg,l

1 Trendelenburg, Logische Unters., xii., 2nd ed., II. 151 ; 3rd ed. 17 I. Cf. El. Lo/;.
Arist. with § 10. Arist. Cat., 6. 6a 12, and the passages in Waitz with Cat., I I b, 34.
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that the increase of difference in such an ordered series of ideas, ann
the position of the extremes of the series, is represented to us by a spatial

image. The spatial "opposite" represents geometrically a maximum of
difference in direction and gains a physical significance fronl pressure and
counter-pressure, action and reaction, and it finds itself re-echoed in our
own will as contrast is in feeling. But this relation also, like that of con
trast, is distinguished from the many incompatibilities only by character
istics which have no direct reference to the negation.

11. This is nlost obvious in the attempts to understand, or at least to
express, by means of the negation, those relations which go by the name of
opposition. Opposition was held to proceed originally from the negation, a
not-A taking up its place by the side of an A. By dragging in a ternl
which was originally framed to apply to two opposite judgnlents (v. below,
§ 23) a distinction was drawn between the contradictory and contrary
opposition of ideas. Ideas which are contradictorily opposed, we are
taught, are related as A and not-A, so that the one idea contains only the
negation of the contents of the other. Those which are contrarily opposed,
on the other hand, are so related, that though the one annuls the other, it
also contains a positive determination. Equal and not equal, white and
not white, are examples of contradictory opposites; white and black, good
and bad, of contrary opposites.

In order to test the truth of this theory, we must first insist that nega
tion has no meaning except in the sphere of the judgment. Every negation

is the negative answer to a question, and prohibits a predication; no and
not have no place except \vhen opposed to a proposition, or in a proposi

tion. Taken literally, the formula not-A, where A denotes any idea, has no
meaning whatever. There is no such thing as an idea \vhich is only the
pure negation of the contents of another idea. If negation is to luean
putting aside (Aufhebung), then indeed an idea-man, heaven, blue, green
-may be there or not there, consciously presented or not presented at all,
and so far" put aside." But the fact that the idea of man is not present

is not itself an idea, l and the formula cannot mean that OVK aVepoJ1ro~ signi
fies that the idea of man is not present, for in order to understand it the
idea of nlan lTIUst be present. Thus the form~la fails of its purpose in
the same way as Kant's memorandunl, "Lampe must be forgotten."

If not-A were taken to denote everything not present in our ideas when
we form the idea of A alone, everything therefore the idea of which is

1 OUOEJI 'Yap fPoEX€,iac. POE'Lv p'1} voovvra EV. Arist., Met. r, 49. roo b, 6ro.
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not immediately given with the idea A, then A and not-A would no longer

denote incompatible determinations, and it would not be true that they

are mutually exclusive. When the idea "white" is present I have no

thing before me but the colour. If everything which is not this colour

is not-A, then it includes round and square, heavy and soluble in sulphuric

acid. These are all "not white," i.e. something other than" \vhite." But

these predicates are in no way incompatible with white, and form no

opposition in the ordinary sense of the term; for that, we should have to

pass from "white" to all white things, but does the word "white" by

itself ever mean all white things?

But if not-A were a real negation, the idea A IllllSt be denied of some,.

thing, and so pass, either expressly or tacitly, into a judgment. And this

is what is really meant; not-A is taken to denote that which is not A, that

of which A must be denied. Thus it presupposes a negative judgment,

or a number of negative judgments, concerning unnalned subjects

which can be denoted as not-A only upon the ground of these negations

and very indirectly. If, then, any idea is to be formed of not-A, these

subjects must conle from somewhere; the nlere fact that we are called

upon to deny A does not cause them to be present. I must review in

thought all possible things in order to deny A of them, and these

would be the positive objects denoted by not-A. But even if there

were any use in this, it would be an impossible task, and Aristotle was

right in calling the expression an ovofJ-a ciopujTov.t

If we consult Kant's Logik we are told that not-A as a predicate indi

cates that the subject is not contained within the sphere of a predicate,

but that it lies somewhere outside in infinity. The proposition" the soul

is not-mortal" places the soul among the unlimited number of undying

beings which relnains from the totality of possible beings when I subtract all

the mortal. This seems to give a simple receipt for realizing what belongs

to not-A. But it is only applicable when we are dealing with predicates

which can be used to denote particular ~beings, for then we can look upon

the world as an infinite number of such particular beings froln which we

subtract the number of the A's. But how shall we deal with concepts

which are of an abstract nature and whose extension can never signify a

number of beings? If A = mortal, and I divide the extension of possible

beings into mortal and not-mortal, where will justice, virtue, law, order,

1 Wit"h reference to this not-A compare also Prantl, Geschichte dey Logik, i. 14+.
Lotze, Logik, ed. 2, p. 61 sq.
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distance, find a place? They are neither mortal beings, nor yet not-n10rtal

beings, for they are not beings at all; they are attributes and relations of
beings, and can belong to both mortal and immortal beings. If they are not
to be counted under not-A because they may belong to a mortal being, still
we cannot include them under A, and contrary to the presupposition from
which we set out, we are left in possession of a territory lying nlidway
between A and not-A. If A stands for man, then it seems easy to put
luen on one side away from the rest of the, world, everything which ren1ains

-sun, moon and stars, Ininerals, plants and animals-all is not-man. But
where do the attributive concepts black, green, soft, hard, belong? to A or
tJ not-A? The intended division of all possible beings into A and not-A
quite overlooks the fact that there are different categories; that every
concept stands in relation partly to concepts of like categories, partly to
concepts of differing categories, and that the lines which divide theln cross
in all directions.

But even supposing it possible to think of all that which is not-A as
anything comprehensible, anything which would have a meaning as a
predicate, where should I find a reason for denying A of everything which
can be called not-A? Not in the fact that it is not-A; this can only be
said indirectly and derivatively; but in that which it is, that which pre~

vents us from predicating A of it. The opposition said to be expressed
and made comprehensible by not-A is, on the contrary, the presupposition

of the not-A, which is itself merely a derivative sign of the opposition, not

its essence and ground.
The same indefiniteness into which contradictory opposition resolves

itsel~ attaches also to the contrary opposition of the ordinary doctrine. If
we say that everything which can be expressed by the formula not-A + B
is contrarily opposed to an idea A, then red and virtuous, black and im
nlortal enter into contrary opposition, not to speak of the strange confusions
which arise when A and B are taken from different categories. And this
is not excluded by the formula which denotes everything included in not
A and denoted not n1erely negatively but directly; so that grass-green

and algebra, emotional and ellipse, fall into contrary opposition. The
examples must be excused; in no other way can we make obvious the

want of meaning in fonnulre which are dragged over from one treatise

on Logic into another.
12. The view that negation can only take place where there is a reason

able possibility of question and of affirmative 'answer has led others to
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abandon not only this vague not-A, but also the common explanation of
contrary opposition as not-A + B. A-ccording to them, contradictory as
well as contrary opposition is to be found only when a general idea is more
fully detern1ined by mutually exclusive differences j where, for instance, a
line is determined as straight or crooked by differences of direction, or

the state of a body in space is determined as rest or movement. Accord

ing to this view contradictory opposition is found where only two deter

n1inations are opposed to each ot~er ; where tqerefore the negation of the

one definitely implies the other-a line which is not straight n1ust be

crooked; while contrary opposition is found where several determinations

appear on an equal footing, as in the case of colours. Thus, under the

names of contrary and contradictory, the distinction is again introduced

which Aristotle made (Categ., 10. I rb, 33) between opposites which
admit of no intermediates, such as even and uneven in the case of whole
nutnbers, illness and health in a living being; and opposites which admit

of an intermediate, such as black and white.!

This way of putting the doctrine is more rational because it at any rate

gives us a subject for the negation in the general idea. But in return it

conceals another danger, that of believing it possible to produce opposite

concepts-and something positive therefore-by determining a genera1

idea by A and not-A. But the general idea does not exist before its deter

minations, but only together with them. There is not first a line in
general, which we could determine to be straight or not straight; it is part

of the nature of the space containing the line that both straight and
crooked lines are possible in it. Thus, it always depends upon the nature

of the objects comprehended in a general idea what are the determina

tions they permit, and whether another predicate is pern1issible together
with one which we recognise as possible. In the same way it depends

upon the nature of the objects how great the range is of these compatible
determinations. Here again the negation and the formula framed [rOITI it

1 Some have even gone so far as to confine the name of contrary opposition to those
terms in such a series of differences which are furthest apart; thus, in the case of colours,
only black and white are said to be in contrary opposition, while red and yellow are
merely disjunct, not contrary. This was the view taken by Trendelenburg in his Log.
Unters., chap. xii., in accordance with Aristotle's dictum (Categ., 6, 6a, 17, and elsewhere;
vide the passages in Waitz, Org., i. p. 309)-i.e. that the €VaVTLa are TO- 7rA€L(J'TOV aAA1]AWlI
OL€(J'T7]K6Ta TWV Ell T~ aVT~ "'lEVEL. But this, according to p. 180, introduces a new point
of view, that of a comparison of the intervals between our ideas, and with this we have
nothing to do when considering the grounds of the negation.
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can only interpret for us that which lies in the nature of ideas; it cannot
determine this nature beforehand. On the contrary, the inc'ompatibility of

certain ideas continues, for our present observation, to be an empirical

relation, ~hich Logic, strictly speaking, has never done more than describe.
The import of the procedure by which we give expression to, differences
in a general idea, as A and not-A, can only be treated of under the
doctrine of the Concept.

I3. In one case, however, it seems undeniable that opposition has its
origin in negation: when, that is, one term of the opposition has really a

purely negative significance. Straight and crooked are two different
intuitions, each in itself definite and positive; and it may at least be
questioned whether in the case .of rest and motion the one is the mere

negation of the other or not, l either the one or the other being taken as

positive. But how about blind, deaf, unhappy, unreasonable, unwise,
speechless, unfeeling, and all the numerous epithets formed with" un-" and
"-less"? Can the relation between seeing and blind be expressed except by

saying that blind means not-seeing, the simple privation of sight? and is
not this an opposition which has arisen entirely from negation and one
term of which means nothing but a not-being? And has not language, by
thus blending the negation with the predicate, justified the not-A of
logical theory beforehand?

If this were so, then it must be fully equivalent whether I deny the one
term of the opposition or affirm the other; whether I say" this does not

see," or "this is blind," " A is not happy," or " A is unhappy." No proof is
needed that this is not the case. If all we know is that the judgment" A

sees" is false-and the mere words " A does not see" never tell us lllore
-then it is not said why he does not see. But blind denotes a definite

state of the subject, an organic change of the apparatus of sight, in con
sequence of which seeing does not take place. By denying sight, then,

we do not affirm blindness, as n1ust be the case did these so-called pri
vaJive predicates really contain nothing but the expression of a negation.
Here again, then, negation is not sufficient to explain opposition. It is
only because our negations are almost always based upon such oppositions
that negation, working according to psychological laws, excites mainly the
idea of opposition. Language, which makes use of psychological forces,

and arbitrarily curtails the original meanings of words, is able to turn this

1 Spinoza tells us (Tract. de Deo, H. 19) that rest is not a mere negation (nothing), and
upon this proposition the whole of his physics is based.
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habit to account, and to denote oppositions by negations. But language
always means more than it says, and logical analysis intervenes to dis
tinguish between the necessary meaning of the negation in itself, and its

ordinary meaning which attaches to it only frorn association and on the

ground of the known relations of the predicates.

§ 23·

1"'he PRINCIPLE OF CONTRADICTION refers to the relation between a posi

tive judgment and its negation; it expresses the nature and meaning of
the negation by saying that the judgments" A is B" and" A is not B"

cannot both be true together. This statement differs essentially from the

proposition usually known as the princijJiu1Jz contradictionis (A is not not-A),

which refers to the relation between a predicate and its subject, and forbids

that the predicate should be opposed to the subject.
\Ve give the name of aVT{1>a(J"~c;, contradictio, to the relation between a

positive judgment and its negation, (and hence also to the two judgn1ents

\vhich stand in this relation). They are contradictorily opposed to each
other (avT~1>aTLK[;)C; aVT~K€'i(Teat, cOlltradictorie oppositum esse).

I. A confusion similar to that concerning identity and opposition exists

with respect to the so-called principium contradictionis. Aristotle, in a

familiar passage,l formulates it as follo\vs: "It is impossible that the sa1Jte

1 Metaph. r, 3. 1005 b, 19 : To 'Yap auro a/Jva IJ7raPX€Lv rE Kat. /Jv~ inrapX€LV aouvarov
T4J aur~ Kat Kara ro auro (Kat. oa-a If'A'Aa 7rPOa-OLOpLa-al/Jv€f)' liv, l!a-rw 7rpOa-OLOpLa-piva 7rpOS
Tas AO')'LKaS ova-x€pdas) aVT'l] 07] 7raa-wv fa-TL (3€(:3aLOTaT'l] TWV apxwv • • aouvaTov 'Yap
ovnvouv Taurov IJ7ro'Aa/Jv(3av€Lv €LvaL Kat /Jv~ €LvaL, Kaf)a./Tr€p TLvEs otovTat AE')'€LV tHpaKA€LTOV
OUK l!a-TL 'Yap ava'YKaLov, ans AE')'€L, TaUTa Kat. V7roAa/Jv(3dv€LV· d OE /Jv~ fVO€x€raL a/JvG.
V1rapXELV r~ aurcp TavavrLa (7rpOa-OLWpLa-f)W 0' 7]fJ-LV Kat TaurYJ Ty 7rpOTaa-EL Ta €lwf)ora)
~vavr[a 0' fa-Tt. oo~a 7] T1]S avncj>aa-€ws, cj>av€pOV OTL aovvarov a/Jva V7rOAa/Jv(3aVELv TOV aUTOV
€LvaL Kat. fJ-7] elvaL TO aUTO· a/Jva. 'Yap av ~XOL TetS €vavTlas oo~as 0 OLEtf!€Va-!J.EVOS 7rep't.
Tovrov. .elLO 7ravr€s ot. a7rOOELKVVVTES ds TavTrjV ava')'ova-Lv fa-XCtT'l]V oo~av· cj>Va-€L 'Yap
apx~ Kat. TWV aAAWV a~Lw/JvaTwv avr'l] 7ravrwv. 4 1006 b, 33: OUK l1pa fVOEX€TaL a/Jva aA'l]f)Es
cIvaL d7r€LlI TO auro l1vf)PW7rOV €LvaL Kat fJ-~ €lVaL (ivf)PW7rOV (cf. also Metaph. (3, 2,996 b, 31 :
Af.'YW OE a7rOO€LKnKaS TaS KOLvas oo~as, f~ WV a7raVT€S OELKVvaa-Lv, oTov OTL 7raV ava'YKa'iov 'l)
cj>avat 'l} a7rocj>avaL, Kat. aouvarov a/Jva €IvaL Kat. /JvY] €LvaL). Here Aristotle makes use
of the phrase that contrary attributes (fvavrla) cannot belong to one subject both
together, and he seenlS to employ it as a proof that one and the same person cannot
believe that anything both is and is not at the same time. But he must not, of course,
be understood as intending to lay down a principle higher than, or independent of, the
principle of contradiction; he not only denies this in the sanle passage, but refers again
to it afterwards (Metaph., iv. 6. 101 I b, 15) :-f7r€t. 0' aovvaTOV T~V avrLcj>aeJ'LV aA'l]f)EV€a-f)at
a!J.a KaTa TaU aurou, cj>avEpov on OUOE TavavrLa ap.a V7rapXELv €VOEX€TaL T~ aUT~; here
stating that the principle of contradiction is the original principle upon which the other
depends. The above proof should rather be called a mere a-VAA0'YLa-/JvOS f~ V7rOf)Ea-EWS in
the Aristotelian sense; i.e., an argumentatio ex concessis, which is intended to show that
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(predicate) should both belong and not belong at the same time in the

same ,yay to the same thing. 1'his is the most certain of funda

mental principles for it is impossible for anyone to believe that

the same thing both is and is not (as some think Heraclitus says, for

a man does not necessarily really believe what he says) Hence

everyone who brings forward an argument, falls back in the last instance

upon this proposition, which by its nature serves also as the principle upon
which all other axioms depend."

That is to say then: the proposition A is B and the proposition A is

not B cannot both be true together. If \ve state the proposition A is not

B, we n1ust declare the proposition A is B to be false; and if we state the

proposition A is B, we declare the proposition A is not B to be false.

2. This is nothing but a statement concerning the significance of the

negation. I ts nature and meaning are laid down in a proposition which

cannot itself be expressed without negation, and which is, therefore, only

of value as making us conscious of our own act when using the negation.

If we connect the same meaning as everyone else does with the word

"not," we may indeed say both that A is B and that A is not B, but \ve

cannot believe it and maintain it seriously. Or, again, we may by our

,yords make it appear that both are true together; but only by using the

words in different meanings, or by speaking of different times. It is for

this reason that Aristotle guards his proposition so carefully by the

determinations" at-the same tin1e " and" in the same sense."

That Aristotle intended his principle to have immediate reference only

to the nature of our thought is as certain as it is that the negation has its

sole origin in a moveluent of thought which extends beyond that which is,

and endeavours to combine incon1patible things. 1'his is shown by his

arguluent "it is impossible that anyone should believe that the same thing,

at the same time, both is and is not." It is shown again (ilfetaph., iv. 4)

when he says that those who say that it is possible for the same thing both

to be and not to be, and that it is possible to believe this, do away with all

possibility of thought and of mutual understanding; for these require that

every word should have definite n1eaning, and that the speaker should
keep to this meaning, and not contradict it. l

the recognised proposition" contradictory attributes cannot belong to the same thing"
involves the proposition" Noone can believe that the same attribute can both belong
and not belong to one and the saIne thing."

1 Cf. Prantl, Gesch. der Logik, 1., 131 sq., 134: The corresponding principle with refer
ence to objectivity always arises out of the relation which exists in subjective speech
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3. If this is what Aristotle n1eant by his principle of contradiction, then
the positive interpretation of it is also obvious. It can be none other

than the proposition that everyone who consciously makes a statement

.states just that which he does state; that what he says must have a

fixed n1eaning, because, if another meaning is substituted whilst he speaks

and thinks, he does not really say anything. It, must be true that" what

I have written, I have written; what I say, that I do say." But it is

evident that this is only a corollary to what we have called abov,'e the

constancy of ideas; it is the unambiguity of the act of judgment. This

unambiguity of the act of judglnent would form the content of a principle
of identity which would be the positive' rendering of the Aristotelian

principle. But it is through the rejection of simultaneous affirmation and
negation that we first become conscious of this unambiguity, and it tells

us nothing which is not already stated in the principle of contradiction.

It is then quite natural that only the principle of contradiction should be
ranked by Aristotle as a principle, while its positive rendering finds merely

an incidental expression.1 For a long time indeed it was the Aristotelian

principle of contradiction which was meant by the principiunt identitatis.

and belief, and this is in accord with the subjective origin of human judgment. No
doubt when the principle takes the form" it is impossible that the same thing should
both be and not be" it does seem as if we had to do with a principle which is
prilnarily metaphysical, and logical only in a secondary manner; U eberweg, for instance,
takes this view when he divides the sayings of Aristotle into those which state the
metaphysical, and those which state the logical principle. But there can never have
been a division such as this between metaphysics and logic as Aristotle understood them,
if only because he regards the true judgment as always the expression of Being, and,
indeed, frequently denotes the EcJTLV of predication simply as a being. Nevertheless, if
we remember his express statement (Metaph., vi. 4) that truth and falsehood appertain to
thought, and not to things, a proposition which declares that of two propositions one
must be false can only refer originally to the activity of thought in its (J"UVf}€(JLS and
oW.lp€(JLS. It follows from this as a matter of course that the same thing cannot both be
and not be at the same time, nor the same attribute both belong and not belong to the
same (objective) thing at the same time; for if this were not so, then, owing to the Aris
totelian conception of truth, the logical principle would also be without validity. For
Aristotle, both modes of expression are ultimately exactly equivalent in meaning. Cf.
Zeller, Ph£l. d. Gr., II. 2, 174.

1 Trendelenburg, Elem. Log. Ar£st., § 9, quotes from Anal., I, 32, 47a, 8 : Ll€t 7raV
TO UA7Jf}ES aUTO €aVT~ OfJ-OAO"'fOUfJ-€VOV €LVCU 7raVT17 ; but this is introduced for the sake of
the later doctrine, and where it stands has not the significance of a principle. Such
significance can be attributed only to the propositions in the Metaph., p. vi. 4 sq., and the
contents of these are correctly formulated by Prantl, Gesch. der Log£k, I, 13 I, as t!le
statement that every assumption concerning a v7rapxov (I should only have said V7rapX€Lv)

renlains constant with itself; and this again is only possible on the assumption that our
verbal denotations are conceptually determined. Baumann has lately ~ndeavoured
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4. 1'he principiul1z contradictionis of modern logicians (particularly
Leibnitz and Kant 1) in the formula A is not not-A, differs entirely in mean

ing and application from the Aristotelian proposition. This latter refers to

the relation between an affinnative and a negative judgment. According to
Aristotle, one judgment contradicts another. The later proposition refers
to the relation between subject and predicate in a single judglnent; the

predicate contradicts the subject. Aristotle states that one judgment is
false when another is true; the later writers state that a judgment is in

itself and absolutely false, because the predicate contradicts the subject.
What the later writers desire is a principle from which it can be known

(Philosophie als Orielltz"erung iiber die Welt) to re-establish the true Aristotelian meaning
of the logical principles, but he nevertheless diulinishes the importance of the law by
making it refer to the merely empirical fact that something has been thought of (" Es
driickt nichts aus, als dass die Thatsache des Vorstellens stattgefunden hat in der Weise,
wie wir sie vOllzogen haben "), and by stating it as merely a special case of factulll
'infectunt fieri nequit. The law is not intended to establish in a subsequent judgment
the fact that something has been thought; for this subsequent judgluent itself is governed
by the rule that it must have a definite meaning, its nleaning being that just this mental
act and no other has taken place. It is really intended to show how any act of judgment
has taken place, that it contains one definite single meaning, that if we affirm anything
we can affirm it in one sense only, and cannot in the same act of judgment hold the
opposite view also.

1 I do not know when it was that the name of principiutJl identitatis was first given
to the formula A est A, or Ens est Ens, instead of to the Aristotelian principle, which
was so denoted throughout the Middle Ages (see Prantl's References); nor when the
principiulll contradictionis (and the prine. exclusi tertii) received its altered meaning;
the two changes were no doubt connected. We can see very clearly how Leibnitz passes
from the one rendering to the other. In the Nouveaux Essais, iv. 2 (Erdm., p. 338, 9),
we find as the principle of identity A est A, "chaque chose est ce qu'elle est"; while
the principle of contradiction, on the other hand, is : "une proposition est ou vraie ou
fausse." This, he tells us, contains two propositions: 1. "que Ie vrai et Ie faux ne sont
point compatibles dans une meme proposition, ou qu'une propOSition ne saurait etre vraie
et fausse ala fois "; 2. "que l'oppose ou la negation du vrai et du faux ne sont pas
compatibles, ou qu'il n'y a poi~t de nlilieu entre Ie vrai et Ie faux, ou bien il ne se
peut pas qu'une proposition soit ni vraie ni fausse." Here, as in the Theod., I, 44,
Leibnitz is in essential agreement with Aristotle. But his first example is "ce qui est
A ne saurait etre non·A "; and though we may still recognise in thi; the two judgments
"the same thing is A and is not.·A," the use of the term non·A has very nearly con·
verted it into the formula A is not non-A. This formula actually appears together
with the other in the Nouviaux Essais, I, § 18 (Erdm., p. 21 I) : "il est impossible
qu'une chose soit et ne soit pas en menle temps. " In the Prine. phil., on the other hand,
he states that the import of the principium eontradictionis (§ 3 I) is to enable us to say
that everything which contains a contradiction is false, and that everything which
is opposed to the contradictory or false is true. Here, then, the contradictz"o is in the
predicate. Finally, in § 45, it is said that the opposite of an identical proposition
contains an express contradiction, so that" A is A " and" A is non-A" are opposed
to each other as necessarily true, and necessarily false.
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whether certain propositions are in themselves true. From the Aristotelian
proposition we cannot immediately infer the truth or falsehood of any

particular proposition, but only the impossibility of believing both
affirmation and negation at the same time.

Kant's polemic against Aristotle is then quite misdirected. According
to him (Kr. der Y. Vern., Hart, p. 166 sq.) the fundamental principle is:
" 1'0 no thing can there belong a predicate which contradicts it." It is a
universal-though indeed, merely negative-criterion of all truth. It is
valid of all knowledge whatever, irrespective of its contents, and states
that knowledge is entirely annihilated by contradiction. It does not,
indeed, as a rule, go so far as to guarantee the truth of a proposition, for

-a judgment may still be false or groundless even when it is free from

internal contradiction; nevertheless it may be of positive use towards

knowledge of the truth, for when the judgment is analytical, let it be
affirmative or negative, the principle of contradiction always affords a

sufficient test of its truth. We must always be right in denying the reverse

of whatever is contained and thought of in the concept of the object as

given to knowledge, and we must necessarily affirm the' concept itself,
since its opposite \vould be in contradiction to the object.

It is from this point of view, then, that Kant rejects the formula, "it is
impossible for anything at the same time both to be and not to be," as
containing a synthesis which has slipped in fronl carelessness and quite

unnecessarily. , The proposition, he says, is affected by the condition of
tinle, and as much as to say: "a thing A, which is something = B, cannot
at the sanle tinle be not-B; but it can very well be both (B as well as
not-B) one after another." "But the principle of contradiction, being a
purely logical principle, must in no 'way lilnit its statements to tiIne
relations; such a formula, then, is entirely contrary to the intention of

this principle." The nlisunderstanding, he goes on, is due entirely to the
use of synthetical propositions. A predicate (e.g. unlearned) is synthetically
connected with the subject (man); i~ at the sanle time, an opposite pre
dicate (learned) is attributed to the subject, then a contradiction arises;
but the contradiction is between the one predicate and the other, not

between predicate and subject. If, on the other hand, we say: "no
unlearned man is learned," the truth of this negative proposition is obvious

from the principle of contradiction, without the addition of "at the
salne time" as condition. In his Logic, also, Kant deals in the same

\vay with the principle of contradiction.
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Little is needed to show that Kant is speaking of something quite
different from the original principle of contradiction. l~e.ibnitz divided

truths into necessary and Inatter of fact, and offered a special principle of
truth for each of the two classes: the principle of contradiction for neces

sary truths, which are all of them in the last instance what are called
iden tical propositions; the principle of sufficient reason for truths of

matter of fact. Kant proceeds in the same way with his two classes of
analyt,ical and synthetical judgments; what he is looking for is a principle

for the truth of analytical judgments. Now analytical judgments are
always concerned with subjects which are concepts, and they state what is

thought in these, subjects as concepts-hence quite independently of tilne ;

the predicate of an analytical judgment is always already contained in the

concept \yhich forms its subject. But what the principle of contradiction

in the Kantian sense states is, "to no concept must a predicate be at
tributed which contradicts it." In so far, then, as other judgments express

their subject by means of a concept (in" this nlan is learned," the object

is known by the concept man), the principle applies to thelTI also; they
would be self-destructive if they attelnpted to attribute to a subject a

predicate contradictory to the concept under \vhich that subject falls.

We will investigate hereafter what is meant by contradicting a concept,

and whether a universal logical principle can be grounded upon this con
tradiction. At present it is clear that, starting from these premises, Kant

is certainly right in excluding time-determinations from his principle.
But when he accuses the Aristotelian formula of a misconception in

containing its "at the same time," it is due only to his own misconception

in thinking Aristotle's meaning to be the same as his o\vn; for it is

certain that Aristotle meant to prohibit, not indeed contradiction between

two predicates, but contradiction between the affirmation and negation

of the same predicate.
5. It filay fairly be asked here, "How is it possible that two principles,

differing so greatly as do the i\ristotelian and the Kantian, should be

generally regarded as one and the same fundamental law of human

thought? And is there really no connection between them?" Some

connection there certainly is. The ordinary principle of contradiction
aims at giving a rule by which the validity of negative judgments may be

tested. It is seen that a negation generally rests upon the exclusion of

the predicate by the subject, and it is fancied that this relation of incom

patibility rests again in its turn upon the negation; hence it is thought
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that universally valid negations are all reducible to contradiction. But in
this \vay we see that the forn1ula really" moves in a circle."

But what can be the meaning of saying that a predicate B contradicts
a subject A ? That a proposition which attributes a predicate B to a
subject A involves a contradiction? The only way in \vhich a contra

diction can take place is when the judgment which attributes this predicate

!3 to a subject A contradicts another judgment (presupposed, if not ex
pressly stated) which denies the predicate B of the subject A. This latter

judgment (A is not B) being accepted as needing no proof, or as known

froln some other source, the contradiction certainly annuls the first

judgment; and it does so, moreover, according to the proposition laid
down by Aristotle, that they cannot both be true together. Why is the

proposition in Kant's example, "an unlearned man is learned," a con

tradiction? Because the predicate " learned" is attributed to a subj ect
which is denoted by the subject-term" unlearned man," a term which

implicitly contains a judgment stating that the subject is not learned. In

this way the' proposition may be reduced to the two judgment3, X is

learned, and the same X is not learned. 'rhese t\VO judgments are both

stated by the proposition, which therefore contains a contradiction, and
therefore is false, l.e. it is false'that the same man is learned and not

learned; and if it is true that he is not learned, it is false that he is
learned.

A contradiction, then, can only take place in so far as a judgment

is already implied in the subject. This is certainly the case both with
the analytical propositions which Kant has in view, and with those pro

positions of which alone the school logic is accustomed to treat. As we

have seen above, Kant's analytical propositions are possible only on the

presupposition of concepts which are the saIne for everyone; i.e. on the
presupposition of universally valid judgments concerning the meaning of

words; judgments which state that body means the same as extended

thing, that the idea denoted by the word" body" contains the idea "ex

tension." If I say, "all bodies are extended," then that Ineans "every
thing which I call body I 111ust also call extended" ; the denotation of
any X as body contains the judgment, "X is extended." If now I say

" a body is not extended," or even" this body is not extended "-then
there is a contradiction: "this is extended, and this is not extended" ;'

and as it is absolutely established that anything ,vhich is body is extended,
the contrary is necessarily false.

s. L. L
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So far the opposition has been between affinnation and negation: A is
B and A is not B. But now, instead of contradictory propositions, there

appear the contradictorily opposed predicates Band not-B; and the con

tradiction between affirmation and negation is transferred to the two

affirmations" A is B" and" A is not-B "; if it is true that A is B, it is

false that A is not-B.
On these presuppositions alone can a contradiction take place between

subject and preq.icate; and we cannot recognise the falsity of a proposi
tion from the contradiction between its predicate and the concept forming

the subject, unless it is presupposed that the process by \vhich concepts

are formed is infallible, and their denotation by words absolutely fixed;

and, when we are treating of the particular, that the process of the sub
sumption of the particular under the concept is also infallible. Now, so

long as we have to do rnerely with the subjective image upon which Kant
bases his analytical judgment ev. p. 104) no doubt it is easy to form a
concept and to cOlllbine in it certain characteristics-to say" body
is extended thing." Then the judgment "bodies are extended" is
equivalent to "the extended is extended." Here, as ~obbes holds, we

have only equations between the arbitrarily framed ll1eanings of words.
Even the statement" all bodies are extended" involves an unauthorized

assumption, for it tacitly assumes that my concept is applicable to

possible things, and that I can safely make this application in any par

ticular case-for this is the only meaning of "all." Finally there can be
absolutely no question raised as to whether I should say moore concerning

what I call body than is already contained in the name; all propositions
become identical, i.e. without meaning or importance.

But it is just at this point that the formula "A is not not-A" appears
as the expression of the principiztln contradietionis. The contradiction

between a predicate and its subject is reduced to this formula by the

assunlption that all true judgments must admit of being finally reduced

to "A is A," and that our absolute n1easure of truth lies in the finished

system of concepts in which alone our thought and knowledge move.

But the first weak point in the formula is its &'OpUTTOV non-A. An attempt
might indeed be made to explain this away. Starting fion1 the so-called

principle of identity, the proposition can be made, "it is false that A is

not A " ; because, that is, it contradicts the true proposition, A is A. By
a slight perversion of language this may be contracted into the proposition:

non [A non est A]; the given A still remains subject, and it is denied
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that A as predicate can be denied of it. In the same \vay the formula

would have a meaning if A were taken as the sign of a proposition. But
this is not what is meant. Non-A is introduced deliberately: the contra
dictory opposition of concepts is substituted for the contradiction of

propositions, and what is now prohibited is that non-A shall be predicated
of A. F:'on1 some points of view we might be content to accept non-A,

and to acknowledge the fonnula as theoretically correct; but it is useless

in practice. We seldom meet with the contradiction in such a crude forn1
as "gold' is not-gold," "green is not-green," ,', Being is not-Being." Gene

rally speaking it must be discovered under disguises. Would that it were

so easy when A is given to decide \vhat determinations are included in
non-A and therefore contradict A !

But now we see that, like a proper oracle, the principiuJJl contradictionis

gives us no answer to the question: "what is it which lllay not be stated

of A?" If we take refuge in saying that A as a concept contains the

characteristics a, b, c, d, and that therefore non-a, non-b, non-c, non-d

must not be attributed to it, the difficulty of the non-A is only lllultiplied ;

and if we are content to say a, b, C, d must not be denied-well, that is the

Aristotelian principle applied to judgments, which we already acknowledge
to be valid.

But the Kantian Logic can contain no universal forn1ula by \vhich to

determine what is opposed to a subject; for our concepts, according to
Kant's express teaching, generally denote the nature of their objects by a

part only of our experience of them. Hence we can never conclude from
the fact that son1ething is not contained in the concept that it does not

belong to the thing; it never follows that because something does not

contradict the concept, it does not contradict the thing. It is moreover a
fiction that all the relations of concepts are known to us so far as opposi
tion and exclusion are concerned.

It is because the Aristotelian principle refers only to what we know

the function of negation-and does not confine itself to judgments having

concepts for their subjects, that it is a first principle, absolutely uncondi
tioned and applicable to all our judgments. Because, moreover, there is

contained in it-so far as we have any knowledge of the relations of op

position and incompatibility among concepts-the ground of the impossi

bility of attributing to a concept a predicate excluded by it.

But all that the ordinary jrinci'pi'uln contradicti'onis can say is, that a

proposition is false if its predicate is incompatible with some determination
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of the subject; and it therefore prohibits us from attributing to it an In

compatible predicate. Thus it presupposes a knowledge of what is incom
patible and cannot be an unconditioned first principle sufficient. in itself
to establish the falsity of a proposition (by doing which it would also,
according to the principle of the excluded middle, establish the truth of
its contradictory opposite).

§ 24·

To interpret the nature of the negation completely we must add to the

principle of contradiction the further principle that the negation of the
negation is affirnlative, that to deny a negation is equivalent to affirming

the same predicate of the same subject.

I . It is strange that logic has found no. place for the proposition
"duplex negatio affirl1lat," which has been abstracted by gramlnar from
frequently recurring forms of speech. Probably it has been looked upon
as a consequence of the principle of excluded middle; but its position

is rather that of the indispensable link leading from the principle of con
tradiction to that of excluded Iniddle. The principle of contradiction
states that it is impossible for affirn1ation and negation both to be true
together; in this way, if the affirmation holds good, it leads to the falseness
of the negation. But in so doing it does not state what is meant by stating
that a negation is false. Only because the denial of the negation is the
affirmation itself is there no medium between affirmation and negation.

Aristotle lost sight of this simple ·connection between the two by treating
affirmation and negation from the first as completely p~rallel and co
ordinate forms of statement. Owing to this he failed to give a satisfactory

account of the negation itself, and, strictly speaking, left no room at all
for the negation of a negation. But as soon as we see that every negation
presupposes a previous synthesis, its only object being to declare this
synthesis invalid; as soon as we see that the negation is a particular act in
which the "not" has the force of a judgment concerning a judgment
(either attempted or complete)-then it becomes clear how far the nega
tion of a negation is possible. "A is not B " contains the stateluent that
the proposition A is B is false, that other determinations than B-determi
nations incompatible with B-belong to A, that it is impossible to unify B
\vith A. This statement, or the atten1pt at such a s+-atement, may in its
turn be denied. " It is false that A is not B," says tl:at it is impossible to
state that the proposition "A is B" is false, to ascribe any other predicate
than B to A, to prevent the unification of A and B. And if the 0 bj ections
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to the synthesis A is B are impossible, then this synthesis must hold

good.1

2. It is in this property of the negation, that when directed against a

negation it is to that extent a positive statement, that we first become fully

aware of the completely subjective character of the whole Inoven1ent of

thought when concerned with negation. By the process of negation no
truth can be produced and nothing can be created which did not exist in

dependently of it. The presupposition of its validity is that a combination

should be attempted which is merely subjective and peculiar to the indi

vi~ual; and which is prohibited by the imlTIovable necessity of thought.;

and \vhen the negation has been attempted without sufficient ground it
vanishes, leaving no trace behind; the repeated "not" only serves to

indicate the circuitous way which the thought of the individual has taken,

in ord.er".to reach a truth which might have been reached directly. For in
the last: instance it is ahvays out of some positive knowledge that we declare

a negation to be false, and in this positive knowledge is contained the

ground for the overthrow of the negation.

3. But it is not altogether to no purpose that this circuitous route is

taken. In gramtnar i~,- has already been recognised that resisted attacks
increase the psychological firmness of conviction; the affirmation which

has fought through a negation SeelTIS to stand firmer and to be more

certain. So much it nlay gain; but it can never gain so as to contain more
than before, or to be richer in lneaning. '" A is B" gives just the same
information whether' it is known directly or is the result of the negation of A
is not B-that is, so long as A and B keep the saIne meaning, and we do

not substitute the affirmation of a positive characteristic opposed to B for

the mere negation "A is not B." If we did this, we should of course have

gained something new, inasmuch as A would have come into relation with

a new predicate. Is it false that light is not a kind of motion, then

the proposition we have gained tells us no iota more than the propo

sition " light is a kind of motion." If for our first proposition we substitute

another "light is a kind of matter," on the ground of a disj unction accepted
for other reasons, then the denial of this might give us new information, i.e.,

a distinction between "light" and" matter" ; but this would not be due to

the twofold negatio~..

1 Cf. Bradley, The PF~1Zciples of Log£c, 1883, p. 149 sq.; special weight is laid upon
the position that every negation must be based upon positive knowledge; the only ground
upon which we can deny that A is not B is our knowledge that A is B. This knowledge
is therefore included in the double negation.
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§ 25·

It follows of itself from the principles of contradiction and of twofold

negation that of two contradictorily opposed judgments one is necessarily

true; hence that there is no third staten1ent besides affirmation and nega
tion which ~ould imply the falsity of both. This is the PRINCIPLE OF THE

EXCLUDED MIDDLE, which, like the two previous principles, aims only at
interpreting more fully the nature and meaning of the negation.

The ordinary interpretation of the princi'pi'unz exclusi tertii is by the

formula Ol1zne A est aut B aut non-B, according to which every subject

possesses one of two contradictorily-opposed predicates; but this is as
different from the original and genuine principle of excluded middle as the

ordinary principiuJ1z contradictionis is different fronl the principle of con
tradiction.

I. 1'he principle of contradiction tells us, that of two judgments" A is

B" and" A is not B" one is necessarily false, because both cannot be
maintained together; and by so saying it fixes the meaning of the negation.

But it follows immediately that one is necessarily true because both can
not be denied together. If I deny that A is B, then by so doing I main

tain that A is not B ; while if I deny that A is not B, that again is only

maintaining that A is B. If then I attempted at one and the same time

to deny both that A is B and that A is not B, I should by one negation

say that A is not B, and by the other that A is B, thus falling into a con
tradiction. Thus there remains no middle statement between affirmation
and negation, which could contain any reference of the predicate B to the

subject A ; and any judgment which tries to cOlubine B and A as predicate

and subject, must either affirm B of A or deny B of A.
2 •. Aristotle repeatedly states this principle, and in the most important

passage (Metaph., iv. 7) he atten1pts a proof of it (one, however, which

contains a petitio principii); elsewhere he gives it as needing no proof.!

1 Arist., Metaph. r, 101 I b, 23 : 'AXXCL fJ-Y]v OUOE fJ-€Ta~V aVTL¢ci~€ws fVO€X€TaL €LVaL OUOEV,
aXA aVa)'K'Y] -P; ¢avetL -P; ct7rO¢aVaL EV Ketr)' EVOS OTLoDv· of}Xov OE 7rpWTOV fJ-EV OPL~etfJ-€VOLS TL TO
(j)VYJ8ES KetL :f€UOOS· TO fJ-EV 'Yap X€'Y€LV TO 01.1 fJ-Y] ElvaL 1] TO fJ-Y] 01.1 €IVetL tf€UOOS, TO O€ TO 01.1 €lvetL
Kat TO fJ-Y] 01.1 fJ-Y] ELvaL aXYj8Es, W~TE 0 XE)'WV TOVTO eLvaL 7) fJ-Y] aI\Yj8Ev~EL 7} 1f;EV~€TaL· aXX' O(JT€
TO OV XE'Y€TaL fJ-Y] elVetL, 1} eLVaL, OUTE TO fJ-Y] 01.1. This passage has received various interpre
tations; its nleaning is : there is no intermediate between the members of a contradiction;
everything must be either affirnled or denied of everyt,hing. This is obvious as soon as
we define what true and false mean. To say that the existent is not, or that the non~

existent is, is false; while to say that the existent is and that the non-existent is not, is
true. Thus when we say that this (i.e. some definite thing which is either existent or
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Its close connection with the principle of contradiction is shown by the
fact that even Aristotle gives formulre containing both, while Leibnitz ex
pressly includes them both in the formula: "A proposition is either true

or false." 1 But the "either-or" conceals an an1biguity in an apparently

simple expression, and the dependence of the derivative proposition is lost
sight of. It is therefore more natural to give the principle of excluded

middle a special place as a corollary to th~se principles which immediately
unfold the meaning of the negation; but it is incorrect to rank it beside

the principle of contradiction upon \vhich it depends, as if it were equally

inlmediate, especially as its application is less easy and evident than that
of the fundan1ental principle.

3. It is owing to the weakness of the mere negation, and the incom
pleteness of the information \vhich it gives us as to the rneaning of its
denial, that difficulties seem to arise in applying the principle of excluded
nliddle.

The more familiar difficulties, arising from continuous transitions and

the many-sidedness of the subjects, are indeed easily solved. When the sun

is rising, either of the two propositions" it has risen " or " it has not risen"
may be true, according as we apply the term" risen" to the elevation above
the horizon of the upper or lower edge. It may be said that in the moment

non-existent) is or is not, we speak either truth or falsehood. But if we suppose a middle
statement between affirmation and negation, it tells us neither that the existent, nor that
the non-existent, either is not or is; for if anyone of these statements were n1ude, it
would be an affirmation or a negation, and either true or false. The middle'statement
could say nothing either of the existent or of the non-existent, nor could it therefore be
either true or false. But that which is neither true nor false is no statement at all, for it
is a part of the nature of a statement to be either true or false (&crre oiJre ct"A'Y]fJevCJ€L TLS, our'

OUK ct"'A.'Y]8€V<T€L, 1012 a, b). Ueberweg gives a similar interpretation, ed. 3, § 79, p. 216.

It is obviously presupposed in the definition of the true and the false judgment, and in
the classification of judgment into affirmative and negative, that there is no p.€ra~v, if no
more can be stated than that the existent or non-existent is or is not. The passage can
not therefore be regarded as a proof; it serves merely, together with the rest of the
chapter, to point out that it is always presupposed that there is no middle course.

Categ., la, 13 a, 37 : r'OCJa Of WS Karcl¢aCJLs KaL a.7rO¢aCJLs aVrLK€LraL ••• bd p.ovwv rovrwv

qvaj'KaLov a€L ro P-fv aA'Y]8fs rJ Of if;€voos aurwv €LVaL.-This is repeated in 13 b, 27-33.
" Metaph., I, 7, 1057 a, 33 : rwv 0' aVTLK€Lp.EVWV aVTL¢aCJ€WS p.fv OUK €CJn jL€ra~v· TOVTO j'ap

ECJTLV aVTL¢aCJLS, avrLfJeCJLS -lis OTl.pOVV fJarepov P.6pLOV 7rapeCJTLV, OUK €XOVCJ7]S OU8EV p.era~v.

K. 12, 1069 a, 3 : aVTL¢a<T€WS OUOfv avO. jLE<TOV, there is a similar passage, Phys. ausc. v. 3,
227 a, 9.

In the A nalyt. post., I, 2, 72 a, I I, the opposition which excludes a third is even used
as the basis upon which to explain what a judgment is : a7rO¢aVCJLS aVTL¢a<T€WS (J7rOT€pOVOVV

jLOpLOV, aVTL¢aCJLs Of aVTLfJ€<TLS Tjs oVK €CJTL p.€Ta~U KafJ' aVTYW. Cf. De interp., 9, 18 a, 28.
1 See note, p. 142 •
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of death it is equally false to say" he lives," and" he does not live" ; but

this again is incorr.ect, for" life" expresses a state .which continues, and the
dying man in articulo nzortis does not live. And all cases in which we
have to deal with spatial and temporal limits may be similarly treated.
Still more clumsy are such examples as "it is false that a chess board is
black and false that it is not black " ; if the predicate applies to the whole,
then the negation is true; if not, then the subject is not the same in the
two propositions.! But these are not the only difficulties which arise.

Aristotle himself raised the question as to what is the relation between

the two propositions "Socrates is ill," and "Socrates is not ill," when
Socrates does not exist at all; 2 and whether it is still the case that one of the

two is necessarily true. The decision he comes to is, that in this instance

the two propositions expressing the material opposition, "Socrates is
ill" and" Socrates is well," would indeed both be false; but that the mere
negation "Socrates is not ill" remains true even in this case, thus pre
serving the universality of the principle. This solution does not, indeed,
seem perfectly satisfactory; for, as commonly understood, the proposition
" Socrates is not ill" means that Socrates does live but is not ill. If we
answer the question "is Socrates ill?" by yes or no, then-according to
our usual way of speaking-we accept the presupposition upon which
.alone the question is possible; and if we say of a dead man that he is not

ill, we are guilty of using our words ambiguously. It may still, however,
be claimed that, by calling such an answer ambiguous, we admit that the

words do not, in themselves, exclude the other meaning; and that form

ally, therefore, the truth of the proposition is incontestable.

4. We may admit this justification, and nevertheless draw from it the
lesson, that in the sphere of temporally valid judgments there is not much

to be done with the principle of excluded n1iddle. The question is not
as to whether Socrates existed at all; if it were, then, of the two propo
sitions "Pegasus is winged" and " Pegasus is not winged," the latter must
be true. His existence is presupposed in the proposition, but existence

at a previous time, and the difficulty applies to the present. Because
temporally valid judgments state their affirmations only for a given point of
time, it remains uncertain whether the negation of such judgments applies
only to this point of time, or to the subject throughout its whole exist-

1 With reference to these and similar objections cf. Ueberweg §§ 78-80, more especially
p. 205 sq.; Drobisch, Log£k, § 60, p. 66. J

2 Categ., 10, 13 a, 27-b 35.
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ence. It is uncertain, therefore, whether what is false is only present,

past or future, or the predicate altogether and at all ttrries. Of the two
propositions "he will die-he will not die," one is necessarily true, the

other false. But the proposition does not tell us whether "he will not
die" is true because he is already dead, or because he will be carried

up to heaven in a whirlwind like Elijah.1 When, therefore, we can attain

by means of the principle of excluded middle to the truth of an affirma

tion, the principle has its value even in the case of merely temporal judg

luents, for affirmations are not ambiguous. But it is not worth while to

use it for the sake of mere negations.
5. There is less difficulty with respect to judgments of unconditional

validity. Since these apply to the contents of the subject-idea, there

would seem to be no room for an1biguity in the negation of them. In

such judgments as "luatter is heavy" and" n1atter is not heavy," "space
is infin'ite" and "space is not infinite," neither affirn1ation nor negation

seems to be alTIbiguous. But here a difficulty of another kind presents

itself, one which we have already touched upon above (§ 22, 3, 4, p. 128)

and which rises out of the generality of the subj ects. Owing to this

generality we are constantly tempted to extend our judgments to all the

definite particular things which fall under the subject-idea; but though the

Predicates of affirmative judgments are of course true both of the general
idea and of the particular objects which fall under it, we cannot in like

luanner deny of the particular objects everything which does not form part
of the general idea. It is no part of the general idea triangle to be

equilateral, nor of the general idea man to be white; but we cannot on

that account deny that any triangles are equilateral or any men white.

1 Aristotle makes a strange exception with reference to the future when he says (De
£nte1pr., 9, 18 a 27) that when one person says that something will happen, and another
person denies it, it does not follow that one necessarily speaks the truth, for if it did all
the future would be necessary and deliberation would be superfluous. But here-as
Zeller allows (Gesch. der griech. Phil., II. 2, p. I57)-the Stagirite,has COffilnitted an over
sight. He confounds the statelnent that it is necessary that the one or the other should
be speaking the truth, with the statement that one or the other speaks necessary truth,
i.e. speaks the truth because what he says is necessary or necessarily not; while all that is
necessary is that the actual, perhaps fortuitous result should prove one of the two to have
been right. What Aristotle means is that the statement that one is necessarily speaking
truth involves that the truth or untruth is already determined, while really the one state
ment is as uncertain as the other, and neither ~(jT(J.,L nor aUK ~(jra(, can be properly used in
the sense of knowing~ We see here how he, with his habit of referring every proposition
to Being, can find no correlate for a statement which leaves the alternative between
Being and Not-being undetermined.
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Hence there is something wrong about the OpposItIon between the

judgn1ents "triangles are equilateral-triangles are not equilateral."
The negation is again ambiguous, for now it only denies generality, and

is not n1eant to state that the predicate cannot be united \vith the
subject. It is at this point that first the divisive judglnents, and then
the disjunctive judgn1ents grounded upon them, appear; the former
stating the compatibility of different predicates with the general idea, the

latter their incompatibility amongst thelDselves.
6. According to the ordinary formula of the principiul1Z exclusi tertii

the proposition that of hvo contradictory judglnents one nlust necessarily
be true (either A is B or A is not -B, holds good) is rendered as follows:

" of two contradictorily opposed predicates one must belong to every con

ceivable subject A " (A is either B or not-B). In this way the negation is
transferred to the predicates, and strictly speaking we obtain two affirma
tive judgments, which allow of no third intermediate. After this transi
tion had been made by the Wolffian Logic, Kant made use of it for
his own purposes. He showed that, since, when all possible pre
dicates are compared with their opposites, one of each pair must belong
to every subject, this principle passes beyond the sphere of the me~ely

logical, and as the principle of complete determination presupposes a
totality of all predicates as the total possibility. We need not here enter
upon the question as to w,hether this transition does not contain a
quaterllio ternzinoruln in the" all," which in one place is used as a con1pletely
indefinite generality, in the other as a definite number. At any rate, it
shows clearly how Kant understood the principle-i.e. as concerned with
the reference of a subject to all possible positive and negative predicates,
in order to see by which of these it is' to be determined. Thus the propo
sition "A is either B or not-B" instructs us to substitute for B all conceiv
able predicates one after the other. But even apart from the question as
to the justifi<;ation of not-B this is a barren task; we never gain any deter
mination in this way, since i( always, remains undecided whether B or not
B, X or not-X belongs to the subject. Even if \ve could decide bet\veen
the alternatives, still, so far as the great majority of such predicates \vas

concerned, no conceivable combination would enable us to try the
affirmative form of the predicate, and thereby challenge a negation. As
regards general concepts the difficulty would still remain that with them

both Band not-B are compatible; so that for this reason also the value of

the principle is considerably lowered.
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7. But the principle of excluded middle really derives its reputation

Inainly from the fact that it is a special case of a relation which is certainly

most important and rich in consequences-i.e. the relation of disjunction.

It is due to the nature of ideas that we are often in a position to limit our

choice among different statements concerning the san1e subject to a few,

often to two only. 'Ve are able, on the ground of our knowledge and of
the particular contents of our subjects and predicates, to frame two

positive staten1ents, of which we know that they are so far related like

contradictorily opposed judgments that while both cannot be true to

gether, neither can both be false; and in this case we gain, by denial of
either 'member of the disjunction, a ·definite, unambiguous affirn1ation.

Now the principle of excluded middle is apt to "make us think that we
can attain easily, and at little cost, to such fruitful disj unctions as these;

,ve need but say that every proposition is either true or false, and there
,ve have an incontestable truth and a sure basis for strict investigation.

But the opposition of predicates has substituted itself unnoticed for the

mere negation, and the negative statement seems to tell us more than it

really does; it is understood as if it applied to the truth of the proposition

with the opposite predicate, this being what it is as a rule really based

upon.. If we could solve all difficult questions by starting right off with

" It is either so or so" (a proceeding of which we might use the phrase

" trancher la question" even more fitly than the French themselves use it)

-" he is either mentally healthy or diseased in mind," "the number is
either odd or even,"-then indeed the principle of excluded rniddle

would be ~n invincible weapon. But in itself it can never really do more

than oppose the affirmation by the negation in its .poorest and most
barren form; and though the view that there is no intermediate between

affirmation and negation is important as interpreting the meaning of the

negation itself, yet the proposition cannot be dignified as a special

principle.
8. The indirect proof, again, does not really derive its cogency from

the Principle of Excluded Middle. It is true that it ends by inferring an

affirmation from the falsity of a negation; but the falsity of this negation
must have been shown by substituting for the purely negative and there

fore indefipite contradicti9n one which was definite and based upon a
disjunction, and this disjunction was in itself sufficient to support the

proof. l

1 While reserving a fuller treatment of the question for a later section, we may, in
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passing, show by an example that the principle of excluded n1iddle is un necessary for
the indirect proof. In Euclid I. 29, it is proved that when a straight line falls on
parallel straight lines the alternate angles are equal. For if the angles were not equal
it would follow that the inner angles were together less than two right angles, therefore
that the lines-according to the accepted postulate-were not parallel. The contradiction
of this with the hypothesis from which we started shows that it is false that the alternate
angles are not equal; true, therefore, that they are equal. Expressed in this form, the
proof seems to rest upon the principle of excluded middle. But it is not really so.
Unless we substitute the statement "one angle is greater than the other" for the
"angles are not equal," we can get' no further with our proof. The hypothesis which
proves to be false is that one angle is greater than the other; and it is from the falsity of
this that we get the truth of the proposition. The ground of the proof, therefore, is not
that of the two propositions: the two angles are equal

the two angles are not equal
one must necessarily be true; but that of the propositions :

the two angles are equal
the one angle is greater than the other

one must be true.
The disjunctive proposition includes the mere negation, but the negation does not in

clude the disjunctive proposition, and it is upon the latter that the proof rests.



CHi\PTER V,.

PLURAL JUDGMENTS.

By Plural Judgments we n1ean those which, in one proposition, state one
predicate of a plurality of subjects.

1. AFFIRMATIVE PLURAL JUDGMENTS.

§ 26.

When simple judgments repeat the same predicate of a number of

subjects, and the person judging expresses his consciousness of this
agreement by making one verbal act of predication refer to several sub
jects, then the first form of judgment which arises is A and Band Care

.P (Copulative Judgments).
When A and .B and C fall under the san1e denomination.zv; so that we

are enabled-or induced-to enumerate them as several N's, then there
arises the Plural Judgment in the narrower sense, which, with a definite or
indefinite statement of the number, includes the plurality of subjects in

one verbal expression (several N's are P).
I. Our desire to form judgments exercises itself according to the

material and occasions offered psychologically. The first result is a series
of acts of judgnlents, connected only by the fact that they follow one
upon the other in the judging subject, and are comprehended by one
consciousness which, in passing fronl one to the other, does not im
mediately lose sight of the previous acts. The verbal connection of

propositions by "and," of all forms the most prinlitive and least signifi
cant, states originally nothing but this subjective fact of co-existence in
one consciousness. Thus it has no objective significance; "and" serves
equally to connect the most heterogeneous and the most closely allied.
But according to psychological laws those judgments tend to group theln
selves together which either state different predicates successively of the

same subj ect, or the same predicate of different subj ects. Judgments of
the former kind, which presuppose that the attention lingers over one and
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the same subject-idea, link themselves naturally into the conjunctive form,

A is Band C and D, etc.; and this does not nlerely imply that the predi

cates one and all belong to the subject, but also expresses the conscious

ness of this co-existence of different determinations. To this extent the
conjunctive judgment tells us more than its componen,t parts taken
singly. But there is no occasion at present to consider this form more at
length. It becomes important only when applied with a consciousness of

logical claims either to narrative judgment, when it serves as a description,

or to explicative judgments, when it serves as a definition.

2. The combination of judgments which ascribe the same predicate to

different subjects presupposes that our attention is fixed upon the predi

cate, that factor of the judgnlent which is present in the mind as a general

idea. This further implies that our thought is actively comparing ideas

and referring them to each other; seeking to connect particulars and to

recognise agreement in difference. Thus the judgment of the form A and

Band Care P has the same end before it as all judgment; it attempts to
appropriate the manifold and new by the aid of ideas which are already

present and finnly established, and it therefore represents a higher

development of thought as compared with the simple judgment.

3. The simplest case in which we have a repetition of predicates is the
intuition of a plurality of like or sin1ilar things which are named by the

saIne word. These things may be perceived as discrete, and form a

spatial or temporal series; or they may be recognised as differentiated

parts of a whole, as members of a group. The repetition of the same
intuition and the same denomination COines into consciousness in the

distinction of the many A's from one A ; verbally in the formation of the
plural. When we are interested merely in the question what it is which

we have seen, there follows a denominative judgn1ent in the plural (those

are sheep, those are letters). But by every plurality of the homogeneous

we are instigated to count and to make numerical cornparisons, and an

indefinite or definite numerical expression appears in answer to the

question" how n1any." In the judgment" these are three shots" either
the numeral or the noun is the real predicate, which is emphasized by
the speaker, according as the name or the number precedes.

4. As a rule the act of naming takes place so rapidly and unconsciously,
that we form no special judglnents in the process, but merely assert the

name in the word by which we den~te the subject. Generally also the
distinction of unity and plurality, the counting of small numbers, and the
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estimation of different degrees of plurality-few, some, several, many, etc.,

-pass as quickly. \Ve make special predicates of these only when

the question arises how many there are, or when we wish to establish a

doubtful or disputed statement; then the synthesis which is contained in

the judgment is between the plurality which is presented and navv counted

and the definite or indefinite numerical idea.1 Generally this again finds

expression only as part of the denotation of the subject, as a completed

result; and what we are concerned with is the statement to be nlade about

such and such a number of subjects.

5. 'Vhat is the nature of the function of judgn1ent, when there arise in

this way such judgments as "hail-stones are falling-some stars are be

coming visible-many trees are rooted up-fifty men are wounded"?

The first view is that which regards the plural of the verb-and there

fore the copula also-as the sign of a plurality of acts of judgment, which

are summed up in one COUlmon expression. Before I can say, "some

stars are visible," I must have seen one here, one there, another there.

The predicate belongs to each one, but either I do not know their names,

or I do not wish to name them; instead of saying a Lyrae and a Cygni

and a Bootis are visible, I denote the particular individuals by their

common natne only; but it is these definite particular stars to which I

refer. It is only in one set of cases, however, that the plural judgment

arises in this way. In others the subject is perceived as a plurality, as it

were, at one glance, and the predicate is stated of this plurality; the

synthesis is then, as a matter of fact, simple. _0 This is particularly obvious

in judgments where the predicate cannot belong to the particular subject

by itself. " Numberless birds fill the wood with their song "-" the trees

grow thickly together "-these are not judgments which can have ansen

from a summation of luany judgments.

It is different when the numerical term IS the real predicate. The

1 Those logicians who see in every judgment a subsumption of the subject under a
more general predicate concept which is its genus, might be puzzled to say what the
particulars are in respect to which three, or seven, or a hundred are general and what
extension is to be ascribed to these concepts. Does the extension of "three" comprise
everything in the world which I can enumerate as one, two, three? Or must we not
rather say that three is in' itself a fully determined idea, in which there can be no question
of extension, because, as we always count in the same way, the nUlnber itself is al ways
absolutely the same? Again, when it stands as predicate is it really the predicate of the
things concerning which the statement is made, or is it not rather the predicate of their
number, this number owing its existence to the fact that I am at the moment grouping
together and counting just these things and no others?
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proposition" many n1en are short-sighted" is not intended to inform me
that A and Band C, etc., are short-sighted, nor indeed is it meant as a
statement about definite individuals. The information offered is the

lamentable fact that the short-sighted are many-i.e. many, comparatively
speaking, in comparison with the total number. When news arrives from

the battle field it is taken for granted that some have been killed, or at
least wounded; the question is how many, and the construction of the

telegram, "Dead 10, wounded 50," is logically the most correct.
We need not point out that repeated activities give occasion in the

same way as things for plural judgments.
It is true, no doubt, that several particular judgments Inust precede all

suth statements of number; before I can count, each particular one must
have been observed, A is short-sighted, B is short-sighted, etc. But in
counting them I disregard everything which distinguishes them; I forget
who is short-sighted, I know merely that I have made my observations
upon people, and retain the definite nurnber of repetitions of the same
observations upon homogeneous individuals, determining its relative
nlagnitude. I proceed like the statistician, who fills his schedules with
nuu1bers only, and who cares nothing as to 'who are the subjects of the
enumerated births, deaths and suicides; the predicates of his judgments

also are numbers.
It is necessary to treat of these obvious points at length, in order to

\. throw SOUle light upon the obscurities of the traditional doctrine of uni

versal and particular judgments.

§ 27·

The" all " by which the subject of the so-called universal judgments (all
, A's are B) is bound together, signifies, according to its original meaning,

a definite number, and a judgment beginning with" all" presupposes a
limited number of particular objects which can be counted. Thus,
according to its original meaning, "all A's are B" can only be said in

reference to definite partiCUlar obj ects. And here from a logical point
of view the" all" is the predicate (the A's which are B are all A's).

We must carefully distinguish between this EMPIRICALLY UNIVERSAL

JUDGMENT and that which is UNCONDITIONALLY UNIVERSAL: In the latter
we attempt inadequately to express the necessary connection between the

predicate B and the subject-idea A, by falling back upon the unlimited
number of the particular. (If anything is A, it must also be~ B.)
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I. According to its original meaning "all" presupposes a definite num

ber, for it expresses the fact that two definite numbers are equal to each

other. Before I can pass a judgment of the form "All A's are B," I ~ust

undertake a twofold process of counting. I must first count the things which
are A, and then the A's which are B; then if the two numbers are equal I
express it in the proposition "All A's are B" (such phrases as-" all four,"
.:, all nine," remind us directly of this process). If I say" they are all

there "-e.g., the guests invited-then I know how many I invited,
count those who are present, and the numbers being equal, the "all" re
sults. If I think that a card is missing from a pack, I count them, and
if the number of cards \vhich I hold in my hand is equal to the number

which belongs to the pack, they are "all there." .
I t is not necessary that the definite number should be expressly known

and nanled, in order that a judgment may be stated as to "all." When
a roorn has been emptied, and I say" they are all gone out," there is no

need for me to know how many people were there. It is enough that

none have remained behind, that I have reviewed in thought all ,vho were

present, and now know that each particular person who was present must
also have gone out; hence that the predicate is wanting to none.

Under any circumstances" all" has always passed through this twofold
negation. It arises out of the assumption of a possible difference between
one number and the other,-out of the question, therefore, whether there is
no exception. "All" denies the exception; and by whatever method I may
assure myself that there is no exception, whether by directly counting them

or only by taking one after the other with the certainty that none escape me,
I am equally sure of my "all." Thus the formula nel1ZO non, nullus non, etc.

. is really the primitive one, and not a circumlocution; it exactly expresses
the process gone through, and it is 011znes which is the secondary expression.

2. Strictly speaking the real statement is concerned with the "all."
I t is this 'which is the predicate from a logical point of view, even though
it may not appear as such grammatically. The proposition is "those A's

which are B are all A's." It is implied by the plural that there are many
A's, it is also implicitly stated that there are A's which are B; but the
question to be dealt with and to be answered by the judgment is, whether
the A's to which B belongs are all-whether there is no exception. (When

we are dealing, not with things which can be counted side by side in space,
but of states or activities which take place at different times, then what ,ve
have said applies to the" always" and" every time.")

s. L.
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3· FraIn this it is clear that in a judgment concerning" all," the words
originally apply to particular things.; t~at these particular things must be
present in a definite and linlited number which can be counted, and that
only upon this presupposition can a judginent concerning "all" be the
adequate expression of my thoughts.

In other words: The words "all A's are B" are originally the expression of
an empirical generality only, i.e., a generality attainable by actual counting;
and they can only be used in reference to subjects which are forthcoming
in a definite number which can be counted, and of each of which the
predicate can be stated. They are the expression of a definite limited
comparison of the cases before us, and they presuppose that I am certain
that the judgment is true of each particular one before I can state it 'of all.

4. How then are such judgments as "all men are mortal," "all bodies
are extended," etc., related to these? Their nleaning is not that before
luaking the judgment we have gone through all men or all bodies one by
one and counted them; but that the predicate, mortaror extended, belongs
to whatever is a man or whatever is a body.

But there are two senses in which such judgments may be really valid.
They Inay, in the first place, be explicative judgments (analytical in Kant's
meaning of the word), because based upon the recognised meaning of the
subjects-term. I can state with perfect certainty that "all animals feel"
without having enumerated the particular animals, if feeling is contained in
my idea of animal-if therefore I should not call anything an animal to
which feeling was wanting. In this case it is only in a secondary way that
the thought is expressed by "all." The expression results silnply from
the analysis of the idea which I connect with the word animal. The
meaning of the word determines the limits within which it is applicable,
and hence I can foretell from the meaning that the predicate to feel must
be present wherever the denomination animal is justified (p. 9 sq. above).
Because anz·mal feels, all animals feel. The analytical proposition express
ing the meaning 'which the words have in our thoughts is translated into
the more familia~ language of narrative judgment concerning particular
things, and by 'my passing from the general thought to individuals it
becomes more intuitable. This is why the expression " all" has become
naturalized where it is not original; where, that is, we only anticipate an
experience of all the particulars, and anticipate it even where, from the
nature of the case, it can never be completed.

In other cases the predicate is not analytically included in the meaning
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of the word. The word" man," for instance, may include only the par
ticular formation of the body, life, ability to speak, etc. ; a definite length
of life is not necessarily included in it; everyone at one stage of his life is
able to distinguish men from everything else with confidence, before he
thinks of asking how long they live or whether they all die. When this is
the case the judgment" all men are mortal "-is not analytical. Nor is it
a judgment of experience in the sense that "all men" denotes only those

whom I know and in whom my experience has taught me that I shall find
the predicate. But this makes it only the more certain that it is the

r~~~~!!_~f~E:.~~f~~_~nce;either of an inference from all observed cases to all
others, of which there is an indefinite and incalculable number; or else of

an inference from the determinations which are understood as expressed by
the word to others which are necessarily connected with them. If we

really form the judgment, and do not merely repeat it after some one else,
it can only be as the result of some such inference.

:We can never tell at all from the verbal expression of the judgment in

which sense it is to be taken; whether it is to be understood as an empiri
cally universal judgment which presupposes a definite number of subjects,

or as an unconditionally universal judgment; and, if the latter, whether as

analytical or synthetical. The ordinary doctrine does not hesitate to

regard every judgment beginning with "all" as belonging to the same
species.

5. If a judgment concerning" all " is unconditionally universal, then it
is clear that no direct statement is made about the actual existence of the

subjects, though this is most certainly presupposed by empirical judgments
if they refer to actual things at all. "All A's are B" means only" what is
A is B" ; or "if anything is A it is B." It is, indeed, indefinitely pre
supposed that some existing particular thing is recognised and called by
the name A, but this is not stated in the judgment. Just for this reason
the plural, and indeed the \vhole mode of expression, is, strictly speaking,
inadequate, a fJ-era{3afT1S £l~ l1AAo Y€Vo~, a relapse from the sphere of the
free and independent thought which moves among our firmly-established
ideas into the habits of intuition, which deals with the particulars. The
adequate expression is simply A is B, man is mortal, a square is equi.

lateral, etc.
6. The traditional doctrine finds no difficulty in introducing the

universal judgment. What is generally said is that if a predicate B is
stated of the whole extension of the concept A which forms the subject,
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then the judgment is universal; if a part only of the extension, then it is
particular. If the subject-term is a nOJ1ien propriuJlz, or an equivalent
expression, then its extension is exhausted by one individual; thus the
judgment" Callias is rich " has so far the character of being universal.

Nevertheless this simple doctrine contains-besides the doubtful use of
the nOl1zen propriuln as the sign of a concept-an obscurity of which the
consequences are constantly recurring. It is generally taught that the ex
tension of a concept is made up of the concepts contained under it as species,
inasmuch as we can form a plurality of l1lore definite general ideas by means
of the differences admitted by the higher concept. But in the discussion of
the universal judgment it is generally assumed without hesitation that the
extension of a concept consists of particular existing things, and that there
is no difficulty at all in reviewing, establishing, and recognising this exten
sion, because it is presupposed that our concepts are already all that they
should be-that is, the expression of the nature of things according to
their fixed specific differences. Hence Logic does not as a rule distinguish
between those judgments which are based upon the Concept alone (i.e.,
the meaning of the subject-word), and which in unfolding this meaning
attribute a predicate to every thing which is named by the subject-word
and thus forms a part of the "extension of the concept"; and those which
-perhaps on the ground of unanimous experience-state a predicate of
all known things which fall under the same denomination because they
have the same attributes. By neglecting this distinction Logic obscures the
most iInportant point, the transition, namely, fro11l an empirically universal
to an unconditionally universal judgment, the process by which concepts
and judgments are formed from experience. The judgment "all planets
move round the sun from West to East" is originally empirically universal;
anyone giving utterance to it before 178 I meant by all planets, all six;
between 1781 and 1801 Uranus was counted amongst them, and all seven
were included; from 1807 till 1845 all eleven was what was meant; and
to-day we mean in the same way all the t\vo hundred or whatever the
number may have become. But what is meant is always all that are
known,. the same movement in its orbit being attributed to each. The
proposition says that all the bodies ,vhich I call planets have a common
direction of movement from West to East; that I know of no exception.
But suppose that I had recognised it as necessary-upon the ground, say,
of the hypothesis of Kant or Laplace-that all compact bodies moving in
constant orbits around our sun should move in the same direction, because
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no reversed movements were possible within the space which can contain
them; thell I should have to include movement from West to East in the
meaning of the word planet-e.g., to distinguish them from Ineteors-and
then my judgment, "all planets fnove from 'Vest to East," ,vould be
analytical in the Kantian sense, and would extend to the unenuinerated

planets still to be discovered. It would mean that whatever can be called

a planet moves from West to East; from \vhich it follows that anything
moving in the reverse direction would not be a planet.

7· The difficulty of finding a place for the so-called Singular Judgment
in the classification which distinguishes universal and particular judgments,

arises-as is clear from what has preceded-froin the fact that the former
is in no way comparable with the latter. For in the case of universal and
particular judgments we have to do with a predicate which implies an
absolute or relative numerical statement; their genus is not the judgment
in general, but judgments whose predicates are numerical ideas. But in the

case of the so-called singular judgment we are dealing with the question of
what belongs or does not belong to a certain particular subject, and not of

how many subjects are forthcon1ing which possess one predicate.
In the first place, then, we cannot regard the division of judgments

into singular, particular and universal as correct and exhaustive. In the
second place, we have no ground for treating particular and universal
judgments as special kinds; there is no more reason in the ordinary Logic
for regarding judgments having "all" for a predicate as a special kind
than there is in mathematics for regarding judgments having the predicate
" eqnal " or "infinite" as a special kind. Hence it is an arbitrary pro
ceeding on the part of the traditional Logic to ask of every judgment
whether it is particular or universal. Singular judgments concerning the
particular and concrete have been treated as universal (in spite of the fact
that there are three kinds generally called singular-the individual judg

ment "Callias is rich," the numerical judgment" one planet has a ring," and
the particular judglnent of the next section" there is a comet which has

broken up "); while plural judgments have been regarded as particular,

although in no sense comparing what is given with the" whole extension of
the concept" j and simple explicative judgments, even definitions, were
without a place until they consented to pass as universals. Generality

plays an important part in human thought; nevertheless in the last
instance it borrows its importance from necessity.
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§ 28.

l'he so-called PARTICULAR JUDGMENT as given in the common formula

'~some A's are B" may be an empirical judgment concerning particular

things. In this case it differs from the merely plural judgments only when

it aims at establishing an exception to the universal, or at preparing the

way for a universal judgment.

When the subject is not to be taken in an empirical sense it is a

completely inadequate expression for the thought ~hich it is meant to

denote, and confuses the important distinction between empirical and

unconditionally valid judgments.

I. To the universal judgment the traditional Logic opposes a Particular

Judgment having for its formula "some A's are B," and in so doing it

follows Aristotle, though his meaning was not the same. This particular
judgment, as ordinarily treated, is one of the most unfortunate and incon

venient creations of Logic. So far as the words go, its meaning is quite

indefinite, and as a rule it is incongruent to the thought which it should
express and which it really obscures. It is true at the difference

between the universal and particular judgments is genr lly elucidated by
pointing out that in the former the concept which s ves as subject is

taken in its whole extension, while in the latter it is t,d: ..,n in a part of its

extension only (EV ~€P€~). If we allow that the extension refers to the

totality of particular individuals, then this distinction holds good on the

assumption that we know the whole extension and that therefore all the

parts of the extension are actually given to us. This distinction between

the universal and the particular judgment was rational enough according to

the view of Nature taken by Aristotle; a view which starts from' the idea

that a system of fixed and immutable concepts has realized itself, and is

constantly realizing itself, in the fixed forms of Nat' 'e, and that our

empirical knowledge surveys this realisation of the ncept in all its

essential differences. And the distinction was all the more rational

because Aristotle never actually applied it except when it was justified.

But when later Logic dealing only with conceptual relations, and totally dis
regarding the material realization of the concept, took up the Aristotelian

distinction, and made use of its formulre-or rather of a bad translation of

them-the result was a host ofabsurdities, rendering thf~ ordinary doctrine

completely false if the words are understood in their or lary meaning.

2. The Aristotelian "nvl. lJ7rapXELv ~~ ?Tuvrl V?TaPXELV is ,- nerally translated
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by the forn1ula "some A's are B," but the plural here can have a meaning
only ,vhen _applied to things which are particular and definite, and can
therefore be counted, in ,vhich case it presupposes a narrative judgment
treating of the actually existent.! And, in the same way, when the
particular judgn1ent is contrasted with the universal, the plural has a
meaning only when it is presupposed that the extension of the concept
is divided into parts, each of which itself contains a plurality of indi
viduals ; whereas there seems no reason \vhy a single individual should
not suffice to form a part of the extension of the concept.

The first condition is present in all cases where a particular judgrnent
is opposed to an en1pirically u:niversal judgment-all planets n10ve in
ellipses, some planets have moons. But when we are dealing \vith abstract

subjects, whose extension does not consist in a plurality of things, the
formula leaves us in the lurch. ~dust w·e say "some virtue is justice" or
"some virtues are justice"? "some love is calf-love," or-but there we
have no plural 1 Even in cases where number is not contrary to sense,
the use of the plural shifts the ground of the judgment. Such judgments
as-" some parallelograms have equal diagonals," " some conic sections ~re

parabolas," have a very strange sound from the point of vie\v of geometry;
for in geometry ,ve do not think of its constructions as spread abroad in
the world in a plurality of instances, so that we c'an speak of them as of
some cats which have blue eyes and some quadrupeds which can fly. 1'he
universal judgments, " all parallelograms are divided by the diagonals into
congruent triangles," "all conic sections are curves of the second degree,"
sound less strange, because "all," when used in the unconditional sense,
extends beyond the empirically known. But this privilege does not

belong to the particular judgment; this necessarily imprisons the thought
\vithin the sphere of the particular. cH Kara fJ-€POfi ~ifi aiu{)'Y/uLV T~A~vri-.

But on th'e second point the customary plural is false and misleading;
lC one man is sinless" is as much a particular judgment as "some men are
sinless" would be; and Aristotle himself included the singular in his Tt.~

a.v(JPW7rO~ AE:VKOfi. Herbart is quite right in his correction of the ordinary
doctrine on this point (Einl. § 62).

3· \Vhen a judgment of the form" one A is .B," or "some A's are B,"
is a narrative judgment of empirical origin, then it seems to have no other
meaning beyond that of stating a definite predicate of one or more
subjects which are denoted indefinitely by a general ,vord instead of being

·1 Even I{ant makes t~e category of plurality correspond to the particular judgment.
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named one by one. The second judgment does not seem to differ in its

plurality frolll a number of judgments concerning single subjects, since the

numerical determination is not emphasized.

Still in the judgment "some men mistake red for green" there is some

thing more implied than in the copulative judgnlent "John and Peter and

Paul mistake red for green." The individual definiteness of the statement

is indeed lost by denoting John and Peter and Paul, as "SOlne men."

But through being denoted by the general name they are placed in a

relation to the whole of mankind which challenges a comparison; and the

nleaning of the judgment indicated by the indefinite denotation of the

subject, is that those who as men are like all other men differ from others

and possess some peculiarity in thjs respect; in other words, that differences

of colour-sensation are contrasted with the assumed likeness.

In so far as it thus aims at emphasizing differences and exceptions the

plural judgment becomes particular. But it is clear that this aim is

attained just as well by a singular judgment \vhenever its subject is

denoted by the general name instead of the proper name. The judgment

"there is a COluet which has broken up into two" is particular in this
sense.

4. But the traditional logic teaches that the partiCUlar judgment is

not Ineant to exclude the universal; "SOUle A's are B" does not tell

us that not all A's are B. 1"'his is a new proof of the ambiguity of the

formula, for, generally speaking, it is certain that what we do mean to say

is just this-that some A's are distinguished fronl the other A's. Still the

former interpretation has an elenlent of truth in it, ,vhich is, that the

plural judgment may both be proceeding towards a universal judgtneot to

which it is preliminary, and be cut off from a universal as an exception to

it. As a proof against the apparent immobility of the fixed stars, it was first

shown that some of theo1 have a motion of their owo, and the copulative

judgluent "a Centauri, and 6r Cygni and Sirius have a movement of

their own," was expressed as "some fixed stars have a moveluent of

their own." It was nleant by this not that these three are on this

account not fixed stars, but that while leaving them amongst the fixed

stars, we have-contrary to our old belief-perceived Olovement in certain

of them; the judgment was opposed as an exception to the proposition

"all fixed stars are absolutely inlulovable." It was a particular judgment

nleaut to express a distinction amongst the fixed stars.

But as the number grew and progress was made with observations the
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sanle judgment" some fixed stars have a movement of their own" was able
to take the new meaning that it is known certainly of some and is probable

of all. T'he former judgment presupposes the knowledge complete that a

predicate belongs to some A's and is wanting to others, while the latte~

presupposes that our knowledge is only in a state of growth, and the par

ticularity of the judgment is n1erely provisional.

5. But the school logic' does not generally take any notice of this pro

gress of knowledge through experience of the particular; its particular

judgments presuppose fixed conceptual relations and are only adapted
to the interpretation of these. But this logic falls into difficulties when

called upon to show the truth of its propositions by means of the prin
ciples of identity and contradiction. Whence do I obtain the knowledge
that "some parallelograms have equal diagonals"? Not from the concept

of the parallelogram, for this contains nothing about right angles; and

even if I add "some" to " parallelograms," though by so doing I take
only a part of the extension of the concept, the concept itself has beconle

no more definite than before, and I cannot upon the strength of this

addition say of the part anything which was not contained in the concept.

If then no particular judgment can proceed from a mere explication, it

lllust be possible for us to define the idea of the parallelogram more

accurately and conceive it in a form which implies the predicate and is

one among a nUlnber of other possible forms, or else this form must be
present in thought as constituting the subject of my judgment. I do not

however state it in denoting the subject ; I mean right-angled parallelo

grams, but denote them merely as some parallelograms.
The more adeqnate expression would then be the "parallelogram can

have equal diagonals" and "one kind of parallelogram lzas equal
diagonals. "

Still we should certainly not banish from logic its formula "some A's
are B" in the sense that "sonle A" denotes a part of the possible A's,
were it not for the constant danger of unwittingly substituting actual
things for possible things, for it is actual things which are indicated by the
plural in the first place.
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§ 29·

II. NEGATIVE PLURAL JUDGMENTS.

Exactly the same rules hold good when one and the same predicate is
denied of a plurality of subjects; and it is particularly to be noticed that
the judglnent which denies universally may be either empirically or uncon
ditionally universal, just as the affirmative judgment nlay.

I. The COPULATIVE NEGATIVE JUDGMENT,l "neither A nor B nor C
are P" leads, when A and Band C fall under a common genus,
to the plural negation "Several N's are not P." This again leads
to the statement which refers to the number of the N's, "the N's which

are not P are many, are a hundred." The relation between this statement

and the negation concerning a single thing is exactly the same as was
explained with reference to the affirmative judgment (§ 26).

2. The UNIVERSAL NEGATIVE JUDGMENT-" those A's \vhich are not B's
are all A's "-is originally obtained by the same process of reviewing a defi
nite number as that by which the universal affirmative judgment is obtained.
\Vhen I examine a definite number of trees one after the other to se~

whether they bear fruit, and must ans\ver in the negative as to each one, Up

to the last, then I obtain the universal negation, which is appropriately

expressed in the words "none of them bear fruit." 2 For by means of this

" none" one after the other is brought before me ; there is not one, OVO€ €r~,

1 This must be distinguished again from the conjunctive negation of different predicates
with respect to the same subject (A is neither B, nor C, nor D); the import of this
judgment cannot be made clear until later on. I consider it a burdensome superfluity of
ternlinology to make use of the expression remotive judgment for the copulative
negation.

2 Thus" no person "-" no one "-"nothing, etc.," are not negative subjects such as the
Aristotelian OUK li1l8pw7roS ; I make no statement about" nothing "-" no one." When I
say" no one is good except God alone," the subject of my judgment is "human beings,"
and their goodness is denied; what I mean is "there is none who is just, not even one."
vVhen I say "nothing hurts me," I do not mean that a thing called nothing hurts me,
but that everything that might perhaps hurt me does not hurt me. But the appearance
of the negation in the subject is most expressive of the way in which I seek, as it were,
a subject for my predicate and find none. It is the same when" no one"-" nothing"
" none," stands in the accusative, e.g. "I see no one going, no one coming,"-gramma·
tically the" coming no one," appears as object of my seeing, actually it is the sight of a
coming pers~n which is denied. Again, in the proposition "I hear nothing," not only
the object, but the hearing itself disappears-" it is false that I hear anything." From
this it follows that "nothing" (as well as "no one,") has no meaning except in a
proposition; to use it out of a proposition as the independent symbol of a concept, as
in the famous Being, Nothing and Becoming, must lead to mere playing with ·words.
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ne unus quide111, to which the essayed predicate belongs. A single A
which was B would prohibit the universal proposition. This explains also
the ambiguity of the negation, and the different meanings which may belong
to judgments of the form" no A is B." For on the one hand they pre
suppose the existence of a number of A's, and what they are meant to tell
us is that the predicate B is absent from all existing A's,-no tree bears
fruit. On the other hand, they may be meant to deny the very existence
(within the given spatial or temporal region) of subjects to which the
predicate might belong-no tree is casting a shadow, no spring breaks
through the sand. When I deny that an A exists which is B, it is pre
supposed that I am trying to find a subject A of which the predicate B
may be affirmed. It may be that I succeed in finding one, or some A's,
but without the predicate B ; or that I find no A at all, which \vill be the
case when the predicate B could not be absent if an A were there (cf.
" the fire is not burning," p. 124).

Thus the judgment " no A is B," has for its immediate meaning the
denial that an A which is B exists. It is only secondarily, and in cases
where the predicate might be absent from A, that the proposition might
be expressed as "the A's which are not B are all A's."

3. From this it follows again that this formula "no A is B," is
adequate only when particular A's are in view, and as the result of
judgments concerning particular A's; when therefore it represents a
narrative judgment. But if we wish to say that the predicate is excluded
by the subject-idea, hence that anything ,vhich can be named as A is on
that account not-B, then the adequate expression is "A is not B," or
"it is impossible for A to be B." It is only our habit of always return
ing to the concrete and intuitable, which makes us use the uncondition
ally negative judgment (as well as the universal affirmative) with reference
to particular things, even in cases where no question is directly raised
either as to their number, or even their existence. Instead of saying
"no man can know the future," it would be more correct to say" man
cannot know the future" ; for my judgment denies the possibility, not the
existence, of the prophet. This is obvious when modal predicates
question the existence of any particular thing corresponding to the
subject-word. We do not say" no ghost exists," "no murder is com
manded," but "ghosts do not exist," "murder can never be com
manded."
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III. THE NEGATION OF PLURAL JUDGMENTS.

§ 3°·

When a universal judgment is denied, the negation applies to what
is actually stated in the judgment; viz., that the subjects to which the

predicate belongs or does not belong are' all which fall under the subject

term. The negation of "all A's are B," means "the A's which are B
are not all A's" ; and the way in which we understand the negation lTIUst
depend upon whether the judgment was intended as empirically or as
unconditionally universal.

The negation of ·the empirically universal judgment tells us that there

actually is an exception; that of the unconditionally universal judgment
only that an exception is possible.

Aristotle taught, and logic is constantly repeating his teaching, that
universal affirmative and particular negative judgments, and universal
negative and particular affirmative judgments, are contradictorily opposed.
This doctrine leads to false conclusions unless attention is paid to the
difference between empirically valid and universally valid judgments.

I. The real character of the judgnlents \ve have so far considered is
brought out nlost clearly by the negation. The negation of a copulative
or plural judgment has more than one meaning, inaso1uch as that which

is false may be merely the plural, or the whole connection between
subject and predicate. The difficulty is especially great in obtaining any

definite statement from the negation of a negative statement. If it is
false that neither Peter nor Simon Magus were ever in Rome, that does

not tell me whether both were there, or which of the two; from the
statement that it is false that several comets have brought misfortune I
do not know whether only one has brought misfortune or none at all.
The negation of a numerical predicate disputes the numerical predicate

itself in the first pl~ce, but it is left uncertain whether it does not extend
further. If it is false that ten houses are burnt down, then either more or

less or none at all are burnt down.
2. A nlore definite value attaches, according to the ordinary doctrine,

to the negation of a universal jl1dgrnent-whether affirmative or negative.

When a negation is advanced against an affirmative judgment concern
ing " all " it annuls the statement that the number was complete without
exception; the universality is denied. Since the affirmative universal

jl1dgnlent says, "there is no exception," its negation says, "there is an
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exception." If I know it to be false that all ravens are black, then there
is at least one which is not black; hence I can say "one raven is not

black."
Suppose the negation is directed against the proposition" no A is B" ;

according to what was said above this means" there is not an A that is B,"
so that as a consequence of the negation it must be true that there is an A
which is B. If it is false that no raven is white, then there is a white
raven.

Thus, the principle of contradiction and of the twofold negation being

applied to propositions with the predicate "all," the teaching of Aristotle

(De interpr., 7, 17 b, 16) follows directly from the meaning of the universal
judgment, i.e.;: aV-rl,KEL(TOUl, KUTaepucrl,V a7roepa.(TEl, aVTl,epuTl,KWr:; T~V TO Ku80A..oV

G"YJJLU{vovcruv T<tJ UVT<tJ OTl, ov KUOOA..OV, oLov 7ras /lvOpW7ror:; AEVKOr:;-OV 7ras

av()pw7ror:; AEVKOr:;, OVDEtr:; av8pw7ror:; AEVK6r:;-~(TTl, TIS avOpW7ror:; AEVKOr:;. This

formula is perfectly correct, and has not yet been falsified by the thoughtless

habit of ~ubstituting the plural" some" for ou 7ras and TIS. 1

3. But it is correct only so long as we avoid passing from uncondition·

1 The ordinary doctrine is that there is :
Contradictory opposition between, All A's are B

Some A's are not B
and between, No A is B

Some A's are B
And contrary opposition between, All A's are B

No A's are B.
These two latter propositions cannot both be true, but may both be false.
Of the judgments "some A's are B-some A's are not B," Aristotle rightly says

(Anal. pr., II. 15, 63 b, 27) TO TLlIL T~ OU TLlIL KaTa TT]lI AE~LlI allTLK€LTaL p,611oll-because the
subjects are quite different. To these judgments modern terminology has given the absurd
name of" sub-contrary" ; both, it is said, may be true, but both cannot be false. (If we
assume that in the proposition" some A's are B-some A's are not B " the subjects are
the same, the denotation alone being indefinite, then the propositions would naturally
be contradictorily opposed; but the expression leaves it undecided which A's are meant.)

A difficulty into which the ordinary doctrine seems to lead us bears witness to the
justice of our view as given above; viz., that the contradiction between universal and par
ticular judglnents of opposed quality is the simple consequence of regarding" all" as the
predicate. As an instance of this difficulty, the two propositions" light is matter-light
is not matter" are contradictorily opposed and one is necessarily true; while the equiva
lent propositions" all light is matter-no light is matter" are said to be in contrary
opposition only, and may therefore both be false. The difficulty is solved when we
notice that in the second pair of judgments an entirely new subject is introduced, which
involves the assumption that we are speaking of light, not according to its unity but
according to its differences. From this it follows that the proposition "all light is
matter" is after all an inadequate and not completely equivalent expression for "light is
matter. "
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ally valid judgments to judgments which are empirically valid and vice
'l/ersa.

The negation may be directed against an unconditionally universal
judgment, which is intended by means of the more intuitable universality
to state, when affirmative, the necessary connection of subject and predicate;
when negative, the necessary exclusion of the predicate from the subject.
In this case it can deny only what was meant, and says that in the first
case it is not necessary, in the second that it is not impossible, for the
predicate to belong to the subject. But this negation, which has nothing
to do with the presupposition that particular subjects have been enumer
ated, lTIUst not be taken to mean that the predicate B belongs or does not
belong to one or some actual A's; it would be quite inadmissible to apply
the relation of contradiction here. The statement that it is false that all
n1en are sinners (in the sense of the sinfulness inherent in their nature) does
not tell us that some men are actually not sinners; and the empirical
judgment "all filen are sinners" might still be true, "because all have
sinned." If it is false that no man is entirely bad, in the sense of the
negation of an impossibility, it would not on that account be true that one
or some were in reality entirely bad.

On the other hand, the negation of an empirically valid particular judg
ment can never be the ground of an unconditionally universal, but only of
an empirically universal judgment. If it is false that there is anything
living which has not had its origin from something living, then the propo
sition Olnne vivum ex vivo is true in the sense that everything living which
is known to us has had its origin from something living. Btflwhether it
follows from this that the proposition states an absolute necessity, is still
disputed. It may be false that there are men who live over 200 years,
but this gives no ground for the judgment "no man lives over 200 years "
in the sense that it would be impossible to be a man and still to be more
than 200 years old.

I t is characteristic of the inferences of empirical science that they pass
from empirically valid judgments to universal judgments which are un
conditionally valid. But their justification for so doing can be found
neither in the doctrine of the contradictory opposition of universal and
particular judgments, nor yet in the ambiguity of the "all"; and it is
the difficult task of a theory of induction to determine under what con
ditions the transition may be made from an empirical judgment to one
which is universally valid.
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4. The real import, then, of the universal and particular judgment with
which Aristotle and the traditional logic were concerned, and to which
they attributed so much importance, was not that of the ordinary theory,
viz., "that a predicate belongs to the whole extension or to a part of the
extension of a concept," but that the connection of a predicate with the
subject is necessary or possible. The whole interest attaching to the
absence of an exception lies in its indication of a binding law; the ,vhole
interest of the exception in the fact that it points to a plurality of possi.
bilities.

1'his brings us naturally to the closer investigation of the necessary
and the possible with reference to judgnlents.



CHAPTER VI.

POSSIBILIl"Y AND NECESSITY.

IT is necessary for our immediate guidance, and before proceeding to

treat of the logical questions referring to the possible and the necessary, to

lay down a fundamental distinction. The statement that a judgnlent is

possible or necessary is not the same as the statemen~ that it is possible or
necessary for a predicate to belong to a subject. The former refers to the

subjective possibility or necessity of judgment; the latter to the objective
possibility or necessity of what is stated in the judgment. I'he Kantian

distinction of the differing modality of judgments, according to which they
are problematical, assertorial or apodeictic, applies to the fonner; the
Aristotelian proposition: 7ra(J"a 7rp01'Q(J"{l) Elr1'LV ~ 'TOll lJ7rapX€Lv ~ 'T01) 19
avaYK'YJ~ lJ7rapX€Lv ~ 1'01) ~V8EX€(J"()aL lJ7raPX€Lv (Anal pr., I, 2, 24b, 3I) to the
latter.

1. THE SO-CALLED MODAL DISTINCTIONS.

§ 31.

The- so-called PROBLEMATIC JUDGMENT "A lllay be B" (meaning that

A is perhaps B) in so far as the consciousness of objective validity is absent,

cannot properly be called a judgment; l.e., it is not a judgment concerning

that which is denoted by the subject of the proposition. It is a judgment

only in so far as it states that the speaker is uncertain as to whether A is B.
The so-called ASSERTORIAL JUDGMENT (the simple statement A is B) does

not differ essentially from the apodeictic judgment (it is necessary to affirm
that A is B); for every judgment of which \ve are completely conscious

,,;hen we give utterance to it, includes the affirmation of the necessity of
its utterance. It is true that the judgments differ with respect to the way
in which the certainty is attained, whether it is imtnediate or mediate; but

if we were to ground the distinction between assertorial and apodeictic

judgments upon this difference, then the apodeictic would take the

subordinate place, as having only a derivative certainty.
176
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I. l'he distinction between a statement which is merely possible and one
which is necessary, does not appear in the case of immediate judgments
where subject and predicate are found to agree without further mediation.

Such judgments are formed according to the principle of Agreement with

a confidence which is not the result of reflection. But it is differen t

with mediated (synthetical) judglnent such as takes place when we fornl

ideas of syntheses between definite subj ects and definite predicates not

yet contained in the subject-idea before us. These ideas nlay be due·

either to external stimulus, the questions or statements of other people,

or they may arise internally from psychological combinations. But in

either case there may be no ground capable of yielding a consciousness of

objective validity in the synthesis, and then what we have is merely the

idea of a synthesis which remains in suspense as a question or conjecture,
and awaits some decisive certainty to confinn or deny the predicate.

Here the judgment is thought of as possible; and this means that it is not
necessary at the moment for the person thinking about it either to affirm

or fo deny it. Such a judgtnent (A is B) which is merely thought of as

possible and not yet affirmed, nlay be briefly denoted as the h)'jJothesis A is

B, and the simplest expression of this stage between synthesis and

judgment is the question. This is genuine only -when expecting yes or

no for its decision; when asked by one who has already luade up his mind
for the sake of testing some one else, it is not a question, properly

speaking, but an imperative. But while the question expresses the first

conception of the hypothesis which seeks confirmation or rejection, it is

followed-if neither is found-by the consciousness of indecision which is

expressed in the formula "A is perhaps B, A is perhaps not B." (The

formula so often used" A may be B " is an1biguous and misleading, for it
expresses both the objective "can" (ovvao-(}at.) and subjective hesitation.)

This fonn of statement, then, differs from the question only by expressing

our consciousness of inability to decide the question. While the question
contains the wish for decision, this fornl denotes the resignation which

is obliged to remain in uncertainty. Both really express the same

thought-that of a synthesis conce~ning the validity of which we are
undecided.

2. This expression of uncertainty is generally called a Problematical

Judgment, and Assertorial and Apodeictic Judgments are opposed to it as
expressing different degrees of certainty.l I(ant himself, indeed, gives a

1 cr. e.g. Ueberweg, Logik, ed. 3, § 69, p. 164 sq., ed. 5, p. 2°7; Drobisch, § 61, § 62.

S.L. N
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somewhat different meaning to the problematical judgment. He tells us
(Kritik d. r. v., §9. 4) that modality contributes nothing to the contents of
the jlldgnlent, but is concerned only with the value which the copula has

for thought in general. 'Problematical judgments are those in which we
accept the affirmation or negation as merely possible (a matter of choice).
Assertorial judgments, those in which it is regarded as actual (true).
Apodeictical judgments those in which we look upon it as necessary. The
arbitrary acceptation of the problematical judgment Kant extends to
judgments which are obviously false; they have a problematical signifi
cance if it is thought that some one might perhaps for a moment accept such
a proposition. On this view, which compares the problematical judg
lllent to the Aristotelian inro()€O"t<;, 1 every judgment is problematical
when its validity is not at the moment expressly stated. But this may
mean one of two things, between which we must distinguish. The reason
why nothing is stated concerning the validity of a judgment in Thought
may be that nothing can be stated, because the speaker has not yet come
to a decision; or it may be that the speaker will not state anything
concerning its validity, some ulterior purpose leading him for the tin1e
being to treat a valid judgment as invalid, or an uncertain judgment as
certain. On this point the traditional Logic has not followed Kant, and

Kant himself in his Logic (lntr. ix.) means by the problematical judgmen t

nothing more than an uncertain acquiescence:
3. But the custom of denoting the proposition "A is perhaps B"

as a problematicaL~ judgment, threatens to destroy the concept of the
judgment itself, and to fall into contradiction with all other teachings.
The essence of the judgment is to present a statement which claims to
be true, and calls for belief. An utterance therefore which states nothing

and leaves it open for the opposite to be true, is not a kind of judgmen.t.
If every judgment is either the affirmation or the negation of a question,
then an utterance which neither affirms nor denies cannot be a judgment;

for to leave the question undecided is no decision, and to be uncertain
is not a degree of certainty. The law of contradiction notwithstanding,

1 According to Aristotle, the Inr68€(J'Ls is a merely assumed judgment concerning some
thing which is or is not; the judgment is not certain, or at least it is not proved to
be certain, and it must be conceded if it is to be used in conversation or p~oof. Cf. lny
ProgramlTI: Bdtrage zur Lekre vom kypotketiscken Urtkeile (Tiibingen, Laupp, 1870),
p. 2. A justification may also be found here for the use of the word which I have
introduced above.
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the two propositions" A is perhaps B" and" A is perhaps not B," would

both be true together.
So far, then, as concerns 4-, the so-called pro blematical judgment is

not a judgment at all; it is only the thought of one, the unfinished

attempt at a judgment. The only real statement made in the fonnula " A
is perhaps B" is, "the hypothesis A is B is uncertain." Immediately,
and in the first instance, this is nothing but a judgment concerning the

person who is speaking, concerning his relation to the hypothesis A is B.
, The formula says: I do not know whether the hypothesis is valid or not,

I have no ground either for affirming or for denying it; it states the pre
sent condition of my thought, but nothing which could have objective

validity with reference to A.

We nlight try to give a wider nleaning to the formula by taking it to

mean, not merely that I do not know whether A is B, but that it is not

known whether A is B ; thus regarding the uncertainty as something more

than a fact peculiar to the individual, as always attaching to the proposi

tion. But apart from the fact that the words do not mean this, even

this statement could not lead to a judgment concerning A which Inight

be co-ordinated with positive and negative judgments. 'Ve still have

only a statement concerning a subjective attitude, though an attitude not

peculiar to the individual but due to the present position of the sum total

of knowledge, or, which is ~till more general, due to the limits of human
intelligence. It is quite true that with reference to Inany questions we

can get no further than stating the impossibility of a decision, and that
such knowledge has its value when we are nleasuring our human capacity by

the ideal of knowing. Nevertheless it states nothing which could be taken

as a judgment concerning A. For an ideal consciousness, an omniscient

intelligence, the one proposition is true, the other false; not until we are

certain of the one or the other have we realized the aim of thought, a

judgment which is objectively valid. Until then, the hypothesis remains
an unsettled problem, and it is only confusing to subsume the expression

of subjective uncertainty and the expression of the certainty of the

objective validity of a proposition, under one concept as judglnents.

Hence the only possible negation of the problematical judgment is
"the person forming the judgment is not uncertain whether A is B,
but is certain either of the affirmation or of the negation." 1

1 Not only Wundt (Logik, I, p. 197, cf. my reply in the V£erteljahrsschr. /ztr wiss.
Phil., iv. 473 sq.), but Windelband as well (Strassb. Abh., p. 185 sq.), has defended the
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We must, then, cease to teach that the so-called; problematical judg

ment is a kind of judgment, if we hold that the concept of the judgment

problematical judgment against this view. The latter endeavours to show from the
position which has been discussed above, p. 122 sq. that the problematical judgment is
co-ordinate with the affirmative and negative judgment; that it is a third kind of the
"practical relation" which is expressed in the criticism of a given combination of ideas.
"The critical judgment, like all other functions of approval and repudiation, is capable
of gradual variations." The gradation of certainty appears in the different degrees of
probability; these represent different intensities of the feeling of conviction, a feeling
which applies both to negative and to affirmative propositions. "We may think of
these different intensities of probability as represented by a line; at each end we have
complete certainty, of affirmation at the one, and of negation at the other; ~nd these, by
a gradual diminution of the certainty, approxinlate to a point of indifference where
there is n.either affirmation nor negation." This zero point has two meanings, for the
indifference between positive and negative reaction may be either total or critical. Total
indifference occurs, first, in all those trains of thought which are accompanied by no
estimation of the truth; secondly, in the question where ideas are combined without any
decision as to the truth of their combination, but still with the desire for such a decision.
N ow since the question contains no decision as to the validity of the thought, Windelband
does not co-ordinate it (as Lotze attempts to do) with the affirn1ation and negation as
another kind of judgment. But when we are led by consideration of the ideas combined
in a question to the conclusion that there is no sufficient ground for certain, or even
probable affirmation or negation, then we get the problematical judgment, which signi
fies that nothing is to be said concerning the validity of the ideal combination A-B.
This is intentional suspension of criticism, critical indifference. Such conscious refusal,
to come to any conclusion is, says Windelband, quite decisive as to the position assumed
by the person judging towards the combination of ideas, contained in the question;
therefore, when we divide judgments according to their quality, the problematical must be
co-ordinated with affirmative and negative judgnlents.

Of course I fully recognise the truth of what is here said as to the import of the so
called problematical judgment and acknowledge my obligation for the distinction (which I
have adopted) between theproblematicaljudglnent and the simple question. But I cannot
help drawing an exactly opposite conclusion froln it. Even from Windelband's point of
view, that affirmation and negation are both alike criticisms of the value of an ideal com
bination, I fail to see that the suspension of criticism is a kind of criticism. The relation
between the three "forms of judgment" cannot be that of co-ordination. Either I cannot
come to any decision or I can; if I do come to a decision, I must decide either in the
affirmative or in the negative. Thus it is only affirn1ation and negation which are co
ordinate because they are divergent kinds of decision, and both are opposed to indecision;
this is what I wished to show. If I have no knowledge on any nlatter unless I can either
affirm or deny, then the knowledge that I can neither affinn nor deny is only a knowledge
of my subjective inability; it is therefore a judgment about nlyself and not about the
subject of my proposition. Nor can I agree that because certainty is a feeling and all
feelings present differences of intensity, therefore there are degrees of certainty. Cer
tainty, if we take the word in its strict sense, is either present or not; anything which is
not absolutely certain is uncertain. It is true that certainty nlanifests itself immediately
in consciousness, that there is a feeling of certainty; just as uncertainty, the wavering
between opposite probabilities, manifests itself in feeling. But then the opposition is not
between certain affirmation as one extreme and certain negation as the other, ,,,ith un
certainty as a transition between the two; it is certainty and uncertainty which are
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includes the affinnation of the truth of the statelnent made, and if we
teach that a judgment must be either true or false.

4. The traditional doctrine is not much more succef?sful in its distinction

between Assertorial and Apodeictical Judgments. Kant says (Krit. d. r.
v., § 9· 4; Logik, § 30) that the assertorial judgment is acco111panied by'
the consciousness of the actuality of judging, the apodeictical judgment by

the consciousness of i~s necessity; and according to this all that is needed

in the assertorial judgment is that a statement should find utterance in

words, the consciousness of the necessity of the judgment being unessen

tial. In the introduction to the Logik, ix., again, the assertorial judgment
appears as the expression of a merely subjective belief, which is valid only
for me; while, on the other hand, that which I know is said to be

apodeictically certain, i.e. necessarily having a universal and objective

validity for everyone-even though the object of this assured conviction
should be a merely empirical truth.

- According to this distinction the assertorial judgment would also be

excluded by our definition of the judgment; for in this we make the claim

to objective validity an essential characteristic. Indeed, from this point

of view the judgn1ent has but one meaning, that everyone must affirnl and

believe the same, because it is necessary to affirm ~nd believe it. Our
speech would lose all serious meaning, and degenerate into nlere child's

play or lies if, when we stated a proposition, we did not also mean to say

that its negation is false, and that anyone making an incompatible state
nlent is wrong; i.e. if the distinction between an assertorial and an

apodeictical judgment were that while the latter is necessary the former
is not, that \vhile the latter is true for everyone the former is true only for

me. Truth has no meaning except this necessity of our subjective action.

Even the merely temporal statement concerning the most casual particular

phenolnenon-this iron is hot-presupposes that at the moment it is
necessary to judge in this way and not otherwise. lVly sensation makes the

connection between this subject and this predicate inevitable, and if the
question were raised whether or not the iron is hot, I should maintain

against all contradiction that in no other statement could I find expression

for my sensation.

opposed, and certainty belongs both to affirmation and negation. If the doctrine that
certainty has degrees were consistently carried out, we must regard the distinction
between opinion and knowledge as merely relative. It is really only the hope of certainty
which has degrees.
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5. Here, then, there disappears all essential difference between the
assertorial and apodeictical judgment. When I say "this is so," it is not a

perfectly complete judgment unless it means "I must of necessity judge

that this is so"; the certainty of my staten1ent rests entirely upon the pre

supposition of this necessity.
All that remains of the distinction is that the necessity rests upon

different grounds in different cases, and that we become conscious of it

in different ways.
6. With reference to the first point, \ve may begin by distinguishing

between immediate and mediate judgments. In the case of immediate

judgments (in specie analytical) the necessity of affirming (or denying)
the predicate of the subject is grounded upon the principle of agreement

(or of difference); in the case of mediate judgments, either upon
authority or upon some process of inference. Immediate judgments
depend either (as in perception) upon individual experience as the ground
for attributing a predicate to a subject, or upon the generally recognised

meaning of a word. The same distinction b~tween a ground peculiar to
the individual and one accessible to all, divides mediate judgments into
those which depend upon authority and those which depend upon a process
of inference. 1'he fact that I take sonle one as an authority is a ground
which holds good only for me as an individual, so long as his credibility
is not established and proved as universally valid; but a process of infer
ence cannot be binding upon me unless it is binding for everyone who
starts from the sanle data.

In this way the distinction has been made between immediate certainty
(which is grounded upon perception by ourselves or by others), and
mediated certainty which is grounded upon proof-though really the
certainty grounded upon the perception of others ought rather to be

counted as mediated, and in1mediate certainty is not confined to percep
tions alone. The alisertorial judgment has been reserved for the former
kind of certainty; the apodeictical (-lrporucrls a:1rOO€LKrf.,K~) for the latter.
The distinction is borne out, moreover, by the customary forrriulre, "A is

B," and "A must be E" (" must" being taken as the expression of that
which is merely inferred, as in the proposition" it must have rained last
night.") But then it becomes necessary to give up the ordinary notion
that the apodeictical judgment denotes something higher than the asser
torial; and that in passing from the problematical to the apodeictical
there is an increase of certainty, and therewith of the value and dignity
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of the judgment. For every mediated certainty must ultimately rest
upon that which is immediate; every proof upon premisses which need
no proof themselves. It is curiously at variance with the emphasis laid

upon apodeictical certainty that in ordinary life the "apodeictical" judg

ment "it must be so," "it must have happened so," denotes only a very
moderate degree of confidence; and this because we have good grounds

for distrusting the certainty of ordinary inferences, and prefer to trust to
that which is immediately perceived. But even when the most rigid
proof is presupposed that which is proved can never claim a higher degree

of certainty than the data from which it is proved.
Other writers seem to have in vie\v rather the difference between

propositions which hold good with absolute universality, and those which
depend upon conditions peculiar to the individual; as when, e.g., the
necessity of reason is characterized as apodeictical, in opposition to
Inatter of fact. In this way Leibnitz distinguished between necessary
truths and truths of matter of fact.! Necessary truths are those whose

opposite contains a contradiction; truths of matter of fact are those
whose opposite is possible. The former may be reduced to identical

propositions; the latter rest upon im~ediate sensation. This way of
formulating the distinction fails to show that the subjects referred to by
necessary truths, and those referred to by truths of matter of fact, are
not of the same kind. Necessary truths of reason set forth comparisons
between concepts, which are assumed to be the unalterable possession

of all. It is only upon this presupposition (according to § 23, p. 145 sq.)
that it can be said of a proposition that it is contradictory, hence that its

opposite is true; such truths correspond to Kant's analytical judgments.

The subjects of truths of matter of fact are things having a particular
existence, and truths of matter of fact, so far as they have reference to

existence and to changeable events, certainly tell us something which is

not contained in the concept of the thing; for it is no part of the concept
of the thing that it exists, nor yet that it happens to be constituted in one

1 Leibnitz, Pr£nc. phil., § 33 (Erdm., p. 707): II ya deux sortes de verites, celles de
raisonnement et celles de fait. Les verites de raisonnement sont necessaires et leur
oppose est impossible, et celles de fait sont contingentes et leur oppose est possible.
Quand une verite est necessaire, on peut en trouver la raison par l'analyse, la resolvant
en idees et en verites plus simples jusqu'a ce qu'on vienne aux primitives . • • 35:
ce sont les enontiations identiques, dont l'oppose contient nne contradiction expresse.
Nouv. Ess., iv. § I ; Erdln., 340: Pour ce qui est des verites primitives de fait, ce sont
les experiences immediates interries, d'une inlmediation de sentiment. Cf. De sc£ell/ia
universaH, Erdln., p. 83.
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particular way. To deny then1, therefore, ,involves no such logical con
tradiction as to say that a triangle is not triangular. But because the
opposite of a truth of matter of fact is not a priori impossible, it does
not follow that it is not necessary for me to state the fact after it has
happened; or that the opposite statement would be possible for anyone
knowing the fact. Even truths of matter-of-fact are truths only because

it is impossible to state their opposite; but with them the impossibility
rests upon the ground of individual experience, not upon the ground of the

unalterable concepts from \vhich I start. Even when immediate conscious
ness is translated into a proposition of objective validity, it is presupposed
that the sensation is referred to existence and an existing thing according

to universally valid principles. Truths of. reason are contained even in

truths of matter of fact, inasn1uch as no true judgment can arise out of

individual experience except in accordance with general principles (e.g.
the principle that every change presupposes a permanent subject in
\vhich it takes place). On the other hand, our possession of general
concepts upon which identical propositions are based, is in the last

instance matter of fact, something which must be there before the
principle of identity can be applied and give rise to a necessary judgment.
Thus the necessity of both kinds of truths is, finally, hypothetical. If I
think in definite concepts, I must predicate of them what I think in them;
and if I have certain perceptions I must predicate of the perceived

subjects what these perceptions force me to predicate.1 Even this dis-

1 It Inay be objected here that the senses deceive us, and that while it is impossible to
doubt the proposition A = A, it is possible to doubt the existence of the whole material
universe. This is quite true, but in no way invalidates the proposition that judgnlents
are true only in so far as they are necessary. For if we assume that our empirical
sensations are purely fortuitous, differing for each individual and as inexplicable as
dreams in their occurrence, we coulel make no statement as to an existent, or indeed any
universally valid statement at all, but then neither would any empirical judgment, except
such as referred to our momentary affections, be possible. If, on the other hand, we
assume that though sensations are indeed subject to a necessity which is the sanle for
everyone, yet both this necessity and its law are unknown to us-then again we can
fonn no judgment concerning external existence. This is really the case so far as
concerns the question as to the ultimate nature of the existent which we feel, and for
this reason we get here only conjecture and hypothesis, not judglnents which can be
announced as true. But wherever we are persuaded that we recognise necessity, in the
processes by which we form judgments from sensations, there we find judgment which
is assured and accompanied by a conviction of its truth. We know that we have a
sensation of this or that colour, that we are obliged to assign to it a definite position in
space and that we must regard it as the colour of some definite phenomenal object;
whether this object is mere phenomenon or the phenon1enon of something existent and
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tinction disappears so far as the nature of the necessity is concerned, and
it is only the ground of the necessity which differs because the subjects of
the judgments differ.

There is no doubt that our consciousness of the necessity of connecting

a subject with a predicate nlay arise in different ways. Many imn1ediate

judgments are affirmed by us unhesitatingly and without reflection, without

a suspicion that we may be wrong, or that the facts may be otherwise.

Absolute certainty and unalloyed confidence in our act of thought is here

inseparable from that act itself, and with such judgment our thought always

begins. The announcen1ents of immediate self.consciousness,-as 'well as

statements of what is imrnediately evident, whether in intuition or universal

judg,uents-are accompanied by no feeling of constraint, such as we might

expect from the necessity of which we have spoken, nor yet by the thought

of the possibility of the opposite; not until some attempt is made at con

tradiction are we conscious of this. With other judgments we are con
strained to certainty because all other possibilities are cut off; and in the

consciousness of this constraint the jlJdgment and its certainty present

themselves together. If we define necessity as the impossibility of being

otherwise, then we may say that only the latter judgments are accompanied

by a consciousness of necessity, not the former.

But it is that immediate security and certainty which is the original and
genuine form which necessity assunles in the sphere of thought; in it we
see thought at work in its most active and powerful form. And nothing

can cOlnpletely replace this immediate' self-evidence. The atten1pt to

maintain a contradiction may indeed serve to confirm th~ sense of security,
and to measure the force which is exerted in a statement; but the validity

of the original proposition mus~, generally speaking, be presupposed before

we can see that its opposite is impossible. Only when it has been es
tablished that A is B, is it immediately clear to us that the proposition A
is not B contains a contradiction. The twofold negation does not create

the proposition, it n1erely circumscribes it by cutting it off from its
opposite; still it is in this form that we become expressly aware of the

truth by withdrawing from it and again returning to it. Just as we first

become explicitly conscious of identity through negation of the other,

of affirmation through negation of the negation; so also we become

what the nature of this existent may be-all this is matter of dispute, and the view
which is taken determines the sense in which a judgment concerning matter of fact is
true.
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conscious of necessity through the impossibility that it should be otherwise.

But necessity is already contained in the thought which elucidates it; the

negation of the negation confirms the affirmation only because this process
is itself irnn1ediately certain in every step it takes. The true and original
necessity is that unreflecting necessity \vhich predominates in all Our

thought, and just for that reason cannot be brought into consciousness at
every point.

"\Ve might distinguish between assertorial and apodeictical judgments

by saying that in the case of the latter we are expressly conscious of their
necessity, \vhich therefore finds expression in words; while in the case of

the former the necessity is undifferentiated from the act of judgment itself.

Then \ve should have hit upon a really existing difference, which attaches,

not indeed to the degree, but to the kind of certainty belonging to a

proposition. But it is a difference \vhich is entirely psychological, and
\vhich shows ho\v that \vhich is dependent upon conditions peculiar to

the individual may-though accompanying the same judgment-appear

no\v in one \vay, no\v in another. It is a difference, moreover, which

signifies the exact opposite of \vhat \ve luean by the ordinary expressions,

for the apodeictical form "A n1ust be B" reminds us of the doubt,

and of the conceivability of the opposite; it proceeds \vith circum

spection fronl A to B, \vhile the assert?rial judgment makes straight for

its nlark. It is just \vhen the judgment is an inferred one that the asser

torial forn1 expresses more con1plet~ confidence than the apodeictical,

,vhich seerns to challenge us to test the proof. Thus the former is always

the luore natural, because the more direct expression of apodeictical

certainty; even logic states the conclusions of its syllogisms in the asser
torial farnl.

It 11light be objected to this that many statements are made at randonl,

the speaker troubling himself but little as to the necessity of his statement.

This is true, as true as it is that many lies are told. But it does not

refute the proposition that the act of \vhich the sober staterr!ent is the

adequate expression involves the declaration of ,the necessity of the judg
ment, and that it is in this way that everyone understands the statement.

Else ,vould speech be without thought, using words \vithout rneaning; or

burdened \vith falsehood and presenting as certain that of\vhich the speaker

is not certain. It has nothing to do with logic that many falsehoods are

thus spoken in the strife of interests and party; for logic presupposes the

desire of speaking, as \vell as of thinking, in accordance \vith truth. We
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grant also that it is only gradually that this desire of speaking and thinking

the truth beconles conscious; at first it is merely an impulse unconscious

of its aim. But before this consciousness is clear the speaker knows not

what he is doing; judgment is indeed there, but it is not free and conscious

and has not yet come to full maturity.

8. The necessity of thought \vhich is manifested in the certainty of par

ticular acts of judgment owes its distinctive character in the last instance

to the unity of self-consciousness. Every particular judgment luay be

repeated \vith the consciousness of the identity of subject and predicate

as ,veIl as of the act of judgment; starting from the saUle data it is ahvays

the same synthesis which takes place, and our self-consciousness cannot

exist apart from this invariability. Thus our judging ego, \vith its un

varying activity, is opposed to particular acts of judgnlent as a universal,

as the san1e and the pennanent \vhich binds together the different and

temporally separated acts of thought. With the confidence of the move

ment in each particular case is connected the consciousness of unvarying

repetition, of return to the same point. In this constancy, ,vhich presents

a general la\v in contrast with the particular act, \ve are conscious of

judgnlent as son1ething \vithdra\vn from the sphere in \vhich \ve have a
subjective choice and are free to bring about alterations; \ve are conscious

of it in the san1e \vay as \vhen it nlaintains itself in sonle particular act

against contradiction. Because this identity and constancy of our action

is the condition of Ollr consciousness as one and undivided, it is also the

final and fundamental basis upon \vhich we can fall back. 'Vhile this

consciousness, in its completeness and comprehensiveness, is not yet

there-as in immature childhood-so long the psychological conditions of

judgment are not yet fully developed. The case is the same in dreams,

where only a fe\v trains of imperfectly coherent ideas are aroused.

From this it follo\ys that each single act of judg111ent points, by its

meaning, to necessary and universally valid la\vs; laws, that is, \vhich are

universally valid both for the single subject in his temporally different

mon1ents, and for the various thinking subjects with w'hom \ve· stand in one

con1111unity of thought; la\vs \vhich, at first unconscious, serve only to bring

about the certainty of the judgment, but 'which, \vhen raised into conscious

ness, give us our fundamental intuition of something \vhich is necessary.

9. 1'he necessity of thought, \vhich first beco111es apparent in the cer

tainty of the particular act of judgment and the invariability of its repeti

tion, is sOlnething essentially positive; it is the in11uediate expression of
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intelligence, the fornl of self-consciousness itself, and when brought into
consciousness it is as much an immediate intuition as the thought of the

ego, or of being. F or this reason, it is also the measure of the further
concepts of possibility and ilupossibility. In the sphere of judgment the
possible is that which it is not necessary either to affirm or to deny; it is
the suggestion, the attempt of a judgtuent, which is never decided and

comp~eted, and cannot be taken into the unity of self-consciousness, or
woven into the lasting fabric which is as certain as my own existence.

Mere possibility is a privation. The impossible, on the other hand, has

two lueanings; that which it is impossible to think, would never be

thought, at the most it might be spoken in words. There can be "no
thought corresponding to the words" the circle is square," and this is
what Aristotle means when he says that it is in1possible to think of the

same thing as at the san1e time being and not being-" for it is not
necessary to accept what we say as true." On the other hand we have
the possible which ~ust necessarily be denied, the hypothesis which is
quite feasible when taken by itself, but the affinnation o~ ,vhich would
conflict with a valid proposition, and so place thought at variance with
itself. This impossible is to be found only in the sphere of the mediated
judglnent; the predicate may be thought of as compatible with the subject

because their incompatibility is not known analytically, and thus the pro
position may be temporarily accepted so long as the truth opposed to it

escapes consciousness; only a thorough comparison between all our judg
ments brings about the negation of the possible. It is in this sense only
that Leibnitz's distinction is correct, when he says that the negation of

necessary truths is ilupossible, that of truths of matter of fact possible.

"\IVe may attempt to state them, but our experience refuses to confirm, and
forces us to deny them.

10. From what we have said, it follows that an actual affirn1ation or

negation-i.e. a judglnent which we utter with a consciousness of its
validity-is only possible for those to whom it is necessary; as far as
the judgment itself is concerned possibility and necessity coincide. On
the other hand the hypothesis is possible if-and so long as-it is not
necessary, and therefore impossible, either to affirm or deny it. As the
expression of a subjective state of indeternlination it may certainly be

said to take a third place beside affirruation and negation; but just for
that reason it is not a judgment.
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§ 32 •

The so-called LAW OF SUFFICIENT REASON, as originally conceived by

Leibnitz, is not a logical law at all, but a metaphysical axiom, which is

applicable to a part only of our judgnlents.

Inasflluch as every judgment presupposes the certainty of its validity,

we may lay down the proposition that no judgment finds utterance which

has not some psychological ground for its certainty; and inasmuch as it

is justified only when it is logically necessary, every judgment claims to

have a logical ground which make~ it necessary for all who think. But

it does not do more than raise a claim, the justice of which it falls to logic
to investigate.

The nature of necessity in thought is expressed by the proposition that

when the ground is affirmed its consequences are also necessarily affirmed,

and that when the consequences are denied the ground also is denied.

This principle of Ground and Consequence corresponds to the principle of

contradiction as a fundamentallaw·of the operation of thought.

1. The results of the preceding paragraph seem to find their natural

expression in the proposition that judgment cannot take place without a

ground, for by the ground we mean just that which makes a judgment

necessary. Thus an analysis of the import of every judgment franled and

spoken would give us the fourth of the so-called laws of thought; it
would express the characteristic common to all judgment whatever-ie.,

that belief in the validity of the judgment involves belief in its necessity.

2. But the law of Sufficient Reason has had various meanings assigned

to it, and in this has shared the fate of the other so-called laws of

thought. Leibnitz was the first to give it a co-ordinate place as a first
principle with the law of contradiction. "OUf inferences," he says,l

1 Prine. phil., 31 sq. ; Erdm. 7°7: Nos raisonnements sont fondes sur deux grands
principes, celui de la contradiction . . • et celui de la raison suffisante, en vertu
du quel nous considerons qu'aucun fait ne saurait se trouver vrai ou existant, aucune
enontiation veritable, sans qu'il-y-ait une raison suffisante pourquoi il en soit ainsi et non
pas autrement, quoique ces raisons Ie plus souvent ne puissent point nous etre counues.
In the de Scientia Un£versal£ (Erdm., p. 83), Leibnitz forn1ulated the same principle as
follows: Omnis veritatis (qure im~ediata sive identica non est) reddi posse rationem,
hoc est, notionem prredicat.i semper notioni sui subjecti vel expresse vel implicite
inesse. It is evident, therefore, that the principle as he understood it here was a
purely logical one, according to which all propositions which are not identical are true
only in so far as their necessity is syllogistically proved. On the other hand, there are
places in which he emphasizes only the metaphysical aspect, e.g. in the Theod., 44
(Erdlu., p. 5 I 5): . . . l'autre principe est ~ellli de la raison deternlinante, c'.est
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"are based upon two great principles, that of contradiction . . . and

that of the ratio sujjiciens, by virtue of which we assume that no fact is

true or actual, no proposition true, unless there is a sufficient reason why

it is this and not something else, although in most cases these reasons

may be unknown to us." It is not difficult here to distinguish the two
sides of the question, and to see that he is speaking partly of the act\lal
existence of real things and events, partly of the truth of propositions. But
we must ren1ember that Leibnitz intends this principle as the ground for

truths of matter of fact alone, i.e. for the truth of propositions which state

a fact, while necessary truths rest upon the principle of contradiction;
and that with him the ultimate ratio sufficiens is always the Divine Will.

Then it becomes evident that this distinction signifies nothing, and that

the principle of Leibnitz is no other than the principle of causation in

the real \vorld; the principle, that is, that the existence of every real

thing, and the reality of every event, n1ust have a cause. The truth of

propositions which state facts is based upon the reality of those facts, their

truth being thus dependent upon the reality of the fact stated and this
reality upon the sufficient cause; so that in giving the real ground of a

truth of matter of fact, I name the cause which has given rise to the

actual event or thing. But this just shows how little \ve are justified in

regarding this principle as an absolutely universal logical law, which

should rank beside the law of contradiction as valid in reference to the

same propositions, or in trying to find in the Leibnitzian proposition a

logical ground distinct from the real cause. Such an interpretation is

indeed excluded by the repeated remark that the ratio supicietls may
frequently be unknown to us. This is true only of real causes. A
logical ground which we do not know is, strictly speaking, a contradic

tion ; for it only becomes a ground through our knowing it. Unless we

believe in the fiction that a judgment can be true apart from any intelli
gence by which it is thought, ,ve cannot believe that its ground has an
independent existence of its own.

que jamais rien n'arrive, sans qu'il-y-ait une cause ou du moins une raison determinante,
c'est-a-dire quelque chose qui puisse servir a rendre raison a priori, pourquoi cela est
existant plutot que non, et de telle plutot que de toute autre fa«on. Ce grand principe
a lieu dans tous les evenements . . . Pro de la Nature et de fa Grace, § 7 (Erdm., p.
116): rienne se fait sans raison suffisante. Cf. Trois. ecrit aMr. Clark (Erdm., p. 751).
While yet again in the fifth letter to Clark, § 125 (Erdm., p. 778) we find the full
formula: Ce principe est celui du besoin d'une raison suffisante, pour qu'une chose existe,
qu'un evenement arrive, qu'uue verite ait lieu.
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If therefore we lay it down as a logical law that nothing should be

thought without a ground, we must certainly mean something quite
different from what Leibnitz mean,t.

3. If we distinguish between the Real Cause and the Ground of the
Judgment, between what makes it necessary for an existing thing or event

to be actual in a given way, and that upon which the judgluent is based
as an act of thought, there still remain two very different n1eanings in

which the word" ground" may be taken.
From one point of view every judgment, as an actual psychological

event in a thinking individual, may itself be regarded as something
existent, and the conception of the causal relation and its fundamental
principle is so far applicable that 'every event must have its sufficient
cause. The cause of an act of judgment must be sought, in the first place,

amongst psychological facts, for no judgment is possible unless certain
ideas are present to consciousness; thus the psychological cause of a
judgm~nt is the sum total of the necessary conditions of this particular
act of judgment. The principal cause is the judging subject itself, to

gether with its faculty of thought, and the laws which govern the manifes

tations of this faculty; and it further consists in those states and preced
ing acts out of which this given judgment arises. i\mongst these are the
following conditions :-

a. The ideas both of subject and predicate 111ust have been present in
consciousness; (this presence in consciousness implies causes which are
still further removed, and which we may call the causce renzotiores of the

judgment, one of the most important being the will, as led by some interest

in its desire to know and to think about an object).
b. A synthesis must have taken place between the ideas of subject and

predicate, either because of an agreement which has led the· activity of
thought, in accordance with its laws, to connect them, or because their
synthesis was suggested by the manner of their entrance into consciousness,

which gave rise to the thought of their possible connection.
c. In the latter case something must have occurred to bring about a

decision-either affirmative or negative, and, inasmuch as every judgment
includes the consciousness of its validity, to afford a psychological explana

tion of the certainty as an actual state of mind.
From this point of view a distinction must be made amongst imn1ediate

judgments between those which connect nlere ideas and those which con

tain a reference to the existent. With imn1ediate judgments of the first
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kind the principle of agreement (as expressing a law of motion for thought)

is sufficient to explain both the synthesis and the certainty attaching to it ;

while statements which refer to the existent, as e.g. judgn1ents of percep
tion (it lightens; this iron is hot) depend upon more complicated pre
suppositions. Their occasion is a momentary feeling, or complex of
feelings, which in its turn points to a number of causes which have brought

me into a position in which IllY senses may be thus affected. But, besides

an actual matter of fact, we must include amongst the causes of the judg

111ent the sum total of all the psychological forces which are incessantly

re-creating the ideas of actual things and their attributes out of sensations,
and bring about in each particular case the certainty that we perceive and

know the existent. The principle of agreement explains only the way in

which we identify present perception with a former idea; it can never

explain th'e general conviction of the material reality of things, nor the

conviction that what we say at the moment is a true judgment concerning

matter of fact. While then the merely explicative judgn1ent is sufficiently
explained by the causes which give rise to the ideas and our consciousness

of theIn, together with the principle of agreement, the other judgments
call for special explanations of our belief in the reality of things. Here \ve

see the Kantian distinction between analytical and synthetical judglnents
reappear, and the lueaning of the question how synthetical judgnlents

(in the I{antian sense) are possible becomes obvious. It is clear also that
recognition of the existing causes which give rise to our belief in reality,

and in the actual validity of our judgments of perception, can tell us

nothing as to the correctness of this belief; it is due, for instance, to

existing causes that sun and n100n appear larger to all of us when rising
than when in the meridian.

In mediated judgments, however, the mediation which brings about a
decision' need not consist solely in premises which can themselves be stated

in the form of judgments; it may also consist in unconscious habits of

combination, and in the influence of authority which is rooted in un

analysable impressions.
Amongst the totality of psychological conditions we may now dis

tinguis_h: I. the occasion, which brings subject and predicate into con

sciousness, thus giving rise, in the case of mediated judgments, to the
question; 2. the ground of decision which enables us to affirm the

judgment, and to state the subjective synthesis as objectively valid, and
\vhich is therefore the ground also of the subjective certainty of the judg-
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mente The change in the objects concerning which we judge depends

upon the occasion, which may, so far as the content of thought is c~n

cerned, be quite a matter of chance, and come entirely from without; .-but
the ground of the decision always brings us back, in the last instan,ce, to

a psychical force working in accordance with laws, and any particular

psychological event can only be called the ground in so far as it introduces

the judgment by virtue of a constant connection. Thus in all immediate

analytical judgn1ent the ground upon which we attribute the predicate is

the subject-idea, but only inasll1uch as, in accordance with the principle of

agreement, the presence of subjects and predicates which agree necessitates

their synthesis.
5. Of this psychological ground of certainty the law holds good that

no judgment can be made without a ground, i.e. unless the conscious

ness of its' validity has in one way or another been produced; and thus
without violence to veracity no proposition can be stated \vhich is not

accompanied by the consciousness of the validity of the judgment. This

is involved in the nature of the judgment itself, as maintaining the validity

of a synthesis, and in the fact that a purely arbitrary act, a sic volo, sic
1·ubeo, could not produce that consciousness of validity which implies that

the synthesis is not arbitrary. We do not, however, mean by this that we
are ahvays conscious of the ground as soon as we have' uttered the

judgment.
6. But the necessity asserted by every judgment stated with a full

understanding of its meaning is not this psychological necessity, but

objective truth; and the ground of its certainty, which is implicitly
affinned with it, is not one peculiar to the individual, but a upiversal

ground which must make the judgment necessary for everyone, and can

lie only in the ideas themselves as such, since these only and not the
individual frame of n1ind, etc., can be comInon to all. This alone is the
logical ground, the ground of truth as distinguished from the ground of

certainty. All error and strife are due in the last instance to a difference
bebveen the psychological ground of certainty and the ground of truth j to

the possibility that momentary belief may err, and the temporary feeling

of certainty deceive us. So far the law holds good that no proposition is

true \vithout a ground; but just for this reason the investigation of what is

a logical ground, and ,vhat the conditions are which justify us in affirming

a proposition, falls beyond our present task. The object of our analysis of

the judgment \vas only to show that every statement claims by its meaning
s. L. 0
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to have a logical ground, and that this also involves the problem of how

the ground may be known.
7. A further distinction is called for here, which arises from the fact that

in thought we always start from data which have arisen involuntarily and

\vithout reflection. Absolute necessity would belong only to judgments
necessarily developed in every being capable of judgments as such, both
the ideas connected and the connection itself being inevitable; and this is
what is presupposed in every theory which is based upon innate ideas (in
the older and original sense) and innate truths. The ground of these

judgments is reason itself, and so far as they are concerned there can be no
difference between logical and psychological ground. But other judgments

have only a hypothetical necessity, i.e. it is logically necessary to maintain
then1 on the presupposition that sonlething else has preceded in con
sciousness. So far, then, as it depends upon external conditions what ideas
arise in a subject and come together in thought, the judgment A is B is
indeed necessary so soon as we are conscious of A and B as agreeing; but
that it should come into thought at all is not universally and absolutely
necessary. Only when we assun1e an ideal thought, comprehending all
truth, is the logical necessity a material necessity also, giving rise to actual
thought. For the individual whose voluntary thought aims at this ideal,
the necessity is moral and conditioned by his ability.

From one point of view, then, we can accept as a ground in its fullest and

truest sense only that which must itself of necessity be thought. But from
another we may look upon every actual prenlise as a ground so far as we
acknowledge that a further judgment results from it with logical necessity.
We may indeed go a step further and find a relation of ground and
consequence between propositions which ,ve think of only as hypotheses,

and in reference to which therefore there is not even a psychological

certainty. To say that a hypothesis is a ground with respect to another

hypothesis means, that if the former is accepted as true, then the latter
must also be accepted as true. Thus in the first case ground signifies
that which compels us to con1plete a judgn1ent so soon as it has actually
come into conscious thought; here it means the hypothesis which, when
accepted as valid, forces us to maintain the validity of another hypothesis.

It is of the ground in this latter sense that the law holds good which
was formulated by Aristotle,1 and which in later times has ranked only as

1 Aristotle, Anal., Pro 11.,4, 57 b. I : f'Oral' AVO ~XT1 oVrw 7rPOS tiAA.?]A.a wcyr€ 8arfpov
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the principle of hypothetical inferences; the law, that is, that vvhen the

ground is affinned the consequence is also affirn1ed, when the consequence

is denied the ground is also denied. .A.lI that is expressed by this formula

is the nature and meaning of logical necessity, just as the nature of

the negation is expressed by the principle of contradiction. It tells us that

if the proposition A is recognised as the ground of B, then the affirmation

of A involves that of B also, the negation of B that of A also. This law

aJone deserves to rank beside the principle of contradiction, for, like it, it

applies to a fundamental form in which thought moves, a progress accord

ing to necessary connections. But just as the principle of contradiction

leaves it undecided which of the opposed statements holds good, so also

this law leaves it undecided whether either ground or consequence is
true.

8. Material causality 111ust in no way be confused ,vith the logical

relation of ground and consequence. 1"'he proposition that every thing,

or every change, has its cause, stands in just the same relation to the

logical necessity of our judgments as every other general proposition \vhich

serves as a ground for extending our statemeI!ts, or enables us to pass with

logical necessity from one proposition to another. If we use the expression

" ground" of material causality also, and say that the attraction of the

earth is the ground of the falling of bodies, all that we are imlnediately told

by this is, that the one produces the other realiter. But so far as the causal

relation when recognised enables and forces us to infer from the fact

that the cause takes place that the effect also takes place, so far that

recognition is a logical ground; and only by assuming the causal relation

can we pass from the truth of one fact to that of another distinct frotn

it. Thus the propositions which state causal relations play an inlportant

part amongst our logical grounds; but it is far frotTI being true that every

logical ground is based upon a causal relation, and still less true that the

way in \vhich our judgments depend upon each other at all resembles that

in which material causality takes effect. The distinction still remains

between the ground of knowledge and the material ground, and it becomes

obvious whenever an effect leads to recognition of the cause.

9. Finally, we n1ust distinguish between logical grounds and grounds of

probability. These give the preference to one of several hypotheses, none

of which we have sufficient ground for affirn1ing; and this they do by

()VTO~ E~ dvci)'K'ryS €LVaL OciT€POV, TOVTOU fJ-~ lIVTOS P.EV OUOE OciT€POV gCJTctL, lIVTOS 0' OUK avcJ..)'K'ry

ELvaL OaT€pov.
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intensifying the expectation that this one is, and will prove to be, valid.

Thus their value is in the first instance only psychological, but they have

son1etimes a practical significance; e.g., when it is necessary, upon practical

grounds, to come to some decision even in the absence of certainty. The
significance which they have for the growth of knowledge cannot be in

vestigated until the third part of the book.

II. POSSIBLE AND NECESSARY AS PREDICATES OF ACTUAL

JUDGMENTS.

§ 33·

In its objective sense, "necessary" is always in the last instance a pre

dicate of that which is expressed in a judgment. It is necessary either that

a thing is, or that it has certain attributes, or exerts certain activities, or
stands in certain relations. This necessity is either internal and due to

the nature of the thing, or external and due to causality. In either case
it is hypothetical. It is knowable only in the form of general rules, which

govern the particular; while, on the other hand, it is the ainl of uncon

ditionally universal judgments to express this necessity.

I. While the assertorial judgu1ent is separated from the apodeictical

by no essential, inherent difference, the statement that something must

be or must happen differs in its contents from the statement that it is or

happens when these statements extend beyond the sphere of our ideas to

the existent, and refer to a material necessity. No doubt, wherever the
,( must "and the" necessity" appear in merely explicative judgments-such

as "all bodies are necessarily extended," and" an effect must have a cause"

-what is meant is the logical necessity contained in the fixed meanings

of our words which con1pels us to connect a predicate idea with a' subject

idea, and hence to predicate the [oriller of everything to which the latter

can be applied. The judglnent "bodies are extended" makes the same

statement as the judgment" bodies must be extended"; the only differ
ence is that the latter expressly reminds anyone who may be in danger of
forgetting it of the meaning of the words.

But when we are speaking of the existent as such, then our statements

concerning its necessity refer to something 'which is binding upon the

existent itself, and not merely upon our judgment. " Necessary" then

becomes a significant predicate which is affirmed or denied in just the

san1e way as any other predicates of actual judgments.
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It is true that of things as such necessity in its proper sense cannot be

used as a predicate; it is not an attributive word. Such phrases as "God

is a necessary Being," "the world is not necessary," are no adequate ex

pression of our thought; ,vhat we mean is, that God necessarily exists.

JLlSt as DEL or oportet require a proposition to follow, and "illuSt" is a so

called auxiliary verb, so also it is only what is stated in a proposition

the existence of a thing, its possession of a quality, its development of an

activity-which can be predicated as necessary. Only to abstract nouns

\vhich take the place of a proposition can" necessary" be attributed as a

predicate; e.g., the existence of God is necessary. (The necessity of the

judglnent is no exception to this; it is necessary that I, and that every

thinking being, should judge thus.)

This introduces a new class of statements-those in ,vhich the subject

is that which is stated in a judgment (not the judgment itsel~ as in the

case of the predicates true, false, credible, logically necessary). Thus we

can only speak of material necessity in so far as a material unity, that of

the thing wit}, its attribute and activity, corresponds to the synthesis of

the judgment.

2. 'Vhat is it which connects existence with an object of thought, an

attribute or activity with a definite existing subject, or different things in

one relation? If we disregard for the present necessity of existence and

assume that certain things are, there remains for investigation their kind

of being and their mode of action. This appears to us primarily as merely

matter of fact and empirical, and what we want is to see that it is also

necessary, since thus alone can it be understood and penetrated by

thought. 1~he ground of the subjective necessity of that part of our judg

ment which refers to the nlatter of fact in our knowledge nlust be found

in material necessity. '\That we are investigating here is not the origin of

the attempt ta find such a bond of necessity in the world, and to attain,

beyond the knowledge that something is and happens, ta the insight that

it must be so; nor do we seek a metaphysical justification far this

assumption. It is enough that the attempt is there and governs our

popular as well as our scientific thought, so that the problem arises of

establishing its meaning.

Here we must begin by distinguishing between the presupposition which

guides all our thought, that there is necessity in the world, and the ground

of the statement that this or that particular thing necessarily is. Necessity

is knowable only where there is an invariability of connection in the
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existent like that which governs the connection between thoughts in the

sphere of logic (§ 3 I. 8); when therefore the particular event results in

variably and with infallible certainty from what has preceded it, as the

judgment always recurs in the same way when the same data are present;
and when therefore a con1plete coincidence of material with logical ne
cessity is possible. In such invariability alone do we find the ground of
the necessity that something is. That which is to be a material ground

Inust have the invariability and universal validity which belongs to the

logical ground; it must be universal as opposed to the particular case,

and invariable as opposed to mutability in time. To know son1ething as
necessary always means to know it as the consequence of something

which is constant and universal. For this reason it is that we can never

see the necessity of that which is purely individual, and as such incom

parable ,vith anything else, even though we may believe that it is
necessary.

3. \Ve regard the necessity which binds together subject and predicate
as sometin1es internal, sometimes external; and the distinction reminds us

of that between analytical and synthetical judgolents. When a subject is

in itself sufficient to make its deternlinations necessary, we look upon the

necessity as internal; when something else must supervene in order to give
rise to a determination, we look upon it as external.

It is for us an internal necessity that the spirit is self-conscious and

thinks; it is external that a body moves when it is pushed. In the first
instance the attribute and the activity result of themselves from the subject

alone so soon as it is there, in the latter case not until something else is

there also.

4. When ,ve speak of internal necessity, we contrast the unity of the
thing with the plurality of its attributes and activities, and regard the

former as the permanent ground, unaffected by teluporal distinctions,
which nlakes the attribute or activity necessary, either as constant or in.
a fixed order of change. In so far as the unity of the thing involves the

necessity of certain attributes it is called the essence (the nature) of the
thing, and everything which proceeds from its essence alone is essential
to it. In no philosophical conception has this thought played a more

important part than in the doctrine of Leibnitz that there is none but

internal necessity, and that each particular monad develops its series of

activities froul its own inner nature alone. Here the nature of the par

ticular individual is the sole ground of necessity, and the \vhole course of
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its existence is only the unfolding of this nature. It is recognisable partly
in inlmutable attributes and permanent activities, partly in the law of

development which prescribes that one activity shall give rise to another.
1t is this idea of a permanent ground governing the nlanifestations of a

thing in which the thought of a thing as being identical with itself and yet
having changeable attributes and varying activities culminates. If we want

to establish the full identity of the thing, we must look deeper than its

actuality at any given time. Here we find change; and since attributes

are not external to the thing, the thing being what it is through its attri
butes, the identity of the thing itself seems in danger of disappearing if

there is no basis perluanent in change and giving rise to that very change.
And the unity and identity implied in a thing can be represented in thought
only if one and the same ideal content, which recurs always in the same
way, may be taken as the counterpart of a real existence identical with

itself.
This same thought of the nature of the thing as the permanent, timeless

ground of its v~rying, temporal actuality, affords an objective justification

for our primarily subjective general ideas. The comprehension of spatially
and temporally different things under one general idea, and their denota

tion by one and the same word, is an arbitrary act guided only by sub
jective caprice or grounds of expediency, unless there belongs to the
various things something really common to all and identical in all beyond
the similarity which appears to us. But this common element lies behind
the distinguishable and particular phenomena, with their individual peculiari
ties, and n1ust be found in the fact that a common nature necessitates

uniformity in attributes and activities, and that variations are looked upon
as due to external causes, as accidental, and not essential.

5. External necessity is opposed to internal, and determination by cir
Clln1stances to the development of nature. Every particular phenomenon
is this because another is that; every change in a particular thing takes
place because a certain change has taken place in another thing. Things
have the power of mutually prescribing each other's action. The order of
the world consists in this necessity which passes from one to the other,
and which is causal necessity in the narrower meaning of cause as causa

transiens. The knowledge that something is what it is, and happens as it
happens, from external necessity, is made up of two elements-the general
law and the particular datum to which this la\v is applicable. It is neces
sary for the planets to luove in ellipses round the sun: our knowledge of
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this rests on the one hand upon our knowledge of the general principles

of tnechanics, on the other hand upon our knowledge of the actual mass

of the sun and the planets and of the relation between tangential velocity

and attraction; a different relation \vould give rise to different orbits. \Ve
cannot get rid of this purely empirical element, arid for this reason aUf

knowledge of the necessity as such is expressed in hypothetical forms

only, which state that if this or that occurs something else necessarily

occurs. The occurrence of the fornler is again necessary from other

causes; but in explanation of these we always come upon some further
empirical fact, and so on ad injinituJJz.

Thus the necessity of each particular phenomenon is never more than a

conditioned necessity, an avaYKYJ E~ lJ7rOeE(j€(JJ~. vVhen something is said

to be necessary, it is not the cause, but the fact that it results froin the
causes present, which is called necessary.l

6. The hypothetical necessity of the existent due to its nature and its

cause seems distinct from necessity due to the end. Man lTIUst breathe in

order that he n1ay live; to n1aintain peace we must be prepared for war.

But if we look more closely, this teleological necessity may be analysed into
logical and causal necessity. Only as the thought of an actual, thinking

and willing being is the end something actual which can be a ground of

necessity. It is something which is thought of as in the future and willed,

and the realization of which is intended, though, according to the causal

order of nature, which connects every given result with given causes, it can

be realized only by n1eans of given causes. Hence whoever wills the end
must also will the means; assuming that we will a definite end, it is neces
sary that we will definite means. rrhe connection between the thought ot

the end and the thought of the means as objects of Ollr will is logical; but

the necessity of thought rests upon our knowledge of the causal necessity

of being. The facts presupposed in the final cause are on the one hand
that the end is willed, on the other that efficient causes are present \vhich

cannot be arbitrarily changed or multiplied. From our knowledge of these

we may infer with logical necessity the means for a given end, which must

be willed if the end is willed. But in our interpretation of nature we look

upon results as ends even where there is no reference to the will of any

thinking subject and its realization, because the end here serves as the
point of connection for a plurality of causes; and hence arises the appear

ance -of a special kind of necessity, distinct from that which is logical or

1 These concepts will be more fully explained in Part III.
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causal. " ~lan must breathe in order that he Inay live "-this expresses
nothing more than our recognition of the fact that the order of nature has
connected death inevitably with the cessation of breathing, and that breath

ing cannot be replaced by any existing contrivance. Should life be \villed

as an end, breathing n1ust also be willed as a means.

Suppose again that the thought were in itself creative; then it would not

be an end, needing the means for its realization; it would be sin1ply a

cause having the power to produce a material reality, so that here again

there would be no teleological necessity.

The same considerations apply to what has been called moral necessity.

There are certain normal laws \vhich a rational being with a "vill is forced

to recognise as principles valid for his will, and by which he feels hinlself

bound; and the recognition of such obligation is a ne'cessity of his nature

which is regarded as an essential characteristic of the rational subj ect. If
these normal laws are actually willed and accepted as a highest end, then

it becomes logically necessary to apply them to the particular, to tra~sfer

the obligation to particular cases. But to regard the obligation itself in

the light of a necessity because it brings with it a feeling of constraint, is
to confuse our conceptions and to conceal the cleft which divides the

recognition of obligation and actual willing.
7. When the necessity refers to existence itself, then, from the point of

view of external causality, it is obvious that in affirrning the existence of
any particular thing to be necessary we assume a creative power \vhich

produces it either from blind necessity or for the sake of SOUle actual end.

We may, for instance, try to understand the existence of the world by

explaining it as the self-n1anifestation of God; in so doing, we derive its
existence from a higher cause, and thus attribute to it a conditional
necessity.

But suppose it is maintained that soulething has of itself necessary

existence, as in the ontological proof where existence is said to belong to
the essence of God, and to proceed necessarily therefrom, an attempt

being thus made to convert hypothetical into absolute necessity; then

the light leaves us which the experience of our own self-consciousness

had thrown upon the thought of necessity, and which had shown it to be

merely a bond of connection between distinguishable data, either of

thought or of being. It is a bond which breaks away as soon as we attempt

to connect the existent with a mere concept, a concept, moreover, which

belongs to no one's thought; and if the idea is that something already
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existent undertakes the superfluous task of making itself necessarily

existent (although existence is already presupposed in such necessity), then

there is nothing left for the bond to connect. Just as we cannot speak
c0111prehensibly of logical necessity ,vithout presupposing an existing,
thinking subject whose nature it is to think, so also an ultimate and
simple being is always presupposed in necessity of existence. In the rest

lessness of our questioning, ,ve imagine that we must have necessity even
in the first member of our series; and when we accept the answer that
God is causa sui and has the grounds of His being in Hinlself, we allow
ourselves to be misled by words into stating empty forrnulre, l the fictitious

value of which is nowhere more obvious than ·when they are taken seriously

and lead to the metaphysical myth of a ground distinct from God Him

sel( Somewhere or other we must end with sinlple being. That vie\v
of the ,vorld which confines itself to the cycle of finite causes must
regard the whole complex of nlutually conditioned beings as something
simply existent; while, if \ve would understand the world as necessary,

we nlake it dependent upon God, where it is even more certain that

all distinction between being and necessary being absolutely fails us.
8. Mathematical necessity is often taken as the most perfect type of

what we call necessity. Spinoza's standing illustration of the material

necessity in the production of an effect by its cause is "in the sanle way
as it follows from the nature of the triangle that its angles are equal

to two right angles." l'his is not the place to investigate the nature of
mathematical knowledge, or to determine the question whether its necessity

is logical or nlaterial. It is, however, clear from what has been said that
the very nature of mathematical objects involves that constancy and in

variability by virtue of ,vhich they are always presented in the same way,
and because of which every particular has the significance of a general in

that it may be repeated in the same way in actual intuition; while in
material objects we are forced to seek for a constant elenlent and dis

engage it from casual and varying connections. Space and plurality, our

intuition of space and counting, are all no doubt given in the first instance;

but they are given in such a way that we are certain of their absolute

immutability.
9. Now it is none other than this objective necessity which our

universal judgments are meant to express; the necessity, that is, of the

union between the subject and definite attributes, or of the connection

1 Cf. Arnauld's criticism of Descartes in the Objectio1Zes Quartce.
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between definite attributes, activities, and relations, and other attributes,

activities, and relations. Only when we are convinced of this necessity is

the unconditionally universal judgment justified. The judgments "all

matter is heavy," "that which is matter is necessarily heavy," ,( it belongs

to the nature of matter to be heavy," are all equivalent. The connection

of the predicate with the subject is necessary from the nature of the sub

ject; whenever the subject exists, its predicate is actually combined with

it. The judgluents "every thrown body describes a parabola," "a body

when thro\vn necessarily describes a parabola," again state the san1e

thing; the universal judgment tells us nothing but the causal necessity of

forces working according to fixed laws.

When such a judgment is denied, then the necessity is denied; and it is

said that the subject might be without the predicate. rrhis is expressed in

the traditional doctrine by the particular judgment "SOUle matter is not

heavy."

10. \Vhen universal judgments express the essential predicates of things,

they coincide with explicative judgments, and the logical necessity of the

judgment with the objective necessity which finds utterance in it. The

explicative judgment, while it states the contents of an idea, has also re

gard to the things corresponding to the idea, and thus it gains an objective

significance whenever the idea cOlnprehends the permanent and invariable

elements necessarily involved in the existence of a given subject or sub

jects, when, therefore, t~e idea corresponds to the essence of the things.

The explicative judgment "water is fluid" expresses only the contents of

the idea of a thing which has been noticed in certain casual states. It

does not represent the essential nature or the kind of n1atter which we call

water, for this is also found in a solid or vaporous state; fluidity is not

a part of its essential nature. The judglnent "water is a cOlnpound of

oxygen and hydrogen" is both explicative and an expression of the essen

tial nature of water. It is the attempt to bring the two into perfect har

mony which guides the problem of definition.

§ 34·

That alone is possible in the completely objective sense which is

. removed from the sphere of necessity as the manifestation of free subj ects.

Within the sphere of necessity we can speak of possibility only under two

suppositions. Either we lTIUst think of things as removed from the

temporal course of their actual existence and thus isolated from the con-
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ditions of their actual being, in order that \ve may represent as grounded

in their permanent nature predicates \vhich really belong to them only
\vhen co-existing with others; or else \ve must isolate in thought a part of

the condition's upon which the actuality of \vhat is stated in a proposition

depends. When in the latter case we are ignorant' of the conditions, the

j.udgment passes from objective possibility into the subjective possibility of

conjecture, and thus into the expression of uncertainty.

The judgment "it is possible that A is B" stands in contradictory

opposition to the judgnlent "it is necessary that A is not B."
I. In investigating the many meanings of the expression " possible," 'ye

\vill first distinguish bet\veen the possibility of being something \vhich is

stated of a subject and the possibility of its 111ere existence. The former

finds expression in the propositions "A is possibly B, A may be B,"
the latter in the propositions "A is possible, A may be." The former

judgments, again, may be sometimes stated of the particular as such, their

subjects being definite things (or attributes, activities, and relations of

definite things); sometimes of subjects \vhich are thought as universal.

2. If \ve state of a particular thing that it can or may, \ve make a state

ment originally connected with a presupposition from \vhich alone it
derives its full meaning; the presupposition, that is, of free subjects

\vhich, as such, have the power of acting in different ways, but which

exert this po\ver only at the command of the ,vill and upon the ground

of a choice bet\veen doing and not doing, doing this and doing sOInething
else.

'Ve have first the thought of different activities which the will alone is

able to realize; \vhich of them it ,vill realize depends upon a decision

\vhich is neither externally necessary, nor yet a necessary consequence

of former activity. Opposed to this freedom~ we have on the one hand

inability, \vhen the material causality \vhich could realize the thought i~

\vanting to the ,vill; on the other hand there is the" must," \vhen choice

is cut off, and necessity prescribes the path of action. On closer inspec

tion, however, inability proves to be only another form of " must" ; it is the

necessity of not-doing.

3. The position of a free subject towards the activities between ,vhich

it has a choice, strikingly resembles the position of the judging subject

to\vards different hypotheses, neither of \vhich it finds itself forced to

affirm or deny. In both cases an act is planned in thought, but not yet

actually realized; in both cases the question arises, "\vhat should I do ?"
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nut affirn1ation or negation can enter only when necessity appears, and

the nlatter is removed from the sphere of free action; while in the other

case it is the undetermined and arbitrary act \vhich realizes one of the

thoughts and thereby refuses reality to the other. We are not dealing

here with the metaphysical truth of this vie\v, but with the presuppositions

which determine the thought of the possible in this direction. \Vhile in

the one case the different hypotheses cannot become actual judgment,s,

and so long as the choice remains the judgment is impossible, in the

other the power of realization lies in the ,vill, and stands in the sanle

position \vith regard to either alternative, thus causing them to appear

as really possible. Thus \ve speak of the real possibility of a schem'e or

plan, when we have convinced ourselves that all the conditions of its

realization lie in our po\ver, and that this realization depends upon our

will alone.
The opposite, therefore, of the materially necessary, is that which

results froin freedom; here alone \ve find the absence of necessity. It is

not ,vithout reason that language has combined the ideas of "will" and

"can" in the meaning of the word" may."

4. But the idea of the possible extends even to that \vhich is not

free. This also may be regarded in such a way as to make it comparable

with the free. Even the thing ,vhich is not free acts in different ways

in so far as it is changeable, and is not constrained to be and to do the

same thing at all times. When 'Zoe look to its future a number of

different predicates lie before us, and the thought is aroused of a choice

between them. The sun will alternately shine and be concealed by

clouds; the brook ,vill at one time freeze, at another be dried up; our

thought in picturing the future \vavers between different predicates. But

it does not depend upon the decision of the thing itself which of these

predicates shall actually appear at a given time; this is determined by

necessity. The necessity nlay be merely that of its o\vn nature, \vhich

prescribes a certain development through different stages, and in this case

it must become all that it can beconle ; and it is only a distinction of time

which n1akes us speak of the future, not as something which is, but as

something merely possible. Or the necessity may appertain to both the

nature of the thing and its circumstances; and when ,ve are ignorant of

the n1anifold cOlnbinations of circumstances and their changing course,

Of, disregarding them, comprehend in one thought that which in time is

successive, then the thing is to us like a free being of whose future
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decisions we are ignorant, and its actual states appear to Issue from its

arb,itrary will and caprice.

It is in the fanner way that we regard the totality of the universe so far.

as we think of it apart from freedom. It contains the whole ground of

everything which in the future will be and happen, but which is not yet

actual. This is full possibility, potentia in its most significant mean

ing.

\Ve regard in the second way the particular things or events which take

their place in the order of the \vorld, and \vhich are both determined and

hindered by circun1stances in their natural development. In so far as the

particular thing contains the partial ground of that which will be, there

belongs to it the mere possibility of future states. Thus the seed contains

the possibility of becoming a plant.

But this "can" has a perfectly 0 bj ective and material significance only

when we are certain th~t the predicate will actually appear under certain

circumstances, because it depends upon the nature of the subject what

series of predicates it will assume under different circumstances. As a

rule we gather our knowledge of that which a thing may be from our

experience of the past; but we mean it as a statement of certain know

ledge when we say that the lnoon can be eclipsed.

5. This meaning of " can" is particularly obvious when we make

general statelnents concerning our subjects: "water may freeze or

evaporate" ; "iron can be melted" ; " cooking-salt is soluble in water," etc.

Here we have perfectly definite and positive statements, referring to an

attribute of the subject. Indeed, there is no way of making general state

m,ents concerning changeable attributes except by passing beyond the

subject to the conditions and causes which determine its varying states.

When I isolate the idea of a thing and disengage it in thought from the

conditions of existence under which the actual always stands, retaining it

by itself, then there remains to it at first nothing but those attributes

\vhich cannot be separated from it because they are essential. But as

thought surveys the cycle of changes which must and will be introduced

by varying relations and refers them merely to the general thought of the

tiling, it 'makes use of expressions such as "can," "faculty," "capability,"

etc., to turn the subject into a permanent ground for the changeable. This

ground, however, is not in itself sufficient to bring about actuality; it

must be supplemented by circumstances. But in proportion as all know

able attrihutes of things resolve themselves into relations with other things
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we are able to express their unchangeable nature only as that which they
may be under varying circumstances.

Judgments of possibility, which state the further determinations that a
. general idea admits of, are analogous with these. That which in the

previous case falls asunder into the temporal series of successive states

here breaks up into the plurality of ideas which contain a common element

needing further determination before it can agree with any definite

thing or can even be thought as particular. A triangle may be acute,
right-angled, or obtuse. No intuitable figure contains only the properties
which I think under the word triangle. Before I can forn1 the inlage of

one, some definite relation of sides and angles is necessary; and when in
constructing it I try different detenninations or recall thenl fronl memory,

the general idea presents me with a choice of various closer determinations.
No definite colour is necessarily connected with those attributes of an

animal which constitute the contents of the idea horse. The horse can

be black, \vhite, bro\vn, etc. So far as concerns the content of ll1Y idea,
these judgrnents are perfectly definite statements concerning the plurality

of differences. So far as they are intended to apply to the nature of the

exi$tent, they express in the sanle ,yay a material possibility which con

nects variation of colour with the organization of a certain anilnal. Only
when applied to a definite particular thing does the judgluent take upon
itself the problematical significance of ignorance. 'Vhen all I know of a

thing is that it is a horse, I cannot state of it that it is black or white;

\vhen I know only that something is a triangle, I do not know whether it
is right-angled or not.

When we are dealing with subjects thought of as general, then the

judgment" A can be B/" etc., is the adequate expression of the so-called

particular judgmen t.

6. It follows from the meaning of the judgments so far considered that
even when they apply to the particular they are intended as universally
valid, and their validity is not limited to any given time. Possibility and

" can" take on another meaning when we speak of a particular instance,
and state what Inay be and happen here and to-day. When we say, "it
may freeze to-night," "the invalid can be saved," "the answer may conle
to-day," then our thought does not weigh the future by isolating its sub

ject; on the contrary, it reviews the present circumstances and undertakes

to calculate from them the result. But such certain prediction is pro

hibited by our want of knowledge, whether of all the circumstances, or of
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the exact laws according to which they take effect. All that the judg

ments mean is, the sick man ,vill be saved if the right cure is applied, if

no unexpected disturbance appears, etc. Thus some of the conditions
upon which the actual result depends are known, and form the ground of

the judgment; and in estimating the known and certain conditions in

comparison with the unknown and uncertain we enter upon the calculation
of the probability of that which we call possible. Still it is our ignorance
alone that makes it possible for us; and thus these judgments lead im

perceptibly to those which merely state the subjective impossibility of a

decision. \Vhile they appear to be concerned with things, they are really

only concerned with the measure of our knowledge of things; and they are

the expression of the resignation of our limited knowledge. This is proved

by the fact that exactly the saIne expressions are used of that which aheady
exists or is past. When the historian attempts to clear up a fact from

fragmentary or contradictory information, or the judge in taking evidence

endeavours to discover frOll1 clues exactly what has happened, then differ
ent cOll1binations offer themselves; it may have happened this ,vay, but
then it may also have happened that way. 'l'his" may" or "can" is the

expression of subjective indecision; and its significance lie~ in its refusal
to allo\v the opposite alternative to be decisively established. When it is

said that the accused may be innocent in spite of weighty evidence, this

means only that the evidence is not sufficient to prove the guilt; that the

jUdgnlent "he is guilty" is not necessary, nor, therefore, possible. But

there is no question as to " can" in the objective sense, since objectively
it is already absolutely determined whether affirmation or negation is true.

But the statement that such and such a thing is possible becomes the

more empty and insignificant according as the extent of our ignorance is

greater, and we have fewer positive grounds to give as a reason why our

conjecture should come to pass. When we say that spontaneous genera
tion is possible, this is true in so far as we cannot prove that it is inl

possible. But all the grounds contained in the order of nature as known

to us speak against it, and it is a possibility which lies only in the dark

regions into which our knowledge has not yet penetrated.

7. Only in this subjective sphere does it hold good that everything is
possible which contains no contradiction, nor leads to any. Every hypo

thesis accepted as possible breaks down at once if it falls into contradiction

with a proposition recognised as valid; hence it can be assumed only so

long as we do not find it to be contradictory to a valid truth, i.e. so long as
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its opposite remaIns unproved. But this absence of contradiction has

nothing whatever to do with the question as to what may happen in

reality.
8. Nevertheless the attempt has been n1ade to find, in the absence of

contradiction, a criterion of possibility in the other sense also} particularly
where the question is not as to the possibility of being this or being that,

but as to the possibility of being in general. This is what Leibnitz under

stood by the possible. It is that which is thinkable (conceivable) because

it contains no contradiction; and it was in this sense that he demanded

that the proof of the possibility of God should precede that of His ex
istence. But this absence of contradiction is Ineaningless unless it be first
established what is contradictory when thought of as the determination of
one and the same thing, and what is not (§ 22, p. 127 sq.). Moreover, Leib
nitz has to secure a relation to reality for this abstract determination by

postulating that everything possible demands existence, and will therefore
exist if nothing prevents it.! It is against this forced transition from the

n1erely conceivable to sOlnething of which we can state that it is possible

for it to be that Kant's criticism (Postulate des eJJzpir. Denkens iiberhaupt)

is directed, which limits the conception of the possible by the formal con

ditions of experience. But Kant himself allows too much scope to the

concept, inasmuch as he would still use it as a predicate of things, in the
same sense as Leibnitz. Against his view \ve lnust here again insist that

-possibility can only be stated of that which finds utterance in the judgment,
hence that all possibility, as well as all necessity, is hypothetical, and pre

supposes an existent. The statement that it is possible for something to

be has no meaning, if it lays claim to material validity, unless it points
out some power which can produce the thing and shows that the existing
order of the universe raises no conclusive objection against it. This alone

distinguishes the possible thing from the possible idea or possible concept.

A bare possibility is self-contradictory.
9. The possible stands in a somewhat special relation towards the

negation.
It would seem to be a matter of course that vvhen we state the possibility

that A is B we include the possibility that A is not B ; for the opposition
between the merely possible and the necessary lies just in the fact that it

may not be as well as may be. But on closer inspection it becomes

necessary to impose important limitations on the proposition that every A

1 De Verite Prilnit., Erdm., p. 99. Cf. Prine. Phil., § 45, Erdm., p. 708.

s. L. P
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potest esse B is accompanied by an equally valid A potest non esse B; if,

that is, we would deal with significant propositions, and not with empty

formulre.
For instance, our thought, in its function of comprehension, predicates

of the different phases of that which is changeable, capable of development
or of being determined £ronl without, that they are possible. Then the

statement that the negation is also possible either has no meaning, or when
opposed to the original proposition alters the meaning of this. The
judgment "cooking-salt may be dissolved in water" is intended to state

an attribute of cooking-salt. What then is the meaning of the proposition
" it is possible that cooking-salt is not dissolved in water"? The proposition
that a pair of mice may have millions of descendants in a few years is meant

as an estimate of their power of increase, and hence as the statement of an
organic law; but what about the proposition that the pair may also not
have these descendants? When the positive statement expressly isolates
its subject from varying conditions, there is no sense in returning to these
and suddenly resuming the standpoint of the multiplicity of actual events.

When, however, we are speaking of the particular case in temporally
valid judgments, then the possibility of not-being accornpanies that of
being, and has the same significance. The answer may come to-day, but it
nlay also not come till to-morrow, or not at all; it may freeze to-night, but
then again the frost may keep off. The ground of the negation is the
presupposition that, besides the known relations which would bring about

the result, there may be others also to counteract or prevent it; in the
first instance there may be delay on the part of the writer or the messenger,
in the second the introduction of a warmer current of air. 1'his relation
bet\veen causes which bring about a result and causes which counteract
and prevent it, is presupposed when the possibilities of being and of not
being are opposed as equally justifiable propositions. But its ground is
only our ignorance as to whether the causes actually present and. taking
effect are favourable or counteracting.

The case is the same when we state the relation between a generic
concept and its n1utually exclusive specific determinations. A triangle
may be equilateral or not equilateral. If all I know is that it is a triangle,

I have no ground for either affirming or denying that it is equilateral; the
general idea leaves both possibilities open.

10. The negation of possibility leads to necessity, the negation of
necessity to possibility.
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a. It is possible that A is B contradicts

It is not possible that A is B, and this is equivalent to
I t is necessary that A is not B.

b. It is necessary that ..:4 is B contradicts

It is not necessary that A is B, and this is equivalent to
It is possible that A is not B.

Thus there arises the twofold contradictory opposition which runs

parallel to the contradictory opposition of the universal affirmative and

particular negative, and the universal negative and particular affirmative
judgments.

But in both cases we can only avoid running into absurdities if we are

careful to interpret the formul~ always in the same sense.

These formul~ hold good when possible and necessary are used in the

subj ective sense of a hypothesis; they hold good also when necessary

and possible are uniformly used of the essential necessity of some deter

minations and of the Inatelial possibility of others which are opposed to

each other; they hold good, finally, when possibility and necessity are

stated of sonle particular case in temporally valid judgments.

I I. On reviewing all the questions to which the concepts of the possible

and the necessary have led us, we see that the function of judgment has

undergone a further development in two directions. On the one hand, the

different stages in the forn1ation of the judgment which were traversed by

the ilumediate judgment with one step have been definitely separated by

the mediated judgment. The mere attempt at a judgment-the question

has appeared upon the scene, and has led us to reflect concerning the

relation of the judging subject to this question; and by means of the

antithesis between the question and the decision, NECESSITY, the innermost

and essential meaning of all judgluent, has been brought to light. On

the other hand, judgment has advanced a step further in that particular

simple- subjects, or a number of these, have been replaced by the statement

of the judgment itself, the material unity of subject and predicate, which

has become the subject of new predicates, primarily of the necessary

and possible. In this way new categories have become manifest which

rank above those first discovered, inasn1uch as they are founded upon the

earlier ones and place thenl in relation to each other, thereby enabling

us to know not only particular phenomena, but also their connection.

Thus they afford a positive counterpart to the mere negation, which, like

them, has reference to the synthesis of judgment.
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If \ve thus look upon the progress of thought as pressing onward from

the n1ere attempt, the hypothesis, and the possible to the necessary, we

can give their natural significance to the special forms which are generally
co-ordinated with the judgment which states or denies a definite predicate

of a subject, that is, to the hypothetical and disjunctive judgn1ents. The

former is the simple expression of necessity, the latter the complete ex
pression of mutually exclusive possibilities. The former shows a necessary

connection between possibilities, and in this way limits the sphere of

possibility by necessity; the latter is the preliminary step towards establish

ing the necessity of one possihility by the denial of certai n others.
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HYPOTHETICAL AND DISJUNC7'lVE JUDGJ1ENTS.

FROM the point of view of what is called relation, n10dern logic generally

classifies judgments as CATEGORICAL (A is B ; A is not B), HYPOTHETICAL

(if A is, B is), and DISJUNCTIVE (A is either B or C). But this is not in ac

cordance with the Aristotelian logic, nor are there any grounds for regarding

it as an exhaustive division of the forms of judgn1ent.l It often happens that,

so far as concerns the matter of the statelnent, categorical and hypothetical,

or hypothetical and disjunctive propositions express the saIne thought

,vith a difference which is n1erely grammatical. If, on the other hand, it
is the verbal expression to which we look, then the hypothetical and dis

junctive forms cannot be co-ordinate with the categorical forn1 of judglllent,

since this is contained in both of them. If, again, the ground of distinction

is sought in this circumstance, and composite judgments, which are ex

pressed in c0111plex propositions, are opposed to those which are simple,

then we shall find that there are many other c0111plex propositions besides

hypothetical and disjunctive judgnlents, and there will be no apparent

reason for excluding them from logical treat111ent.

As a n1atter of fact, logicians did for a long tim~ follow the example of

the Stoics in distinguishing the composite judgment from the simple

judgment which is expressed in a single proposition; and this custo~,

which had fallen ont of use mOl e particularly since Kant's time, has been

lately revived (e.g. by U eberweg).

In an investigation of which the chief aim is to analyse actual judgment,

and which must therefore begin by investigating the expression of that

judgtnent in language, we must begin by reconsidering this forn1er custom.

This is the more necessary because a number of n1isconceptions concern

ing the hypothetical judglnent have arisen owing to insufficient reflection

on the logical significance of the forn1s of language.

1 With what follows cf. n1Y ProgralJlllt : Bez"tra.~e zur Lehre vom hypothetlschen Urthez"!
(Laupp, Ti.ilJingen), 18jo.

2I3
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'1. 'THE DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH PROPOSITIONS l\IAY BE COMBINED

AND THEIR LOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

§ 35·

There are certain forms of speech in \vhich different propositions are
connected by particles, conjunctions, and relative pronouns. This con

nection may be such as to express a relation bet\veen cOll1plete propositions,
\vhich state definite judgments and are comprehensible by themselves; or

it luay show that the one proposition is essential to the completion of
the other.

In the first case the relation may be merely verbal, as in relative propo-
~ sitions; or it may express a subjective relation of the propositions peculiar

to the indiv.idual speaker; or it may be equivalent to another judgment,
having for its predicate either the logical relation between the syntheses
expressed by the propositions, or the relation between the facts stated in

the propositions (states, events, etc.).

In the second case we may either make a statement by means of lllodal
relational predicates concerning the grammatically dependent judgment,

or we may make a statement concerning the fact expressed in that judg

111ent.
I. The sinlplest conlplex propositions, and the most easy to analyse,

are those in which two propositions, each comprehensible by itself, and

expressing an independently valid judgment, are placed in such a re

lation to each other that luore is expressed by the two together than by the
simple utterance of the one proposition after the other: The verbal forms

expressing this relation are the part~cles, and it is of their significance that

we must speak.

a. 'Ve have already seen (p. 157) that the particle "and," and all
equivalent expressions, can do no more than tell us that the two jl1dgments

are, at the moment of speaking, both present in the consciousness of the

speaker; and since this subjective fact is already established by the utter
ance of both propositions by the same person, such mere links have in them

selves no objective significance, though they Inay assume the function of
indicating a corresponding connection in the obj ects of thought (e.g.
ten1poral succession ",~hen some event is being narrated).' These particles

therefore are not equivalent to a judgment.
b. Nor can the adversative particles be taken as the signs of a definite

objective statement. It is true th~t in conversation they are often directed
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against some spoken proposition, which they confront with an objection,
limitation, or contradiction. Still they have not the force of a negation, for

it happens just as often that they only repudiate what might have been
conjectured or inferred from the proposition by means of some combina
tion. When used by one person speaking alone they serve on the one
hand to contend in this way against some looked-for statement, and on the

other merely to introduce SOlne contrasting or unexpected element, such
as an affirn1ative proposition after a negative, or an unexpected predicate.
Thus, while the negation denies a definitely uttered statement, the
adversative particles often anticipate tacit combinations merely assumed

.as possible; the negation, therefore, which these express, is indefinite, and

cannot take the form of a proper j udglnent.
c. It is different when we come to the so-called causal particles and

particles of inference. Where these express the logical relation of the
judgtnents connected, they state that the one juJgment is the logical

ground (or consequence) of the other; but when they are meant to express
the relation between the facts stated in the judgment, they tell us that the
fact stated in the one judgment is the real ground (or consequence) of the

fact stated in the other. Thus the relation they express is that of a logical,

or material, necessary connection; and to that extent they have all the force
of a proper definite judgment. "It is getting cold, for the thermometer
is falling"; "it is getting cold, therefore the thermometer is falling";

here we have in each case three complete judgments: "it is getting
cold; the thermometer is falling; the former proposition is inferred from
the latter"; "it is getting cold; the thermometer is falling; the former
change is the cause· of the latter."

d. With the causal particles expressing real necessity may be classed
all determinations which express real relations between the states, events,
etc., spoken of in the propositions, such, for instance, as the temporal
relations in a narrative- contemporaneousness, succession, etc.-and rela

tions of place. These also stand in place of definite relational judgments,
by which they might be expressed.

e. Under the name of exponible judgments, the older logic has
included judgments which, while apparently making only one statement,

really contain several. Chief amongst these are the judgments containing
restrictive lvords-" only," "none but," etc. The proposition "only the

wise man is happy" tells us first that the wise man is happy, then that
the man who is not wise is not happy, or that all the happy are wise.
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2. Grammar distinguishes between the co-ordinate and subordinate

connection of propositions; but in this general forn1 the distinction

.corresponds to no essential distinction in thought. The grammatical
form, it is true, seems to signify that the speaker is mainly concerned
with the statement of the principal proposition, for the sake of which
alone the dependent propositions are introduced; that is, the speaker has
no object in stating the dependent propositions except for the sake of
reminding us that they are accepted truths. But language as actually
used has not retained the distinction between co-ordinate and subordinate
propositions in all its strictness; it uses conjunctions and co-ordinating
particles in the same sense, and the utmost distinction made is a slight

difference in the subjective emphasis laid upon the propositions con
nected by them-a difference which has no objective significance with

respect to the matter of the statement. The particles" for" and" because"
are used to denote one and the same relation; and the relation ex

pressed by " at the same time" may also be announced by "whilst."
The significance of relative connection «'is especially susceptible of

n1anifold gradation. When relative pronouns follow a term which is

already fully determined as it stands, they serve merely to enable us to
make a further statement concerning some portion of a given statement.
The relative pronoun, whilst obviating the express repetition of the

definite denotation, gives more prominence to the identity of the two
elements than would be attained by mere juxtaposition; but the relations

between the two propositions thus connected may vary greatly. The

most decided subordination takes place when the proposition introduced
by the relative enables us to recognise one element of the main proposi
tion more easily by reminding us of something we already know; and
in this case the statement introduced has no independent value whatever,
but is more in the nature of an attributive adjective, or an apposition.

There is complete equality of position, on the other hand, when the
relative proposition introduces a new and independent statement (this

happens 1110St frequently in Latin). But here the relative does not take
the place of a proper judgn1ent. It tells us nothing which is not already
stated in the two propositions connected by it, and its function is merely
verbal-that of establishing the identity between the verbal denotations.

The proposition "A, which is B, is C," tells us no more than" A is· B,
and A is C" ; all that it does is to leave no room for doubt that the

A of the one proposition is the same A as that of the other.
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Relative propositions have quite another function when an element of
the proposition which is in itself indefinite receives through them its
first determination. They then appear as a part of the denotation of
subject or predicate, and limit a more general denotation to a definite
sphere; that is, they are determining. In the proposition "nlen who
live in cold climates need more nourishment than others," the subject is
incomplete without the relative proposition, which plays the sanle part as

a determining adjective in other cases-e.g. "elastic bodies are resilient."
In this way simple denotation by a definite word may be paraphrased by
a relative proposition; the phrase" parallelogranls, which are right-angled
and equilateral," is a synonym for" squares."

Here we must also add the indefinite relatives (" anyone who," "any
thing that," DerTis (iv, quisquis), which tell us nothing but that subjects
of which the one predicate is true have the other predicate also. The
expression is then equiv~lent to a universal judgluent, and, like it, nlay
have either an empirical or an unconditional universality; while, again,

any universal judgment may be expressed in this form. The propositions
"man is mortal" ; "all men are mortal"; "anything which is a man is
mortal," all mean absolutely the same thing-the necessary connection

between hUlnanity and mortality. The only difference is that in the form
" anything which is a man is mortal" the act of naming, which has already

taken place in "all men," now takes place before our eyes; and it is left,

moreover, an open question as ~o what particular thing, if any, can be so
named. The formula "all men are mortal," on the contrary, although it

does not actually state that subjects are forthcoming, still presupposes

them if we understand the words in their ordinary sense.
Much the same may be said of " when" (wenn) and "\vhere" (wo) as

relatives of time and place. The use of "when" to denote one definite
point of time in the past, while still retained in English, is lost to the
German language. Here it is used principally of the future, and hence
there often attaches to it a kind of indefiniteness and uncertainty as
to whether the future will really come to pass; and this may be, although
perhaps in a very slight degree, even where there is no intention of ex
pressing anything more than that one event will happen at the same time
as another (when it strikes twelve o'clock, the new year will begin; when

the war is ended, we shall return). Where, again, it stands as a general

relative (whenever=as often as), its only direct nleaning is the universality

of the co-existence of t\VO states or events; this universality being either
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111erely empirical, as expressing a perception to which there has been no
exception, or absolutely universal (when it grows dusk, the bats begin to

fly). But we cannot state that two events ·will happen together in the

future, nor that they will always and unconditionally take place together,

unless there is some necessary connection between them. To this extent,
therefore, the n1eaning of what ,vas originally no luore than a temporal

particle comes to include this necessary connection, and thus to serve as

the conditional conjunction in the hypothetical judgment, of which we

shall have to speak later. "vVhere" (u1o) in its general significance passes
through the sarrJe process.

3. From connections such as these we Iuust distinguish others in which

a proposition as such forms part of another proposition, either as subject,

or as part of a relative predicate (object). The proposition may then

represent either the judgment as a subjective thought or utterance, or the
fact expressed in the judgment; and this again luay be sometimes merely

thought or assumed, sometimes objectively valid as nlatter of fact.

a. Those statements in which modal relational predicates refer to
judgn1ents have propositions for their component parts. The statements

that a judgment is true, false, credible, doubtful, possible, or necessary;

the staten1ents that I believe, repudiate, dispute, or doubt something-all

these have reference to a hypothesis which is expressed in a proposition,

and they state how the hypothesis is related to my thought or to thought

in general. All final propositions belong to this class. \Vhen I do

anything in order that something else may happen, the purpose makes

its first appearance as my thought; and the statement refers to the relation
between a result as expressed in the form of judgment and my thought

and will, with the action to which it leads.
Since every j udglnent as such must stand in definite modal relations,

these may always be predicated. To say that the judgment" A is B" is true
or necessary means no lUDre than the siluple statelnent "A is B." To
say that I maintain, I know, I alU certain that A is B, only gives special

elnphasis to the certainty already contained in the fact of the statement

" A is B." But in such a rendering the proposition" A is B" becomes
the expression of a merely conceived j udgtuent or hypothesis; the C0111

pletion of the judgment is transferred to the nl0dal predicate.

b. Statements of which the component parts are states or events ex

pressed in the form of propositions differ only verbally from those which

contain adjectival or verbal abstract substantives aluongst their elements.
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The thought remains the same whether I say, "the greater warmth of the

summer is due to the higher position of the sun," Of, " the fact that the

SUlnnler is warmer is due to the fact that the sun stands higher" '; all that

is necessary to such a statement is that fresh predications can be made
concerning what is originally expressed in a judgment.

4. Although this brief survey lays no clain1 to completeness, it may at
least suffice to show that the n1anifold gramnlatical forms in which propo

sitions are connected together are no ground for special kinds of function
in judgment, which are not forthcoming in silnple judgu1ents. The Inean

ing of such 'forms can always be expressed by the predicates of simple

statements, and logical theory has therefore been fully justified in leaving

such connections as those of titne and place to gramnlar, which treats of the

expression of thought in language. 1'he expression" compound judgn1ent"

is misleading and inappropriate; that which is con1posed of judgments
may be a combination of judgnlents, but we cannot therefore say that this

con1bination is itself a judgment. The fact is that when the COll1pOnent

parts of a judgment are propositions these propositions are not themselves

judgments; that is, they are not at the moment intended as statements:

they enter into new judgn1ents, either as hypotheses, or as the results of

previous judgn1ent, and ~herefore as an indication of what is meant in the
judgment.

5. An10ngst all the different con1binations of propositions conventional
logic has distinguished only \vhat are called hypothetical and disjunctive

judgments, and in so doing has rightly judged that all other forms deal

only with definite statements, however varied; that is, with the attribution
of definite predicates to definite subjects. But in these two [or111S \ve

have to deal with such statements concerning hypotheses as are of

direct importance for the final aim of all thought-progress froln the
subjective to the objective, from the possible to the necessary-and there

fore of universal importance for all kinds of statement. Reflection con

cerning the value and significance of hypotheses is always necessary where

we cannot straightway form a definite judgment, but must endeavour to

arrive at truth by way of a preliminary experin1ent. Thus hypothetical
and disjunctive judgments rank with the negation, which, like them, is a

judgment concerning a tentative judgment; they both apply to that stage

of thought which lies between the question and decision.
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II. THE HYPOTHETICAL Jt:DG.MENT.

§ 36.

rfhe HYPOTHETICAL JUDGMENT states that two hypotheses are related

to each other as GROUNO and CONSEQUENCE; its predicate is " NECESSARY

CONSEQUENCE." "If A is true, then B is true," Ineans, therefore, "B
is the necessary consequence of A."

r. 1'he ordinary expression of the hypothetical judgment, and that in

,vhic~ its Ineaning is roost obvious, is a combination of propositions of the

fornl "if A is B, then C is D." More briefly, and taking A and B as signs

of propositions, " if A is true, then B is true."

2. In gralnlnar such propositions are generally called conditional, and

in giving them this name we take what seems to be the most natural vie\v,

z:e. that the point in question is the validity of the consequent. rrhis

validity cannot be directly stated, but presupposes the validity of the ante

cedent, the whole being thus a conditional statement of the consequent,

hence a statement concerning the subject of the consequent.1 But the

consequent is not to be stated until the antecedent has been confirmed,

and a conditional proposition is therefore an expression of uncertainty \vith

reference to both antecedent and consequent. Both, as the expression

goes, are problenlatically stated, or, as we should'say, express mere hypo

theses. So far as concerns the two propositions themselves, therefore, there

really seems to be no judgment at all in the proper sense, no utterance,

that is, which is stated as true and necessary; and this view is confirmed by

the fact that conditional propositions are s0111etimes stated with the avowed

c~nsciousness of the falsity of both antecedent and consequent (si tacuisses,

Philosophus 1nansisses).

3. Nevertheless such aCOInbination of propositions does contain a state

ment which is a judgment in the proper sense of the ,vord, and this the

Stoics 2 were the first to recognise definitely. Such a conlbination tells us

that antecedent and consequent are related to each other as ground and

consequence (p. 195), that to accept the antecedent makes it necessary to

accept the consequent, and that the validity of the consequent is infallibly

connected ,vith that of the antecedent. It is this relation of necessary

consequence which is the true predicate of the hypothetical judgn1ent,3 and

1 This is how Wolff defines the hypothetical judgment in his Log-ik. See my Progr(1l111I11
mentioned above, p. 23 sq.

2 Cf. my PrograJ7t111, p. r2. a J. S. Mill, Logic, bk. I, ch. 4, § 3.
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the two points of reference for the relation are antecedent and consequent.

So far as concerns the statement of this necessary connection, the question

as to the validity of the antecedent and our conjectures as to its truth,

probability, ill1probability, or falsity, are of no importance, just as in a

simple judgment concerning some object of thought it is quite immaterial

whether we regard the object as existing, as possible, or as merely fictitious.

In this way ,ve ll1ay explain how it is that judgments beginning with" if"

(wenn) seem sometimes to express uncertainty alone, and at other times

to be the expression of sequence anl0ngst actual phenomena. l

This necessity, which in hypothetical judgments refers to propositions

which are merely assumed, is also stated with reference to valid judgments

by the so-called causal connection of propositions. B is true because A is

true, a judgment which may refer either to the ground of our knowledge

or to the nlaterial ground. (It is warnler because the thern10n1eter is rising;

the thermometer is rising because it is warmer.)

4. The nature of the statell1ent renlains, of course, the same whether the

judgments which appear as antecedent and consequent be affirmative or

negative, universal or particular, narrative or explicative. The attenlpts to

find differences of quantity, etc., in the hypothetical judgment are based

upon a confusion between hypothetical judgnlents and statell1ents concern

ing mere time-relations or some purely empirical and casual coincidence.

Noone would maintain that judgments such as "whenever it s~rikes

twelve some one dies" are hypothetical. The confusion is especially

apparent in ~he judgments which have been called particular hypotheticals :

"when it is fine the barometer generally stands high." If the connection

is not invariable, it cannot be necessary, and such judgments can never

express more than enlpirical or casual coincidence in a relatively greater or

smaller number of instances. The proposition" sometimes \vhen a triangle

is right-angled it has t\VO equal angles" tells us only that the' attribute

right-angled is occasionally to be found together with, and does not exclude,

equality of the two remaining angles. The phrase "so111etimes when"

does not connect ground and consequence; it only states the coincidence

of attributes or events in the salne or different things, the statement being

merely empirical, and saying nothing as to the ground of the coincidence.

(C£ my Progranl1tl, p. 45, and Vierteljahrsschr./ 11.'iss. Phil. v. I, p. 109 sq.)

5. The co-ordination of the hypothetical with the categorical as a

specIal kind of judgment, distinguished by the difference of its logical

1 See Appendix B.
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function, may be said to date from Kant. In the categorical judgnlent; he
says, ideas are subordinated to each other as predicate to subject, in the

hypothetical as consequence to ground (Krit. der r. v., § 9. 3; Hart., p.
106). l'he necessary sequence thought of in hypothetical judgments,
corresponds to the copula in categorical judgments: it is that \vhich unifies

the different ideas. Thus the category which corresponds to the logical
function of the hypothetical judgnlent is that of causality.

But the classification is throughout superficial and inadequate, if only
hecause the ideas which are related as subject and predicate are, in the
Kantian phraseology, concepts, while the ideas \vhich are related as
ground and consequence are judgments. Kant's distinction gave rise to
the further doctrine-which he, however, did not hilTIself teach-that cate

gorical judgments are the expression of the relation of inherence, hypo

thetical judgnlents of the relation of causality, a doctrine which is quite
untenable if the expressions hypothetical and categorical are taken in
their ordinary nleaning. The jll~gment "God is the cause of the ,vorld "
is certainly categorical in the ordinary sense, nevertheless it expresses
causal relation; the jLldgment "if the soul is material, it is extended," is
hypothetical, yet it treats entirely of relations of inherence. lVhen, again,
we disregard the verbal form and distinguish between judgments of quality

and relational judgments (as, e.g., Drobisch does), we may find some justifi

cation for the divisjon, so far as concerns the meaning of definite state
ments. But in this classification the true hypothetical judgment is not
included at all, and only by straining a point can it be subsumed under
those relational judgments which are statements of real relations between

things.
6. The exact lneaning of the hypothetical judgment differs according

to the nature of the propositions related by it as ground and consequence.
When two propositions, which standing alone \vould express unconditional

validity, are connected by "if-then," the statement is merely that if we

accept the one, we must also accept the other. "If the soul is corporeal,
then it is extended"; "if the soul is simple, then it is indestructible";
"if God is almighty and good to all, then the world is perfect "-such
propositions make the truth of the consequent depend as necessary con

sequence upon the truth of the antecedent, and state that whoever accepts
the one must also accept the other. The ground of this necessity is Il;ot

apparent in the hypothetical judgment. It may consist in the simple
relations of the ideas (corporeal and extended) by virtue of which predica-
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tion of the one involves predication of the other; or it rnay consist in
assumptions concerning the nature of things, such as "the simple is in
destructible," or in assumptions concerning the necessary mode of action
of certain causes; the hypothetical judgment does not tell us which.

From this point of view we nlay dra\v the distinction between analytical

and synthetical judgments. If the second proposition is contained in the
first in such a way that the generally recognised meanings of the words
enable us to infer the one from the other, then the judgment is analytical.
But if the connection must be mediated by a ground of necessity derived
fr-orp some other· source, then it is synthetical. This, however, is a dis

tinction which cannot be nlore exactly defined until we com~ to the
doctrine of inferences. We find instances of a similar nature in applica
tions of a general rule to a particular case: "if death be the penalty of
murder, then this murderer must be punished by death." Such proposi
tions express the logical necessity by which the particular instance is
contained in the general rule.

7. When antecedent and consequent refer to the particular and are
statements having a tenlporal validity only, there are two cases to be

·'distinguished. Here, again, we may find that the second synthesis is
contained in the first, and follows from it by virtue of the meaning of the

predicates, these being invariably connected: "if this man is drunk, he is

irresponsible." Or the necessary sequence may be due to the special
circumstances of the case before us, and inferable froin it according to
certain laws; necessity of connection is found here also, but its conditions

are not contained in the ~ntecedent. \Vhen we say, "if the sky clears, it

will freeze to-night," we presuppose the given temperature, etc.; the neces

sary sequence depends upon the laws of the radiation <?f heat, but these
will not produce the result except at the given teruperature.

8. There is a special application of the hypothetical judgment in which

the propositions connected by it have no definite subjects. The subjects
thelTISelves are left indefinite; either absolutely indefinite, when they are

denoted by some such word as "something," or partially indefinite, when
they are denoted only by a general term. "If anything is corporeal, it is
extended"; "if anyone is just, he gives to everyone his due"; "if a

triangle is equilateral, it is equiangular," etc. Here not only is the validity
of a given statement left in suspenso, its necessary consequence alone

being given; we are also left uncertain whether there is any subject be
longing to the predicates, or ,,,,here it may be fourid. But as it is stated
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that any subject in which the one predicate is found must contain the

other as well, it is essential that in these judgments the antecedent and
';~onsequent should have the same subject-in meaning, if not in words.

..:?
In the judgment" if a triangle has equal angles, its sides are equal," there
are, no doubt, two gramn1atical subjects; but the second refers by means of

the possessive pronoun to the first, and it is the first of which the state

lnent is really made.
They are then precisely equivalent to universal relatival propositions:

"he who is just gives to everyone his due"; "every triangle which is equi
lateral is also equiangular." Propositions such as these state the identity
of the subjects to which the two predicates belong, but they can do so
only because the- second predicate is necessarily connected with the first;
this necessity shows itself in the fact that the two predicates are always
and without exception found in the san1e subject.

The course of thought presupposed by these modes of expression is

clear. We find them where particular things, whose existence is for the
time assu111ed, are being characterized. vVith the definite predicate of

the antecedent in our luinds, we look abroad into the manifold; and in the

expectation that the predicate will be somewhere applicable, we state that
if it is, then the other predicate must be necessarily connected with it.

9. But these judgments tell us absolutely nothing which is not contained
in the unconditionally universal categorical judgment. "All bodies are

extended" does not refer to any limited and definite nUlnber; it merely

states that "whatever is a body is extended," or that "if anything is a
body it is extended." The word by which the subject of the statement

is denoted contains by implication the antecedent of a hypothetical
j udgn1ent. Such a proposition, therefore, as "the good man thinks
of himself last" is as truly hypothetical as if the subject were intro
duced as "a good man" with a vie\v to leaving it an open question
whether and where such a subject is to be found-though not when it is

merely the incomplete denotation of a definite subject. (The distinction
may be seen from the examples, ,; an emperor must die standing" ; "an

emperor was a Stoic.")
This, then, is the answer to the much-disputed question as to the rela

tion bet\yeen hypothetical and categorical judgments. All categorical

judgments which are unconditionally universal are exactly equivalent in
meaning to hypothetical judgments, for (see § 27, p. 162 sq.) they state
nothing whatever but that subject and predicate necessarily belong to
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each other, so that to predicate the subject of a particular thing neces
sarily involves the predication of the predicate. Inasmuch, indeed, as th~

" all" is ambiguous, and may introduce either a judgment \vhich is "em
pirically universal, or one which is unconditionally universal, t~e hypo
thetical form is the more accurate and adequate expression. On the other

hand, judgments in which definite predicates are attributed to definite

particular subjects naturally resist the attempt to convert them into the

hypothetical form. The hypothetical judgment, moreover, has a wider

meaning and application than can be naturally expressed in the categorical
fonn.

10. It is different when the antecedent predicates changeable attributes,
activities, and relations of a subject which is only indefinitely denoted.

"When the temperature of water falls below zero, it becomes solid" ;

"when a body projected with a given velocity is subject to the action of

a force which varies as the inverse square of the distance, it describes a

conic section"; "illumination is strongest when the rays of light fall per

pendicularly on a surface "-such statements may refer either to repeated

instances in which the subj ect remains the sanle, or to instances where the

subjects are different; and for this reason they would be inadequately ex
pressed by a universal categorical judgment. If we are to express the
necessity as unconditional universality, we must make use of the general

relatival phrases "every time that," "as often as "; and from this it follows
that here the hypothetical judgment is also subject to time-relations.
Changes must take place at definite points of time, and to limit the

validity of the antecedent to a definite period of time is to a"ppoint a

definite time for the validity of the consequent-either the same time, or

the Inoment in1mediately before or after. It is these judgnlents which

are, from the nature of the case, based upon causal relations whenever
their subjects are to be found amongst real things; for when change in

one thing involves a second change in the same (or another) thing, it lllUSt

be due to causal connection.

I I. Amongst hypothetical propositions having indefinite subjects we
must also include those equations of analytical geometry and mechanics
which contain variables. The equation of the parabola y2 = px is not an

equation in the ordinary sense-i.e. a judgment that two lines, nUlnbers,

or figures are eqllal-because of the indefinite value of the variable. It

states only that if the abscissa has any definite value, then the ordinate

belonging to it has a value which is determined by its arithmetical rela-
s. L. Q
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tion to the constant. In the same way all algebraical formulre contain

ing general symbols may be translated into hypothetical judgments, e.g.
a(b + c) ==ab + be.

12. Passing to hypothetical judgments containing negations, we' find

that the form "if A is, B is not," represents the negation of a proposition
as the necess~ry consequence of an affirmation, thus affirming that the

hypotheses A and B are incompatible. This incompatibility may be due
either to the incompatibility of certain predicates, or to the real relations of
hindering or counteracting causes. The relation is always mutual. If the
negation of B necessarily follows from the affirmation of A, then (according

to the law of ground an~ consequence) the negation of A foll0'Ys necessarily
from the affirmation (i.e. the denial of the negation) of B; and this is true

whether A and B represent universally and unconditionally valid judg
ments or temporally valid judgments concerning the particular, or whether
their subjects are indefinite (when the sky is clouded no de\v falls; when
dew falls the sky is not clouded). To such a hypothetical judgment there
correspOnds the categorical judgment, which is universal and negative.
The proposition "no right-angled triangle is' equilateral" makes the same
statement as the proposition "if a triangle is right-angled, it is not equi
lateral" ; the negation of the predicate equilateral is stated as the neces
sary consequence of the determination right-angled.!

When a negation appears as the necessary consequence of another nega
tion (if A ~s not, B is not) the ground of the relation must be the necessary
connection between the corresponding affirmatives. This is the sole
condition upon which the negation of the one can have the negation of
the other for its consequence. The invalidity of A is an infallible ground
from whichito infer the invalidity of B only when A is the necessary con

sequence of B. I cannot say that when the sky is not clear no dew falls
unless I am certain that when dew faUs the sky must be clear; only if it

1 The difficulty raised by Twesten (Logic, § 64) against the view that the hypothetical
judgment with a negative consequent is affirmative is easily removed. If the categorical
judgment" no equilateral triangle is right-angled" is negative, how, he asks, can the
corresponding hypothetical" if a triangle ~s equilateral, it is not right-angled," be affirma
tive? It certainly could not if the hypothetical judgment were a statement about the
equilateral triangle, and not about the necessity of a consequence; but why should we
be unable to affirm that a negative proposition is a necessary consequence? The very
possibility of the unconditional negative "no A is B" depends upon our knowing that
the determinations contained in the thought of A necessitate the negation of B; and
this, which is the meaning of a universal negation, the hypothetical judgulent expresses
by affirmation of this necessity.
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is true that every equiangular triangle is equilateral can it be said that if a

triangle is not equilateral, it is not equiangular. ~Fron1 the proposition" if

A is, B is," we Inay always deduce the other proposition "if B is not,

A is not," according to the principle that the denial of the consequent

involves the denial of the ground-the principle, that is, which expresses

the meaning of the necessary consequence stated by the hypothetical

judglnent.

When an affirmation appears as the consequence of a negation-if A is

not, B is-the judgment is always immediately or mediately grounded

upon the position that of different possible hypotheses which are mutually

exclusive one must necessarily be valid; the positio~, that is, which finds

utterance in the disjunctive judgment. But it is not true that the judg

ment "if A is not, B is" is, as it stands, equivalent to the disjunctive

" either A is or B is." 1

13. The negation of a hypothetical judgment can take place only

through the denial of its predicate-that is, of the necessary consequence

stated by it. The contradictory opposite of the judgment" if A is, B is,"

is the proposition " B is not the necessary consequence of the proposition

A" ; i.e. B is not true because A is (even if A is, nevertheless B is not)." 2

In the same way the negation of the statement" it does not folloW that

because A is, B is " leads to the judgment "~f A is, B is."

14. Hypothetical judgments of the form" if A is, and B is, and Cis,

then D is" should not be called copulative hypothetical judgn1ents; they

do not state of different relations that they are all necessary consequences,

as in the judgment" both when A is and when B is, Cis." I'he latter

judgment is copulative, but the former gives only one ground consisting

of several conditions, and tberefore it cannot be resolved into several

hypothetical judgments.

15. The possibility of the consequence can be connected with each part

of the ground, but only when we understand tbis possibility as having

reference to the partial ground (§ 34, p. 208). "When the moon is in

1 Vide my Program1Jl, p. 54 sq. The proposition "when the centre of the moon is
not in the plane of the ecliptic it forms a triangle with the centres of the sun and the
earth" does not mean the same as the proposition" either the centre of the moon is in
the plane of the ecliptic or it forms a triangle with the two other central points." For i
may also form a triangle when it is in the plane of the ecliptic, but the node does not
fall upon the straight line passing through the centres of the sun and the earth.

2 This shows also the logical position of the so-called concessive propositions, their
meaning consists in their rejection of some imn1ediate or mediate consequence which
n1ight be inferred from the antecedent.
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cO,njunction or opposition, and at the same time the lunar node is in a

line with the sun and earth, then there must be eclipses," the proposition

may be resolved into the two judgments" when the moon is in conjunc
tion or opposition there may be eclipses," and "when the lunar node is

in .a line with the sun and the earth there 1nay be eclipses." We find the

sa"me "may" when the antecedent expresses the invalidity of a judgment

which would annul the consequent; "if the radiation of heat from the sun

does not diminish, organic life may have an unlimited duration upon the
earth."

III. THE DISJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT.

The DISJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT states that of a definite number of mutually
exclusive hypotheses one is necessarily true. When it does not refer to
the two members of an antiphasis as in the principle of excluded middle,

it always presupposes a simple judgment upon which the different

hypotheses are based, and which, by its contents, determines and limits
the range of possibilities. Most frequently it happens that either the

subject or the predicate admits of a closed series of mutually exclusive
detenninations, and these are enumerated by the divisive judgment.

1. The simplest way of expressing that a hypothesis A is B is uncertain

is to say that neither its affirmation nor its negation can be asserted; I am

confronted by an undecided alternative. But I know that if the affirluation
is true the negation is false, and 'vice versa j and that if the affirmation is

false the negation is true and vice versa.

But it is not only between affirmation and negation that such a choice

anlongst different hypotheses may be presented. Various hypotheses may

be possible in reference to the same subject-A is perhaps B, perhaps C,

perhaps D. Where these predicates B, C, D, are quite independent of
each other there. is no further relation between the hypotheses (thus I

might say of Queen Semiramis that she was perhaps tall, perhaps black
eyed, etc.) ; but if the one predicate necessarily involves the ot~er, then
there arises the hypothetical judgment. If again they are incompatible,

to accept the one predicate is to exclude the others, and I am confronted

by irreconcilable propositions, each of which by itself is a. possible

hypothesis.

When irreconcilable propositions such as these are both equally un-
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certain, they are connected by the particle "or." Such hypotheses are, '.

not necessarily predicates of one and the same subject, but may be any'
assumptions whatever which for sonle reason are mutually exclusive, and

the relation between which can therefore be expressed in a hypothetical

judgluent connecting the affirmation of one with the negation of the other.

Thus the particle" or" contains two statements-that the propositions are

uncertain, and that they are mutually exclusive. " A is B or C" means

that A is perhaps B, perhaps C; if it is B, it is not C; if it is C, it is not B.
2. A sinlilar juxtaposition of predicates occurs in judgments which state

a possibility. The judgments" water can be liquid, solid and vaporous
man can wake and sleep" filay also be expressed, when anyone point of

tinle is referred to, in the form "water is liquid, solid or vaporous-man
sleeps or wakes." y'Ve find the "or" again when a general idea admits of

further determinations: "the triangle is plain or spherical, etc.-a plane
rectilinear figure has three, or four, or five angles, etc." Whenever anything

is denoted only by a general tern1 there is room for further determination

by means of rnutually exclusive predicates. '\Then all I know and say of a
thing is that it is a triangle, there are many different and incompatible
determinations, any of which nlay belong to it.

3. When we say of a number of such hypotheses that one is necessarily
true, the statement inlplies that all the mutually exclusive predicates which

are subjectively or objectively possible are included in the enumeration.
Then we have the disjunctive proposition: either A is B or C is D ; A

is either B or C or D. Thus in stating a disjunctive judgment we have

in view the necessary validity of one out of a given number of possible
and incompatible hypotheses.

4. The simplest case of such a disjunction is to be found in con

tradictory opposition of judgments, so far as it is subject to the la\v of

excluded middle. Of the two propositions A is B, and A is not B, one
is necessarily true, the other false. But just because this disj unction is

so self-evident it is of little value (see § 25, p. 154). 1'he in1portant dis
junctions are those \vhich limit our choice amongst positive judgments with

definite predicates.
5. First amongst these are the disjunctions which state the limited

number of mutually exclusive attributes by which a general idea Inay be

further determined. A line is either straight or crooked; a triangle is either

right-angled or oblique-angled; a human being is either male or female;

,vater is either fluid, solid or vaporous. The kind of possibility possessed
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by the single members of the disjunction is that discussed in § 34, 5, p.

206-7. -T'he ll1eaning of the disj unction is that a thing known to 111e only

as falling under the general idea A must have some one or another of

the various attributes possible in A. 1"his ll1eaning is most obvious in

the hypothetical expression, which gives the full force of disjunctions such

as these; if anything is a line, it is either a straight line or a crooked.

Here then there is presupposed both a judgluent ascribing a general
predicate to the subject, and the knowledge of a closed series of 111utually

exclusive determinations \vhich are possible to that predicate.

6. When we have in our minds all the particular subjects which 111ay

be included in A, thus thinking of the different determinations as actual,

this relation may be expressed also in \vhat may be called the DIVISIVE

JUDGMENT. "Lines are some of then1 straight, the others crooked";

"hU111al1 beings are some of them male, the others female." \iVhen we
review a con1plete series of changes in the same thing the corresponding

form is "water is sOlnetimes liquid, sometilnes solid, sOlnetimes vaporous."

Here we must notice that the relation between divisive and disjunctive

judgments varies according to circun1stances. When our knowledge

is derived from experience alone, the disjunctive judg111ent is grounded

upon the divisive; since it is a luatter of fact that all human beings 111ay

be divided into n1ales and females, \ve infer that a third kind is impos

sible; and upon this inference we ground the disjunctive judglnent "every

human being is either a man or a \V0111an." In mathen1atics, on the

other hand, the disjunctive judgment C0111eS first; only after the judgment

that a triangle is either right-angled, or acute-angled, or obtuse-angled, are

we certain that our enunleration of the kinds of triangle is complete. It

is the same with the judgment" a plane which intersects a right cone is

either parallel to the base, or not; if not parallel, it either intersects

all the generating lines, or not all; and in the latter case it is either

parallel to one generating line or not." This judgn1ent COll1es first, and

only when \ve know that it exhausts all the possibilities do we obtain the

division of conic sections into circles, ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas.

The divisive judgment may also be expressed in the fonn of a copulative

judgment "the circle, el.lipse, parabola and hyperbola are the conic sec

tions," the definite article indicating the identity of extension of subject
and predicate.

7. The need of expressing the cornpleteness of the enumeration more

definitely than by the use of "some" has led to the divisive judgment
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being expressed in the form of a disjunction: "all lines are either straight
or crooked" ; "human beings are either male or feluale." But this mode
of expression is ambiguous. rrhe judgments said to be disjunct are not
"all lines are straight-all lines are crooked"; as, for instance, in the

judgment " the human race is descended from one pair or from several,"

where the disjunction is between the propositions "the human race is '
descended from one pair," and "the human race is descended £ro111

several p~irs." In the fornler instance the disjunction applies to each

particular line; so that here again, if we would avoid anlbiguity, we

nlust make use of the hypothetical form" anything which is a line, is
either straight or crooked."

8. These disjunctions have for their members the more exact detennin
ations of the subject, and lnay therefore be reduced to divisive judgn1ents

which divide the subject-concept into its species. From them we must,

distinguish judgments which unfold the different possibilities in the predi
cate of a given subject.! When we say that the planets either shine by

th~ir own light or derive their light from the sun, we do not mean that

the fact of being a planet includes both possibilities, and that some shine

by their own light, while others are illuluinated by the sun. What we

really do is to start from the judgment" the planets shine," and to inves
tigate the exact nature of their light and the possibility of finding an

explanation amongst the given circumstances. l'ake the proposition" the

world has either existed from eternity, or has had a beginning; and its

beginning was due either to a free cause or to blind necessity." In the

rirst disjunctio~ we start from the existence of the world as datum, and

,/enquire as to the duration of this existence; in the second, our datulu is

f the beginning of the ,vorld fronl a cause, and our enquiry concerns the

different kinds of causes. When we say "he is either a hypocrite or a

fool," it is presuppo5ed that he behaves unreasonably, and the question is,

as to the source of this behaviour. A further distinction may be made

according as the closer determinations of the predicate form a part of its

meaning, or are gained from a consideration of the concrete possibilities

of the particular instance.

• 1 Trendelenburg's doctrine that the disjunctive judgment is a statement of the exten
sion of the subject concept applies only to those disjunctive judgments which are based
upon a division of the subject concept. It is not applicable when the disjunction refers
to changeable states, and it is not applicable in this sense when the concept of which the
possible determinations are developed is predicate. Cf. my Progra71llJt, pp. 60, 61.
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9. Judgments such as "either the wicked will be punished, or there is

no divine justice," are grounded upon hypothetical judgments, and are

governed by the principle that the denial of the consequent involves the
denial of the ground, taken together with the principle of excluded
middle. If there is a divine justice the wicked will be punished-either

the wicked will be punished or not-if not, the supposed ground of their

punishment cannot exist.
10. It is of course true that the disjunctive judgment" A is either B

or C," may be resolved into two hypotheticals "if A is not B, it is C,"
and "if A is B, it is not C"; but it does not follow from this that the

disjunctive judgment has no importance of its own independently of the
hypothetical judgment. \Ve cannot state a negation as the ground of an

affirmation, unless the disjunction has already been established. The

judgment that if light is not matter it is motion, cannot precede the know

ledge that light is either matter or motion.
11. It follows from the nature of the statement contained in the

disjunctive judgment that the propositions "A is either B or C

A n1ay be either B or C-A nlust be either B or C," are all exactly

equivalent.

RESULTS.

THE FUNCTION OF JUDGMENT is always the same in so far as it always
states categorically that a predicate belongs to a subject. The differences
which we find depend partly upon whether the synthesis bet\veen subject ',,

and predicate is simple, as in the denonlinative judgnlent; or complex as \

in judgn1ents governed by the categories of attribute, activity and relation. \

Partly, again, upon whether the subject of a judgment is a siluple idea,

or is itself a synthesis of the nature of judgment, or a combination of

such syntheses of which we may predicate that it is false, possible,
necessary, etc.

The distinctions generally made are based upon differences of predicates
and subjects, and not upon differences in the function of judgment; any

real variations in function are to be found in one class alone, that of
categorical judgments.

For this reason the in1portance of the predicates presupposed in all

judgment becomes more evident; to recognise these as remaining the
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same throughout changing subjects is the essential characteristic of

judgment.
I. SO far our investigation has shown that the customary classification

of judgments, which has been established mainly by the authority of
Kant, is inadequate.

The basis and presupposition of all judgment is the judgment which
is jmmediate, simple and positive; and this consists in the synthesis of

a subject and predicate accompanied by the consciousness' of objective

validity. The meaning of this synthesis and of its objective validity

depends upon the nature of the ideas connected in the judgment; it is
simple when the act is merely one of denomination, cOluplex when it is

grounded upon the categories of attribute, activity and relation. That

which takes place in judgment is always the recognition of the agreement

between an idea previously known and one element of the subject; and,

according to the original meaning of "to kno\v," every judgment is the

cognition and recognition of something in the subject which is already
known. But it does not follow that every judgment consists only in this

knowledge, and is nothing more than the statement of a subsumption.
In one class of judgments it is just as indispensable that there should

also be present the consciousness of unity between attribute or activity

and thing, or the consciousness of relation between two things; and sub

sumption cannot take plac~ in judgments concerning attributes, activities,

and relations without the differentiation and synthesis of different elements

in a presentation.
Even the judgments which have numerical determinations for their

, predicates show no essentially different function. It is not peculiar to

/ the numerical judgment that it must have been preceded by other judg

ments ; every judgment which refers to the particular, and names it by

the subject-term presupposes a previous judgment. All that is peculiar

to numerical predicates is the nature of the preliminary operations which
they necessitate, just as other r~lational predicates necessitate preliminary

operations appropriate to their peculiar nature-e.g. equality and inequality

presuppose measurement; the number given is con1pared with a number

previously known.
2. But the course of thought extends beyond immediate knowledge,

and leads us to think of judgrnents which might take place as distinct from

actual judgluents. Then new judgn1ents arise having reference to these

ideas of judgments or to the relations between them~
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Every statement contains the judgn1ent that the synthesis expressed by

it is necessary or true, and in the negation this judgment is contradicted

by the statement that the synthesis is false. Besides this affinnative or

negative decision, we find on the one hand the judgment that a hypothesis

is possible-i.e. that it is not subjectively necessary either to affirm or to

deny it; on the other, the judgment that it is the necessary consequence of
another hypothesis, or that amongst a number of given hypotheses one
must necessarily be true.

These judglnents all resemble sirnple judgments in that they state simple

modal predicates concerning a subj ect; their peculiarity lies, therefore,

not in the synthesis, but in the nature of their subjects and predicates.

Since, however, these subjects fonn an essential element of the function of

judgment, and since the predicates refer to just that characteristic of the

function which expresses its relation to the final aim of all serious thought,
such judgments are in an eminent degree logical. Indeed, there could be

no conscious judgment at all unless some account were taken of this re

lation between the otiginally subjective combination of subject and predi

cate and these modal determinations. We are therefore justified in giving

special attention to negative, hypothetical and disjunctive judgments; not

because they are special kinds of the judgment, but because they have

reference to hypotheses and to their logical value and significance.

Thus there is really only one sort of judglnent, the categorical statement

that a predicate belongs to a subject. If any distinction at all is made

between the FORM and the MATTER of the judgment, then by form we

must n1ean that Inode of activity in thought through which a judgment as

such is formed; and this mode of activity is in all cases essentially the

same. The diversity which is generally represented as attaching to the

forms of judgment is really a diversity of n1atter, and depends upon the

nature of subjects or predicates. As this nature varies, we certainly find a

modification, sometimes in the Inovement of thought which precedes the

judgment, sometimes in the meaning of the predication-that is, in the

meaning of that unity between subject and predicate which is the thought
present in all judgments. The conventional doctrine of the different
" forms" of judgment (due in part to the importance generally attached

to the verbal expression) loses sight of the one idea which is the sole

reason why we give the name of judgment to all the different kinds.

All judgment, therefore, presupposes first of all the presence of a

number of predicate-ideas which may be recognised in the subjects. It

\

\
"
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requires, moreover, that we should have ideas of different kinds of synthesis

between subj ect and predicate; these differences being detennined by the

nature of the subjects and predicates, and constituting the meaning of the

simple statement that the predicate belongs to the subject.

If, however, we still continue to denote the resulting kinds of synthesis

as "forms" of judgment, it is after all a question as to the use of language.

But in so doing we must guard against thinking that the name "judgment"

denotes a number of originally different and co-ordinate acts of thought,--

a mistake which is constantly made when affirmative and negative judg

ments are distinguished as opposite forms. Unless we do so we are in

danger of losing sight of the one concept which should correspond to the

term, and the term itself becomes a mere homonym.
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INTRODUCTION.

§ 39·

IN order that the function of judgment may actually succeed in attaInIng

o certain and universally valid judgments, it is before all necessary that

the certainty of the particular judgment in question should be invariable,

and" accompanied by the consciousness of its universal validity. Two

conditions are essential to this. In the first place the person judging must

be conscious of the logical ground of his j lldgment; and secondly, the

elements of the judgment itself must be completely determined and con

stant, and tholight by everyone in the same way.

For the latter condition to be fulfilled it is necessary that the elements

of our judgments, and more especially their predicates, should be logically

perfect concepts; for the former, that the judgments themselves should

be grounded in accordance with universally valid and necessary laws of

thought.

I. In Part 1. we have taken thought as we actually find it, and have

analyzed the function of judgment in which it always manifests itself when

aiming at truth and universal validity. We have sought to show the

meaning and significance of the judgment in all its relations, and we have

found that one essential element of every statement is its claim to be true,

i.e. necessary and therefore valid for all thinking beings.

vVe must now test this claim, and investigate the conditions under

which judgment attains its end. The conditions, that is, under which the

mOlnentary certainty which accompanies every actual judgment involves

no delusion, but is the expression of objective necessity; and under which

the universal validity of the individual act of judgment is guaranteed.

2. In order that a judgment may be perfect, it is necessary in the first

place that it should remain unaltered for the person who judges; that he

should always repeat it in just the same way whenever the same subjects

and predicates recur; and that its certainty should therefore also be in

variable. If the same synthesis were for him at one time certain, at
239
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anothel uncertain; if the same subjects and predicates were not always
connected in the same 'way within the limits of one and the same con

sciousness; if I thought it possible that, starting from the same data I
n1ight judge otherwise in the future than I now do-then the ~ct of judg
ment lTIUSt have failed, for its success involves confidence in the irre

fragable validity of the judgment.
But the certainty that a judgment is permanent, that the synthesis is

irrevocable, that I shall always say the same,-this certainty can only be

forthcoming when it is known to depend, not upon momentary psycho
logical motives, which vary as time goes on, but upon something which is

imrnutably the same every time I think and is unaffected by any change.

This something is, on the one hand, my self-consciousness itself, the cer

tainty that I am I, the same person who now thinks and \vho thought
before, who thinks both one thing and another. On the other hand, it is

that about which I judge, my thought itself as far as regards its un variable

content, which I recognise as identical each time, and which is quite in

dependent of the state of mind of the individual thinker.

The certainty that I aln and think is final and fundanlental, the con
dition of all thought and all certainty whatever. Here there can ~e none
but imnlediate and self-evident certainty; we cannot even say that it is
necessary, for it is prior to all necessity. In the same way the certainty

of nlY consciousness that I think this or that is inlmediate and self-evident;
it is inextricably interwoven with my ·self-consciousness; the one involves

the other.

If now we can say that there is a necessity which obliges me to judge of

an idea in one particUlar way so soon as I am aware of it; if I can know

that as surely as I am I, I must connect subject and predicate in this way,
for no other reason than that I have thought of them, then my discernment

of this necessity is the ground of certainty for every judgment. This con
stitutes my consciousness of its logical ground, and a connection is thus

established between the judgment and my self-consciousness itself; I know

that so surely as.I 111yself continue the same I must always repeat the judg

ment in the same way.
This then is the first condition: for a J·udglnent.to be perfect the person

J'udging 1nust be conscious of its logical ground.

3. What conditions must be fulfilled in order that we may attain to this

consciousness?
If an A of \vhich I am conscious is to be the ground which makes a
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judgment B logically necessary, then this necessity must rest upon a con

stant law, according to which B always and invariably follows from A ;
and only in so far is the necessity knowable; the presence of A however
is pure matter of fact, without which the necessity cannot take effect.

Thus the consciousness of the ground resolves itself into consciousness of

the law according to which B follows from its premises, and consciousness

of these premises.

It may be that these premises are not themselves judgments, but objects

of consciousness of another kind, of which nothing more is known than

that they are at the moment present; such as sensations, reproduced ideas
of all kinds, or concepts which are present to consciousness. Thus so far
as concerns logical necessity we have arrived at an ultirnate fact which

must be regarded as pure matter of fact; all we can ask is: what is its
necessary consequence? The judglnent that the diameters of a circle are
equal is based upon our concept of a circle; this concept however, or the

intuition which gave rise to it, is in the last instance matter of fact. No

universal logical necessity can be shown why this geometrical image should

appear in my consciousness at all, either from intuition of external objects,

or as the result of inventive construction. Every judgment of perception

includes amongst its premises the ilumediate consciousness of a sensation,
and this again is purely matter of fact. It is true that the question may
be raised as to whether its conditions are normal, and whether, therefore,

it justifies a judgment concerning the existent-i.e. it may be asked what
necessary and universally valid inference can be drawn from the simple

act of a subjective sensation. But that the sensation is there has nothing

to do with logical necessity, we know it by our immediate consciousness of

a simple fact.

When, on the other hand, the premises are themselves judgments, then

the consciousness of necessity resolves itself into the consciousness of the
laws according to which from certain judgments other judgments follow

(i.e. the rules of inference), and the consciousness of the validity of the
premises. Here again the same conditions apply; we must be conscious

of the grounds of these judgments. No judgn1ents are exempt from these
conditions unless their certainty is so self-evident that it must be regarded

as immediate ll1atter of fact, no less than the " I think," or the presence of
definite ideas; the certainty of these judgments cannpt be further analysed

by a consciousness of their necessity. To theln we must add the judg

ments whose contents constitute the fundamental laws of all necessity,

S.L. R
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according to which anything is necessary, and the validity of which there
fore cannot be seen to follow necessarily from some other judgrnent, but
can only be recognised-judgments, that is, which are as necessary as the
proposition" I am" itself, or which can be shown to have a certainty which

is necessarily involved in the certainty of this proposition.
Thus no logic which is to lay down rules for thought is possible unless

such ultimate laws can be known by us, and shown to be absolu'tely cer- '

tain and self-evident. Our first task is not to trace the inexhaustible
phenomena of matter of fact and of individual experience which constitute
the given premises of our judgments in particular cases, but to lay

down the laws according to which certain ideas and judglnents make other
judgments logically necessary, and constitute a ground for their certainty.
'This involves what we have already claimed as a postulate in the Intro

duction, § 3 : that we are able to distinguish objectively necessary thought
by the evident certainty with which it 'manifests itself, and by analysing the
conditions of this certainty to discover such universal laws. Our success
in carrying out this task must show whether or not there is any ground
for the postulate.

4. In order that a judgnlent may be always valid and immutably cer
tain, other conditions must be fulfilled which apply to an earlier stage in
thought, and are not fulfilled in its natural course. The ideas denoted by

subject and predicate terms must be constant and completely determined.

The consciousness of the identity of a judgment attaches in the first
instance to its verbal expression, to the fact that the same statement is
made about the same thing in words, and the predicate must always have

this verbal expresf:ion, the subject at least in explicative and universal

judgments. Unless every word ahvays keeps exactly the same Ineaning,
the meaning being thus perfectly definite and fixed, we cannot possibly be

certain that the repetition of the same proposition is also the repetition of
the same judgment, and the meaning of the judgment itself becomes

uncertain. Indeed, the very act of judgment tends to bring about this
confusion by a sort of shifting amongst our predicate ideas, for on ordinary
occasions we are often guided by what is no more than a vague similarity

between the new and the familiar (see § 7, 8, p. 44). \Vhen the Marco
lllanni mistook the lions which were let loose upon them by Marcus

Aurelius for dogs, and slew them without ceremony, their judgment" these

are dogs" meant only that the lions were more like dogs than any other
animals known to then1. Even while they were judging, their idea of the.
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dog and the meaning of the word ,vas changed, and a new image com
prised in it.

Again, although the necessity of judgments is a sufficient guarantee for

their universal validity, this only means that everyone who starts from the
same premises must synthesize in the same way. But if the primary data,

the ideal elements between which the synthesis takes place, were different

for every individual and absolutely incommensurable, so that everyone

connected a different meaning with a given word, then, however small the

differen.ce, our judgments would never actually attain to universal validity,
they would at the most approximate thereto. That community of thought

which we endeavour to reach by means of language, and which is the
condition of higher mental developluent, more especially of all science,
would never be fully realized.

We saw, in § 7, that in the natural course of thought the ideas. of the
individual are not constant nor completely determined, and that different

individuals do not have the same ideas nor denote them by the same

words. On the contrary, the very laws which govern the natural formation

of ideas necessitate both their variability in the individual and their

difference in different individuals, thus prohibiting a completely fixed

verbal signification.
Hence we cannot speak of the complete logical certainty of a judgment

nor of its invariable validity unless we assume that whenever a judgment
seems to be the same as another, because clothed in the same language, it

is really the same; that the same statement is made about the same

subject. And before ,ve can say that any given judgment is unjversally

valid-ln concreto, therefore, comprehensible and convincing for all-we

must· assume that the ideas contained in it are common to all and the

same for all. The anarchy of natural thought is completely excluded by

the ideal of perfect thought, and a logic which is to contain the rules of

perfect thought must begin by determining what are the conditions to be

fulfilled by ideas themselves as elernents of the judgment.

5. This brings us to the two main problems of this part of our
work.

(a) The conditions upon which perfect judgments are possible are, that

the ideas which enter into the judgment as subject or predicate should be
absolutely constant, completely determined, the same for everyone, and

denoted by unambiguous terms. An idea which fulfils these conditions

we call a concept in the logical sense of the word. One part of our task,
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therefore, will be to investigate the conditions necessary in order that our

ideas may be logical concepts.
(b) The condition of the logical necessity and ~lniversal validity of judg

ments is that they should have a ground. A second investigation must
therefore discover. the rules according to which a judgluent follows

necessarily from its premises.
One part of this investigation will be concerned with the laws according

to which immediate judgments find their ground in the ideas of which they
are composed; the other part with the laws according to which mediated

jlldgn1ents are grounded upon other judgments.
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THE CONCEPT.

§ 40.

THE LOGICAL CONCEPT differs from the general idea which has developed

in the natural course of thought, and is denoted by a word, in its- constancy,
in the completeness and immutability of its determination, and in the
certainty that everyone will employ the same term to denote it. It differs
from the concept in its metaphysical meaning as the adequate thought

of the essence of ~n object in that its only aim is the complete determina

tion of our predicate ideas, and this aiIn has no direct connection with

the question as to whether the concept corresponds to any real object,

or whether it adequately represents such an object. The quality of

generality it has in common with every idea. It is the fact that it is
strictly defined, and clearly distinguished from all other ideas, which
forms the distinguishing characteristic of the concept, and in the construc

tion of logical concepts our aim is to establish one nlode of arranging
their manifold ideal contents for all thinking beings, and so to com
plete systematically the process which begins without conscious purpose
in language.

I. In speaking of "concepts," we must distinguish three meanings of
the word. It filay denote a natural psychological production, and here
it is the simple correlative of the "term" as used in ordinary natural

language. It is the idea at the stage where it has become a nlental

possession, and has gained the generality explained in § 7, which belongs
to every idea as such. I t is now qualified to become an element of the

judgment, more especially a predicate. Such ideas, as we have already

seen, are different for different people, and are still in the process of
formation; even for the individual himself they change, so that a word

does not always keep the same meaning even for the saUle person.

Strictly speaking, it is only by a fiction which neglects individual
245
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peculiarities that we can speak of the concepts denoted by the terms

used in ordinary language.
2. In contrast with this empirical meaning the concept may be

viewed as an ideal: it is then the luark at ,vhich we aim in our endeavour

to attain knowledge, for we seek to find in it an adequate copy of the essence

of things. The concept in this sense must enable us to penetrate into
the very heart of the thing, to understand it ; i.e., to see that its particular
determinations as connected in it are the necessary consequence of its

nature as a unity. The concept of life, in this sense, would be the key

stone to physiology; that of matter, to chemistry and physics; that of

mind, to psychology; and all knowledge in this direction would be

complete when we could exhibit a system of concepts comprising the true
counterpart of every existing thing. When we try to think of an absolute
and divine knowledge, we define it by saying that in the absolute intelli
.gence, concept and being are one~ In this sense we may indeed speak
of the truth of our concepts; they are true when they are in themselves
the exhaustive expression of the nature of things. The true concept of
God would comprise in its determinations the thought of the real nature
of God in all its aspects.

3. Between these two meanings of the word, which may be called the
elnpirical and the metaphysical, there lies the logical, which alone concerns
us here. This has its origin in the logical demand for certainty and
universal validity in our judgments. All that is required is, that our ideas

should be absolutely fixed and determined, and that all who make use

of the same system of denotation should have the san1e ideas. In what

relation our thought stands to the existent, and whether there is absolute

agreement or not, is not determined here-or at least not directly. We
must indeed suppose that as knowledge is always growing, less is con
tained in our ideas at any given time than in the existent; at the best
our ideas are representations which correspond to the existent so far as

they go, they are never exhaustive. If our judgments could never be
universally valid unless their elements were perfect concepts in the
n1etaphysical sense, and if it were as difficult to get rid of individual

differences and indefiniteness in our ideas as it is to overcome their
inadequacy to the existent, then we should be debarred even from
approximating to the goal of knowledge by the gradual progress of science,
for science always presupposes uniformity in the construction of concepts.

It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish between the formal sufficiency
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of concepts for the purpose of judgment, and their metaphysical
ade9E§l,.~y ; and we luust assume that it is at least possible to attain t~e.-
former before the latter has been reached.

4. Finally, we must distinguish between the logical perfection of the
concept and the appropriateness of its construction to some end, the
latter being connected with the problems of classification within some

given sphere of things (objects, actions, crimes, etc.). A concept may be

completely determined, and hence logically perfect, and yet not so well
adapted as some other to meet the requirements of science. For the

aim of science is to attain, by means of concepts and the terms which
denote them, the greatest possible simplicity and brevity in our know

ledge; and it therefore asks, "How must our concepts be formed to
enable us to give the simplest expression to the most important ~nd

comprehensive universal judgments?" By this aim we must be guided
in methodology, which has its origin in the problems arising out of the
nature of the conditions of our knowledge.

On the other hand, if we are really to attain logical perfection in our

judgments, it is necessary that we should always have a sufficient supply

of logically perfect concepts to enable us to express and determine every
thing which becomes subject to our judgment. In judging we do not
n1erely repeat what is already known; we are constantly appropriating
sOlnething new. In this sense the possibility of perfect judglnents is
determined by the extent to which the raw material of all human ideas

has taken permanent form in concepts. We must always be prepared
with concepts in which to express our knowledge; or we must at least be
sure of being able to create them from 'elements which are already

conceptually determined. We may compare this ideal with that of a
universal alphabet which comprises generally accepted signs for all the
distinguishable simple sounds possible to the human organs of speech.
From this point of view Leibnitz's idea of the characteristica universalis

was a most appropriate expression for that at which we should aim in the
logical construction of concepts.1

1 Cf. Trendelenburg: "Ueber Leibnizens Entwurf einer allgemeinen Charaktedstik."
Histor. BeitriigezurPhil., iii. p. I sq. And Descartes, Ep., I, III, where a similar
thought is developed: "Ejusmodi lingure inventio a vera Philosophia pendet. Absque
illa enim impossibile est omnes hominum cogitationes enumerare, aut ordine digerere;
imo neque ilIas distinguere, ita ut perspicure sint et simplices • . . Et si quis clare
explicuisset, quales sint idere HIre sin1plices, qure in hominum imaginatione versantur,
et ex quibus componitur quidquid illi cogitant, essetque hoc per universum orbem
receptuln, auderem demum sperare linguam aliquam universalem," etc.
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5. The essential characteristic of the concept is generally said to be its

generality.1 Connected with this is the doctrine that concepts are gained

by abstraction, i.e., by a process which' separates the common characteris
tics of particular objects froql those by which they are distinguished £ron1

each other, and gathers together the former into a unity. But the sup
porters of this view forget that, in order to resolve an object of thought

into its particular characteristics, judgments are necessary which have for
their predicates general ideas (or) as they are commonly called, concepts),
and as these concepts make the process of abstraction· possible, they must

have been originally obtained in some other way. They forget, moreover,

that the process presupposes that the series of objects to be cOlupared is

already in some way determined, and a tacit assulnption is luade of some

n10tive by reason of which we group together just these objects, and seek
their common elements. If we are guided by any motive, and not by

mere caprice,2 it must be found ultimately in the fact that the objects are

from the first recognised as similar, because containing certain elements

common to all; that is, a general idea is already there, by means of which
these objects are selected from amongst all others. There is only one
connection in which the doctrine of the construction of concepts by com

parison and abstraction is at all appropriate, and that is when \ve elucidate

the actual meaning of a word by enumerating the common characteristics
of the things which, as a matter of fact, are always denoted by the

word. In explaining the concept of animal, gas, theft, etc., we might

1 See Kant in the Transcendental/Esthetic, § 2, 4. Every concept must be thought
of as an idea which is contained in an infinite number of different possible ideas (as the
element common to all), and therefore as comprising these ideas under it.

2 Drobisch is quite consistent in admitting that this selection is arbitrary (Log£k, edn.
3, § 18, p. 20). It is in itself a completely arbitrary matter what objects we choose to
compare with each other; we may compare a raspberry cane with a bramble, but we may
also compare it with a penknife or a turtle. When, however, the Linnean system, which
classifies together widely different plants, is cited as an example of this "far-fetched
comparisons," it is overlooked that the concepts by which the Linnean classes are deter
mined are not due to this simple and direct method of comparison. In this method it is
the comn10n element of objects which are chosen at random which is selected, while the
Linnean classes, on the contrary, are the result of an endeavour to find simple distin
guishing characteristics whereby to divide into definite groups the incalculable varieties
of plants. First it was seen that plants differ in the Dumber of stamens, etc. ; then
followed the methodical grouping together of those which agree on these points. Of
course, this distinction was itself based upon a comparison in the wider sense, but it was
first employed to discover differences, and not the common element, of the objects com
pared. (The last two sentences refer to the contrary view expressed by Drobisch,
edn. 5, p. 21.)
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attempt to select the comU1on characteristics of all the things gene

rally called "animals," or of all the bodies called "gas," or of all the

actions called "theft." 1 Whether or not we should succeed, whether it
is possible to carry out such a recipe for the construction of a concept

-that is another question. There might be some chance of success

if we could assume that there is never any doubt as to what we ought
to call animal, gas, theft, etc~; if, that is, we already possessed the

~oncept we are seeking. But to form a concept by abstraction in this

way is to look for the spectacles we are wearing by the aid of the spec

tacles themselves.
6. Nevertheless, there is some truth in this doctrine. So far as con

cerns the generality of the concept, we may find it first in the fact that as

a rule logical concepts merely complete ideas which have arisen naturally;

they do not supersede them; we cannot change the na~ure of ideation,
and the concept as a work of art must ahvays be preceded by the idea as
a natural development. Now every idea naturally possesses generality,
inasmuch as it is detached from the original particular intuition or par

ticular function, and has been made our own as a reproducible object;
nor can any arbitrary action on our part deprive the idea of this natural

generality. But this generality in no way depends upon whether an idea

has been fanned fronl one intuition, or from many similar or dissimilar

'intuitions (§ 7); all that we learn from it is, that the idea-as Kant
guardedly expresses it-is contained in an infinite number of jJossible ideas.

1 The Socratic method of determining concepts is in the main the same as this. It
always starts by assulning that definite concepts correspond to the current meanings of
words, and it proceeds to find the right explanation of the word by comparing' particular
examples of that which it denotes, and contrasting with these examples of that which it
does not denote. The only difference is that Socrates does not aim at surveying every
particular thing, but contents himself with a few examples. To the present day the
doctrine of the concept is really based upon this Socratic method of always presupposing
that there must be concepts corresponding to words; and to this method is due the
general failure to distinguish between the concept of psychology and the concept of
logic. The method finds its justification and importance in the fact that in language as
learnt by tradition we find it already established what concrete things and events are
customarily named by certain words, and as we come gradually to understand a word,
the idea of a number of particular objects is connected with it before we are conscious of
its general meaning as such. A typical instance of this is to be found in the answer of
Theretetus to the question: vVhat is €1rurrYJ/.J.7]? -it is mathematics, etc. Children and
those without scientific training will always answer by giving an instance instead of a
definition. The primary service rendered by the Socratic method was that it pointed out
the meaning of the word as such, that meaning upon which particular acts of naming
are based.
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Whether or not it is contained in many actual ideas, is immaterial to the
nature of the idea or concept, and it makes no difference whether it has
been derived from one or from many.

But we may find a further justification for the importance attached to
the generality of the concept in the fact that it necessitates a complete
separation of the n1eaning of the word from particular intuitions, thus

securing for the judgment a clear and definite meaning, and substituting for

a vague comparison a real statement of unity between subject and predicate.
When we see a palm for the first time, and call it a tree, we are led to do so
by its general similarity to the firs and beeches, which we know, and the
images of which are connected with the word" tree," although we may not
have noticed exactly wherein the similarity consists. "The palm is a
tree " is not strictly justified as a proper judgment unless the word "tree"
means nothing but what the palm has in common with firs, beeches, etc.,
then only can we take the judgment in its strict and proper sense, "I find
in the palm everything which is contained in my thought of the tree,"
instead of the vague and inaccurate meaning, "The palm is like a tree."
This process certainly involves a conscious selection of all the characteris
tics common to the objects which I call trees. But the chief object of
the selection is not to find a general idea comprising the particular; it is

to obtain a firm grasp of the general idea which is already indefinitely and
confusedly contained in the thought of the particular, and, by sharply

defining it, to give a definite meaning to the judgment, thus completing a
process which always begins unconsciously. The involuntary action of

psychological laws is sufficient to give rise to generic images formed from

manifold similar intuitions, the differences of the particular images being

lost sight of, an~ leaving shifting schemata to correspond to our words.
Thus we do, no doubt, drop the distinguishing elements, and retain those

which are common, but the process is incoll1plete because it is not
grounded upon any conscious comparison and distinction of the parti

cular characteristics. To supplement this process is the aim of conscious

comparisons (§ 7, I I, p. 47). It is true again that in the involuntary
formation of our ideas we find ,vhat alone should be called abstraction,
the abstraction which separates. It is by means of this that we break up

the undivided whole of intuition into thing, attribute, and activity, and
that by detaching them from this unity we form those abstract ideas

which enable us to compare different things, finding them alike in some

respects, different in others, and which alone can supply predicates for the
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judgments in which conscious comparison and distinction take place. It
is true, also, that a comparison of partially resembling objects taking place
under these conditions may become the more or less fortuitous occasion
for the formation of new concepts. I~ visible objects always presented the
same cornbination of colour and f-orin, we should have much more
difficulty in constructing separate ideas of colour and forn1-that is, in
abstracting them from the given whole; but a conscious comparison of red

things as to their colour is only possible after such an abstraction has
taken place, Of, at least, simultaneously with it. A comparison of the
horse, the dog, and the lizard, may perchance lead us to form the concept
of four-footed animal, if we happen to be struck by their similarity in
having four feet (though more probably we should proceed by differentia
tion, finding that quadrupeds differed from men and birds, beetles and
flies, on the one hand, and from snakes and snails on the other); and
many generalizations arise in this way. But the processes, when thus
carried out, are not the result of intentional skill, nor is their product such
as to satisfy logical requirements. The characteristics found upon com
parison to agree are always subject, when selected in this casual way, to
that natural indefiniteness and absence of limitation which arises from the
elasticity of bur ideas and their tendency to annex what is similar to them

selves and place it under the same denotation; and the whole process
lacks a solid basis when the characteristics which form the predicates of

judgn1ents of comparison are not themselves perfectly definite and deter
mined by everyone in the same way. It is one of the chief failures of
the ordinary doctrine of the concept that it proceeds as if these
characteristics were given ready made, and such as to need no further
elaboration. Really, the enormous difficulty of passing beyond the
natural state in which everyone speaks his own language consists much
less in the processes of comparison itself than in establishing accurate
and generally accepted standards of comparison; i.e., the difficulty is to
determine conceptually the attributes which are to be used as charac
teristics.

7. 'I'he logically perfect idea is distinguished from the idea which has
developed naturally and is the basis of ordinary speech by the fact that

in it the natural tendency of ideas to expand in the process of forrnation

has been counteracted by an activity which negates and linlits, and thus

gives form and consistency. If we disregard for the moment the demand

that ideas should be the san1e for all, we tnay say that the essential char-
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acteristic of the concept is the constancy and complete distinction of the
ideal content which is denoted by any given term.

This constancy presupposes that a definite ideal content and its appro

priate verbal sign have been consciously fixed by us in order that we may

always be able to reproduce it as the same, and be conscious every time

of its strict identity. Complete distinction requires a comprehensive
survey, in the first place, of those objects which most resemble each other
and are most liable to confusion, and further of the 'whole range of the

possible objects of our ideas. It depends also upon conscious acts by

which we become aware of the differences between the ideas A, B, C, D,
etc., retaining as clear an idea of the intervals between them as of the

determinations themselves. This act, which first makes us expressly

conscious of the identity of the same content by its negation of a

different one, aids and completes the detennination of our ideas,l while

at the same time .we are enabled to arrange them according to the degrees

of difference.

8. Suppose that all the ideas which we have occasion in the course of
thought to consider and manipulate as units, and which are destined to

become elements of judgments, were capable of being produced by an
indivisible act, either of intuition or of relating thought; suppose, further,
that the objects of \vhich we form ideas were limited in number and easily

surveyed, with such marked differences between them that we should be as
conscious of the transition in passing from one to the other as in passing

1 The view that an idea owes its first determination to distinction overlooks the fact
that distinction itself is only possible when different ideas are present, and that dis·
tinction does not therefore create the contents which are different. Ulrici, for instance
(Col1tpendium del" Logik, edn. 2, p. 60), says, "Red is the particular colour we call red
only because, being red, it cannot also be blue, yellow, etc.-without its difference from
blue, etc., it would be quite indefinite, mere colour-in general, an absolutely indeter
minate quality of which we should know nothing because, as we have shown, we are
aware of colour as colour only by means of distinctions in colour." This I cannot allow.
The sensation of red-luore accurately, of a particular shade of red-is a positive datuJn
with a content peculiar to itself, and it would continue to be so even though it should be
accompanied by the sensations of fewer colours than are perceived by all normal, eyes.
Colour sensations are not less definitely determined for anyone because it may happen
that many colours have never been seen by him at all. The variety of his colour sen
sations would be the slualler, and he would have a poorer supply of ideas, but that
would be all; no d~ubt to anyone feeling red only, red would mean the same as colour
in general, but this is only equivalent to saying that the idea colour would comprise no
plurality of distinguishable qualities, not that it would be absolutely indefinite. The con
ditions which enable us to retain a plurality of sensations in consciousness are not those
upon which the definiteness of particular sensations depends; on the contrary, this de·
finiteness is rather presupposed by such ability. Cf. Lotze, Logik, edn. 2, p. 26.
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from one to two, from two to three, then the logical task of constructing
'concepts would come to an end with the functions we have mentioned

and with the establishment of a generally accepted system of names; no
more would be needed but a nlemory able to retain what had been gained

from the general survey. If, for instance, our world of ideas were limited
to the twelve simple notes of the octave, then everything necessary to give

the definiteness of concepts to our ideas would be that we should re

nlember each particular note and distinguish it from the others with

sufficient certainty to guard against confusion. The ideas of the particular
notes and the consciousness of their differences would yield us the whole

material for out concepts arranged in a fixed order.
But both assumptions are incorrect. The first, because the ideas which

we treat as units and denote by one term can generally be resolved into a

plurality of distinguishable elements; they prove to be products com
pounded from simpler ideas which the mind can grasp by themselves.

This makes them more difficult to retain in thought,. for in a compound

idea both the particular elements and the manner of their composition

must be retained; while, on the other hand, the difficulties of distinguishing

are greater and more special in nature, inasmuch as a compound idea may

resemble another in some of its elements and differ fronl it in others.

When, for instance, I try to keep before my mind the idea of a horse, I
can do it only by a process of mental construction, piecing together the
parts of the figure in a given manner; when, again, I wish to distinguish

it from some other idea, such as that of the donkey, I find that while

it agrees with it in most respects it is distinctly different only in a
few.

The second assumption is also incorrect. Throughout the materials

collected in memory we come upon numbers of imperceptible differences

which obliterate the marked intervals for which we look when trying to

give definite form to our ideas. This continuity, Inoreover, applies to

the simpler elements of our ideas as well as to conlpound images. In the
sphere of colours, red passes by imperceptible degrees through violet into
blue, through orange into yellow, through pink into white, through dark

r~d into brown. A similar continuity is found in the sphere of spatial

magnitudes and forms, and hence there arises such an unlimited number
of scarcely distinguishable objects that it is impossible to differentiate them

and to retain them in their differences. It is the sanle with intuitable

things themselves. Intermediate terms intervene everywhere as know-
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ledge extends between objects which were at first sharply distinguished;

between snow and hail, tree and shrub, horse and ass, negro and

European.

§ 4 1 ,

Since the greater number of our ideas are composite-z:e., have their
origin in distinguishable acts-we cannot determine their content except
by a conscious determination of their elements (characteristics, or com

ponent ideas) and of their manner of synthesis. Thus th~ conceptual

determination of the content of an idea presupposes first of all its analysis

into simpler and unanalysable elements, the same analysis determining

also the form of their synthesis.

This analysis could not be completely carried out unless based upon a

perfect knowledge of the laws which govern the formation of ideas) and
such a knowledge alone could assure us that the elernents were the same

for all thinking beings. But our analysis can never arrive at elements
which are completely isolated as products of independent functions; it

always ends in a system of connected functions which are related to
each other, and which comprise the various forms in which the manifold

is synthesized. The functions by which we think the logical categories

(unity, identity, difference) are connected with the spatial and temporal

forms of intuition; and when referring to that which is thought of as

existing both are connected with the real categories (thing, attribute,
activity, relation); and all are again connected with the intuitively given

contents of immediate inner or sense perception. The perfection of our
ideas as concepts presupposes a complete system of these elements.

As we have in intuition an unlimited multiplicity of ideas which are
separated by imperceptible differences, our conceptual determination of

them must be limited to establishing definite boundaries within the gradual

fusion of differences.

1, The problem to which the first of the facts mentioned in § 40, 8

the composite nature of ideal objects-gives rise was familiar to the tradi
tional logic. Here we are taught that the thought which is contained in

a single idea and denoted by one term must be defined by its charac
teristics, that a concept must be resolved into its component ideas or

concepts. These are thought in the concept and form its content. 1"'hus

the characteristics heavy, yellow, bright, metallic, etc., are thought in the
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concept gold; the attributes bounded, four-sided, equilateral, rectangular,

plane surface in the concept square; and in the concept murder the
illegal) intentional, deliberate slaughter of a human being. This content is
represented as the sum or product of the particular characteristics. It is

generally held, moreover, that this analysis into characteristics solves also

the further problem of distinction, these characteristics constituting just

that whereby different ideas are disting~ished.l

The question as to how it is possible to distinguish different charac
teristics in the totality of an idea is generally treated as if it were already,
settled, and were evident from the examples cited. Attention has been

~epeatedly called-especially by Trendelenburg-to the need of a. more
exact determination of the relation between the characteristics. Are they

all homogeneous? and if not, how do they differ? are they indifferent to
each other, or are they mutually dependent? and finally, in what relation
do the component parts stand to the whole? For in borrowing ternlS

from spatial or temporal relations, and speaking of concepts or ideas as

component parts, we are only using figurative language. We do not mean

that the con1ponent ideas are ideas of the parts of a whole (as head, neck,
trunk, are ideas of parts of an animal), standing in the same relation to

the idea of the whole as the parts do to the whole; we mean that they

are elements of the idea in the same way that the particular attributes are
of a thing.

2. We cannot analyse a given idea into its parts or characteristics

unless it has been in the first instance developed by means of distinguish

able functions out of different elements. If the idea was originally simple
and produced without a succession of acts, it would show no joints into

which the analysis could penetrate, nor would there be any justification for

such an analysis; it would at best be no more than an arbitrary breaking
up of the idea.

As a nlatter of fact the ideas which most naturally occur to us in this

co~nection, the ideas of intuitable things) have arisen through an un
conscious synthesis. \Vhen we become conscious of them they are con1

plete as wholes; but psychological analysis gives irresistible evidence of
the processes by which the whole has been developed from particular

elenlents. The image of an apple does not penetrate through the doors of

the senses to the tablet upon which our ideas are depicted at one flash, as

1 U eberweg, e.g., writes, § 49, p. 1°3: "The characteristics of an object consist in
such of its elenlents as distinguish it from other objects."
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if conveyed by a kind of enchantnlent, or by the mechanism of a psychical
photography. Analysis of sense-perception sho\vs how the sensation of
colour must b.e connected \vith the movements of the eye in follo'wing the
outline; ho\v one perspective vie\v must be combined with others, and
these again \vith particular tactile sensations of the hand, mentally grouped
into the form of a stereometrical image; how one psychical function must
construct from the sensations the idea of an external object, and another
assign to this object its position in space. It shows, again, ho\v the idea
of the visible and tangible thing is enriched by sensations of smell and

taste, the reference of these to the visible and tangible object presuppos~

ing fresh functions appropriate to the cOlnbinations of the impressions of
different senses. Finally, it shows ho\v such impressions \vhen partially
repeated are continually supplemented by reproductive imagination, and
become associated with the \vord apple, in connection with \vhich we easily
reproduce a kind of mental abbreviation of these processes; and all this
takes place so rapidly and unhesitatingly that the result appears in the
mind without our being conscious of the steps by which it has been
fornled.

3. That \vhich is true of ideas of things applies also to the ideas of at
tributes, activities, and relations. Equilateral is a composite idea, for it
presupposes, first, the apprehension of the particular sides-and for the
recognition of a line as a side \ve need a relational idea-and then a

measurement of the sides and the judgment that they are equal. In the
same way the idea of nlovement, the simplest activity, requires the ap
prehension of different positions and of the transition from one to the
other. The idea of n1urder is a relational idea, and includes in addition
to its t\VO points of reference-the murderer and his victim-a \vhole series

of determinations, such as the conscious and deliberate intention of the
one, his action, and its effect in destroying the life of the other; so that

the idea as a \vhole can only be produced by a series of acts. This is
doubly true of ideas \vhich contain the thought of a plurality of independent
objects connected by one or ll10re relations, the so-called collective concepts
in the \videst sense: people, family, etc.

4. So far as an idea ts composite \ve can only determine it by con
5ciously attending to its particular elements and their manner of synthesis.
Thus the formation of concepts ahvays presupposes, on the one hand,

analysis into simple, indecon1posable elements; and, on the other, a re
constructive synthesis of these elements. Here the form of the synthesis
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nlar itself be called an element and characteristic of the concept in the
wider sense of the term, and \ve shall in future denote it as such.

1'he concept thus is related to the naturally developed idea as the

conscious construction of an object is related to its unconscious and
involuntary formation; it presupposes that 'we are able to bring into
consciousness the complete process of the formation of the idea. This
takes place by nleans of judglnents, \vhich assign particular characteristics
to the object as its predicates, and the concept therefore presupposes these.
predicates-i.e. the ideas of the characteristics-which must themselves be
conceptually determined if the cOluposite idea is to be so. 'Ve thus find
that \ve need a number of sinlple characteristics, i.e. of ideal elements
which cannot be further analysed, but ,vhich are nevertheless perfectly

definite, fixed, and distinct.
5. But the concept must fulfil yet another condition; it Inust be such

as to serve for universally valid judgments. 'That is, everyone who shares
in the cOlnnlunity of thought must connect the same ideas \vith the same
words, and be able therefore to analyse them in the sanle ,vay, and reduce
them to the same simple elements. ,\Ve can communicate a composite
concept by enulnerating its elements, and the manner of their synthesis;
but these elements must be the sanle for everyone, and be combined in
the same ,yay if our concepts are to agree. There is presupposed, there
fore, a store of ideas formed by everyone according to exactly the same
laws; and ,ve can be certain that our concepts agree only to the extent in
,vhich ,ve are certain that our ideas are formed according to laws which
are the same for all. Thus con1pleteness and perfection in the formation
of our concepts depends upon our having cOluplete insight into the pro
cesses by which our ideas are forlned, and upon our consequent ability to
arouse the same idea in everyone els.e. If \ve could assun1e that all our
ideas are innate and possessed by everyone alike, as \vas assumed by a
former theory of knowledge, at any rate ,vith reference to a part of our
concepts; or if \ve could assume that the same ,vorld \vhen presented

always produced the same system of ideas, with a mechanical certainty like
that \vith ,vhich equally tense strings give out the same note when struck
with equal force; then the assu111ption of the traditional logic that the char
acteristics of concepts present themselves, as it were, spontaneously might

be justified. But in proportion as the process by \vhich our ideas are formed

is complicated and dependent both upon external conditions which must

differ \vith the individual, and upon internalla\vs, it becomes more difficult
s. L. S
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to recognise and lay down the conditions upon which everyone will fonn

exactly the same ideas, and to recognise what elements agree or differ in
the ideas of different people. The difficulty, which is often great, of as

certaining whether two people understand exactly the same thing. by the

same word, is due to the difficulty of finding ideas which are the same for
everyone and are called by the same name.

6. Since we are only laying down the conditions of an ideal perfection
in the logical formation of concepts, we cannot undertake to present a com
plete theory of the formation of our ideas. Such a theory belongs to the
work of the future.! But the results of our investigation so far show that

the problem of resolving a given idea into simple characteristics which are

the same for everyone is luuch more complicated than would appear
from the forn1ulce which tell us that a concept A contains the character

istics abc d, and that these are its constituent ideas. As if A were a
kind of mechanical or chelnical compound of familiar elements, all
different, isolated, and of equal importance, in the salne way that a

syllable, to take the example given in the Thecetetus, is a compound of
letters.

7. The first question which arises, then, is whether we may assume
any such simple ideas as isolated elements, which, like the letters of the
alphabet, might each be expressed and retained by itself. If we return to
our fiction of a world of ideas consisting solely of twelve notes, which only

need to be fixed, distinguished and named in order to be conceptually
determined, then we might say that composite ideas correspond to the
various chords. But it was a fiction even to assume that the idea of a

simple note is really silnple, homogeneous and incapable of being further
resolved or differentiated. To have the idea of any given note as such, we

must think of it as one, identical with itself and differing fronl others; in
no other way can it enter into consciousness at all, for consciousness itself
is inconceivable without a plurality of distinct objects. The thought of
the note A therefore is inseparable from the idea of unity and of identity

with self; it involves moreover the idea of difference from others, and hence

of a plurality of these others. All this points to functions by which we
think of something as one, identical with itself and different from others;
thus thinking also of plurality as distinct from and related to unity. A
clear consciousness, therefore, of all that is involved in forming the idea of

.1 IIere our views coincide with those enunciated by E. Zeller in his Berliner
A ntr£ttsrede.
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A shows us that, in addition to the audible note, it comprises these various

detenninations; and the idea proves to be already complex as it comes
into consciousness. 1

We cannot, however, regard these determinations-unity, identity and

difference, on the one hand, and the sense-given note on the other-as the

ultimate and isolated elements for which we are looking. Unity, identity

and difference cannot be thought in absolute independence. Nat only is

it impossible to think of identity without unity and negation-for these de

terminations are inseparably interwoven-but they necessitate also the

thought of a sOlnething to 'uJhich the unity, identity and difference belong.

Nay, so soon as we attelupt to think of these determinations each by itself
the same story repeats itself; we can only keep these concepts themselves

before the mind by placing thelu under the determinations of unity, identity
and difference. Thus our analysis never arrives at the absolutely simple,

inasmuch as it finds certain elements included in every idea, even the

silnplest, which are due to the nlere fact that it is thought at all, and that
any judgment is to be made concerning it. These elements are therefore
the necessary and constantly recurring products of the various functions

by means of \vhich we are able to grasp an idea and to turn it to account

as the subject or predicate of a judgluent. Thus, instead of the isolated

letters we sought, we find a c0111plex of functions, dependent upon, and

mutually conditioning, each other, and manifesting their activity in what

we may briefly call the FORMAL LOGICAL CATEGORIES. They are related
in the same way to all objects of thought, being the conditions upon which
any idea can be consciously retained in the mind.2

8. But more yet lies hidden in the note of our hypothesis. We can-

1 Cf. Lotze, LOlj£k, ed. 2, p. 26.
2 Amongst these formal categories, without which nothing whatever can be retained in

thought, we include also number, in the sense that these most general conditions of
thought involve the functions upon which all counting is based. That is, they involve
the positing and distinguishing of unities, the consciousness of progress from one unity to
another, and from that to a third, and the unity of the consciousness of these steps. We
allow that further development of counting, and the more complicated operations of
arithmetic are due to the relations of intuitable things in space and time, and that frac
tions especially presuppose that divisibility of a whole which is originally found in space
or time only; but it does not follow from this that number is altogether dependent upon
the conditions of intuition. Counting stands in no other relation to time than that in
which all our activities stand, that is, a succession of them can take place only in time;
but it is in no way essential that in counting we should be aware of time. The idea of
time is even dependent upon the idea of number, of a plurality of distinguishable acts.
Cf. § 6, 3 b, p. 36.
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not have an idea of a note or of a number of notes, except as in til1ze;

just as we cannot have an idea of a colour except as in space. Full con

sciousness, therefore, of what is present to our minds when we form the

idea of a note includes the idea of time. And, again, when we try to set

aside time as a simple element, not to be further analysed, we find that

we can form no idea of time as absolutely isolated. \Ve must con1bine it

,vith the idea of something in tiJne, something, moreover, which is various

and manifold; just as we llluSt think of space in connection with different

things in space. Thus here again the nature of our ideas will not admit

of our finding the absolutely simple and isolated; we can indeed find

elements which are distinct, but they always involve each other. More

over, the relation in which tin1e and space stand to their intuitable contents

is essentially different from that in which identity, etc., stand to their

objects. Hence we get fundamentally different syntheses of the different

elements of an idea, and we may express this difference, as Kant did, by

speaking of space and time as FORMS OF INTUITION, in contrast with the
formal categories.

9. When the concepts we are forming refer to the existing, then, in so

far as we think of it as actually or possibly existing, there appear new

elements again. Our only idea of the existent is of a thing with attributes

and activities, and we can have no idea of particular existence which is not

related to something else; at the very least it must be related to us as our
object. Thus all our ideas of the existent, or possibly existent, include

this cycle of inseparable determinations, which refuse to be resolved into

isolated characteristics, and which involve a third kind of synthesis of the

ll1anifold, that of the thing with its attributes and activities. We call these

elements the REAL CATEGORIES.

Traditional Logic generally chooses for its exalTIples the concepts of

things, and then the characteristics of the concepts are attributes (e.g. the

characteristics of the concept "gold" are heavy, yellow, shining, etc.).
But, in addition to these, there is a distinct kind of synthesis among the

characteristics-that of attributes in a thing. This synthesis is essentially

different in meaning from that between the characteristics of a compo

site concept of attributes or activities, and it differs again from the syn

thesis of particular things to a whole by means of the definite relations

connecting them. I t can only lead to confusion if we express everything

-three-sided figure, dark red, rotatory motion, yellow body, a kernel sur

rounded by a shell, etc.-all without distinction by the same formula A =
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abc d; as if this juxtaposition were the expression of a mode of con

nection which is always the saIne.
If these real categories are indubitably elements of our ideas of the

existent, then it follows that in conceptual determination we nlust, first

of all, determine these categories themselves as concepts. The popular
distinctions bet,veen thing, attribute land activity, guided as they are by

the forms of words, and vaguely and waveringly applied, must be de
veloped into clearness. Thus the determination of any concept which

refers to the existent presupposes a recognised theory concerning the
nature of these categories. It is logically complete only in so far as this

theory is logically complete, and will hold good only to the extent in which

it is generally accepted. And the possibility of such a theory depends
again upon the possibility of producing generally accepted concepts of the
categories themselves. It depends, therefore, upon an analysis of our
mental processes which shall make us conscious of what it is which every

one must think in accordance with necessary laws, when thinking of any

thing as existent.
10. The universality of such elements of our ideas as we have noticed

so far is ultimately due to their derivation from functions which always

recur in the same manner, however varied the matter of thought or in

~uition to which they refer. The nature of our spatial and temporal

ideas is the saIne, whatever the particular objects thought of as in space

or time may be. No matter how varied the ways in which our senses are

affected, and the particular affections combined amongst themselves, the

process of referring the sense-given to things with attributes and activities

relnains the same. The possibility of presenting a complete system of
these elements depends upon whether, as Kant assunles, they are given

entirely a priori, as forms which lie ready in the mind, and are therefore

discoverable by a complete analysis; or whether the nature of our sensuous

affections theluselves determines what formal elements are developed.

In the former case an organized and unalterable system meets the affec

tions of the senses as they successively appear; in the latter, the categories
would be the result of a development determined by the particular kind
and order of our sensations. We need only mention these possible alter

natives to show that the final determination of our concepts depends upon

a clear insight into the genesis of our ideas themselves.
I I. Different from these elements of our ideas are the elenlents which

are given in intuition by ilumediate sensation or inner perception. From
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the subjective psychological point of view there is no doubt that we have

something simple and ultiluate, really elementary, in particular colours,

notes, odours;' and again in the imnlediate consciollsness of inner events

of pleasure, pain, desire. The white of this paper, the black of these
letters, cannot be further analysed; it is given immediately by the affection

of our sense-organs. It recurs in the most varied cOll1binations and

spatial forms; but it is always the same and cannot be resolved into sim

pler elements. Here, then, it seems easy to set forth elementary charac

teristics, which cannot indeed be thought of as isolated-colour is never

without space, and so on-but can at least be easily retained in the 111ind as

distinct from their form and from each other; odours from colours, colours

from notes. Here, if anywhere, 'we have something which can only be

named and not explained, something analogous to the letters of the

alphabet; and if it could be shown that all our ideas \vere formed from

these elements given in immediate intuition, fronl the forms of intuition,

and from the real and formal categories, then the circle of ultinIate

characteristics would be complete.
But here we COlne upon the second of the difficulties noticed in § 40, 8.

Every definite sensation, every particular feeling of pain, is something

siluple and eJementary; but the nunlber of these distinguishable sinlple

sensations is infinite. It is absolutely impossible that every particular

degree of light and warmth, each of which comes into consciousness as a

simple presentation, should be fixed in menlory and kept distinct from all
others; by no expedient could language be made to suffice for all this

multiplicity. Language takes advantage of the fact that similar sensa

tions are separated by imperceptible differences, and denotes a whole

series of approximating degrees by one word. But similarity by itself is

indefinite, it is of no use for conceptual determination, for it in1plies

difference without stating its degree. The only way of attaining the

definiteness of a concept here is to start from a comprehensive survey of

the whole series formed by these imperceptible differences, and in this

continuum to draw boundaries within which a given name shall hold good.

Thus we get what we have called the generality of the word in distinction

from the generality of the idea (§ 7). The names of the colours, for

example, are not conceptually determined until the whole series of shades
has been exhibited, and it has been settled within what limits the nanIes

green, red, etc., shall apply. Our means of carrying out this determination

must be left for Part III. Here it is sufficient to point out that" red" is
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not general in respect to dark-red and rose-red, in the same sense as
" extended" is general in respect to different bodies. It is not the same
red in different combinations which we think of in dark-red and rose-red;

each sensation is absolutely simple, and cannot be resolved into one

element which is the sanle in all and one which is different.1

:From this we may learn also what is the in1port of such words as colour,

note, odour, etc. According to the ordinary theory, as colour is the

general idea corresponding to red, blue, and yellow, the concept of

colour should be one elenlent of the concepts red, etc. But red, blue,

yellow, are simple, and we cannot say what colour is except by an enun1era
tion of the particular colours. If the word colour is to have over and

above this enumeration any definite conceptual meaning, it must be in the

fact that by grouping together a whole series of ideas it presents them as
clearly marked off from others which are incomparable with them, such as
notes and odour. But if we try to express the common element of these

ideas, we can do so only by means of a relation, which does not directly

denote the ideal content, but only a reference \vhich red, blue, yellow, all

contain, and by which they are distinguished from other simple sensations

-reference, that is, to sight and to the eye. In such relations alone is a

common element to be found, but these relations are not elements of the

ideas themselves. This distinction between "yords which are merely

cornmon names of siluple characteristics, and words which really denote

silnple ideal elements, must be constantly borne in mind; otherwise, the

1 Cf. Werner Luthe, Bez"trage zur Logik, p. 2: "We cannot distinguish in any given
shade of red that element which is common to all red." In Lotze (Logik, ed. 2, p. 27
sq.) there is only apparent contradiction to what is said above. True, he says at first
(p. 28), that in several distinct impressions there is something comnlon to all which is
conceivable apart from their differences, and to which (p. 29) the differences peculiar to the
particular members of a series attach (light-blue, dark-blue, etc.). But he recognises that
the general blue cannot be realized in the same way as the elements of other concepts
which we compound from known particular ideas, and he adds that the presence of a
conlmon element can only be felt or experienced, that the common element does not
form the content of a third idea of a like nature and species wit.h those compared, and
that it cannot be independently intuited.

Thi~is what we wished to express above, and it would be more correct not to speak of
a con1mon element at all, but only of an unanalysable impression of similarity. This im
pression is present in very different degrees, and guided by it, we arrange our simple
sensations in a series of diminishing similarity, so that we may fix limits in the series
within which to apply a definite denotation (red, yellow, etc.). It is different with differ
ences of intensity, e.g., of warmth, or of notes of the saIne pitch; here we can form an
idea of the COlnmon element, because the differences are based upon the excitation of
feeling, and are not differences of an ideal content.
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doctrine of the characteristics of concepts, together with the accompany
ing doctrine of their subordination to each other, will fall into confusion.
Nevertheless, even common names such as these may be looked upon as
the signs of characteristics inasmuch as they indicate a common ele.ment
which is the ground of the reference which they all contain.

Intensity of sensation and its differences, however, are true general
concepts; for they refer to the excitation of feeling which accompanies the
sensation, and which changes in the same way, although the objective
elements differ.

12. What we have said of sensuous qualities seenlS to be true also

of forms and movements, since these, too, appear as immediately intuit

able. Here again we have infinite multiplicity and imperceptible degrees
of difference; here again we seem to start from the particular sense-intuition,
and the general idea (form or motion) appears to possess a generality of the
word alone. But it only appears to be so. The idea of a given form
a triangle, square or circle-is far from being given so immediately and
directly as the sensation of a sound or a smell. Perception of fonn
necessitates movement of the eye or of the hand; and this movement,
returning into itself and thus limiting a body in space in a definite manner,

is really from one point of view, as this kind of action, the same in every
perception of form; fronl another point of vie'v it is differently modified
according to the course it takes. I t is the same with the idea of objective

movement. The process by which it is perceived, the comparison of two
positions, recognition of their difference and the idea of continuous tran
sition from one to the other, is always the sanIe; but the path, velocity, etc.,
are variously modified. Movement and fornl are true general concepts;

colour and sound (as the expressions of something immediately given, not
in the physical sense) are general words or common names. For this
reason one example suffices to show what movement is, but not so with
colour. This explains also why every theory which starts from sensations

as the only primitive elements of our ideas must tend to regard all gene
rality as only that of common names; and why it extends this view to all
things which it regards as sense-given, ignoring the processes by which we
form ideas of them. Sensationalisnl and nominalisnl always accompany
each other.
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§ 42 •

The analysis of objects into their final elements gives rise to serIes of
conc.epts in which each successive member is determined by a new distin

guishing characteristic, and thus has a fuller intension than the preceding

member. The analysis of a single object may form as good a ground for

such a series as comparison between different analysed objects. The
poorer concept with fewer determinations, \vhich is included in the thought

of the subsequent concept, is called the super-ordinate, higher, or generic
concept; the richer concept, with more determinations, is called the subor

dinate, lower, or specific concept; their relation is that of SUBORDINATION.

1'he relation of subordination exists only between concepts of the same

category; for it is the category which determines the sense in which
their characteristics are synthesized, and through it alone they are conl
parable.

The extension of a concept is the sum-total of lower concepts which are

subordinated to it. Within the same series of subordinated concepts the
extension is greater as the intension is less, and vice zJersa. We must
distinguish between the logical extension of a concept and its empirical

extension; and again between the empirical extension of the concept and
the extension of the name.

We can speak of essential and unessential characteristics only in reference

to objects in their relation to a given concept.
I. IJet us suppose that the most important part of conceptual determi

nation-the survey of characteristics in their different classes-has been
carried out in accordance with a complete and universally valid theory of

the formation of ideas; let us suppose further that \ve have thus discovered
what characteristics presuppose and are dependent upon others (e.g. colour
upon extended surface, a point which is generally overlooked), and that
we are also clear as to which terms denote definite ideal contents, and
,vhich are only common names. Then the question arises how our uni
verse of concepts will shape itself under these conditions.

In all conceptual determination we have to work upon ideas which are
already given as material, and our first task is to reconstruct and determine
these. Moreover, the constant supply of ideas which arise naturally and
without reflection always has its origin in the particular, and we are

constantly called upon to form judgments determining the particular by
predicates. For this reason our explanation of the further relations of OUf
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concepts will be facilitated if we begin by the conceptual determination of

some idea excited by a particular thing.
2. 'When we wish to retain the idea gained from any particular thing

that is, when we wish it to be securely committed to memory, and recog
nised as the same when reproduced-the merely involuntary function of

reproduction is not sufficient. 1'his function, which we find aimlessly

active in, e.g., dreams, and upon which, in the earlier stages of judgment,

our denonlinative judgments are generally based, simply repeats an image

as a whole; this involves no consciousness of the particular elements of

the idea, and, therefore, no consciousness of its identity is necessarily con

nected with it, and it is in danger of being confused with others. rro secure

its exactly identical repetition, it is necessary above all that the idea should

be decomposed into its particular elements, and this decomposition is

again the condition which enables us to distinguish a thing from all others.
It consists in going back to absolutely simple and perfectly definite char

acteristics, and the condition most essential to this is that fluctuating
differences should be fixed; e.g., differences of colour must be fixed by a

generally accepted denotation, of magnitude by a fixed standard.
The result of such an attempt is a description as it takes place in a con

junctive judgment. I might describe the wafer before me by saying it is an
orbicular, circular thing, two centimetres in diameter, one millimetre thick,

red, light, and smooth; that is, I should describe it by enumerating all the

predicates perceived through the different senses, and consciously recom

bining them into one whole; the import of the synthesis is stated by the

category of the thing, and the nature of the characteristics red, smooth,

etc., determines their dependence upo~ the spatial characteristics. Any

one hearing such a description is called upon to carry out, step by step, the

synthesis \vhich in intuition was involuntary and, until completed, uncon

scious; it is supposed that the hearer thus obtains the same idea from the

description which I had myself, always assuming that he thinks each

characteristic in just the same way.

But it is obvious that when I describe sornething in this way the result is

not what I intended; it is seldom that the description is equivalent to the
particular inlage, and it cannot replace intuition itself. The words" an

orbicular, circular, smooth thing" constitute a formula in general expres

sions; to the hearer it is like a riddle to be guessed, a problem for his

imagination; how may he form an image of a thing which shall satisfy the

conditions of the problem? It is true that every additional characteristic
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distinguishes my idea from others which share the remaining characteristics,

but by the nature of the predicates it is left open to each individual to

fonn the idea in different ways. Predicates such as red, light, smooth, etc.,
even when accurately limited in meaning (e.g. light defined as of less

specific gravity than water), admit of many degrees of difference, amongst

which the hearer must choose before he can form his intuitable image.

The description gives us a sketch which fits not only an indefinite number

of things ,vhich are exactly alike, but also many distinguishable things;

it is, therefore, a formula having a generality which is not merely nun1erical,

but also generic.

\Ve see further that this generality does not result merely from the
breadth of meaning of particular determinations, such as red, etc., it

frequently happens that the enunlerated characteristics do not exhaust aU

the attributes either directly perceived or inferable of my object. As the
above formula does not state the material nor the attributes dependent upon
it, it would apply just as well to a round piece of cardboard or a red

counter. In this case the incompleteness of the description is easily

corrected; but the same deficiency may occur where differences are present

,vhich are unrevealed to our knowledge, or such as we cannot recognise.

1'he most exact description of the germinal cell of a mamIllal would apply

without further modification to those of many other animals, although we

are bound to assume that there are hidden differences which manifest them
selves in the course of development.1 Nor again can the description of

any real thing claim to be so exhaustive that it may not possibly apply in

every respect to some other thing, \vhich nevertheless differs in some way
not known.

In a fornlula thus reduced to characteristics we have, then, not the full

expression of a thing, but what is in the first place a subjective creation,

expressing the idea we have (9rmed fronl the intuition of a thing so far as

we can retain it in characteristics which everyone determines in the sanle

way. It is a rule for the formation of the idea which we must observe, but

may observe in various ways. Its generality is due partly to the wide

meaning of the particular characteristics, partly to the possibility of adding
new characteristics to those already given. It matters little for the present
whether or not ordinary language has a special tertTI for such an idea; if it
were worth \vhile, one could be made.

1 We sball speak in Part III. of the n~cessity to which this gives rise of employing in
our determ,ination of concepts characteristics based upon relations.
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If our description were less complete-if, for instance, it omitted to state

the size-a difference would be neglected which distinguishes this object

from others which are larger and sll1aller ; the formula would be applicable

to many other objects, inasmuch as we could complete it by supplying any
possible magnitude. If it were more definite, if, e.g., rose-red were sub
stituted f;r red, then a number of distinguishable objects which were

previously comprehended would now be excluded. We should, however,

still have a formula expressing a synthesis of characteristics to which others

max be added-a formula which the hearer can supplement in n1any ways.

3. It may thus happen that even the analysis of the idea of a single

object may give rise to a series of formulre, including successively more and

more characteristics. As each characteristic is added the idea to be formed

becomes more definite, and by each additional characteristic objects are

excluded to which the previous ones by themselves applied. Froin each
of these forn1ulce we may obtain ~he preceding one by omitting, the subse
quent one by adding, a characteristic. The fewer the characteristics com

prehended, the greater the number of different objects of which the formula
can be predicated if we assume the possible differences to be actual, and

'vice versa. The formulce are related to each other as more and less general

concepts. Even the most specialized is still general in so far as its

characteristics admit of a certain width of interpretation; only if all the

characteristics were perfectly definite would the generality of the concept

be merely numerical (e.g., "a cube of pure gold having sides measuring one

centimetre" is a perfectly definite concept).
This process is expressed by saying that we ascend from a given concept

to one n10re general by abstraction, i.e., by omission of characteristics; and

that we descend to one more special by determination, i.e., by the addition

of characteristics. Abstraction diminishes the intension, but widens the ex

tension; determination increases, the intension, but narrows the extension.
Intension and extension stand in inverse relation. The more general

concept is called the higher or ,vider; the more special the lower or

narrower; the relation between them is that of subordination.

We should reach the same result if we were to start, not from one single
object, but from several; the problem being to state what characteristics

are common to various objects. The greater the nun1ber of different
objects to be comprehended, the fewer will be the characteristics they have

in common, and the smaller the intension of the concept j the fewer the

objects, the greater the intension.
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4. These propositions, simple and obvious as they appear, nevertheless
conceal several questions and difficulties which do not generally receive
sufficient attention. These refer partly to the processes of abstracti06 and
determination, partly to the relation between intension and extension.'

In the first place, the omission and addition of characteristics ~, by no
means so much a matter of choice as would appear from these propositions.
Amongst the characteristics there is always one which determines the
nature of the synthesis by giving the category; should this be omitted, the

remaining characteristics would lose their common support, and the mean
ing of their synthesis would be uncertain. I t is only concepts within the
same category which can be subordinated to each other; and to speak of
such a concept as red as super-ordinate to rose, or reasonable as the super
ordinate concept to man, or intentional as the super-ordinate concept to
murder, is only confusing.

Moreover, the characteristics are not all independent of one another; to
some extent they presuppose each other. It would be useless to omit the

characteristic extended and retain red; the latter presupposes the fornler.
'rhus the course of generalizing abstraction is prescribed to it within certain
limits.

It is the same with determination. In the first pl1ce, it is a matter of
course that incompatible characteristics cannot be added without giving
rise to contradiction. But by what is the determination to be guided? A
twofold ground for the determination here presents itself. If the given
concept-formula contains characteristics which naturally admit of a further
series of distinctions-as red admits of a series of shades, circular of all
possible magnitudes of the diameter, etc.-then the addition of one of these

distinctions naturally presents itself as the next step in determination, and
finds its justification in the given concept itself. But even here we must

take care that other characteristics do not exclude some of these possible
characteristics and thus limit the determination. The concept of a plane

figure bounded by three straight lines contains nothing about the magnitude
of the figure, nor about the magnitude of the straight lines and their relation
to each other. Some magnitude of the straight lines is necessarily implied
in the concept, but it is left for the determination to settle which. I can
not, however, fix upon any determination I like for each straight line; my
choice is limited by the law that any two sides taken together must be

greater than the third, this law being prescribed by the remaining character

istics and the nature of the synthesis demanded. Thus determination
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cannot proceed from one characteristic alone, but only from the whole
conlplex.

But determination of this kind is accompanied by another, which adds

new and independent characteristics having no special connection with

anything in the given concept. Matter, for instance, may be determined
as extended and heavy substance; but at our present stage of knowledge

we cannot regard the specific attributes of particular materials as in any

,vay modifications of extension and weight. In such cases, however, we

find that determination is guided by our purely enlpirical knowledge of

objects which fall under the concept of matter; we add those characteristics

which, in our experience, ,ve find combined with the more general ones.

Only if we had full insight into the nature of things could this determina

tion be guided by the contents of our ideas.

5. Because there are these two modes of deternlination it is uncertain
what we are to understand by the extension of a concept. The logical

point of view, where the first demand is for conceptually detennined
predicates, is concerned only with the ideas with which we approach actual

things. Hence the relation of subordination can never be found except

between concepts, and the generality of the concept consists in its being

contained in the thought of a number of ideas distinguished conceptually,

i.e., by different characteristics according to their intension. The mere

numerical gener.ality, through which the same idea is found in an indefi

nite number of particular intuited things, has nothing to do with the

nature of the concept; it is one and the same concept which is thought
in all the instances, and whether it can be predicated of one or of a

hundred things, its nature is the sanle.
Hence the extension of a concept can never be measured by the

empirical number of silnilar things which fall under it, if, in opposition
to the jrincipium identitatis indiscernibiliu11Z, we recognise the possibility
of objects which for our knowledge are not distinguished by their attri

butes, but only by difference in time or space.
On the contrary, it must be laid down that a concept which does not

admit of further determination has no longer any extension; it represents
the final limitation of extension- the point, even though that which cor
responds to it may be empirically forthcoming in millions of instances.

Assuming all cast-iron to be the same, then a cast-iron ball having a

diameter of 10 centimetres is such a concept.

There are certain characteristics which can be conceptually determined
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only by fixing lin1its within a continuum of imperceptibly small differences.

In connection with these alone is it true that even the lowest conceptually
determined formula still has an extension, which, however, cannot be

further broken up into discrete concepts.
The question of singular concepts partakes of this difficulty. A concept

can never be called singular because there happens to be only one thing

corresponding to it in elupirical reality; any more than the logical nature

of the concept would be affected if there \vere no object whatever cor

responding to it. Only concepts whose characteristics involve the unique

ness of the corresponding object can be called singular; in this sense the

centre of the material universe is a singular concept. The question, on
the other hand, as to whether all individuals which actually fall under a

given concept are distinguished otherwise than spatially and teluporally,

and whether only one, or whether several, particular things can be con1

prehended in a concept of the smallest extension, has nothing to do with
logic, but belongs to the science of reality.

For this reason also it is purely a matter of chance when the same

number of things fall under two concepts of different intension. Hence
as concepts they must not be called equivalent or interchangeable ideas,

but only in so far as, when used as names, they denote things 'which are

the same within the range of our knowledge. They are really different,

and logically considered they have a different extension. Two-footed un

feathered animal is a different concept from that of man; only when used
as names do they denote the same beings. We must, then, distinguish

between the logical extension of the concept and the eJnpirical extension of
the nanze.

At most there is room for doubt as to whether such concepts as

"equilateral triangle" and "equiangular triangle" are identical or dif

ferent. They differ in the fonnula; but as the characteristic equilateral,

taken together with those comprehended by the word triangle, necessarily

contains the characteristic equiangular, and vice versa, they are absolutely

equivalent. Only by insisting upon the verbal expression can we main

tain that they are different; and in that case we must also say that an
equilateral rectangle and a rectangular rhombus are different concepts.

Again, it is only the extensions of subordinated concepts which are

directly comparable. We cannot compare the extensions of concepts which

are independent of each other, except in so far as every concept which

admits of many additional determinations may be generally called wider,
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while those which admit of few may be called narrower. There can, how

ever, be no definite and universal standard of measurement for the exten
sion of concepts.

There is a further distinction, between the logical and the empirical

extension of a concept. The logical extension consists in all the concepts

which are gained by the further determination of its characteristics when
this detern1ination is involved in the characteristics then1selves. But we

may be guided in our task merely by our knowledge of actually existing
things, and thus fail to work out any series of determinations or com

binations of characteristics because no empirical occasion presents itself
for so doing. When this is the case, because we do not see any necessity

for selecting these, and only these determinations, we can only speak of

an empirical extension. Noone could infer from the concept of metal

that there are just so many and no more different n1etals, nor could we
even discover the number by attempting all the possible combinations of
characteristics; for us the extension of the concept metal consists in the

concepts of the metals we know. Just for this reason, however, the
empirical extension of a concept can never be regarded as complete.

6. The expressions Genus and Species are often used with reference to

the relati~n of subordination between ideas; each concept is genus to a
lower, species to a higher concept. Of these terms it is again true that

they have no fixed meaning except within the same category. Red is not
the generic concept of rose, but only of the various shades of red. The

highest genera, the 7rpwra "lEVy], are therefore the categories; and their
common element is again nothing but the relation which consists in being

objects of thought. Unless we accept this limitation, there would be as

many highest genera as there are independent characteristics of any

kind.
We must of course distinguish bet\veen the generic concept and the

genus in its concrete sense as the sum-total of all the things falling :under

a generic concept, between the generic concept "human being" and the
human race or genus.

7. When a concept contains different characteristics which are inde
pendent of each other, the higher concepts to ,vhich we may pass are

varIOUS. From the concept of the square we rnay ascend to that of the,

equilateral quadrangle, or the equiangular quadrangle or the regular figure,

according as we omit one or the other of the independent characteristics

equiangular, equilateral, four-sided. All these higher concepts are equally
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related as generic concepts to that of the square. In like manner the
determination may take place in different order, according as one or the
other of a number of independent characteristics is first to be added. We

may proceed from the concept plane figure bounded by straight lines in

the order jigura plana rectilinea quadrilatera-jigura plana rectilinea

quadrilatera aquilatera-jigura plana rectilinea. quadrilatera, aquilatera,
cequiangula; but we may also proceed in this order: jigura plana

rectilinea cequiangula-jigura plana rectilinea cequiangula, cequilatera-

jigura plana rectzlinea aquiangula, aquilatera, quadrzlatera, etc. Thus
every concept containing characteristics independent of each other may

find a place in different series of subordinated concepts, and to exhaust

all possible variations would need an arithn1etical calculation of combina

tions.
There is therefore no order of succession in the subordination neces

sarily given by the nature of the concepts; there is no settled order of

precedence according to which all concepts ,vhich have a logical possibility

and justification may be arranged in one way. Just because concepts, as

we understand them, are subjective creations, formulre whose chief pur

pose is m~rely to fix our ideas and mould them into c0111monlyaccepted
and unambiguous predicates, they are capable of unlimited variation by the

many ways in which they may be combined.!

8. As the primary function of concepts is to serve as predicates in our

manifold judgments) we cannot regard it as an imperfection that, generally

speaking, they are poorer in determinations than the concrete and fully

determined subjects of which they are predicated, and that they are more

or less deficient when compared with the intuitable reality of particular

things and events. The fact that no one can eat "fruit" in general, but

only apples, pears, etc., each, moreover, of an absolutely definite kind, with

its own individual size and shape, in no way din1inishes the value of the

concept "fruit." Nor is the value of the concept" clock" any the less

because no one can have a clock in general, but only a cloc~ with a pen-

1 The idea of an arrangement of concepts such that the more specialized concepts
branch off in increasing numbers from one point, the concept of the iJv or something, is
thoroughly vicious. It presupposes that there must be a much smaller number of higher
generic concepts than of the more specialized; but if we regard concepts as being com
binations of a lin1ited number of characteristics it depends entirely upon their inter
relations whether combinations of greater or less generality are the most numerous. The
necessity of any fixed order, and hence this imaginary pyramid of concepts, can be
grounded only upon the metaphysical view which regards the higher concept as the real
cause of producing the lower.

s. L. T
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dulum, or a clock with a spring. It is a necessary part of the purpose and

function of the concept that it should thus differ from the real thing. For

this reason, when logical theory aims at supplying a supposed deficiency

by making the statement or condition that the concept of a thing should

contain its essential characteristics, it fails to understand the most impor

tant and universal purpose of the formation of concepts. Moreover, ac

cording to this theory, that which is left undetermined by the concept is

represented as unessential, as accidental. N ow, apart from the fact that

a complete knowledge of the whole universe would be necessary before we

could kno\v what are the essential characteristics of a thing, and what not,

this vie'hT
, when taken in connection with the subordination of concepts,

would lead to the pantheistic conclusion that there is only one essential

nature of all things, and that aU differences are merely accidental, having

their ultimate ground only in the subjective view of things. There is no

absolute and fixed line to be drawn between differences which must be

neglected in our determination of concepts, unless these are to be lnulti

plied to an indefinite extent, and the differences which are fixed and for

mulated in concepts. Hence there is as llluch reason for saying that the

differences between the last species are accidental in respect to the genus

as for saying that the merely individual differences of a thing which falls

under a lowest concept are accidental; and, finally, since a higher genus is

always related to its species in the same way as the nl0st specialized idea is

related to distinguishable individuals, the essential nature, properly speak

ing, can only be expressed by the highest concept. This is, in fact, the

origin of Spinoza's doctrine, that there is only one substance, and that all

differences are merely modifications of this.

The distinction between essential and unessential characteristics first

obtains a meaning and justification when we COlne to concepts of purpose.

When we desire something actual as means to an end, these nleans are

generally so constituted as to possess also a number of attributes which are

not desired, and therefore not determined by the end; with reference to it

they are accidental. The necessity of guarding again?t the cold gives rise

to the concept of a covering which will prevent the loss of heat; and

this necessitates that the material which is" to serve the purpose shall be

flexible and a bad conductor of heat. But any available material has

nlany other attributes besides those of being flexible and a bad conductor

of heat, and these other attributes contribute nothing towards the purpose.

\Vith reference to the concept of clothing, they are accidental. In the
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same way the concept of a clock is originally a concept of purpose-the
concept of an apparatus which measures time by spatial changes. So far
as concerns the concept of the clock, the mode of its construction is
accidental so long as it fulfils its purpose. Here then the subjective

concept with its characteristics does actually precede the reality. 1t

follows from the nature of the things which must be used as n1eans that

we cannot realize those determinations alone which are included in the

concept ; its species are determined by the variety of the means. Only
when nature itself is placed under the concept of purpose, and regarded as

aiming at the, realization of certain ideas or forms which, like human

purposes, take the shape of indeterminate and varying thoughts, is there
any meaning in distinguishing between the essential and unessential
characteristics in the idea of an existing thing. If nature is concerned
merely with creating the form, structure, and organization of a horse, and
if colour has nothing to do with her purpose, then it is an unessential

characteristic which is only present because the horse must have some

colour. The fact that such characteristics vary in individuals otherwise

similar is then taken as a sign that they are immaterial. Nevertheless,

from the scientific point of view the colour of the white or of the black

horse follows as necessarily from the constitution of the particular indi

vidual as the structure of its skeleton and muscles.

Thus the distinction of essential and unessential is always found when

we compare an idea with a previously given concept in which it is con
tained, and try to find in it the realization of the concept. The penal law

sets forth certain concepts of crimes, and the judge endeavours to find in

particular concrete actions the characteristics determined by the law; for

the subsumption of the crime, and the meting out of punishment, these
are essential, while the special circumstances of the deed which are un

provided for are unessential. If one man has killed another, it is essential

to know whether he did it intentionally or unintentionally, with or without

deliberation; it is unessential whether he did it with a round or a conical
bullet.

The distinction recurs again when the problem before us is to give con
ceptual determination to the meaning of some word in ordinary use; here

the unessential characteristics are those which belong, not to the general

meaning, but only to the particular things included by it, or to the more
specialized ideas. In this sense it is unessential to the concept of the

house whether it is roofed with tiles or straw, but it is essential that it
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should have some roof. The actual meaning of the word "house"

includes the characteristic of having a roof, but does not specify the
material.

9. This logical treatment of the difference between the essential and
unessential characteristics of a thing must be carefully distinguished from

the question as to what belongs to the real nature of a thing, what is essen

tial to it or not (cf. § 33,4, p. 198). We may be called upon to form our
concepts of things in such a way that they shall express the essential
nature of things, i.e. those determinations which belong to them indepen

dently of all other things, and proceed entirely fronl their own nature.
Then the characteristics of the concept must include the essential deter
minations of the things, and all things having the same essential nature

must fall under the same concept. But it is clear that unless we are to

fall in with the pantheistic tendency, this condition can only be fulfilled

by the injimce species; it is inapplicable to any higher concept. In the
same way it is clear that these essential concepts, if attainable at all, can

form but a small part of the concepts of which we have need. Knowledge
is concerned not only with the essential nature of things, which always

remains one and the same, but also with the many manifestations, pheno

mena and effects due to this nature; and for this also judgments are

needed which have concepts for their predicates.

From one point of view there is certainly a difference between the per

manent and lasting states or attributes of a thing and those which change

and vary, the difference which Descartes meant to denote by his dis

tinction between attributa and nzodi.. As the concept must be a constant

idea, and the concept of a thing means something enduring in time, only

that which belongs permanently to the thing can be contained in the

concept of it. Thus its changing aspects are unessential with respect to
the thing, but only because they cannot be included in the concept, not
as having no reference to the real nature of th'e thing. For it is just in

these changes that the real nature unfolds itself, and if we wish to express ,

the real nature of a thing, we must include in the concept the permanent

ground of its changeable aspects, under some such name as 'faculty, or
power.

10. The distinction between essential and unessential characteristics,
which in reference to the concept as such is meaningless, must not be
confused with the distinction between fundamental and derivative charac

teristics. 'Vhen frOl11 a cOlllbination of eleillentary characteristics other
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predicates necessarily follow, then the former are called fundamental, the

latter derivative. l It is a fundamental attribute of the rectangle to have
parallel sides and right angles, it is a derivative attribute to have equal

diagonals. It is a fundamental characteristic of an odd number that when

divided by two there is a remainder one; derivative, that it is not divisible

by even numbers, and so on. But here again we must guard against

confusing the logical and the metaphysical. We must not look upon the

fundamental characteristics as constituting the real essence of a thing; in

many cases nothing is known about this. All we can say is, that accord

ing to the way in which we consider the attributes to be dependent upon

each other, these fundamental characteristics constitute the concept as a

fully detenllined idea.
l1. I t follows from our doctrine of the negation that negative deter

minations can never be original elements in the idea, and therefore that
they cannot be characteristics in the proper sense. Every negative deter

mination presupposes a negative judgment, and the subject of this judg

ment rnust be capable of being disti.nctly thought before the negation which

is founded upon it. How far negative determinations lTJay nevertheless be

necessary to enable us to arrange our concepts will appear from what
follows.

§ 43·

We must not confuse the distinction of simple characteristics and the

resulting distinction of composite concepts with the difference of the
objects in which the concept is contained. Different concepts ,vhich are
contained in, and can be predicated of, the same object, are called com
patible j they are generally cross concepts. Different concepts which are

incompatible cannot be contained in the same things; their extensions are

mutually exclusive. •
The determination of a gener~c concept by incompatible characteristics

gives rise to its differentiation into disjunct co-ordinate concepts, and a

complete enumeration of disjunct co-ordinate concepts constitutes a DIVI

SION~

Division may proceed either by a development of characteristics already

1 Derivative are not the same as dependent characteristics. A characteristic is depen
dent when we cannot think of it without presupposing another, as colour presupposes
extension; it is derivative when it is also the necessary consequence of ot ~er
characteristics.
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given in the concept, or by the addition of new ories; in the latter case

sometimes by negative determinations. In division we are justified in in

cluding negative characteristics of the form non-B in a concept, but not in

regarding non-B itself as an independent concept.

The distinction between so-called contradictory and contrary opposi

tion, when rightly understood, coincides with the distinction between a

division having two terms and one which has more thal~ two.

The members of a division may be complete either in a merely empirical,

or in a logical sense.
I. The distinction bet\veen the various characteristics lllust find its

expression in the negation, which tells us that A is not B, not C, etc.

(§ 2 I, I ; § 22, 6). Conceptual determination can only be complete so

long as this negation remains obvious and indisputable, and is not made
uncertain by the indefiniteness of ordinary language when dealing with
gradual transitions.

The same is true of all composite concepts, which are not absolutely
ide.ntical, i.e.) equivalent syntheses of the salne characteristics. They neces
sarily differ in their contents, according to the difference of their character
istics, and this difference is again expressed by the negation of identity,
which tells us that A is not the same as B. rrhe only object of the nega
tion is to confirm the fixed and immutable rule according to which differ

ent words signify different things, and which, if we are concerned merely
\vith the contents of concepts denoted by different words, holds good even
when the predicate denotes a concept to which the subject is subordinated:

square is not parallelogram.
The attempt has been made to express a maximum of difference by

speaking of disparate or incomparable concepts, which have no character

istic whatever in common (such are understanding and table, arid the

various simple characteristics themselves, red and sweet, etc.). These are

distinguished from concepts which are comparable, which have one or

more characteristics in common (hence, according to the ordinary doctrine,

are included in the same higher concept) and differ only in the remaining
characteristics. But this distinction is only relative. Nothing whatever is

absolutely incolllparable, to the extent at least that the formal logical

determinations apply to everything which enters into thought. But if we

disregard this fact then the most fundamental difference to be found
amongst concepts is that which causes their characteristics to be synthe

sized in a different way, the difference of their categories. To this extent
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it is correct to speak 'of concepts which belong to different categories as
fundamentally different (e.g. man and virtue, man and movement) ; of those
which stand within the san1e category as relatively different. But funda

mentally different ideas may still have many characteristics in common,
though they have them in a different way, as with iron and luetallic, man
and living, and yet not fall under the same higher concept in the ordinary
sense, since subordination has no meaning except within the same category.

2. We must be careful to distinguish between the difference of concepts

themselves according to their content, and difference of the objects in
which they are contained, and of which they. can therefore be predicated.
Composite concepts would be impossible unless we could think of different
characteristics as determinations of one and the same idea, whatever the
forn1 of their synthesis may be; and our ability to form ideas of the incal
culable number of different things is especially dependent upon the pqs
sibility of combining different attributes as determinations of the same

thing. Every concept which admits of further determination by different
characteristics is included by the addition of these in various other con

cepts; while on the other hand many higher concepts may be included in
one and the same lower concept.

Characteristics which can be combined in one concept, and concepts
which can be thought as parts of one concept, are called compatible.
When one species is comprehended under different generic concepts, these
are called cross concepts, inasmuch as they have at least a part of their

extensions in common; when they are represented figuratively (say, as
circles) the boundaries of their extensions intersect and include a portion

which is cornmon to all. Thus in the square, quadrangle and regular figure
overlap. It is clear that the concept in which two higher concepts overlap

arises from the combination of characteristics in which these two differ, and
which thus appear as mutual determinations. The two concepts abc and

a bg overlap in the concept abcg, and this may be regarded as the deter
mination of abc by g, or of a b g by c.

3. Opposed to cOITlpatible characteristics are those which are irrecon

cilable or incompatible (c£ § 22, 8-13, p. 131 sq.). These cannot be
thought together in the same concept, but are mutually exclusive as deter
minations of the same thing. rrhere is no characteristic which \vould be

incompatible with all others; all must at least be compatible with the
formal logical determinations. But incompatibility itself, when logical, is

involved in the nature of our ideas (cf. § 22, 8, p. 13 I sq.).
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4· Upon the fact that characteristics which are incompatible among

themselves may yet be all compatible with another, is based the differ

entiation of concepts, and their complete development 1 (Division).

When a concept A is determined by two incompatible characteristics b
and c, these are called specific differences, and the resulting concepts are

themselves incompatible; i.e., they cannot both be thought as parts of the

same lower concept, nor both be predicated of it (no Ab is Ac, no Ac is Ab).

Hence their extensions are absolutely distinct, and all the more specialized

concepts which are developed out of them are also incompatible, each of

these extensIons, meanwhile, forming a part of the extension of the higher

concept (right-angled and acute-angled quadrangle, red and yellow rose,

etc.). Such concepts are called disjunct, and when their relation of subor

dination to a higher concept is the san1e, disjunct-eo-ordinate concepts.

When a concept A admits of only a limited number of mutually exclu

sive determinations b cd, there arises a series of disjunct concepts, whose

extension covers the extension of the concept A, so that when A is deve

loped into all the differences possible to it, each "lower concept n1ust

possess one or the other of these determinations. The concept A is said

to be divided into the concepts Ab, Ac, Ad, and these are called the.

men1bers of the division.

The division itself is represented by a divisive judgment: A is partly

Ab, partly Ac, partly Ad. Of every particular thing which falls under A
the disjunctive judgment is true that it is either Ab or Ac or Ad. (See

§ 37, 6, 7·)
5. Every differentiation presupposes that a concept is still undeter-

mined in one or more of its characteristics and admits of additional and

mutually exclusive differences; or that the synthesis of its characteristics

is incpmplete and leaves room for more characteristics. Every division

presupposes that the total number of possible determinations is limited and

1 The prevailing logical terminology is inconvenient in that it employs the same ex
pressions to denote two processes so different as the analysis of a concept into its cha
racteristics and the development of opposed concepts from one higher concept; these
expressions being derived from the act of dividing and signifying sometimes the division
of the content irito its elements, at others the division of its extension into mutually ex
clusive extensions. To this is due the paradox that by dividing a concept we do not
get parts of the concept, but concepts which each contain the whole divided concept as a
part. If we keep consistently to the content of the concept we are concerned with nothing
but a development of the characteristics contained in it. The term division (Aristotelian
oLalp€(TLs) is more applicable to the sum of the particular objects which fall under the con
cept; this sum is regarded as a whole to be broken up into different groups.
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completely known. The concept of the rectilineal plane figure is undeter

mined in several points, both as to the number of the sides and their
magnitude, and as to their relative as well as their absolute magnitude;
and again as to the relative magnitudes of the angles (the absolute magni
tude of these is not a completely independent characteristic, but depends

within certain limits upon the number of sides). According as determina

tions are added on one or the other of such points, the concept is

developed in different directions into its differences. In the same \vay the
concept of fluidity is as yet undetermined with respect to its transparency

or capacity of reflecting light, with respect to its smell, taste, etc. Smell,
taste, and colour are not differences in one of the characteristics forming

the concept of fluidity; but they can be added to the other characteristics
because their gerieral .possibility is involved in the characteristics of the

concept fluidity.
Strictly speaking, only the first form of differenti?-tion can be called

development or explication. If we call that characteristic which is differ

entiated the ground of division (junda111entUJn div£sionis), then the ground
of division here is in the given concept itself, and consists in the fact that

a characteristic admits of mutually exclusive determinations. Thus the

concept of the line is developed into the concepts of straight and curved
lines. The idea of the line involves movement, and this cannot be thought

without direction; direction which remains the same forms the straight line,
direction which is constantly changing the curved. The concept of the

curved line develops into the concepts of those which return into them

selves and are thus closed, and those which may be continued to infinity,

for constant change of direction includes both possibilities.

The second form of differentiation adds detern1inations from without.

The ground of division is in the first place nothing but the indefinite

poss~bility of a further characteristic which is independent of those already

present, or the possibility of various irreconcilable characteristics; the

question is asked whether there are any more characteristics which are recon

cilable with Ab, and such determination might be called synthetic. The

concept of fluidity contains no characteristics but those which are founded
upon sensations of sight and touch, only the rnere possibility of taste and of
differences of taste are given with it; they must be added as new elen1ents.

It is here then that there arises the possibility of negative distinguishing

characteristics, which express mere privation. We divide the concept of

organic being into feeling and not feeling, of flowers into scented and
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scentless, of fluids into colourless and coloured; the absence of a character

istic which is compatible with the remaining characteristics, but is not

necessarily connected with them, forms here a specific difference. In

such cases the negative formula loses its indefiniteness; it has for its

content the possibility of the positive characteristic which is included in

the general concept and realized in one of its species. Its function is

not the independent expression of some content; it serves merely to mark
a distinction and to fix the order of the concepts.

We must carefully distinguish between these privative characteristics as
n1eans of differentiation, and those in which the negative expression of
characteristics is only an indirect statement of the positive differences con

tained in the same general characteristic. When I divide lines into

straight and not straight, or men into white and not white, the negative

expression has a definite positive meaning; it signifies those character
istics which are excluded from the negated difference on the ground of the
samejundanzentunz dizJis£on£s. The negation of the possible determination

is lilnited to a definite area and thus states something positive; it is
grounded upon a disjunction (straight or crooked, white or coloured, and

again white or yellow or red or brown or black). The negation of one

member of the disjunction contains the assertion of the others.

This negative formula finds a double application. In the first place it

serves to comprehend a number of co-ordinate disjunct members into one

expression, because they are alike in some other respect in which they

differ from the concept excluded by the formula. The meaning of divid

ing men into white and coloured (z:e., not white) lies in the fact that in all

coloured people the capacity for higher culture possessed by the white is

wanting. Otherwise, if colour alone were taken into consideration, the

difference between black and red, or red and yellow, is as great as that

between yellow and white; there would be no ground for expressing this

series of equivalent differences by the negation of one alone.

The second application is where one amongst an infinite series of

possible differences can be conceptually detern1ined, this being impossible

or less easy with the others because of their endless number; they can be

conceptually determined only by limiting them with reference to the one.

This is the case with regular and irregular figures. Each of the latter has
itself a definite relation between sides and angles, but opposed to the

simple characteristic of having equal sides and equal angles there is an

endless number of other relations, none of which can be reduced to so
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simple an expression, and which it is absolutely impossible to determine
one by one.

6. Here, then, in connection with the division of concepts, we find the
value and significance of negative expressions, to which we were obliged

(§ 22, I I, p. 134 sq.) to deny any justification when put forward as in
dependent symbols of ideas, by themselves and without reference to the

question before us. We can see now also in what sense the distinction
between the so-called contrary and contradictory oppositions is justified.

If we limit the expression " opposition" to the relation between disjunct
co-ordinate concepts, then we find contradictory opposition between the
disjunct members of a division having two members, contrary opposition
between the disjunct members of a division having more than two. In
the former case, one nlember can always be quite definitely and unam-

.biguously denoted by the negation of the determination which consti
tutes the other member; not so in the latter case. In the former case,

if Ab and Ac are the disjunct members, .rib is the saUle as A non-c, and
Ac is the same as A non-b; in the latter case, if Ab, Ac, Ad are the
members, A c is indeed included in the formula A non-b, but as this

formula comprehends both Ac and Ad, it should be expressed as

A non-b, c.
7. ~Yhen the number of differences is by nature unlimited, we cannot

speak of a division in the proper sense; but only of the development of
a higher concept into an infinite series of disjunct lower concepts. Thus
the concept of the polygon may be developed into the species triangle,

quadrangle, pentagon, and so on in infinitum.
8. Our attention is drawn by this exatnple to another point. 'Vhen

a characteristic taken by itself implies a series of disjunct differences,

as the characteristic plurality implies numbers, and colour the particular
colours,-then it depends upon the nature of the remaining characteristics

whether any of these different determinations can be combined with the

concept, or only certain of them. All numbers occur as disjunct charac

teristics of the concept of the spherical polygon; but the characteristics
of the rectilineal plane figure exclude the number 2, and those of a
body bounded by plane surfaces exclude the numbers 2 and 3.

This choice amongst the various determinations of a characteristic
becomes of special importance when the process of division does not
take place by the development of the contents of a given concept, thus

circumscribing its logical extension, but starts from its empirical extension.
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Then the problem arises of dividing a concept in such a manner that all
the different determinations may be empirically forthcoming. rrhe fact
that the human body is not transparent involves its having SOlne colour;

and if we were to develop the concept from this characteristic alone, we

should have to introduce all the colours as n1embers of the division.

Starting from ~his characteristic and leaving other considerations out of
the question, we are as much bound to assume a species of blue or green

men as of black or white. In reality many of the colours are wanting,
and when we divide the concept man on the ground of colour, we

enumerate only those colours which are actually forthcoming, regarding

the division as complete when it includes all these actual variations.

But there is no doubt that in this limitation we generally confuse two

quite distinct problems: there is the problem of classifying a given

numher of particular beings, and this we shall afterwards exatnine more
closely, and there is the problem of presenting a systetn of concepts to

serve for our knowledge of the particular by means of Predicates which

have a perfect logical deterrnination. If it were n1erely a matter of

chance that only some colours are actually found within the range of our

experience as the colour of the human skin, then the so-called division

of men would be no division of the concept, but merely a classification
of actually given men; we could never say that ",'"e had in this way

exhaustively divided the concept. It would be a mere enumeration of

disjunct species; just as in chemistry we enumerate the metals without
meaning to say that no more new kinds can be discovered.

14 indeed, we can regard the fact that no other complexions are forth

coming as a sign that a blue or green complexion is excluded by the other

characteristics of the human being, then, and then only, would it be

possible to accept the empirical classification of men as an exhaustive

division of the concept man. That a mere classification of what is given

in experience is frequently substituted for the division of the concept

the logical extension being thus confused with the en1pirical-is quite in

accordance with the habit of neglecting to consider the concept according

to its intension, and with the more popular and intuitable method of
always starting from the empirical extension. In consideration of this it

must always be rernembered that logical cOlnpleteness of division is never
guaranteed by the fact that the extensions of certain members of a division
ate together equal to the empirical extension of the concept divided.

9. When the division has been carried out, it brings to light a dis-
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tinction amongst the characteristics which has not yet been noticed; the

distinction between the notce COlnnzunes and the notre proprice. SOlTIe of

the characteristics, that is, may be comn10n to a great nUll1ber of concepts

which are otherwise different; while others presuppose a definite com

bination of other characteristics, and thus distinguish a given concept

from all its higher or co-ordinate concepts. Thus the characteristic

"possessing only plane right angles" can occur only in the quadrangle;

it is a nota propria of the right-angled quadrangle. But such a nota

propria may also belong to a generic concept, hence characteristics which

belong only to an injil1za species are called specific notce proprice. Where
such characteristics are found they distinguish one concept from all others,

and they are then called distinguishing characteristics.

10. The same concept may be divided according to different grounds,

and because the resulting concepts generally overlap, these are called cross
divisions. Thus the division of parallelograms into rectangular and

oblique-angled crosses their division into equilateral and unequilateral ;

the division of plants into phanerogams and cryptogams crosses their

division into land and water plants. Such a combination of grounds is a

n1eans of breaking up a concept into a number of others which are not

immediately subordinated.! The number of members resulting frolll

.several independent divisions, each of which by itself would yield a, b, c,

etc., members, is equal to the product of these numbers.

11. We can imagine a logical system containing all the most simple

combinations of characteristics which can be thought as independent and

isolated concepts, in which these combinations should again be developed

by division on all sides and according to all grounds into the most specific

concepts possible. \Ve should then have a systematic synopsis of all the

concepts we could possibly construct j both their relations of subordination
and their differences wo'uld be fully determined, and we should be able to

see at once how any given idea was subordinated and opposed to all

others. The logical ideal of a perfect analysis of our ideas would then be

attained, and we should have moreover a system of Predicates appropriate
to all particular objects, and a means of classifying them in the n10st
varied ways. For though every object would then fall under only one

lowest concept, so that it would be distinguished from all other objects
which did not agree with it in every characteristic, still its various

1 There is no ground for any special treatment of what is called sub·division, for the
process is exactly the same whether we divide a higher or a lower generic concept.
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aspects would enable us to subsume it under different senes of higher

concepts.

§ 44·

A DEFINITION is a judgment which states the meaning of a term denot

ing a concept. This it may do, either by an expression which exhibits the

concept broken up into its characteristics, and gives a complete account of

its content, or by stating the genus next above it, and the specific differ

ence, thus indicating its position in the ordered system of concepts.

All logical definitions are nOtlzz"nal definitions. The denland for a real

definition arises from the confusion between metaphysical and logical

problems.

Definitions are analytical or explicative when they refer to a concept

which is already formed and denoted by a recognised term; they are

synthetical or determinative when by synthesizing determinate characteristics

they present us with a new concept, and introduce a term for it.

We must distinguish between definition proper and the attempt to dis

cover the concepts upon which our ordinary use of language is grounded.

I. Suppose our logical ideal to be attained, and every concept to have,

moreover, its established and unambiguous denotation in language: then

the problem of stating the contents of a concept would be solved by the

mere repetition of the analysis and synthesis through \vhich it first became

a concept, and we should only have to make sure that we could at any

moment realize the meaning of such a word by unfolding the elementary

characteristics contained in the concept denoted by it, and that we could

recognise its position as subordinate and disjunct. The first is done by a

formula stating the particular characteristics, from the synthesis of which

the concept arises; the second by a formula naming the genus proximuln

and the differentia specifica, i.e., exhibiting the concept as member of a

division. (Since the same concept nlay have different genera, and the

order of determination may vary, there may be different formulre for the

second answer. The square is a quadrilateral regular figure, an equilateral

rectangle, etc.; such formulre differ only apparently, and cease to differ

when the analysis is continued, and these higher concepts are also resolved

into their characteristics.)

We may call the statenlent of all the characteristics of a concept, or of

its genus proximu11z and di.fferentia sjecijica, definition, and it is evident that

in such definition we cannot be concerned with the explanation of a con-
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cept, but that, so far as there is any explanation, it is that of a term. An
idea is not a concept unless it is clear, i.e., unless we are fully conscious of
what is contained in our thought of it; thus the definition is the concept
itself, not sOInething different. It is only the term, which in comparison

with the concept is external and fortuitous, which secretes the wealth of a

thought in one sound, and which; indeed, is frequently used like x and y

in algebra, as a mere symbol of which we fail to realize the meaning at
every step; it is the word which, because its external form fails to show
its relation to the words which stand for higher or lo\ver concepts, as a
chelnical formula shows composition from elen1ents, needs to be explained
and to have its content constantly brought to mind. Such explanation
is especially needed when the word is taken from popular language with
its fluctuating boundaries, and when we have formed, or wish to form, a

constant and unambiguous symbol, from one, which was uncertain and
anlbiguous. If we were to carry out Leibniz' ideal of a characteristica

unlversalzs, then the symbol indissolubly connected in thought with every

concept would also be its definition, and would enable us to see its rela
tion to all others.

Definition in this sense, then, can never be anything more than nominal
definition, stating the meaning of the word; it can be a real definition 1

1 To insist that a definition should be real in any other sense is to confuse different
problems. We cannot say whether any actual object corresponds to a concept of com
plete logical definition until we have our concept and can subsume under it the objects
given. We cannot say "yhether the characteristics of a concept represent the essential
nature of the things which fall under it, or whether they include the real causes of these
things, until we have a perfect knowledge of the objects; but this knowledge itself
cannot be called a definition. This applies also to the exalnple given by Lotze (Logik,
2nd ed.• p. 202): "When we call the soul the subject of consciousness, of ideation, of
feeling and will, this may be appropriately called a nominal definition. The real defini
tion of the soul could be established only by proving either that the subject of conscious
ness and its manifold phenomena could be nothing but a supersensuous and indivisible
being, or that it could be nothing but a complete system of material elements." The
knowledge of the nature of the being which we have first determined in our concept of
the subject of consciousness is no definition, it nlerely establishes the dependence of the
characteristics first thought of upon others which are not yet included in the concept.
By the knowledge of this dependence the concept is enriched; we now understand by
" soul" an immaterial, indivisible being, which is the subject of consciousness. But
this definition is nOlninal in the same sense that the first was, and in the same sense that
the first was it is also real; here again we "naUle the conditions which any thing real
must fulfil, if it is to claim the nalne of soul" ; the only difference is that we name them
more fully. The two concepts merely denote two stages on our way towards the goal of
knowledge; further investigation will teach us how the beings which fall under this
enriched concept' must, by their nature, be related to other beings, and from such in
creased knowledge will result still richer definitions. Knowledge always presupposes
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only In the sense that it must analyse the contents of the concept in

thought, and distinguish them from the contents of other concepts.

Merely verbal explanations, such as "logic is the science of thought,"
." democracy is the rule of the people," or explanations of verbal abbrevia

tions, such as "a perpendicular is a perpendicular straight line," cannot be

called definitions at all (cf. § 5, 3, p. 27).
Thus a definition is a judgment, in which the meaning of a word

represe:qting a concept is equated to the meaning of a composite expres

sion; and this expression states the particular characteristics of the con

cept, and the manner in which they are synthesized, by means of the

particular words forming the expression, and the way in which they are
grammatically connected. We have an equation between two symbols of

the same concept, and the syn1bols may therefore be substituted for each

other. It follows, as a matter of course, that anything which is covered
by the one word is also covered by the expression, i.e., that the extensions
of subject and predicate are absolutely the saIne. The existence or

material possibility of something corresponding to the concept may indeed

be presupposed by the definition, but can never be stated by it; the
definition is an explicative judgment, such as we dealt with in § 16.

From this it follows directly that the definition (dejiniens) must not repeat

the word to be defined (the dejinz"endu1Jl). vVe nlust not define idel1Z per z"dem,

for in so doing we fail to fulfil the condition that analysis must always

~reak up the thought, which, when it appears in one word, is a unit, into

elen1ents which are necessarily denoted by different words. This is the

source also of the objection to repeating in the deflnz"ens even a word of

the same derivation (e.g., freedoln is the ability to act freely), an objection
which is justified only when the etymological relation of the two words is

unequivocal, and both are used in exactly the same sense (e.g., redness is

the quality of being red). The explanation of freedom given above may

serve as it stands for a definition, because the meaning of "free" is limited

a definition of the word which it employs, to give clear determination to its object; the
characteristics which are thus established may be found to be necessarily connected with
others, and then these are- taken into the definition and the same process repeated with
the concept thus enriched. The demand for a real definition, containing the essential
characteristics, is a return to the Aristotelian demand, that the concept should state the
essence of the thing, according to his metaphysical theory. N ow that we have left the
Aristotelian n1etaphysics far behind, and confess our ignorance in most departments of
knowledge of the TL f(JTL, in the Aristotelian sense, it would be well also if logic were to
relinquish the concept of the real definition. It has ceased to have any meaning in
logic, and represents only a one-sided ideal of knowledge.
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by the expression, "to act freely," ~nd not every instance of being free,
e.<-~., free from pain, is to be called freedom. In such cases it is the mean
ing of the derivative syllable which is the chief object of the definition;
and there is as much justification for this as for explaining only one
portion of a composite term (e.g., vital force is the inner ground of
vitality).

I t follows further from the nature of the analysis demanded that In
defining w-e must go back to simpler elements, and that a correct definition
must not move in a circle, so as to reintroduce the dfjiniendum itself in its
enumeration of characteristics.

On the other hand, the rule "dejinitio ne fiat per negationem" does not
hold good under all circumstances. It is true that th e statement of what
a thing is not does not tell us what it is; but as a concept is often dis
tinguished from co-ordinate concepts only by the privation of a char
acteristic, and as this task of distinguishing is included in definition, we

cannot always avoid negative determinations.
That an enumeration of the species of a concept cannot be a definition

is evident from the fact that the species contain the concept, and their
enumeration would involve a circle.

The rule that definitions must be precise prohibits the statement of
characteristics, which are already contained in, or necessarily connected
with others (derivative characteristics), e.g., to include in the definition of
a parallelogram the statement that the opposite sides are equal as well
as parallel. Still, a so-called "supeJjluity in definition" is not positively
wrong, and is even preferable where there is not absolute certainty as to
the connection between the characteristics.

For the names of ultimate elements there is no definition; we must
assume that everyone attaches the same meaning to these. They can
be named, but not explained. Where they are not yet known they can
only be shown by bringing about the conditions under which the idea will
be aroused. This is possible in the case of colours, smells, and tastes, if
,ve assume that different people are similarly constituted. The only case
in which we find something analogous to definition is with a series of
concepts bearing a common name, the statement of which recalls the
various members of the series-e.g., when we say" red is a colour." Here
we can give something which corresponds to the genus prOXimU1?l, but we
cannot give the dijJerentia specijica; this could be replaced at best only
negatively, by denial of all other varieties.

S.L. u
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If, then, in constructing our concepts we are obliged to fall back upon
the laws of our simple mental functions and the forms of their synthesis, a
perfect definition becomes one which enables us .to build up the idea of
the object from its elements; this alone can be called a genetic definition.

3. Unless we may assume a complete and accepted analysis of our
ideas into elements which are perfectly definite in their determination,
and denoted by all in the same way, there can be no concepts in the
logical sense, and this would make it generally impossible to solve any
problem of definition-as impossible as from an equation of which every
term is an unknown quantity to determine anyone of them. Every defini
tion presupposes a scientific terminology.

When such a terminology is not forthcoming we can form a good de-
. finition only in so far as it may be possible to find expressions in ordinary

language which are unambiguous, and which may serve, at any rate in
practice, for the unerring subsumption of actual objects. Such, for instance,
is the case with jurisprudence in its application to the relations of daily life.

4. It may happen that although the elements of certain concepts are
familiar to us, we have not ourselves as yet fanned all the concepts which
might be formed from them, nor completely learned the meaning of their
denotations. Then the definition, when heard, serves both as a guide
to the formation of our concepts and as an interpretation of a word we
do not understand.

Moreover, since all that is included in the logical ideal is that all the
elements and forms of combination should be conceptually established,
the formation of con1posite concepts may be continually progressive.
This is the more true because of the impracticability of attempting all the
combinations of concepts possible in the sphere of reality, until we can dis
cern the grounds of the real compatibility or incompatibility of particular
characteristics, and of their combinations, or until the occasion for forming
some definite combination presents itself. Hence the necessity of forming
new concepts, and of coining new words for them, to which we must give
conceptually determined Ineanings.

The definitions first mentioned set forth analytical equa~ions, in which
the import of a word is expressed by means of an equivalent formula.
The equations, by means of which we first get definite expressioris for ne\v
concepts: are determinative equations; they give in1port to a symbol 9Y
equating it with an expression consisting of familiar elements. When we
first form the mathematical concept of a function, we give a meaning to
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the word by means of a formula, which has an external resemblance to a
nominal definition, but:- which is really different. Definitions of words
which stand for concepts already formed have been called analytical;
those which introduce the term for a new concept, synthetical.!

5. We must further distinguish between these two kinds of definitions
and those explanations of words which merely serve to establish the
way in which language is actually used. In their original purpose these
are merely atternpts to justify this actual use of language, and to give a
reason fo~ it by showing that it is grounded in each instance upon a
definite concept, which is contained in the thought of all the objects
named by the word and in no others, and they thus indicate the point of view
from which language ranges nlany objects under the same name (§ 40, 5,
note). When these attempts are successful, they narrate the meaning,
which, as a matter of fact, always belongs to a certain word. It is only to
explanations of this sort that the warning against making a definition too
narrow or too wide originally applied, i.e., its characteristics must exclude
no objects \vhich language continues to name by the word, and include
none which language names by another word. But it is evident, first,
that a definition is only possible when we presuppose characteristics which
are conceptually detennined, and then that many words do not admit of
any definition in this sense. This is sometimes because their denotations
have become arbitrarily extended, thus making it necessary to distinguish
between their different meanings, sometimes because they are use~ only
to denote certain individual phenomena, and their extension to others,
even when they agree in possessing the common characteristics, is not
authorized by the use of language. The greatest acuteness can find no
simple definition of· the word people, when we try to give the usual
nleaning of the word. Words such as church, theocracy, feudalism, are
not symbols of concepts; they merely denote certain historical phenomena
by their prominent features, and are thus names of single things. The
dispute as to the concept belonging to them may continue for ever.

Here also, when the problem from which we start is that of discovering
a concept from the objects to which ordinary language has given the same
name, there is a meaning in the rule that the essential characteristics

1 Drobisch, § 117 sqq., rightly notices that in a synthetical definition the dejinlendul1t
really occupies the place of the predicate, this predicate being nothing more than the
word as a name. In the case of the definitions at the beginning of Spinoza's Ethics the
formula employed-Per substantz"am z'ntelligo id quod, etc.-shows them to be definitions
of the second kind; that is, they introduce simple verbal denominations for definite ideas.
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should be united in the concept (cf. § 42, 8). For here, no doubt, what
we have to do is to determine the concept in such a way that it may con
tain the ground upon which the name was given, and that only those
characteristics may be included by which we were guided' in giving the
name, and upon which it depends whether or not new things will be
called by the same name. Starting from the empirical extension of the
name" man," we should be obliged by the laws of abstraction to include
in the concept the characteristic "without a tail," for this is a character
istic cominon to all known men. When, however, we have d.etermined
that, assuming complete similarity in all other respects, we should not be
deterred by the external appearance of the rudiments of a tail, which are
present in human beings, from continuing to call the bearers of this limb
a man, then the characteristic "without a tail" is no longer a part of the
concept "man" ; it must not be included in the definition, because it is
not taken into account in subsuming the particular under this concept.
But it depends entirely upon the point of view taken in classifying objects
by means of language \vhat is in this sense essential, and what is imtna
terial. A characteristic may be imn1aterial in one aspect, while in another
it is essential.

From this problem of determining the actual meaning of a word from
the way in which it is used as a matter of fact, we must distinguish that
of stating the meaning in which certain words ought to be used in defi
nite scientific statements or laws, as opposed to the uncertainty of their
ordinary use. Assuming the general concept under which they fall to be
given and known, any determination may serve for this purpose which
lnarks the limits within ,vhich the word is to be applied with certainty,
and without ambiguity, even though the distinguishing marks en1ployed
may be only derivative and accidental. As an extreme instance, we may
take section I of the German Penal Code, which distinguishes between
crimes, misdemeanours, and transgressions, according to the measure of
punishment attached to the actions. Taken as a definition in the ordinary
sense, this would be a logical monstrosity; as merely marking the limits
within which certain terms are meant to be employed, when it is assumed
that the general meaning of these terlTIS as a punishable violation of the
law is known, it is justifiable.1 \Ve find a similar instance in the statenlent
that the warm .zone is that which lies between the tropics.

1 Cf. what G. Riimelin has to sayan this point in his Jurist£sche Begriffsbildung, 1878,
p. 22 sq.
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6. It may be that our only aim is to denote certain objects in such a
way that \ve may be able to distinguish them confidently from all other

similar objects. Then it is not necessary to state the whole contents of

the concept; a formula which states its distinguishing attributes, and which

may be called a diagnostic definition, is sufficient. Chemical reactions

which are peculiar to certain substances are instances. of such characteris

tics; they luake it superfluous to state the complete contents of the

concept when the only object is to subsume given phenomena correctly,

and to distinguish them from others. The property of colouring starch

blue is characteristic of iodine; hence the manifestation of this property

is sufficient to prove the presence of iodine, and is a means by which to
distinguish iodine from all other similar elements. But only in this con

nection can this characteristic be substituted for the whole concept; its

significance lies in the fact that its presence proves the presence of the
remaining characteristics \vhich constitute the concept of iodine. We find

similar distinguishing attributes of a derivative kind in the spectral lines of

the particular substances.
From one point of view it is impossible, as Kant has shown, to give

any exhaustive definitions of natural products. We must be content to

include in our formulre a selection of characteristics which may state the

most easily recognisable attributes so far as to enable us to distinguish the

objects with confidence. For this reason, all definitions of such 'objects

are diagnostic, inasmuch as they cannot enumerate all the characteristics

which belong to the object, nor even all which are contained in our

knowledge of it.! Nevertheless, there still remains a difference between

1 In such definitions we see a particular aspect of the nature of concepts in their rela·
tion to concrete existence. So far we have not expressly considered a difficulty which has
been lately revived by Volkelt (Eifahrung und Denken, p. 342 sq.) with penetration
and acuteness, the question, that is, as to whether the general idea as such is in any
way conceivable; can we-form any actual idea which is general, or must we not rather
agree with Berkeley that we have only particular intuitions, and that generality is to be
found in the word alone? Referring to Lotze (Logik, edn. 2, p. 40 sq.), Volkelt says
that generality cannot be obtained by simply omitting the distinguishing characteristics.
"Must we not say that the thought of a triangle which is neither equilateral nor
irregular, neither acute-angled, right-angled, nor obtuse-angled, is no thought at all?"
Generality, therefore, can be conceived only with reference to the indeterminate totality
of the particular; in the concept is implied the thought that the general idea is a con·
ceivable something only when accompanied by distinguishing characteristics, only in the
particular or as the particular. Hence it follows that the ideal expressed by the concept
could only be realized in a consciousness which should combine with the general idea its
appropriate intuition in one indivisible act, and should do so, moreover, as infinite,
absolute timeless thought. These propositions are no doubt true in so far as an all~



CHAPTER II.

THE TRUTH OF IMMEDIATE lUDGMENTS.

IMMEDIATE J ~:N'Jr;t~\TS are those which we can state with a consciousness

of their objectiv< v(:vidity, without anything being presupposed beyond the
ideas of subject and predicate which are connected in them (§ 18, I).
The most obvious of these are (I) the merely explicative judgments, which
only state in the predicate what is thought in the idea denoted by the
subject word, and (2) judgments concerning the particular which rest upon
immediate intuition, and which state what predicate belongs to a given

particular idea. An10ngst the latter we may distinguish between (a)
statements concerning ourselves, and (b) judgments of perception con

cerning the external world.

§ 45·

For the truth of judgments which merely state sOluething about the
relations of our established concepts we find a ground in the Principle of
Agreement, and in so far as the relations of concepts include the incom
patibility of certain characteristics and concepts, ,in the Principle of
Contradiction.

1. We have seen that we cannot speak in an unambiguous sense of the
truth or falsehood of judgment unless the ideas presupposed in it are

completely determined. Explicative judgments (§ 16) deal only with ideas
which are assumed to be already possessed by everyone. When those

ideas are concepts in the logical sense, such judgments merely state the
relations between concepts which are already fully determined; they are a
repetition of the process of unification and differentiation which took place
when the concept was formed.

2. Positive judgments containing definitions, judgments which predicate

its characteristics of a concept, and judgments whi~h predicate a higher
concept of a lovver one, all derive their necessary truth from the given

~95
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to be conscious that they are the same, so also it is possible for us to be

assured that in our judgment we shall always proceed in the same way as,

certainly as we are ourselves the same. All consciousness of necessity

depends finally upon our immediate certainty that our action is invariable.

For this reason it may be urged that, after all, it is only an inner experi

ence which yields us this certainty, and to this there is no answer. But

then we must distinguish between the experience of the particula! acts of'

our varying ideation and the experience which in each particular act is

accompanied by the certainty that it is not dependent upon the nlomen

tary and changing conditions of the particular act, but will continue the

same throughout all changing moments. It is this inlmediate certainty

which gives us the immediate and unanalysable intuition of necessity, and

though this is indeed the object of experience, i.e.~ of an ilnnlediate

consciousness taking place at a given point of time, yet it is not merely the'

result of a number of experiences.!

4. The establishment of definite relations amongst concepts leads also,

and as directly, to the necessity of all negative judgn1ents which distin

guish between different concepts as wholes, and, according to the Principle

of Contradiction (§ 23, p. 139), of negative judgments which deny

irreconcilable characteristics or concepts of a concept. To put the same

thing in another way, it involves the necessary falsity of judgments which

attempt to attribute a predicate to a concept contradicted by it (contra

dictio in adjecto). The establishment of conceptual relati9ns involves the

incompatibility of certain characteristics as an invariable relation; that is,

i~ involves the necessity of denying b when a is affirmed. Thus to

ascribe b to a concept containing a, is to say that the saIne thing is a and

is not a.
5. The Principle of Contradiction as a normal law has just the same

meaning as when it appears as a natural law, merely determining the

meaning of the negation; but while as ~ naturalla,v it states only the im

possibility of consciously affinning at any moment both that A is band

that A is not b, as a normal law it is definitely applied to the ,vhole range

1 For this reason I cannot altogether agree witp. the view taken by Baumann
(Philosophie als Oricntierung iiber die Welt, p. 296 sq.) concerning Inathematical
necessity. The experience that when repeating our ideas we always form theln in the
same way cannot of itself yield necessity; the fact that anything actually happens cannot
exclude the thought that it might possibly be otherwise, only the consciousness that the
fact will always actually be as it now actually is-i.e., the consciousness of its necessity
can do this.
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,of invariable concepts covered by the comprehending unity of conscious
ness. It is in this application that it becomes the ground for what is

generally known as the principium contradictionis, a principle which then
·ceases to be co-ordinate with the principle of identity (in the sense of the

formula A is A) and presupposes it as already satisfied by the absolute
;invariability of our concepts. .A.nd here again the absolute validity of the
Principle of Contradiction, and consequently of those propositions which
.deny a contradictio in adjecto, rests upon the immediate consciousness
that, so surely as we ourselves remain the same, our action in denial always
is and always will be the same.1

6. To the establishment of conceptual relations is also due the validity
,of judgments of possibility, which attribute to a concept as yet unde

termined the possibility of receiving compatible determinations (§ 34, 5,
p. 2°7), and of disjunctions which are based upon division.

A concept may cover a number of species, or be applicable to many
particular things, and' may therefore be predicated of different subjects.

To the extent to which this is the case the hypothetical necessity of at

tributing the predicate of the concept to that which falls under it also
follows immediately from the relations of concepts. If the statement " A
-is B" is true of the concepts, then the statement" if anything is A it is

B," or "all A's are B's," is true also. Such judgments have always been

rightly regarded as ana:1ytical, and as owing their certainty to the principle
-of agreement. It is the same with negative judgments; if the statement
"B is incompatible with A" is true of the concepts, then the statement

" if anything is A it is not B" is also true.
7. In all these judgments, if we assume our concepts to be established,

we have only to read off what we have ourselves put into them; we are
,dealing only with fixed ideas, and no one who has exactly the same ideas
··can possibly doubt the judgments. For this reason they are independent

of time and unconditionally valid; according to Leibnitz they are eternal
and necessary truths. But just for this reason they never make the direct

1 J. S. Mill (Logic, Ek. ii. ii-n,.) treats the principle of contradiction as one of our
,earliest and most familiar generalizations from experience, and takes it to mean that
belief and unbelief are two different mental states which exclude each other; a fact which
we learn from the sin1plest observation of our own minds. To some ex:tent I agree with
him, but then the puzzle is: how do we know that they are not merely different but
mutually exclusive? If the certainty that they are mutually exclusive is to follow from a
:slight observation, still the necessity of this mutual exclusion must be a matter of im-
mediate consciousness.
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statement that anything is; neither do they refer to definite, pa;rticular
things, nor to existing objects. An existential judgment can never be
analytical in the Kantian sense; for in an existential judgment the question
is-as Kant has irrefutably shown-whether anything exists which corre

sponds to the concept. We first think of the subject of the existential

judgment as without existence, then we go on to say that it also exists just

as it is thought. Thus the ground for affirming that something exists
cannot lie in the process by which we think the contents of an idea, in

conceptual thought. If there is any such ground, it must be a son1ething

present to consciousness \vhich is distinct from conceptual thought.
8. But while it is easy to discern the truth of conceptual judgments

when we assume a completed systelTI of concepts, we are far from having

exhausted the proper function of concepts. Conceptual judgments are

valuable as constantly reanimating our concepts and keeping then1 before
our minds, and as developing the abbreviation of the ,vord into its fuller
meaning. Nevertheless the whole value and significance of a system of

concepts lies in its application, and in the assistance it gives, when used

for predication, towards a knowledge of that which is not yet contained in
the system as such. It is the organon of all knowledge, but it is not

knowledge itself; the apparatus with which we work, but not the product.
If all our thought were but a n10notonous recurrence of what we already
know, and all our judgments but repetitions of those by which ,ve formed
our concepts-as is tacitly implied in the school logic-then the human
mind would be condemned to everlasting sterility. Its progress consists
in constantly combining ne,v elements with established concepts, or with

new concepts formed from these. Nor does the ideal perfecti,on of a
universally accepted system of concepts complete the problem of know
ledge, any more than a lexicon is the literature of a nation. The
progress of thought and investigation gives rise to new intuitions and
ideas, and our chief task is to become aware of the la,vs according to

which our judgment in its constant progress has a claim to truth and
universal validity.

9. This progress in thought and knowledge has its orjgin in the par
ticular individuals who form judgments, and spread then1 abroad by

communicating them to others. Since the predicate must always be
assumed to have been previously given, the condition upon which these
judgments will be formed is that new ideas shall arise to serve as subjects.

When these are only new conceptual creations brought about by deter-
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minative definitions (§ 48, 2) the question of their validity is covered by
the laws given above. rrhey serve only to effect a new abbreviation and

to introduce a term; any judglnent concerning them is again nothing
more than the explication of a concept.

It is different when the ne\v subjects are ideas of particular objects. We
must assume for the present that the distinction between the idea of a
particular thing and the thought of the contents of a concept is accepted
and known to everyone (§ 7, p. 40 sq.); if we express it by the distinction
between intuition and concept, we must still aSSUlne that it is immediately
comprehensible. The most we can do is to deternline it by derivative

and external characteristics, to say that what \ve think in the form of a
concept is purely mental, can be repeated at pleasure and without altera

tion, and is dependent upon nothing but our own mental activity; while,

on the other hand, that which is intuited is presented to us at a given
moment, and our thinking of it depends upon conditions placing it in a
relation to us which is independent of our own mental activity, and com
pels us to locate in a particular object contents which might be expressed
in a general form.

It may happen that when a particular thing is given to me in intuition I
am nevertheless aware that it is peculiar to me as an individual, and that

if it is presented to others also it is so only by chance. Such is the case
with a dreanl, or a vision appearing to me alone, or the mental production

of creative imagination which for the moment appears as a particular ob
ject independent of voluntary thought. Then, according to the Principle

of Agreement, I must, in so far as I consciously retain the idea of the object,
describe it correctly, i.e. in a nlanner corresponding to its contents; but

beyond this we can have no motive in seeking a ground for such judg
ments, inasmuch as they are absolutely individual and incommunicable,

and can be believed by anyone to whom the object is not presented upon

authority alone.
But the ideas may be such as can be produced in everyone alike, and,

indeed, under certain conditions, must be produced in all alike, so that
they are naturally capable of being shared in by everyone; and then we
have a motive for making our judgments concerning them in such a way

that they may-be recognised as universally valid. This, for instance, is the
case with geometrical figures, l inasmuch as we suppose the idea of space to

1 Geometrical constructions occupy a peculiar position, in so far as in them the distinc
tion between the particular image and the concept disappears from one point of view. So
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be the same for all, and the elementary data of geometry t6 be given as

intuitions. But more especially is it the case with all which we regard as

eXIstIng. When we affirm that anything exists, we think of it as a par
ticular thing, or as the determination of a particular thing. It is further in1

plied in the concept of being, that the existent is independent of individual
thought, and the same for all. But if it exists, not through, but before

thought, it may conceivably stand in different relations to different

thinkers; the idea of it may be present to one person, and not to another;
it may be complete in one person, incomplete in another. Inasrpuch as

the ground for affirming is not to be found in the conceptual though t

which is common to everyone, it may lie in data of consciousness which
differ with the individual. On the other hand, a judgment concerning the

-existent can only be true when all agree to it, since the existent is the
-same for all who know it. It is this which ll1akes us want to ascertain the
ground upon which the necessity rests of our judgments concerning the
,existent.

When it is affirmed or assumed that something exists, we may generally
,distinguish between the idea of the particular thing as subject, and the

judgment that it iS,l whether the latter be only tacitly understood (as

is generally the case), or expressly stated in an existential judgment.

§ 46.

Those judgments in which \ve give utterance to that immediate con

'sciousness of our own action which is present in every mon1ent of our

'waking life take the first place amongst immediate judgments concerning

the existent. Their certainty cannot be analysed any further. They in-

far as we regard them merely as mental images, due to our constructive activity alone,
images which are indeed particular intuitions at the moment, but which can be repeated
at will in such a manner that their identity is purely an identity of the ideal content
'such constructions possess the generality of the idea and of the concept; the particular
as such is general. While, on the other hand, inasmuch as it is presupposed that the
-elements of such constructions are presented to all in the same way, and that they can be
forced upon everyone by external perception, they are allied by the fact that they are
the same for all to the intuitable existent, and we can speak, in a certain sense, of their
,objective being. To avoid repetition, we will reserve a more careful investigation of the
judgments arising out of them for Part III.

1 Being in general cannot be regarded as the true generic concept to the particular
things which are; conceptually regarded it is only a common name. For, inasmuch as
" Being" is for us a relational predicate, it cannot be a common characteristic; we
should have to show that this predicate had its origin in a determination common to all
existing things.
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elude not only the certainty of the judgment "I am," but also the
certainty of the reality of the unity between substance and action.

In so far as they are subject to time, these judgments presuppose a.
universal necessity to think of our particular actions as occurring in a

temporal series, and universal laws as assigning to each particular its
position in this temporal series.

I. Judgments such as " I feel pain," " I see light," "I wish this or that,"
are so absolutely certain, and so obviously valid, that they seem to leave

no roonl for a logical investigation as to their justification and the ground
of their necessity. Nor, indeed, can anyone doubt their immediate truth

if we presuppose clearness of consciousness, an~ distinctness and complete
development of the c'oncepts which serve as predicates. Assuming that

a person speaks the truth, no one can take upon himself the right of doubt
ing his statements, and questioning whether or not he is to be believed

in what he says about himself. It would seem then that at present we

have only to determine what is the difference between these and con
ceptual judgments.

2. This difference is fundamental. Conceptual judgments have subjects
which are assumed to be thought by everyone in the same way. The

judgment, "I see," has a subject which can be present to no one as it is

to me. The conceptual judgment unfolds the contents of its subject, the~e
contents being always contained in it in the same way; the contents of that

which is denoted by" I " can never be exhaustively stated; it is given to

us in a manner 'which is absolutely incomparable with all other objects of

thought. The conceptual judgment says, " If I think of A, I nlust think
of it as having the determination B"; in the judgment of self-conscious-,

ness there is no if. The subject is simply thought whenever anything is
thought, and the fact that it is thought is the absolute presupposition of all

other thought. The conceptual judgment tells us nothing as to the

existence of its objects, but the judgment, "I see," always includes the
judgnlent, "I am." We can always ask whether that which is contained
in a concept exists; I can never ask whether I exist. The charac
teristics of the concept are unvarying; the predicates of the ego, with the
exception of the ego itself, change from moment to filoment, and yet
every judgment as it is fo~med possesses an immediate certainty of truth,
which can only be acknowledged, and never proved. The Principle of

Agreement does indeed guarantee t4at the general concept of the predicate
shall agree with the action immediately intuited, but it cannot guarantee
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either the statement that the subject is just performing this action, or the
statement involved in this, that the subject exists.1

3. If we are thus obliged to acknowledge that the utterances of every
self-consciousness possess a certainty which cannot be referred to SOITle
thing else upon which it is dependent, then all that remains for us to do is
to ascertain how much is involved in this acknowledgment.

In the first place, we find that with reference to'this subject it is im·
possible to separate the mere thought of it from its being. Thus the judg
ment, ",I am," differs from all other existential judgments, in that its sub
ject is not the mere idea of an ego to which being is ascribed; subject
and predicate are inseparably connected.

Further, the immediate certainty of self-consciousness involves, at any
rate upon this point, the reality of the synthesis between substance and ac
tion; and so far as actions may be referred to attributes, the reality also of
the synthesis between substance and attribute.

Finally, we find that the most fundamental certainty with respect to
being attaches to a judgment which cannot be repeated in the same way
by anyone else, and which depends upon a purely individual act. For the
idea which some one else has of me is different from that which I ha\Te of
myself; it refers 'to the same subject, but not in the same way. Thus the
affirmation of being in its most original form is an act peculiar to the
individual, and dependent upon conditions peculiar to the individuaL
Any judgment concerning another ego is necessarily mediated, whether it
is the acknowledgment of his being or belief in his utterances.

4. This imlnediate certainty, however, belongs only to the self-con
sciousness of the moment; to the judgment which states what is present at
the moment. Thus the judgment is true only for a given point of time.
The way in which we are conscious of our particular states involves the
idea of time, for we are never conscious of a particular act without a
recollection of the act which preceded it in time, and our self-conscious
ness always includes the consciousness of a self which is identical in time.
Now, in so far as every moment brings with it the thought of our being at
a previous time, and thereby of our continuous existence, we find im-

1 Kant's doctrine, that statements of the inner sense refer only to phenolnena, because
of the subjectivity of time, does not affect the logical character of such judgments; it
merely affects the metaphysical import, and the meaning of the statement about reality,
which they involve. Their immediate certainty as judgments is as unassailable under the
}(antian hypothesis as under any other.
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'mediate certainty here also; the "I am " i~volves an "I was before,"

which is as unquestionable as itself. But, strictly speaking, the certainty
extends no further. It is true that, when we are dealing with the

particulars of memory, the statement, that "I believe I once did so and
so," cannot be questioned, but the belief itself cannot lay claim to the salue

-certainty. The inference of the reality of an actual previ~us event, from

the reality of a present recollection, could only be justified if there were
an absolutely necessary law~ according to which I must, under all circurn

stances, retain the conviction of having at one time acted as I now believe

myself to have acted; if, that is, there were no such thing as the discovery
of an error in our recollection. Now it is true that we regard some of

our recollections as absolutely certain, particularly those of more recent

events. But it is just as certain that, occasionally at least, our memory

deceives us, and that there is no sure criterion by which to distinguish
between perfect and imperfect recollections; in the last instance our only
warrant for the truth and trustworthiness of our recollections is our ability
to place them in a conscious connection, which is continuous and con

sistent in all aspects. Thus the judgment that I have actually performed
a given action, because I believe that I remember doing so, cannot be

regarded as immediately certain. It is a mediated judgment in so far as

it infers from a present idea the reality of a previous action corresponding

to it, and for judgment such as this there is no rule which is immediately

certain and absolutely reliable. 1

1 Compare W. Windelband's excellent pamphlet, Ueber die Gewisshez"t dey Erkenntniss,
a work which agrees in so many points with the position here laid down, that, with the
exception of a few passages, I could subscribe to it almost word for word. With refer
ence to the above question as to the source of our certainty that an idea is a recollection,
he says (p. 87 sq.) that in the last instance it is nothing more than a distinct feeling
accompanying the idea, which tells us that it has been presented before; this feeling,
however, is again due to the fact that with the idea there is associated the subconscious
idea of its connection with, and reference to, t.he ego, which is excited togelher with it,
and manifests itself in consciousness as a feeling of recollecLlon. In this way he explains
how it is that we are able to have ideas for the second time, without knowi ng them to be
recollections, for this happens when we have not been clearly conscious of their connection
with the thinking ego. This explanation is correct to the extent that there is a peculiar
feeling by which \ve generally distinguish the known from the unknown. But this feel
ing can yield no certainty unless it enable us to recall S0111e accompaniment of the
particular idea, other than that in which it now appears, and thus to connect the past
with the present. I may, on seeing some person, experience most strongly the feeling
which generally distinguishes the known from the unknown, but I shall not have perfect
certainty until I recollect the circumstances under ·which I previously ~aw him, and thus
fit him into the complex of ideas, which constitutes my self-consciousness, and is always
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Here, again', we are met by the psychological difficulty which we find in

being certain that our concepts are invariable, and hence in being certain
that the logical ideal is attained. For since our thought takes place in

temporally differentiated acts, the uncertainty of memory affects also my

consciousness that what I now think is what I thought before. For this

reason the logical ideal can only be approximately reached, and needs
not only unremitting practice, but also external aids. Amongst these

writing takes the highest place', and so great is its importance that it is safe
to say that without writing science is impossible.

5. On the other hand, we must note that every judgment concerning a
present action, in so far as it places this action in a temporal series, also
determines a particular point of time for its own validity; this "now" is

an essential part of the judgment, because, if referred to another point of
time, the validity of this judgment would be annulled by others. If, then,
a judgment \vhich thus includes the time of its validity is to be objectively

valid, it is not sufficient to assume that there is a' universal necessity for

the particular moments of consciousness to appear to everyone alike as

moving in a temporal series. It is not sufficient, that is, that there should

be a time which is the same for all. When such a judgment lays claim to
universal validity, there must also be universal laws making it necessary to
assign a definite time to the truth of every judgment. If, then, my judg
ment is to be 'valid and universally acknowledged, I Olust be able to de

termine the time for which it is valid in a universally valid way.

Thus the Kantian teaching that time in general is a necessary idea is
not sufficient. We need also the determination in an objective time of a

point of time which shall be the same for all; and we need a common
measure of time according to which every particular fact of consciousness

has its place assigned to it.
The question as to how these laws may be discovered cannot be

answered by reference to any immediate certainty, for it depends upon a

comparison between that which is immediately certain to me and the

temporal ideas of others. Its investigation forms a problem to be dealt

with in our third part.

present. In this consists that reference to the ego, rightly emphasized by Windelband.
It is not a reference to the abstract unity of self-consciousness, but to the empirical ego,
and knowledge in the sphere of recollection is nothing but the continual review and con
sistent combination of a number of acts of my past life.

s. L. x
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§ 47·

Immediate judgments concerning external existence are JUDGMENTS OF

PERCEPTION. As ordinarily used, they include the statement that their
subject exists. The perception is in the first place subjectively certain

(§ 46) in so far as it implies the statement that I have at the moment the

idea of a definite existing thing; the condition upon which a judgment

of perception becomes objectively valid is that there should be a necessity

to refer this subjective fact to some existing thing, according to which we

are compelled to interpret the contents of a perception as the real predi
cate of an existing thing. Especially must there be laws according to

which my spatial intuitions may be translated into the spatial determina

tions of objects, my reference of attributes or changes to a thing into the
real attributes and activities of substances, and illy idea of its relations into
real relations.

I. To ordinary consciousness the judgments of perception, in which

we make statements concerning that which is immediately present and

external, appear as immediately certain as the statements of immediate
self-consciousnesse

These judgments of perception include first of all the consciousness

that an idea of a particular thing is at the moment present to me, and has

the peculiar and indescribable character whereby perception is distin

guished from memory and from merely inward ideation. Our possession
of fixed concepts and a denotation for them next enables us to express

the contents of what is thus presented in a universally valid fornl. This

is done partly by subsuming 1 it as a whole under a generic concept (a

process corresponding to the denominative judgnlent), partly by analysing

it into its particular elements, and stating the predicates which correspond

to these. When these predicates ~re simple the judgment continues to be

immediate; one element of the perception is recognised as agreeing with

a conceptually deternlined characteristic (what I see is red).2 But the

process may be one of subsumption under composite concepts; and then,
instead of an immediate naming which unifies a whole with a whole, we

! Concerning the term subsuraption, cf. § 8, 6, note.

2 To the extent in which there is a difficulty in maintaining the conceptual limits of
distinctions which melt into each other in the. merely internal reproduction of concepts,
the objective validity of such a judgment may no doubt depend upon other processes
(measurement, etc.).
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have the necessity of a comparison between the particular characteristics
of the perception and the characteris.tics of the concept. The judgment
then becomes mediate, in that it is the result of a number of particular

judgments (cf. § 56 on the inference of subsumption).
2. If no more were meant by a judgnlent of perception than that my

present sensation is of redness or sweetness, the PrincipIe of Agreement

would suffice here agaip to guarantee that the judgrnent is necessary, and

such that everyone having the same idea must affirm it.

But such a judgment does not compare mere ideas. It refers an idea
to a particular object which is thought of as existing, and it states a predi

cate as objectively belonging to this definite thing. If the judgnlent is to
be true, it is not sufficient that there should be a ground for the agreement
of the particular idea with the general. The confident assumption of
ordinary judgment that this particular idea refers to a definite existing
object, and that this object possesses the predicates which I attribute to

it, must also be well grounded. This is possible only if there is some law
according to which the subjective affections and ideas of the individual

are referred to objective things with unfailing and universally valid neces

sity. Now the universality of the conviction that real objects correspond
to Our sensations does indeed prove that we are under a psychological

obligation to affirm the reality of what is felt. But it is also proved by the
fact that our senses often, as it is said, deceive us, and by the conflicting
statements of different observers of the same object, that this universal
obligation is no guarantee of complete unanimity in each particular case.
So that here again we may find, and often do find, that we have to distin
guish between that which actually occurs according to psychological laws,

and that which is universally valid, and we cannot speak of a sufficient
foundation for such judgments unless all subjective differences can be

eliminated. This, however, is only possible if we can bring to light
universal laws according to which we necessarily refer the subjective

sensation to an objective reality, and can test every case by them. Then
only can we pass from the judgment, "I ,am sure that I saw and perceived
this or that," to the judgment, "this or that is there, has happened."

3. Once it is recognised that in perception we have at first only sub

jective occurrences, and that only the presence of the idea is immediately

given, its reference to an external thing being a subsequent, though
generally unconscious, step, then for every judgment concerning external
existence we need a law, according to which the idea must always-at least
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under certain conditions-be necessarily referred to some external existing

object. Scepticism denies that there is any such necessity, or, at any rate,
that it can be known to us. Subjective idealisn1 affirms the necessity,

but only in the sense that we necessarily think of what is perceived as a
real external object. To it this affirmation of an external existence is a

mere act of Thought, and though the necessity thus leads to a second

stage in our ideas, it does not lead to an existence indepen.dent of our

selves. The reality which we affirm is only a reality of appearances, not
of independent things.

vVe are not concerned here to settle this disputed question. It is

sufficient to show that the immediate certainty of our judgments of per
ception does not rest upon any absolute necessity, until some general law

has been shown according to which the fact of perception necessitates the

recognition of the existence of an external object.
From a logical point of view it is, moreover, quite indifferent whether

this law is represented as assuring us of the act:ual existence of external

things-that is, in the realistic sense; or in the idealistic sense as only
necessitating that the idea of real objects should follow upon perception.

The logical character of the resulting judgments, their necessity and

universal validity, would be the same in either case; the only difference

would be in the meaning of the predicate" to be" (in the empirical sense).

Only the sceptical view that it is impossible to attain to necessary judg
ments would exclude them from logical treatment.

Now, the universalla\\l' for which we are seeking cannot be to the effect

that whenever I perceive anything there exists son1ething, which corre

sponds to the particular idea developed according to psychological laws

from my perception. On the contrary, it has been shown over and over

again, and from wholly different points of view, that it is possible even to

doubt the existence of the whole external world, and it has been luain
tained that no logical necessity invalidating that doubt corresponds to the

psychological necessity of assuming such a world.1 I~ then, there are,

nevertheless, ways and n1eans of attaining to a conviction of external
reality, they are not to be found in the simple facts of perception, but in

the particular nature of our perceptions.
4. But even if we allow that there are principles which necessitate the

reference of our perceptions to something really existing, we have still to

1 Cf. Baumann's treatment of these propositions in the first chapters of his Philosophie
als Orientierung uber die Welt.
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consider the conditions under which these principles are applicable.
The question is, what are the presuppositions necessary in order that the
subjective fact of perception may warrant an objectively valid judgment?
The extent to which judgments of perception may vary with different indi
viduals sufficiently shows that such judgments cannot under all circuln
stances be universally valid, since they lead to contradictions.

Generally speaking, there are two grounds, to either of which these
divergencies amongst individual percipients may be due. The difference
may lie in the very beginning of the process, in the empirical data frorn
which the formation of the subject idea and the judgment about it starts;
in the affections of our organs of sense, or, more exactly speaking, in the
manner in which we become aware of such affections. Or it may lie in
the subsequent processes which it) ordinary thought take place uncon
sciously, but \vhich nevertheless do take place, and may be shown
principally by means of the so-called deceptions of the senses-to be ana
logous to inferences.

5. With reference to the first of these grounds, the certainty with which
we ascribe to objects our sensations of colour, temperature, etc., as their
attributes, depends upon the conviction that there is an invariable con
nection between the assumed object and ourselves, a connection such that
the same attribute in the object always and invariably corresponds to the
same sensation in every subject. Even Bacon, in his firm belief that cel
lars are colder in summer than in winter, assumed that his sensation of
temperature was an unvarying and infallible test of the state of the object:
whatever feels cold, is cold, and just as cold as it feels. The contradiction
to which this assumption leads, by forcing us to affirm and deny the same
thing, brought such judgments of the senses into discredit in very early
times. From the very beginning of Greek philosophy sense-perception
was, to some extent at least, excluded from the sphere of true knowledge,
because of its subjective variability and the extent to which it differed in
different individuals. Only since the time of Bacon have men bethought
themselves that after all this is the basis upon which the greater part of
our knowledge rests, and that all we have to do is to learn the art of using
the instrument correctly. But the Logic which followed Plato and Aris
totle has perpetuated to the present day the neglect of the conditions
upon which these judgments are valid. The concept was thought to be
a more than sufficient substitute for an untrustworthy perception, until
Kant showed clearly that in mere conceptual knowledge we nlerely retrace
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our steps, and never advance any nearer to the object. But any logic is
incomplete which fails to inquire into the conditions of the validity of

these judgments, for it is these which both guide us in our formation of
concepts and justify its importance.

6. A judgment of perception, then, can lay claim to universal validity
only when the sense-affection upon which it depends is the expression of
an invariable relation between the assumed object and the subject, when
the sensation is the infallible sign of an objective quality. And it can
claim this validity only to the extent in which we can assure ourselves that

it is invariable, hence that everyone has an exactly similar organization
and sensibility, or else that variations can be accurately corrected. In our
third part we shall have to investigate the n1eans by which we may suc

ceed in finding a basis for our judgments which shall satisfy-at least
practically-this necessity for such an absolute similarity or reducibility in
our affections as will enable them to be substituted for each other.

7. The idea of the spatial nature of that which is perceived is indis
solubly connected with the perceptions of sight and touch; we think of
what we see and touch as spatially extended and as having a definite form
and size, and we assign to it a definite position in space. Here, again,

what we first have is a subjective idea, and the position assigned to things
is determined in the first instance by reference to our own bodies as the
centres from which our local determinations proceed. It may be ques
tioned how many of our spatial ideas are given from the very first, and are
inseparably combined with the sensation itself; that some of our spatial
ideas, such as the idea of the corporeal form of objects and their distance
from us and from each other, are not originally presented with the sensa
tion, but are the result of combinations which for the most part take

place unconsciously, can be indisputably proved.
In the first place, it is clear that if there is to be an objectively valid

judgment, not about my idea, but about something which exists in space

and has a definite extension and form, there must be absolute certainty
that the idea of space is the same for all, and that the spatial interpreta
tions which we give to our sensations are necessarily determined in a
given way. Only when this is the case can the judgment concerning ob
jective extension and spatial relations which results from my sensation be
objectively necessary, and the spatial object be the same for all. One
condition, therefore, of objectively valid judgments of perception is that
the idea of space shall be the sanle for every orie, not arbitrary or other-
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wise liable to variations, but completely determined, and that everyone
shall think of space in the same way; and such judgments cannot attain
to certainty unless we recognise these laws which govern the representa
tion of space. It is not merely with the possibility of pure geometry as a
science that we are concerned here. In geometry everyone has his own

space, and different spaces are only congruent, or at least similar; it makes

no difference whereabouts in such a space we draw our lines or construct

our figures. Geometrical figures have no position in space. It is different
when we assert that something exists in the objective space which is the
same for all. When I judge that "this is here," or "that is there," I
state something which is to be valid for everyone and which determines

the position of an object in such a way that the place where it is to be
found may be generally known, and its spatial relations be the same for
all. Constant practice generally enables us to determine such relations in
our immedfate surroundings without special discipline; but this does not

make it any the less necessary in strict theory to investigate the conditions
and normal la\vs for an objectively valid determination of the form and
place of particular objects. In astronomy we have a proof of how many
presuppositions are involved in judgments concerning the position of

heavenly bodies which lay claim to objective validity, and how such judg

Inents are really valid only when the presuppositions are acknowledged to
be absolutely certain and necessary. But these presuppositions include
not merely the universal propositions of geometry, they include also pro

positions concerning the reference of sensations to a definite place, and
these in their turn depend upon optical laws, e.g. that the \rays of light

move in straight lines throughout the same medium, but are refracted
upon entering into another. Weare not concerned here with the way in
which we arrive at our knowledge of these presuppositions; only so much
is clear, that they must ultimately depend upon son1ething which is imme

diately certain, and which does not derive its necessity froln elsewhere, if
the particular judgment is to be objectively valid.

8. It is the same with motion. The immediate perception of motion

cannot lead to a valid judgment unless we presuppose a local determina
tion which has taken place according to necessary laws. But this is not
sufficient. All movement, so far as we can perceive it, is only relative;

that is, a mutual change of position amongst visible objects. But our

judgments are meant to bear the objective significance that A moves to

wards B, and hence we have need of universal laws according to which
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we may interpret relative change of position into actual movement, into
change of position in space, and by which we may judge what is to be re
garded as in motion and what as at rest. Here again the history of as
tronomy proves to us that we cannot arrive at objectively valid judgments
conG~rning motion unless we presuppose universal principles according to
which the subjective perception of motion is referred to actual motion,
and -the subjective phenomenon interpreted into an objective event. l'he
difficulty of clearly distinguishing between the concepts of relative and
absolute motion is sufficient proof of the labour involved in discovering
these ultimate principles.

9. Still nlore important is the reference of our sensations to definite
things. It is true that the form in which we refer the material given by
sensation to permanent things is part of the unalterable nature of our
thought; and we could not throw off this psychological constraint even if
we would. But just because the thought of a thing is not already included
in the affection itself, we can conceive of a difference in the process. This
difference, indeed, is hardly apparent when we have to do with motionless
and permanent phenomena; anything which, for our apprehension, is un
changing, which keeps the same position in space, and has fixed limits, is
unhesitatingly looked upon as one and the same thing. In the same way it
is so universally assurifed that two things cannot occupy the same position
in space that all our references are founded upon this presupposition; not
_even spatial moveluent, if it is observed as continuous, is by itself suffi
cient to make us uncertain in our reference.

But wherever we find change of form, magnitude, or sensuous qualities,
it becomes a problem as to how the successive stages in the change should
be referred to the assumed substance. The necessity appears of generally
accepted principles according to which the individual must guide his judg
ment, if he wishes not merely to state his views, but to make objectively
valid propositions. When a column of quicksilver expands or contracts,
we describe the succession in our perceptions by the proposition "this
grows smaller," or "this grows larger ." We use the same words to describe
the growth of a crystal or the diminution of a piece of ice in the air; such
propositions seem to imply that in both cases it is a definite thing, and,
moreover, the same thing, which changes its volume. But for the physicist
the two propositions have a different meaning. In the first case, he does
really consider that it is the same subject which occupies now more, now
less, room; in the second c~se, the increased crystal or the half-melted ice
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is no longer the same thing as before; something has been added to the
original thing or a part has been taken away. For the child water
vanishes when it evaporates, and wood when it burns; for the physicist the
same thing remains, it is only in another form. The proposition "this
water evaporates" has a quite different meaning as apprehended by the
one or the other. Kant has included the principle of the permanence of

l

substance amongst the a priori principles of the understanding. 'This it
is not, if we mean that in all our references of sensations to objects this

principle guides us by a natural necessity of the understanding; if it were

so, words signifying beginning and ceasing, growth and diminution, could

never have arisen and been applied to things in any language. It is only
as a condition of consistent experience that a principle is necessary which
regulates the manner in which we add substance to accident in thought;
but the principle, as Kant understands it, is impossible until it has been
established that weight is to be the measqre of the quantity of substance,
and this is one of the later results of science. The only truth in Kant's
teaching on this point is, that we can have no consistent and necessary

judgment concerning the particular unless there is such a principle; in this
sense alone is it originally necessary- it is necessary if there is to be any
science of experience. Whether we are to accept it as necessary because

a priori in the ordinary sense of being independent of all experience and
self-evident, or because our experience can only be made thoroughly con
sistent by means of this principle, is another question.

10. The difficulty of establishing the real identity of the same thing
upon the ground of temporally disconnected perceptions is only a special
case of the difficulty of applying the concept of the thing as that which is

identical with itself in time to particular instances. Here again we need
definite rules upon which to base the assertion.

I I. Our analysis has already shown that the conditions upon which the
validity of any judgment concerning the particular depends are different
from, and much more complicated than, those of the validity of merely
analytical judgments, based upon a generally accepted system of concepts.

It has further shown that the demand for perfectly valid judgn1ents puts an
end to the natural immediateness of narrative judgments, and necessitates
their mediation in order that they may be true, and that we may be certain
of their truth.

Thus from the point of view of the conditiops of science, as distinguished

from that of the psychological genesis of judgments, Kant was right, after
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all, in regarding only conceptual judgments as analytical, all others as

synthetical, and in inquiring into the principles of their synthesis a priori
as the conditions of their objective validity.

12. The necessity of guiding principles is still more evident in judg
ments of causality than in the inference from phenomenon to substance.

We are so accustomed in our ordinary judgment to apply the idea of
efficiency, and we make use of it in simple, every-day matters so entirely
without reflection, that judgments which state that a blow has broken a

window-pane and that drinking quenches the thirst are formed as if they

were immediate; in employing transitive verbs we unconsciously appro
priate the idea of efficacy which they contain. The given relation between
events is unhesitatingly expressed by verbs and adjectives containing the
thought of efficacy, and we therefore believe that we apprehend this
efficacy as directly as we do change or movement. But let us reduce the
particular verbs which express an effectuation to definite concepts. We
shall find that they contain some elements which are of a nature to be
intuitively perceived-a movernent of the one thing and a subsequent

change of the other. But in addition to these, there is an element which
is not intuitable, that is, the causal-relation itself, which implies that the

subsequent change is really produced by the other, that it does not proceed
from the subject in which it takes place, but is forced upon it· by the
cause. The objective validity of our apprehension of events which we can
perceive is to be estimated according to principles already laid down.
For the statement that a part of them is caused by something else we need

a further fundamental principle, according to which a perceptible event
may be known) with an objectively valid and necessary knowledge, to be

an instance of causality. Only in this way can a causal judgruent con
cerning the particular attain to objective validity. For here, even more
than with the concept of substance, it is obvious that while it is a necessary
result of human nature and of the laws according to which our thought

develops, that events are causally connected by us, and that we cannot get
rid of the need to regard the one as the consequence of the other; yet

this does not exclude widely different applications of the same general
principle, and wide differences in our way of referring the particular to

causal connections. I t was the natural desire for causality which drove

men to seek the causes of events in the power of spirits or in the position
of the stars; but no such proposition has objective validity unless there is
a fixed and necessary rule, according' to which we may refer events to
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causes, and discover \vhat is the cause of a given event; indeed, it is only'
on this ~ondition that any causal connection amongst particular events can
be asserted with validity. It was such a rule as this that Kant sought in

his a priori principle. He looked for a condition of scientific experience
and of objectively valid causal judgments which should necessitate a
particular luanner of connecting the subjectively given manifold, and a
particular interpretation of that which is empirically co-presented, thus.
transforming (to use Kant's distinction) a judgment of perception into a
judgment of experience.1 Here again he believes that in the synthetical
principle a priori that everything which happens presupposes something.
upon which it follows according to rule, he has set forth this ultimate con
dition of objective judgments, and that by showing it to be a priori he has.
given the ground of its necessity. But here again it may be asked
whether the fundamental principle in this form is really to be acknowledged.
as necessary and a priori, or whether it is merely accepted as necessary

because it is the only hypothesis which enables us to shape our experience
consistently. Moreover, it may even be questioned whether in this form,

it is sufficient, or, indeed, at all fitted, to serve as a basis for the objec
tivity of our causal judgments. So much, however, is certain, that only in

proportion as our reference of perceptions to causal relations takes place
in accordance with fixed rules can we assert in any particular instance that
a phenomenon, B, is the effect of another, A, and from this it follows that
every particular causal judgment n1ust have its ground in a reference to the

general principle; that is, it must be inferred and synthetical. If we con
sider how difficult it often is to decide what is the cause of a given event,
we shall be the more ready to agree with the statement that there is.

absolutely no causal judgment, the necessity of which is immediately
certain.

§ 48.

The final and highest general rules-besides the Principle of Agreement

-upon which all other propositions are grounded, are either axioms of

1 His well-known example (Prol., § 20) is the judgment" when the sun shines on the
stone it becomes warm." This is a mere judgment of perception, and however often I
may have perceived it or others may have perceived it, it contains no necessity; it merely
happens that the perceptions are generally connected in this way. But when I say" the
sun warms the stone," the concept of cause has been added from the understanding to·
the perception, and this establishes a necessary connection between the concept of sun
shine and that of warmth; the synthetical judgment becomes necessarily and universally
valid, hence it is objective, and passes from perception to experience.
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the formation of concepts, or postulates concerning the existent. The
.assumptions made upon the ground of these postulates are ultimately

regulated by the law of contradiction.

I. From what has been said it will at least be evident that the purely
<empirical view, which regards the particular facts of experience taken as

-objective staten1ents as that which is immediately certain and upon which
.all other propositions are found,ed, can never be the ground for a science
consisting of universally valid propositions. Since the facts of perception
belong to the individual, each man's statements about them are originally

valid for him alone. Nor could we get further than this subjective

validity unless there were rules according to which a universally valid

proposition may be inferred from the subjective fact. Any view which
maintains that the facts of perception, as ordinarily understood, are the

final certainty, must either lead to the scepticism of Hume, which will not
.allow us to pass from subjective impressions to any statement concerning
" being"; or else-if we are allowed to proceed so far as to state that
:something is- to the proposition of Protagoras, that what appears to any
-one is for him. In either case there is no possibility of a truth which is

valid for all. It is true that particular empirical theories, such as that of
Mill, do aim at erecting a science upon this foundation. But such theories
,;always surreptitiously assume propositions having universal validity; some
times assuming as a matter of course that judgments of perception are the

"same for everyone, and state objective being as well as guarantee real
knowledge; sometimes setting forth our inferences from these judgments

-of perception as self-evident, although without some universally valid
assumption there is no manner of justification for them.!

2. In opposition to this view, I hope that I have shown that perception
,cannot be a ground for necessary and universally-valid judgment concern

ing the existent, unless the necessity of our particular judgments is based

'upon universal principles. Ultimately these principles must somehow be
immediately certain; and they cannot derive their certainty from an ex
perience which, in the form of true judgments, is impossible without them.
'Thus the question arises whether there are any immediately certain pro
positions of this nature. Such propositions would state the necessity of
the processes by which, from the fundamental subjective facts of immediate

~sensation, we obtain the idea of a world of particular things exist~ng in

1 We reserve a detailed examination of Mill's theory until we come to investigate the
!process of ind~ction.
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space and time, and the reality of their attributes and actions as of their
manifold relations. Their general formula would be: given the condi
tions of individual perception, to obtain necessary statements concerning
the existence of objects, and given statements concerning the existence of
these objects toO obtain from them other necessary statements.

If, from the fact that I have definite spatial intuitions, it could be in
ferred in accordance with these principles that a space, such as I imagine
it, exists objectively; if it followed that, because I have a sensation of
light at a particular point of this space, there exists a bright object at this
point, according to the principle that any felt quality requires a substance
in which it is inherent; if, from the fact that a thing is or changes, it could
be inferred that another thing is or changes, the necessity of such proposi
tions being as obvious as the principle of contradiction-then there would
be no difficulty in finding a ground even for judglnents of perception. For
the subjective fact that I have this or that idea must be recognised as im
mediately certain, and this would be the empirical datum from which our
judgments concerning the existent would necessarily follo\v in accordance
with such laws.

These propositions would have to be certain a priort~ in the sense that
they would be merely the conscious expression of an invariable and in
evitable function of our thought, and accompanied by the conviction that so
surely as we are ourselves we are obliged to judge in such a way. They
would not proceed from the contents of the object of thought as expressed
in the concept, but would ascribe to these contents a predicate, derived
not from themselves, but from the particular manner in which they happen
to be presented, fronl the specific chq.racter of the perception. To this
extent synthetical judgments might be grounded upon then).

Here we may see how froIn this point of view also the Kantian ques
tion, "How are synthetical judgments a priori possible?" is of funda
mental importance. For it is evident that upon the answer to this
question depends the possibility of passing from individual thought as it
constantly recurs to universally valid propositions, and from the subjec
tive formation of ideas to judgments concerning the existent.

3. That there are such propositions is recognised whenever it is taught
that there are AXIOMS upon which our knowledge of the existent depends.
In accordance with Aristotle's teaching,l axioms have been distinguished

1 Treating of those eleruents of our knowledge for which no further ground can. be
given, Aristotle distinguishes in the Anal. post. , i. 2 and 10, between a~lwfJ-a (apX7J 7}v ava,')'K?']
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from definitions and the analytical judgments following from these, on the
,one hand, and from postulates on the other. When thus distinguished

they are looked upon as propositions having a truth and certainty which is
immediately evident. Hence their contradictory cannot possibly be

thought, and as they are not mere explications of concepts they form the
ultimate presuppositions upon which all knowledge must be grounded.

lVloreover, the name Axiom is not given to particular judgments of im
mediate certainty-for instance, to the utterances of inlmediate self

consciousness-but only to universal propositions which express a necessity

of extensi:ve application. Aristotle, for instance, in addition to the ab

solutely first and most universal axiom-the principle of contradiction

recognised special axioms for each department of knowledge, e.g. luathe

matical axioms. Postulates, on the other hand, are propositions which
neither admit of further proof or derivation, nor can be accepted as

immediately and necessarily certain; their certainty however is assumed,

not upon the ground of logical necessity, but upon psychological reasons
of a more general kind.

An inquiry as to whether all the propositions which have at various

times been employed as axiolDs have really merited this title could only

be carried out by an investigation into the special departments of know

ledge which is beyond the scope of general logic. Nevertheless our

previous investigations are a sufficient ground upon which to base an

important distinction with reference to the import of such propositions,

one which has not generally been recognised, though it was indicated by

Kant.! We mean the distinction between axioms referring to the for-

~X€LV TOV OTLOVV fJ-a8Tj60fJ-€VOV-O ciVet)'KTj €LvaL OL' aUTO Kat. OOK€LV civet')'KTj), and 8E6LS (1jv fJ-1] t6TL

Q€L~aL, fJ-Tjo' ciVet')'KTj l!X€LV TOV /La8Tj60fJ-€vOV TL). He again divides the 8E6LS into U1r08€6LS,

which states that something is or is not, and 0PL6fJ-OS, which gives the" what" only, not the
"that." While a U1r08€6LS which contradicts the presuppositions of the learner is afTTjfJ-a.

The last term has never attained to any fixed meaning. The modern use of the term
postulate has been determined-though again not absolutely-by I<:'ant, when in the
Kr£t£k d. r. ~ he refers to the mathematical use of the term: "the practical
proposition which contains nothing but the synthesis whereby an object is presented to
us, and its concept created, is a postulate." Accordingly he calls the principles of modality
postulates because they point out the luanner in which the concept of things is connected
with our faculty of knowledge. But in the Kritik der practische1z Vernunfl a postulate is
a theoretical proposition-tho.ugh it is not demonstrable as such-inasmuch as it is in
separably dependent upon an a priori practical law of unconditional validity. \Ve find
the same discrepancy in I<:'ant's Logic. I have given a wider meaning to the second
definition in the text.

1 In his distinction between the mathematical and dynamical use of the synthesis of
the pure concepts of the ~nderstanding.
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mation of concepts, and axioms referring to the knowledge of a particular
existing thing.

We have laid it down that the possibility of a logically perfect formation

of our concepts depends upon our being able to state necessary la\vs
according to which all our ideas are formed. It is certain that logically
perfect concepts are no natural product, but have to be obtained by. a
conscious synthesis; and it is as certain that this synthesis must be
governed by rules which are obviously necessary, but which constitute
primarily a ground only for the form of our concepts and the mutual
reference of their elements, not for the assertion that a particular thing
exists. Thus the proposition that we cannot think of any attribute as

real without presupposing a thing to which it attaches is a rule which
determines the construction of our ideas and the relation between their

elements.
\ All propositions, again, concerning the incompatibility of certain char
,~cteristics are axioms for the construction of concepts. It is fixed by the

/,' nature of our thought itself that certain determinations cannot be com
bined in one idea, and this impossibility can be certain for us only in the
same way as the principle of agreement is certain. (Essentially different

from these are propositions concerning incompatibility which are only
empirically inferred; as, for instance, that a gaseous state is incompatible
with great specific weight.)

l\fathematical axioms are to be classed with these axioms for the con
struction of concepts (when, that is, they are not merely analytical
propositions, such as the principle that two magnitudes which are both

equal to a third are equal to one another, which follows analytically from

the concept of equality). For inasnluch as all geometrical figures pre
suppose space and are governed by the nature' of our idea of space, such
axioms express nothing but the manner of synthesis which is necessitated
by our idea of space. It is upon the inevitable rules of this idea that the
axiom " two straight lines cannot enclose a space" is based.

From one point of view all these axioms may be treated as analytical
propositions; when, that is, we look to the fact that though not derived
from the concepts of the grammatical subjects, they are involved in the

nature of the ideas presupposed in these subjects (§ 18,5, p. 110 sq.). That
they appear to be synthetical is due only to their being relational judg
n1ents, which must have been preceded by a synthesis in the ideas without
\vhich there would have been no relation. They are based upon the
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fact that the different elements of our ideas are not independent of one

another.
Such axioms there are also in reference to all we think of as existent; they

hold good, however, only when it is the concept of being which is in ques

tion, and not with reference to any assertion that this or that particular

thing is. Spinoza's axionl-oJllnia quce sun!, vel in se vel in alio sunt-is
one of these: and it refers to the fact that nothing but substance with

accident can be thought of as existing.

But these axioms are not n1eant to serve as grounds for the judgment

that this or that particular thing is. The one last quoted, for instance,

leaves it quite undetermined to what we are to apply the concept of being

in itsel~ and being in something else (independent and dependent being).

Other axioms, however, are needed for our judgments concerning the

particular existent; axion1s upon which we may base the assertion that a
certain particular thing must be thought to exist because we form an idea of

it in a certain way, or because another particular thing either is or has bet;n.

And it is just this which constitutes their characteristic difference from,

the former axioms. The axiom of causality, for instance, as fornlulated in

the law of inertia, says nothing about the necessary idea of motion; what it

says is that if a given body actually moves at one moment, it will continue

to move in the next in the saIne direction and with the san1e velocity, and

that if it changes its motion another body is there which has influenced it.

Thus the general formula of such axioms is sometimes "if I perceive a

particular thing under given conditions, it exists"; sometimes" if some

particular thing is, then some other is also." In this way they regulate

the process, by which 111y ideas of the particular are interpreted as reality.

We need only attend to what always takes place in the forrn'ation of our

ideas to become conscious of the necessity of the former axioms. The

necessity of the latter, just because they refer to the existent, cannot be

derived from the necessity of thought so simply, except in so far as we

assume as our highest axiom that thought and being correspond.
4. The history of science proves irresistibly how vain is the belief that

we can ground the statement that a given thing is, and is this or that, upon

simple and immediate axiolns, or that the universe of the particular can be

derived from them as necessary consequence. Neither the principle " non

datur VaCUU11l" nor the axiom that" a thing can only take effect where it

is," neither the assertion that "like only effects like," nor the statement

that" the effect does not continue without the cause," have been of any
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avail, and the criterion of inability to think otherwise has been constantly
misconstrued as the psychological impossibility due to habit, instead of
logical necessity.1

Even Kant's splendid attempt to exhibit the synthetical judgments a

priori, which are the ground of all experience, has really only resulted in

shewing that such synthetical judgments a priori must hold good if experi
ence is to be possible as science. He starts by assuming that there is a
science of experience, and worki~g back from this he seeks the conditions
of it, guided by the principle that all cognitions must admit of being united
in one consciousness. But neither his derivation of the categories from
the forms of judgment given in the traditional Logic and supplemented by
hinlself, nor yet the synthetical principles obtained from this basis and
their proofs, have succeeded in convincing his readers that they have here
propositions which are absolutelf necessary and self-evident, whose contra
dictory cannot possibly be thought, and which are contained a priori in

ou~ understanding. On the other hand, again, the proof that our sensa·
tions as they occur must necessarily submit themselves to the categories
and a priori principles leaves much room for question.

Schopenhauer abandoned the extensive fortress of the twelve categories

in order that he might maintain more strongly the citadel of causality ;
but although his simplification of Kant is very instructive, it cannot take
the place of the Kantian pure forms of the understanding and synthetical
principles a priori. Even if he aimed at nothing more than psychological
explanation of the process by which everyone is forced to obj ectify his

spatial intuitions and think of them as external, the principle of causality is
insufficient. We may, indeed, infer from it that I must assume something
other than myself as the cause of my sense affections, since I am not con
scious of having produced them myself. But it does not follow either that

this cause is necessarily in space, nor that it consists in the object of intui
tion itself considered as an existing thing. No doubt scientific reflection

upon our sense perceptions, :which begins by assuming that they are
occasioned by external objects, finds itself confirmed in this assumption by
the fact that it is thus enabled to explain our sensations, and it is for this
reason that Schopenhauer's theory has been approved by Helmholtz. But
it is after all convincing only after we have already tacitly presupposed the

existence of objects, the assumption of which it was intended to explain e

\Vhen once it is evident that the general principle of causality contains no

1 Cf. Mill's Logic, bk. 2, ch. 7, and bk. 5, ch. 3.

s. L. y
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information as to the nature of the cause of a given effect, we see the im
possibility of inferring frOin it the existence of any definite cause.

There are still more serious defects in this principle when regarded as a

principle of objective truth. Even if we allow that it holds good as a uni
versal and self-evident axiom, it cannot be the ground of our inference of

external objects unless the proposition "I am not aware of having myself
caused my affections," is a proof that I am really not their cause. Thus
its application involves the axiom that I am not the cause of anything

which I do not produce consciously; an axiom which no one will assert to
be valid a priori. Nor could it be a principle of objective truth unless it

were to guarantee that everything thus objectified by the individual were

eo facto valid. It may be a natural law of our thought; but the conditions
under which it may become a normal law are still to be discovered. 1

Thus the principle of causality also fails to enable us to assert that this
or that particular thing necessarily corresponds to IllY perception, and is
like my idea of it; for by itself it tells us nothing of the nature of the
cause.

It cannot be allowed, then, that the general propositions which guarantee

the objective validity of our judgments of perception, are obvious as simple,
self-evident truths; nor that we find them in a form which, by itself, makes

the reference of our perceptions to an existing thing, and of certain per

ceptions to a certain thing, a priori certain. But it still remains open to
us to acknowledge the existence of an external world which is the san1e for
all, as a postulate of our search for science and knowledge which we can
not avoid believing, although we recognise that it is not self-evident. 2

1 I agree with Windelband (p. 76 loco cit.) that it is a first principle of knowledge
~more accurately of our attainment of knowledge-which makes us seek a cause for
every phenomenon; but then this law is not sufficient to show the sufficient ground for
every phenomenon. Such a law, however, would be necessary as a ground for our judg
ments of perception. Cf. the criticism of this theory of causality in the work of Spir,
Denken und W£rkl£chkez"t, p. 121 sq.

2 Baumann's proof of realism (Philosojh£e als Orientierung iiber die Welt, p. 248 sq.)
comes to much the same as this, so far as I can see.

Zeller's investigation" uber die Griinde unseres Glaubens an die Realitat der Aussen
welt" (Vortrage und Abhandlungen, dritte Samlnlung, p. 225 sq.), which is a model of
clearness and caution, leads to practically the same result, although he attempts to dispose
of the argument that I myself am the only real being which exists by a refutation to which
he attributes the importance of a proof. The proof, however, is only derived by him from
the fact that such an assumption would render the contents of consciousness inexplicable,
and thus it presupposes the necessity not only of explanation but of causal explanation.
But this necessity is in the first instance subjective, a necessity imposed by our desire to
know. That the conviction of the reality of an external world is justified by the necessity
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This postulate being granted, the question arises: What are the universal
conditions required by the nature of our perceptions, if they are to be
referred to an external existence, and if the judgments resulting from them
are to be made thoroughly consistent? To discover these presuppositions

is, then, the aim, and not the starting point of science. Nevertheless for
our guiding clue in this discovery \ve must fall back upon a principle whose
likeness to the principle of contradiction n1ay impose upon us, but which

is really only a particular application of that principle; i.e. it is impossible

that the same thing should both be and not be, that it should both be A
and not be A. The principle of contradiction as a natural law of our
thought states that it is impossible that we should consciously both affirm
and deny the sa~e proposition. If we assume that there is a defi
nitely fixed conceptual system which is present without variation to an
ideal consciousness, and the same for all thinking beings, then all concep
tual judgments are established by the principle of agreement. Hence it
follows also from the principle of contradiction that all judgnlents contra

dicting these are false, whether they are direct negations, or judgments
predicating incompatible characteristics. When this is the sense in which
"the same cannot be both B and not B," we mean by the same, the same
concept, the definite contents of my idea.

But when we are forming judgments about the existent, this principle
prohibits us in the first place from thinking that the same thing both
is and is not. If then we can infer from the assumptions we have made
about the existent one conclusion, that a particular object of thought is,
and another conclusion that the san1e partiCUlar object of thought is not,
the two propositions cannot both be true, and there must be something

false in our assumptions. And in the same way it is impossible to think
that the same particular A both is B and is not B.

Since it is part of the concept of being, that it is the same for all \vho
think, so that true judgments about the same thing Inust agree, whoever

of explanation and understanding is true only as a postulate. We cannot accept it as an
axiom that nothing incomprehensible can exist; indeed a complete understanding of all
that is presented to us can never be more than a problem set before us which we shall
never completely solve. Though, therefore, I completely agree with him that the theory
which regards our ideas as only the products of the conscious subject is untenable, still
I regard the final presupposition upon which is based our conviction of the reality of an
external world as nothing more than a postulate. This however is quite sufficient to en~

able me to accept the statement of the problem as formulated on p. 263: the causes of
those phenomena of consciousness which we call perceptions must be determined in a
way which will correspond to the facts.
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forUls them, it follows that contradictory judgments, even when inferred by
different people on the ground of their perceptions, cannot be true of one
and the same existing thing. It is true that this argument is ultimately
based upon our concept of being, and that we cannot go beyond this.
But there is no other scientific knowledge than the knowledge which tells
us that if we would think of anything as existing, we must necessarily think
of it in a given way. If we could suppose it possible for contradiction to
be repugnant to our thought only, and to be admissible in the existent, all
our efforts to know the existent would be rendered fruitless.

In the third part, I hope to show how the nature of the problems to be
solved, and the conditions ~nder which we attain our knowledge, have
necessarily given rise to that process in our experiential knowledge which
is exhibited by the history of the actual development of science. I shall
show, that is, that the whole task has consisted in affirming an existent
in accordance with the postulate that something is, and upon the ground
of our perception, and in making our hypotheses about it in such a way that
our statements concerning it may be free from contradiction. The history
of science shows us a continual process of re-construction and correction
in our ideas of the existent, a process which enters upon a new stage
whenever our hypotheses lead to contradictions. There is no other confir
mation of our belief that any given thing is, than the complete con
sistency of all our judgments with reference to the existent; the return of
the circle into itself. All the general propositions which we accept with
respect to the existent must finally be such that the inlmediately certain,
the subjective fact of perception, which was the starting point of the whole
process, may in its turn be a necessary consequence of them. In this way
the immediate assumption from which we always set out, that sensible
qualities are immediate attributes of the existent, has been rectified; by
accepting it we' were led to contradictory conclusions. In this way the
axioms of physics, the principle of the permanence of substance, etc., have
been discovered. Kant, in his Antinomies, chose this same way to show
that space and time are only subjective forms of intuition, and that every
thing therein is only phenomenal; to assume that they are real in the
ordinary sense leads in his opinion to contradiction.

The principle of causality, at any rate in the form in which alone it can be
applied, enters into this process of building up knowledge from experience.
It enters, that is, as the postulate that the existent is knowable as necessary,
i.e. determined according to universally valid laws. For not even the
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firmest conviction that everything has its cause could enable us to assert
confidently the existence of a particular thing, if causes worked by

chance.1

1 In order to avoid repetition i postpone a complete exposition of the principle of
causality to Part III.



CHAPTER III.

THE RULES OF INFERENCE AS THE GROUND FOR MEDIA TED

JUDGMENTS.

IT has been shown in the previous section that judgments which we were

obliged to regard as immediate from the point of view of natural thought,

must nevertheless admit of being presented as necessary consequences of

a general law when we have to ask for the ground of their certainty.

Analytical judgments must be shown to follow from the principle of agree

ment ; judgments of perception from the laws, according to which we de

rive from our subjective affections the conviction that there are material

things. And since these general laws can be known only in the form of

judgments, the contents of the previous chapter are to a large extent dealt

with under this one; only the highest and ultimate laws, together with the

immediate utterances of self-consciousness, are excluded, as incapable of

being reduced to more remote principles.1

§ 49·

The most general formula according to which we derive one judgment

fronl another is the HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISM. This may be either the sim

ple application of the proposition that the affirmation of the ground involves

that of the consequence, the denial of the consequence that of the ground

(in which case it is called the Mixed Hypothetical Syllogism) ; or (as the so

called Pure Hypothetical Syllogism) it may be based upon the principle that

the consequence of the consequence, is the consequence of the ground.

I. The process of drawing a conclusion or inference takes place psycho

logically whenever we are led to believe in the truth of a judgment by our
belief in the truth of one or more other judgments, and not immediately by

the ideas of the subject and predicate connected in it. There are nlany

ways in which this belief may be brought about psychologically (§ 19, 3-4,

p. 114 sq.) ; and it often happens that we are not even clearly conscious of

1 For SOlne appropriate remarks on the relation between judgment and inference, cf.
Schuppe's Erk. Log'ik, p. 124 sq.
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the process of mediation by which we derive the certainty of one judgment
from that of another. This mediation depends frequently upon habits of

association and combination which are governed, as a matter of fact, by
fixed rules of which we are not expressly conscious. Every expectation of a
future event is based upon an inference which extends beyond what is given;

but the ground of our expectation, which is to be found in previous experi
ences, is not expressly present in consciousness in the form of a universal
proposition every time we expect that an unsupported body will fall to the
ground, that eating will satisfy hunger, or that what we say will be under
stood of those who hear. We pass without conscious mediation frOIrl the
certainty of the given event to the certainty that a future one will also take
place.

But logical theory has to enquire as to what are the conditions under
which inference is valid. That is to say, since every inference involves the
belief that one judgment (the conclusion or inferred proposition) is true,
because one or more other judgments (the premises) are true, we have to
investigate the logical necessity of this belief that the premises are a

sufficient ground for the conclusion.
2. The question as to how one judgn1ent may be grounded upon

another, may be regarded from two points of view. We may either start
from a given judgment which is accepted as valid, and ask what further
judgment can be grounded upon this; or we may start from a question, from
the tentative suggestion of a mediated judgment, and ask" how can this
judgment be grounded, and under what conditions? What must be certain
in order that it may be valid?"

3. It is evident that, given a valid judgment A, another and a different
judgment X cannot be safely grounded upon it unless there is an uncon
ditional and universally valid proposition "If A is true, X is true." All

that is expressed by this hypothetical judgment is, that X is the necessary
consequence of A, and that anyone who accepts A must also accept X.
Without such a rule there would be no logical justification for an inference;
if A might be true without X being true, the certainty of the forrner would

be no ground .for the certainty of the latter. Thus the objective validity of
an inference from A to X must always be dependent upon the validity of
this hypothetical rule.

Hence the most general, logical scheme for all inference is the so-called
mixed hypothetical syllogism: 1

1 Cf. Kant's Log£k (Hartenst., I, p. 453 § 57) : "The general principle upon which



A is true.
If A is true, then X is true;

Therefore X is true.
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If A is true, then X is true.
A is true j

Therefore X is true.

The order of the premises depends upon what the movement of thought
happens to be. If the validity of the judgment A represents the matter-of
fact element in the ground, the datum from which the inference is made,
while the hypothetical judgment is the law which contains the necessity, the
rule according to which the inference is made, then either the one or the
other may come first in the actual course of thought. But in logical ter
minology the rule according to which we infer is always called the major
premise (G. Obersatz), the datum from which we infer the minor premise
(G. Untersatz) or assumption.

4. If A presents itself first, the question arises "is there a judgment
which tells us that if A is true X is also true? " But if, on the contrary, it is
the rule which is first present, the question is whether we can apply the
rule: "Is A true, and X because of A ? "

In the latter case the rule is capable of a two-fold application. It may
be applied if A is true, i.e., is recognised as certain j but it Inay also be
applied if X is not true, according to the law that the denial of the con
sequence involves the denial of the ground.

In this way there arises the inference:

If A is true, X is true..
X is not true;

Therefore A is not true.

5. All the ways in which we can make an inference of a simple
statelnent must admit of being reduced to one of these two forms, which
are generally known as the modus pone1Zs and nzodus tollens of the mixed
hypothetical syllogism, l since by inference in this sense we cannot under
stand anything else but that one judgment necessarily follows from the

other.
We may, then, lay it down as certain that the validity of a judgment can

depends the validity of all inference made by reason may be definitely expressed in the
following formula: that which falls under the condition of a rule falls under the rule
itself." This proposition contains just that view of the nature of inference which is given
in what follows.

1 The so-called modus tollens may itself be reduced to the modus ponens, for we can
always infer from the judgment "if A is true, then X is true," the other judgment" if X
is not true, A is not true."
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never be inferred from one single judgment, but that two premises at least
are always essential.

One judgment can be inferred from others only upon condition that one
of the preulises is an unconditionally valid judgment, the expression of a
necessary connection.

It is this prenlise which really carries us from one certainty to the other,
and the ground for our progress is the law that the affirmation of the (hypo.
thetical) ground involves that of the consequence, the denial of the conse
quence that of the ground.1

6. The hypothetical judgnlent which mediates a conclusion, may itself
be mediated and inferred: indeed the proposition that X is a necessary
consequence of A is known to be necessary if X is a consequence of a
consequence of A. If then it is true that

If A is true, M is true;
If M is true, X is true; then it follows that
If A is true) X is true.

The principle upon which this syllogism is grounded follows from the
concept of consequence; it may be formulated "the consequence of the
consequence is the consequence of the ground." 2

1 Another proof that this form of hypothetical inference is the natural and general for
mula for all inference is its universal appearance in the phrases which we generally em·
ploy to state our conclusions. Such conjunctive forms as " since-because-hence-for,"
etc., are nothing more than verbal abbreviations of the schema, for these particles have a
double import; they express the validity of both propositions, antecedent as well as con
sequent, and they also express the necessity of the connection between them, thus pointing
to a' hypothetical judgment.

2 The principle that denial of the consequence involves denial of the ground may be
applied in two ways:

1. If A is true, B is true.
If C is true, B is not true.

therefore If A is true, C is not true.
and If C is true, A is not true.

i.e. if two premises have contradictory consequences, each involves the denial of the
other.

II. If A is true, B is true.
If A is not true, C is true.

therefore If C is not true, B is true.
and If B is not true, C is true.

i.e. the consequence of an affirmation and the consequence of its denial are mutuallyex
clusive. Both these formulre, however, may be reduced to the two given above. Instead
of the minor premise in 1. we may substitute:

If B is true, C is not true ;
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This is the so-called pure hypothetical syllogism; here again we see the

necessity of having at least two premises. But what we have said of two

members holds good ofan unlimited nun1ber: the affirmation of the ground
involves that of every consequence of its consequence, and thus we are en
abled to obtain a complete series of inferences connecting the first ground

with the last consequence. This is the hypothetical sorites, and its premises

may be arranged in two ways:

I. If A is true, B is true.

If B is true, C is true.

If C is true, D is true.

If A is true, D is true.

II. If C is true, D is true.

If B is true, C is true.
If A is true, B is true.

If A is true, D is true.

In the first case the premises proceed from one consequence to another
still further removed from the original ground (epi-syllogistically); in the

second case they proceed backwards to anterior grounds (prosyllogistically).

§ 50.

In the mixed hypothetical syllogism the hypothetical rule only enables

us to derive one given judgment from one other given judgment. But if

the consequence follows merely from the attribution of a given predicate to

any subject, then the hypothetical rule may be applied to an indefinite
number of judgments. In this case the minor premise serves for the intro

duction (7rpbU"A'YJV/lS) of a definite subject, and so leads to the conclusion.

I. The logical theory of inference would be now complete if our only
object were to express in a general formula the essential conditions to be

fulfilled by all inference in deriving the validity of one judgment from the

validity of another.

But this formula of the hypothetical syllogism is deficient in a way

which seriously impairs its value. If we could make no inferences except

in accordance with it, we should need a special rule every time we de-

and then we get,
If A is true, B is true.
If B is true, C is not true.

If A is true, C is not true.
that is a simple progress from consequence to consequence. In the same wa.y in II. we
may substitute for our major premise:

If B is not true, A is not true.
If A is not true, C is true.
If B is not true, C is true.
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rived one simple judgment from another; so that we should have as many
rules as we had instances of their application, while for the derivation of
a hypothetical judgment two others would be necessary. Moreover,
before any inference could be made, everything which enables us to pro
qeed from one judgment to another must have been already fully thought
out; so that any real progress, any truly synthetical judgment, would be
impossible. Progress to new judgments-which alone in the process of
thought is of any value-is always presupposed as having already taken
place by the hypothetical syllogism in its simplest form as given above.
For the knowledge we seek is just this necessary dependence of one
judgment upon another.

2. Any further development of the theory of inference must then start.
from the question "upon what is this necessity of connexion between A
and X based?" and from the further question as to whether there is no
other means of attaining to a hypothetical judgment than by way of the
pure hypothetical syllogism, which always presupposes other hypothetical
judgments; whether, that is, we may regard all particular connexions of
this sort as ultimate and unanalysable, or whether it is possible to derive
the necessity from a smaller number of laws.

In many cases, no doubt, a connexion of this kind, which obtains be-
tween a definite antecedent and a definite consequent, and is expressed by
a hypothetical judgment is ultimate; and the necessary sequence is given
immediately. Whenever I resolve upon a definite course of action ilz the

event ofcertain circumstances, or make a promise under certain conditions"
or enter into some contract, I give rise to a hypothetical judgment which
owes its validity to my will; and the fulfilment of the intention, promise,
or contract depends upon the simple, hypothetical syllogisln "if A is, E'

ought"to be, A is, therefore B ought to be. The connexion is established
by my will, and owes its validity to my actual volition. The necessity
grounded thereon admits of no further analysis; the dependence of the
one judgment upon the other is determined directly (cf. Appendix B, p. 383)..

3. But the la\\9 according to which X follows from A is not necessarily
the judgment" if A is true, X is true." Spinoza makes the following in
ference (Eth., I, I I): if anything exists, then there also exists an abso-
lutely infinite Being; now I certainly exist, therefore an absolutely infinite
Being-i.e. God-exists. Expressed in a general form: the judgment
Cis D (God exists), follows from the judgment A is B (I exist) not only
when we kno,v that if A is B, C is D, but also when we know that if any--
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thing is B, C is D. That is, the inference holds good if the inferred

judgment necessarily follows whenever the predicate belongs to any sub,

ject; \vhen it is the consequence not merely of predication concerning a

given subject, but of predication concerning any subject whatever with

this predicate.
4. Such a law by virtue of its generality covers an unlimited number

{)f particular cases, and it owes its generality to the fact that the conse

quence depends only upon the predicate, not upon the particUlar subject

to whieh this predicate luay be ascribed.

Thus besides the inference expressed by the hypothetical syllogism we

find here a definite subject introduced in place ,of the indefinite substra

tum of the predicate, the process called by the Aristotelians 7rp6(]'ATJo/~f).1

Because the same predicate may be assigned to an indefinite number of

partlcular subjects, the consequence holds good for every particular judg

ment in which this assignnlent actually takes place. And as we have

:seen (§ 31, 8, p. 187, and § 33, 2, p. 197), this is the only form in which the
necessity is recognisable as such.

5. The hypothetical judgment may be one which makes one predicate

depend upon another predicate of the same subject: if anything is A, the

same thing is also B. Then it would not only be applicable to a plurality

of data having, the same consequence, but would also include a number of

!consequences; the introduction of the definite subject would take place

both in the antecedent and in the consequent.

If anything is A, it is B
Cis A

Therefore C is B

Here we have no longer a simple, hypothetical syllogism. It is medi

;ated by the fact that in the minor premise a definite subject is named to

which the predication applies, while at first only the general possibility of

.a subject was assumed. The hypothetical judgnlent includes in its for

mula the several judgments: if C is A, then C is B; if D is A, then D is

B, etc., thus necessitating an indefinite number of particular consequences.

1 In the inference:
Ka()' OV'TO B Ka'TU 'TO.,)T01) TO A

B KaTu TOU r
A Ka'TU'TOU r

~the minor premise is the 7rp6crA1J'fLS. Cf. Frand, I, 376 sq., and my Progral1znz, p. 8.
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I'here is added to the necessity expressed by the major proposition the
property of being universally applicable: the rule has become a law.

6. The same is true of hypothetical judgments which attach conse
quences not to simple predications, but to connections between relations,
and thus become more complicated in ~heir expression. The proposition
that if two magnitudes are equal to a third they are equal to one another,
states a connexion between relations which holds good for any objects
whatever which come under these relations. \Vhen I infer therefrom that
because A =B and C=B, therefore A = C, I have again introduced into
the general formula the definite magnitudes A, B, C, to which the rela
tional-predicate of equality applies. The minor premise does not say that
any two magnitudes are equal to a third, but that these definite magni
tudes A and Care equal to the third B. In this case the introduction
must take place by means of a number of particular judgments, which
must be taken together to allow of the application of the antecedent.

7. The proposition that one of the premises must state a necessary
connexion seems to be contradicted by many instances from ordinary, and
even from scientific, practice.1 I infer, A is the father of B, B the father
of C, therefore A is the grandfather of C; tha~ Breslau is in Silesia, Silesia
in Prussia, therefore Breslau is in Prussia; that A = B, B = C, therefore
A = C; that A> B, B> C, therefore A> C; that A is to the right of B,
B to the right of C, therefore A is to the right of C, and so on. But
though these premises seenl by themselves to be a sufficient ground for
the conclusion, and there appears to be no universal major premise, it is
not really so. No doubt we make our inferences in such cases with the
greatest confidence, without being conscious of a universal major premise,
or without expressly formulating it; in the last example it would be the
proposition, "when A is to the right of B, and B to the right of C, then
A is necessarily to the right of C." But would the syllogism be valid
unless either this proposition were true, or the still nlore general one that
whatever lies to the right of a second thing which is to the right of a
third, lies also to the right of this third? It is true that because the rela
tions of space or of magnitudes are so immediately intuitable, and because
they are so incessantly present to thought, we are saved the necessity of
always formulating in words the laws by which they are governed. Never
theless nothing but the validity of the necessary connexion between the

1 Cf. F. H. Bradley, in his Principles of Logic, London, 1883, p. 227; a work which
is eminently original and very instructive in its frequently excellent criticisms.
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varIOUS relations can support the conclusion; in mathematics, indeed, the

fundamental principle that two magnitudes which are equal to a third are

equal to each other, is expressly put before everything else. Logical in
vestigation is not concerned with that which is expressly thought and

consciously emphasized in the actual process of inference; but only with

that which must be true if a syllogism is to be valid, if the conclusion is

to be a necessary consequence of the premises. The propositions A =B,
B = C, do not really constitute the only premises of the syllogism; they

merely contain the assumtio, which here consists of two propositions. "\Ve
cannot pass from thenl to the conclusion A = C unless we can see that if

A =B, and B= C, it is necessary also that A = C.
But these examples show the importance of that class of connexions

which we have just noticed (6), and the frequency of inferences from
major premises which state that the two relations in which one object
stands to two others necessitate a third between these two others. Many
of the propositions upon which all inference is ultimately based will for
this reason take the form of hypothetical judgments with antecedents
which have two members because they contain a twofold relation. To
this class of inference belongs also the principle according to which we
infer identity. Identity itself is, nothing but a relation between objects
of thought. The premises A is identical with B, B is identical with C,

yield the conclusion A is identical with C only because the third identity

follows from the two first by virtue of the concept of identity; because,
therefore, the law holds good that two objects of thought \vhich are
identical with a third are identical with each other.

In the same way when \ve substitute an equivalent expression for the
subject or predicate in any judgrnent-whether it be a different manner.
of denoting one and the same individual, or a different expression for a
concept-we are only justified in so doing by our knowledge that the
saIne predicate must be affirmed or denied of the same subjects.!

8. The psychical operation actually taking place in such a process of
inference presents different aspects, whic~ have led to different views of
the syllogism. On the one hand, it is pointed out that what really takes
place in inference is.a synthesis of different elements, and that the con-

1 In such exaluples as: Aristotle was the philosopher of Stagira.
Aristotle was the tutor of Alexander, therefore, etc.,

we have directly but the substitution of one expression for another; only when there
is some indirect implication can such inferences as this be significant and rise above the
level of mere verbal trivialities.
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elusion is an immediate judgnlent, inasmuch as it only analyses this
synthesis. When I infer that because A is to the left of B, and B to the
left of C, therefore A is to the left of C, the combination of the two
premises suffices to give me the three points A, B, C, in this particular
position, and from this it is immediately evident that A is to the left of C.

Thus the essential part of the syllogistic process is the combination of
different elements in one whole, a construction which yields complete all
that is expressed in the conclusion.1 In the same way suppose we have an
individual S, possessing a complex M of tangible and visible attributes,

and in this complex a perceptible attribute P; Sand M and P form, as it
were, the image of a single thing. Our knowledge that P appertains
to S is certain, as evidently, and on the same ground, as that lJ£belongs to
it or that P belongs to M. The premises effect a combination, and the

intuition of this gives us an immediate knowledge of the fact that the
eleUlents connected in the conclusion belong together. 2 According to the
opposite view, inference consists in comparing the two premises and
recognising the necessity of attributing a predicate P to the subject S;

only a discernment of this necessity can be the ground for actually think
ing the unity SP. According to this view, the person making the inference

stands in the same position as some one hearing the judgnlent SP spoken;
he first receives the ideas apart from one another in the two premises, and
is then called upon to unify them. In other words, according to the first
view, the real inference takes place before the formulation of the conclu
sion, this being only an analytical expression of knowledge already

acquired; while, according to the second view, the inference first creates
the conviction that the predicate P must be attributed to the subject S,
thus giving rise synthetically to the thought of the unity SP. This latter
view is more emphasized in ordinary accounts of the syllogism, in propor

tion as they aim at making inference mechanical by the rules and figures

-of the syllogism, and at turning it into a species of calculation. In an

algebraical calculation I work only with symbols; not until I have finished
do I interpret the equation I have obtained, and then I realize again what
I have denoted by symbols; I get my result not before the conclusion, but
by means of the conclusion. But even when the process of inference is
not one which is at first carried on merely in words or symbols, the result
being afterwards realized, it still depends upon the nature of prernises and

1 Cf. Bradley, Principles of Logic, p. 235.
2 Schuppe, Erk. Logik, p. 260.
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conclusion whether or not the former will at once blend into one whole,
which can then only be expressed analytically. When we have to do with
a negative premise, such a synthesis is prohibited by the nature of the
negation. But even with positive premises Bradley's theory breaks down
as soon as \ve come to deal with relations which are less immediately and
obviously intuitable than the sinlple spatial relations from which he starts,
or with predicates which do not belQng to those contents of the concept
denoted by the middle term which are invariably present to thought.

But in any case this distinction in the syllogistic operation applies
only to the psychological process; the question as to whether or not the
conclusion follows necessarily from the premises is not affected by it.
For when the synthesis actually takes place in such a way that it finds
only analytical expression in the conclusion, it is not necessary and un
ambiguous unless there is some law which prescribes this synthesis and
prohibits any other. The synthesis A-B- C, results from the premises A to
the left of B, B to the left of C, only because it is prescribed by the law of
spatial relations. The truth of the conclusion depends upon the truth of
the premises, and it tnakes no difference to this dependence whether in
any particular instance there is unconscious obedience to the law in the
synthesis, or whether it forms a conscious ground by which the synthesis is
guided.

§ sr.
The general hypothetical rule according to which an inference is made

is of a synthetical nature when it is not already included in the judgment
which is taken as a ground, or in its elements, but is added to it from other
sources. Such rules may be either axioms, which serve to connect
relations, or general propositions, gained by induction from experience, or
laws which state some connection established by the will.

Other hypothetical rules are given with the JOudgment itself from which
the inference is made, and may be analytzeally developed from it. They
may be derived from the form of the judgment, in so far as the act of
judgment is governed by universal logical laws, or from the contents of
the concepts of which it ~s composed in so far as these concepts contain
universal judgments.

I. Hypothetical propositions which state a universal connection as
explained in the preceding paragraph may be derived from very different

sources.
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In the first place, there are the uni versal propositions which are the

expression of an immediately obvious necessity to be found in the relations

of certain objects of thought (synthetical judgments a prz"orz" in Kant's

sense). The most important of these are the mathematical axioms \vhich
state how the relations of nUlnber, space and tilDe are connected.

A constant -experience without any exception may be the ground of our

belief in other universal connections. We shall have to enquire in Part III.

how it is possible to pass from particular perceptions to judgments having

a universal and unconditional validity; here we may be content with the

universal conviction that many necessary connections may be inferred from

experience. That a body expands when it is heated, that white light is

broken up when passed through a refracting medium, are instances of

such laws. If the condition is at any time present, we confidently infer

that the result mentioned in the law will also appear, and our confidence is

ultimately based upon sin1ple facts of perception \vhich have shown us
t/he one event connected with the other.

We find a wide field, again, for our inferences in the application of
general laws which have their origin in our will and are meant to regulate

that will. In laying down a general rule of conduct, our will determines

that there shall be a universally valid connection between certain conditions

and certain modes of action. If we will the general law, it is logically

necessary that we should will the particular actions prescribed by the law,
if our will is to be constant and consistent, and valid for everyone who

agrees in willing the general law. All penal codes in imposing a penalty
of imprisonment for theft, of capital punishment for murder, lay down a
series of hypothetical judgments which establish a universal connection

between committing the crime and incurring the penalty. These judg

n1ents, moreover, may also be regarded as theoretical propositions in so far

as they express the general obligation of the judge to give sentence i!1
accordance with the law.

In analytical geometry an equation such as y2 == px determines the con

struction of a curve; by means of it to every value of the abscissa is

assigned the appropriate value of the ordinate. This relation between
x and y has the force of a hypothetical judgment, and may be selected at

will to enable us to construct freely any spatial image, and to this

extent such a formula is comparable with the positive establishment of a

law.
In cases like these we add to the judgment A, which is the ground of

s. L. z
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our inference, a general law which is not thought with the judgment, nor

analytically contained in it.
2. The case would be different ,vith connections involved in the fact

that a certain judgment was uttered or thought; rules, that is, which could

be derived from the judgment itself, and which' would tell us upon the

ground of universally valid laws, that if this judgment be true, some other

must also be true; rules which could be adduced without applying to any

external source.

How can the fact that the judgment A is B is true yield any further

knowledge? It may do so in two ways. It may be that the particular

form of synthe'sis between the two elements in the judgment A is B,

renders it possible and necessary to apply other forms of connection (in

judgments) quite apart from the meaning of A and B j that is, there are

laws by which all judgtuent is governed, and according to which any judg

ment whatever will yield other judgments containing the same elements.

But it may also be that the predication of B of the subject A involves other

j udgluents by reason of the particular meaning attaching to A and B in this

judgment. In the fanner case the rules will be formal, in the latter,

material.

§ 52.

The so-called IMMEDIATE INFERENCES, which are only formal variations

of the same judgn1ent, are based upon the universal nature of the judg

ment, wilich is the same, however the matter varies. Amongst these we

generally find enumerated the inferences of OPPOSITION, of CHANGE OF RELA

TION, of lEQUIPOLLENCE, of SUBALTERNATION, of MODAL CONSEQUENCE, of

CONVERSION, and of CONTRAPOSITION.

I. 'The most obvious inferences of all, and those which can be derived

entirely from the meaning of judgtuent itself, are generally quite omitted.

The judgment" A is B ,: involves the judgments" it is true that A is B,"

and" it is necessary to state that A is B" ; also that" A and Bare COlll

patible."

2. This leads to the INFERENCE OF OPPOSITIoN,-inference, that is, from

the truth of one judgluent to the falsity of its contradictory opposite, and,

'[Jice versa, from the falsity of one judgment to the truth of its contradictory

opposite. This kind of inference is based upon the principle of contradic

tion and of twofold negation, which simply tells us that the two judgments

" A is not B," and "it is false that A is B," and the two judgments" A is
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B" and" it is false that A is not B," have just the same meaning. It is
the same with respect to hypothetical judgments. The denial of the judg
ment "if A is true, B is true," is equivalent to the judgment" even if A is
true, it is not necessary that B should be true" ; if the latter judgment is

false, the forn1er is true.
3. When we change the unconditionally universal judgment" all A's are

B's" into the hypothetical judgn1ent "if anything is A, it is B," we take for
our predicate that necessity which, in the unconditionally universal judg.
ment formed the ground of its universality; and the unconditionally uni·
versal judgment, when substituted for the hypothetical, expresses univers~

ality as the consequence of necessity. In the same way, when a disjunctive
judgment is broken up into hypothetical judgments, or when several hypo.
theticals (if A is not B, it is C; if A is not C, it is B) are combined in one
disjunctive (A is either B or C), the meaning of the verbal forms finds a
different expression.

4. Other forms generally given are:

(a) INFERENCES OF lEQUIPOLLENCE. From the judgment A is B we Inay
infer that A is not non-B, an inference which the indefiniteness of non.B
makes worthless. (The inference that snow is white and therefore not red
cannot be regarded as purely formal; it presupposes a judgment concerning
the m3.tter of the predicate, the judgment that anything white is not red.)

(b) INFERENCE BY SUBALTERNATION. Here it is inferred frOIll the j udg4

ment all A's are B (or not B) that some A's are B (or not B), and from the
falsity of the judgment some A's are B (not B) the falsity of the judgment
all ...4's are B (no't B). But the true predicate in the universal judgment is

" all," and hence this inference is dependent upon the contents of the
predicate, and is only a particular instance of the rule that the smaller
number is contained in the greater. The same rule enables us to conclude
that where there are three there must be two, etc; so that the inference
here is not a formal transposition authorised by the nature of the act of
judgment; it is merely a conclusion drawn from the meaning of the pre
dicate. We should have as much justification for saying that the inference
that the part must be where the whole is, is immediate.

(c) In inference by what is called MODAL CONSEQUENCE we are said to
derive actuality and possibility from necessity, and possibility from actu
ality; further the negation of actuality and necessity follows from the nega

tion of possibility, the negation of necessity from that of actuality. So far
as concerns the act of judgment itself, there is no distinction between
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necessity, possibility, and actuality; if, on the other hand, these terms are
used as predicates, having reference to reality, then the inference depends
upon their contents, and has no place here.

5. Since the time of Aristotle the CONVERSION of judgments has played
the most important part in the doctrine of immediate inferences. By
means of this process it is said that from the judgment A is B we may

obtain another having B for its subject and A for its predicate. We are
taught that by conversion:

The universal affirmative judgment, all A's are B, will give us some B's
are A (con7.Jersz"o per accidens, the quantity being changed).

The universal negative, no A is B, gives us no B is A (conversio sz"1lljlex
the quantity being unchanged).

The particular affirmative some A's are B gives us some B's are A
(conv. si'Jnplex).

While the particular negative some A's are not B admits of no conver
sion.

Taking first the affirmative judgments, we may point out that, if their

conversion is to have any meaning, they n1ust be judgments in which the

predicate is the generic idea to the subject, both belonging to the same
category, so that the predicate may become subject in the same sense as
the original subject. They must be, moreover, judgments concerning in

dividual subjects, so that it is no strain to their meaning to interpret them

by saying that the subjects named may be included amongst the objects

denoted by the predicate-term. They IDust, that is, be such judgments as

" all firs are trees," "no larches are firs," etc. ; where the correctness of
the conversion may be proved by enumeration.

Where these conditions are not complied with, the conversion has a
forced sound, and the meaning of the judgment is altered. 'fhe judgnlent

"all planets move in ellipses" is based upon the category of action;

change it into" some things moving in ellipses are planets," and instead of

taking the predicate for subject we have introduced a new subject; we

have connected the concept of thing with the predicate, and, since it
is absurd to determine a concept of substance by a temporal process our

concept is an unnatural creation. Instead of a judgment of action we
have obtained a judgment of subsumption. In passing, therefore, from

one judgment to another, we are not really independent of the meaning of

the terms employed.
The true significance 'of such conversion is first to tell us that the predi-
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cate is compatible with the subject, and next to supplement the universal
judgment by showing that though it may be necessary to think of A as B

it does not follow that B belongs exclusively to A. It is this warning
which is the most important part of the meaning of the conversion, and
it coincides with the rule that we may not infer the ground from the con

sequence. Applied to the hypothetical judgment, it prohibits us from
simply transposing the judgment if A is true, then B is true, and inferring
that if B is true, then A is true. All that we can infer is that if B is true,

A may be true, which corresponds to the particularity of the converted
categorical judgment.

The case is different with the conversion of the universal negative judg
ment. This expresses the fact that exclusion between two concepts is
always mutual j that if a subject A excludes a predicate B, it certainly
cannot be true that anything possessing B can be A. Or we may avoid
the awkwardness of changing adjectival and verbal predicates into sub

stantives by nlaking use of the hypothetical formula, and then, from the
judgment

If anything is A it is not B, it follows that
If anything is B, it is not A.

Where the consequence, the negation of B, is denied of any object, there
we can no longer use the subject-concept as a name for it.

6. Besides conversion we have also CONTRAPOSITION. Here a new judg
nlent is formed from A is B by taking the so-called contradictory opposite
of the predicate as subject, and the original subject as predicate, and
altering the quality of the judgment; that is, changing affirmation into

negation and vice versa. By this means we nlay obtain

from all A's are B, no non-B is A,
from no A is B, some non-B is A,
from some A is B, nothing,
from some A is not B, some non-B is A.

We may leave the reader either to prove these inferences himself or to

find the proofs elsewhere. We need not point out that this form is nothing
but an artificial perversion, which conceals the good sense really contained

in these propositions by introducing the unmanageable non-B, and by
arbitrarily constraining the predicate-concepts to take the form of substan
tives. The results of this process are propositions such as "nothing not

having equal diagonals is a rectangle."
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The whole meaning of contraposition is clear at once when we use the
hypothetical form and retain the predicate as predicate. Instead of all
...4's are B we then have

If anything is A, it is B, and from this it follows that
If anything is not B it is not A.

Contraposition in this form is parallel with the conversion of negative

judgnlents, which from the judgment

If anything is A, it is not B, infers that

If anything is B, it is not A.

Both these instances of ,vhat is called simpl'e conversion and contraposition
have a meaning and are useful; they express the c0111plete meaning of the
statement that a predicate must either belong, or not belong, to a subject.
The remaining cases yield only particular judgments; that is, we cannot
obtain any definite conclusion, but only the denial that certain concepts
are incompatible or necessarily connected.

No A is B, i.e.,

If anything is A it is not B,

but this does not necessitate the inference that because sonlething is not B

it is A, although it may be A.
7. The doctrine of immediate inferences may be still further extended

to apply to the disjunctive judgment. If A is either B or C, it is false

that it is both Band C, and false that it is neither B nor C. If it is false
that A is either B or C, then A m.ay be both Band C, or A may be
neither B nor C, or A may be either B or C or D. Here again the con
clusion follows entirely from the meaning of disjunction, and quite inde
pendently of the particular elenlents of the judgment.

8. Finally, by extending the concept of in1mediate inference beyond

its customary sphere, we may also include all those operations by means

of which we combine a plurality of particular judgnlents, and thus form
conjunctive or copulative judgments. From A is B and A is C it follows
that A is both Band C; from A is not B and A is not C it follows that
A is neither B nor C. The conjunctive judgment is only the verbal ex
pression of the fact which is involved in our consciousness of the validity

of both judgments; it tells us nothing new as to the matter, and merely
serves to make us expressly aware of a connection which was already there.
These operations are of great importance to thought, in its arrangement
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and combination of particular iterns of knowledge, and for this reason they

are worthy of being mentioned here.

9. The value of this doctrine of the so-called immediate inferences

consists, as Mill rightly said, in enabling us to recognise the salne judg

l1lent in different forms and expressions. 'T'he judgments thus inferred

froll1 each other may be simple transpositions of a given stateme.nt, which

enable it to be reduced to a form more convenient for the context to

which it refers; or they rnay serve to make prominent special aspects of

the stateluent ·which are not emphasized by the verbal expression; Of,

finally, they may serve as precautionary rules, teaching us not to confuse

one judgment with another like it, or to find luore in it than it really

contains.

§ 53·

Given a simple judgluent, we nlay derive from it others having their

ground in the contents of its elelnents. In so doing we must be guided

by rules which Inay be obtained either from an analysis of the predicate

concept, or by reference to the extension of the subject-concept.

I. If it is true that A is B, then it is evident that in affirnling B of A

we affirm of A everything which we think of as connoted by B. In the

sanle way by affirming B of A we exclude from A everything excluded by

the connotation of B.
Suppose that B contains the conceptual characteristics (, d, e, or the

derivative determinations j, g, h, and that it excludes the characteristics

m, n, 0) and the concepts P, Q, R, etc. Then, because we affirm B of A,
we must also affirm c, d, e, j, g, h, and deny rlZ, n, 0, p, Q, R.

These conceptual relations find their silnple expression in the judgments:

If anything is B, it is c, d, e, etc.

If anything is B, it is not 11Z, not n, not P, etc.

In this way, by analysing the concept B, and by enumerating the

characteristics incompatible with it, we obtain the rule by which to pass

from A is B to a~other judgment in accordance with the principle Nota

notce est nota rei, repugnans notce repugnat rei. Thus we get the following

forms of inference:

1. If anything is B, then it is c, d, e
A isB

rrherefore A is c, d, e
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2. If anything is B, then it is not P, Q, R
A is B

Therefore A is not P, Q, R
I t is clear that these inferences are valid, whatever A may be-a par

ticular thing or a concept-and whatever the sense in which B is attributed
to A. Everything contained in the thought of the concept B is predi
cated by it; everything excluded by it is denied when it is predicated;
the new judgments are necessary consequences of predicating B of A.

I t is clear also that if A is a definite particular subject, there is no other
way of passing beyond the judgnlent A, is B without having recourse to
other propositions.

2. The judgment A is B may be explicative or unconditionally univer
sal-one, that is, in which the denotation of the subject is not used as the

name of a certain particular thing, but as the synlbol of a concept, so that
the judgment A is B has itself the significance "if anything is A, it is E."

In this case there is another way in 'which we may pass from the judgment
A is B to a different one; we may attribute B to everything of which A
is predicated, or which is contained in the sphere of A. Our judgment
then reverts to the particular kinds of A, or to the individuals compre
hended in A, and A is B serves as major premise.

If anything is A it is B
...)(, ~ Z are A

1'herefore X, Y; Z are B

In the former kind of inference the content of the original predicate was
unfolded, and we proceeded from it to particular determinations or deriva
tive predicates. In the latter kind the extension of the original subject is

specified, and the predicate is attributed to the subjects comprehended by the

original concept; and in so doing we are guided by the rule known as the
Dictum de omni, Quidquid valet de o1Jznibus, valet etialn de singu!is. This
rule has reference to the fact that the formula" If anything is A, it is B"
generally appears as the so-called universal proposition, " All A's are B." 1

1 In his essay, von der falschen Spitzjindigkeit de1~ vier syllog. F£gurel't, Kant has
shown briefly and clearly that what is called the Dictum, de O?nni follows from the prin
ciple "nota nota? est nota rez"." That is, the particular thing falls under a concept only
because this concept is to be found in it as its characteristic. This does not make the
two fo'rmulre equivalent, as B. Erdmann maintains (Philos. Aufsatze zu E. Zeller's
Jubiliium, p. 202); the first as being original and primary is distinguished from the
second, which is derivative and secondary.
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Here again the treatment of the negation runs parallel with that of the

affirmation. If in place of the affirmative judgment we have the negation
A is not N-meaning anything which is A is not N-then the same

negation applies to everything which is A.

1"'hat which is A is not N

X, Y; Z are A
x, .Y; Z are not N

(Dz"ctu11t de nullo.)
3. A comparison between these two cases, the analysis of the predicate

and the specialization of the subj ect, shows that notwithstanding the differ

ence between them, they both lead to the san1e formula.

If anything is A, it is B (it is not W)
Sis A

Sis B (S is not W)

The difference is only in the significance of the predication, and more

especially of the minor premise. When this serves to subsume a subject

under its genus, the predicate being thus fitted to take its place as subject

concept without changing its meaning, then the function of the inference

is to specialise the extension, in the other case the inference serves to

unfold the contents. In the first case it is natural to express the rnajor

premise (the rule) as a general proposition, but not in the second; and

while it is the major premise which stands first in the forn1er, in the

latter it is the minor premise.

In the inference: All men are mortal; Caius is a n1an, therefore Caius

is mortal, I pass from my original proposition to the extension of the

subj ect-concept. In the inference:

Caius has fever;

Any one having fever is ill,

Therefore Caius is ill,

I pass from my original predicate " having fever" to the further determi

nation" ill "connoted by it. But" having fever" is not a generic idea

to particular individuals. We may take a universal proposition of the

ordinary form for our rnajor premise:

All people having fever are ill,

Caius is a person having fever,

Therefore he is ill,
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and this inference seems to have the same contents as the one preceding.

But the way in which the n1ajor premise is expressed is forced, and the

111inor prelnise seems to be intended to state a subsumption under a

generic concept, while it really denotes a temporal condition.

4. It is evident that the more cOlTIplicated relational-judgments may be

treated in just the same way by this explication of intension and specializa

tion of extension,' when they contain analogous predicates or subjects, and

this is true even though the respective terms may not appear verbally as

th e grammatical subj ect or Rredicate.

1'he inference "Gravitation irnparts the san1e velocity to all bodies,

therefore a piece of lead and a feather (in a vacuum) fall at the same rate,"

may be resolved into two inferences. On the one hand, it is a develop

ment of the predicate into its consequences; on the other, a specialization

of the term" all bodies," which, though not the grammatical subject, really

denotes that concerning which the statement is made. It would be super

fluous to begin by making this tern1 the gralnmatical subject by means of

a forced transposition. 'Ve are as much justified in substituting species

for genus as if the n1ajor premise were H All A's are B," and there is there

fore no need for a special principle of substitution in addition to the

dictum de o11zni by which to justify such inferences. They differ from

others only in the grammatical form of their propositions.

5. When we start from a negative judgment it does not hold good that

everything which is necessarily contained in the thought of the negated

predicate is also negated. When I deny that this figure is a square, I do

not deny that it is rectangular or quadrangular; I only deny that all the

attributes are present. Hence no inference is possible by merely analys

ing the negated predicate. We cannot say:

If anything is B it is c, d

A is not B

Therefore it is not c, d

N or does it hold good that anything excluded from the negated predicate

may be affirn1ed; it does not follow that because something is not red it

is black. Hence it is no valid inference to say:

If anything is B, it is not C
A is not B

Therefore it is C
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The invalidity of this inference follows obviously from the rule that the

negation of the ground does not necessitate the negation of the conse
quence.

It is the same when we turn to the extension. Here again it does not

follow that because A is not B, therefore that which is not A is B; we are

unable for the same reason to infer

If anything is A, it is not B
C is not A

Therefore it is B

But \vhen the judgments are such as express conditions having the

negated predicate for consequence, or judgments which specialise the ex

tension of the predicate, then we get the following inferences:

A is not B
If anything is C, it is B

Therefore A is not C

A is not B
C, D, E is B

----
Therefore ~4. is not C, D, E

These may be shown to be applications of the rule that the denial of the

consequence involves that of the ground:

That which is A is B

C is not B

C is not A

is not N
CisN

C is not A

6. 1'hese are the only ways possible in which we can pass from a simple

judgment to another definite judgnlent by means of the conceptual rela

tions present. In all of them we are led by two principles. The one is

that all which is contained in the connotation of a concept n1ust be

affirmed of everything of which the concept is affirmed, hence of all the

species of the concept and of all the individuals which fall under it. The
other, that whatever is excluded from a concept is excluded from every

thing in the thought of which this concept is contained; hence from its

whole extension. We have moreover shown how the 1Jlodus jJonens and

modus tollens of the hypothetical inference reappears in these forms.
7. We obtain the same result if we start differently from the other point

(§ 49, 2), and ask whether or not there are any grounds for some synthesis

A is B. This question may be solved at once if we can recognise B as

contained in A, the judgment thus proving to be analytical. But if not,

some mediation is needed to assure us that A is B, and unless we are to
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adduce proposItIons from elsewhere, this mediation can consist only in

discovering in A a predicate X from which B necessarily follows. If the

two propositions, "If anything is X, it is B," and "A is X," are both

valid, then we can infer that A is B. It makes no essential difference to

this process whether X is the generic idea to A, and B belongs to it, or

whether it is another predicative determination of which B forms part of

the connotation; all that is affected is the meaning of the minor premise

AisX.
In the same way, if we can discover in A a determination Y;' of which it

is true that if anything is Y; it is not B, the question can be decided in

the negative. The inference then is :

If anything is Y; it is not B
A is Y

Therefore A is not B

These two forms represent the shortest and simplest way of arriving at

some decision as to a suggested synthesis, and they represent the only way

if we assume beforehand that all necessary connections must be derived

from the relations which already exist between concepts, hence that they

must be ultimately reduced to analytical judgn1ents. It is this which

makes the middle concept important in inference as being both predi

cate of A and subject of a ~niversal affirmative or negative judgment having
the predicate B; it mediates the attribution or negation of the predicate B
to the subject A.l ,

The negation of the hypothesis A is B may also be brought about in a

less direct manner ,vhen the judgment, if anything is Y it is not B, is not

imnlediatefy obtainable. Then the judgnlent "A is Y" may be supple

mented by a second, "that which is B is not Y; or else we may know that
anything which is B is Z, and A is not Z. Then we get-

That which is B is not Y
A is Y

Therefore A is not B.

That which is B is Z
A is not Z

Therefore A is not B

The first of these formulre is really reducible to the preceding negative

formula; for from the major premise it follows that that which is Y is

not B.

1 Cf. !(ant, von der falschen Sp£tzjindigkez"t der vier syllogZ:st. Ft"guren, § I.
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rrhis kind of mediation is based upon the principle that when a predi

cate is affirmed of one subject and denied of another, these two subjects

cannot be cOlupatible. It is naturally substituted for the preceding method

when A is a substantival concept, Yand Z being predicate determinations

~uch as are ill adapted to become subjects. Suppose, e.g., that the ques
tion arises whether this stone is a diamond, I know that dialnonds do not

possess double refraction, and I argue:

That which is a diamond does not possess double refraction.

This stone possesses double refraction;

Therefore it is not a diamond.

This is more natural than to say, Everything possessing double refraction

lis not a diamond.
Thus our investigation of the different kinds of mediation by means of

which any given question may be decided leads to exactly the same result

rin all cases. If our inference is to be based upon simple analytical rela

tions and opposition of concepts, then the 11lodus ponens and 1nodus tollens

in their different applications, prove to be the only forms of inference of

which we can make use.

§ 54·

The ordinary doctrine of the CATEGORICAL SYLLOGISM, which has grown

'o~t of the Aristotelian theory, is based upon the presupposition of the pre

·ceding section; i.e., that our inferences are grounded upon established rela

tions between concepts. The distinction of figures and n100ds was justified

{rom the point of view of the Aristotelian doctrine; but, from the point of

view of the traditional doctrine, they are superfluous specializations, which

tmay be resolved into the more general formulce of the preceding paragraph.
1. Both the Aristotelian doctrine of the syllogism and the ordinary

teaching which has grown out of it presuppose established relations
.amongst concepts. Aristotle himself assumes an obj ective systenl of
·concepts which realizes itself in the material world in such a ,way that the

Iconcept manifests itself everywhere as constituting the essence of things

.and as the cause of their particular determination. Thus all judgments

<containing true knowledge are for him the expression of necessary relations,
.and the function of the syllogism is to reveal the whole force and bearing

<of each particular concept in our knowledge by combining particular
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judgments and making them n1utually dependent through their concep

tual unity. 1'he verbal expression of these conceptual relations is due

to the fact that they always appear as the 'essence of particular things,

which are, therefore, when conceptually determined, the real subject of

judgment; in this way the relations between concepts manifest themselve~

in universal or particular, affirmative or negative, judgments. Ordinary

logic, on the contrary, is based upon a subjective system of concepts,

'which is not sought for in the process of knowledge, but is assumed as a
prelirninary datulD.

2. Now the fundamental relation is that of the subordination of con

cepts. The natural predicate to every concept is the concept next above

it; thus if A, B, r are three concepts, which are subordinated to each

other, their relation is expressed in the t\VO propositions; A KaTa 7raVTO~

'-01) B, B KaTa 7rUVTOS TOV r ; and from these we obtain, by means of the

syllogism, A KUTa 7rUVTOS TOll r. It is from this relation of subordination

that the terminology is derived, according to which B is called the fl-€cros

opo~ (terminus medius), A and r, the two dKpa-A being the fL€L~OV aKpov

(ternlinus major), r the €AUTTOV d.KpOV (terminus minor). For this reason

also the first proposition, which predicates the highest concept (the predi

cate of the conclusion) of the middle concept, has been called the major

proposition; the second, which predicates the middle concept of the lowest

(the subject of the conclusion), the minor proposition; the result of the

syllogism is the conclusion.

Taking the usual symbols, P for the highest concept, M for the middle

concept, and S for the lowest, then the form in which the nature of the

syllogism is most directly and immediately obvious is the familiar-

Orone Mest P
Grone S est M

Ergo omne S est P.

3. Aristotle next proceeds to introduce the distinction between negative

and affirmative judgments, and he shows that if the maj or proposition is

negative, it is still possible to have an inference with a negative conclusion.

No Mis P
All Sis M

Therefore no S is P.
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If, on the other hand, the major proposition were affirmative, and the

minor negative, no inference could be drawn, "for nothing would fo11o\\r as

necessary from the validity of the premises." When P is true of all M,
while M is not true of any 5, then P may be true of all S, or it may not

(living being-man-horse; living being-man-stone). Nor can any

thing be inferred when both premises are negative.

When the distinction between universal and particular judgments is

introduced, it follows for similar reasons that the n1ajor premise cannot

be particular, though the mInor prelnise may be a particular affirmative

judgment.

vVe may then infer-

All Mis P
SaIne Sis M
Therefore son1e 5 is P

No Mis P

Some Sis M

SOlne S is not P

These are the four Tp671"o~ or 11todi of the syllogisln, which result from

two premises, in the first of which the lniddle concept is subject, while

in the second it is predicate. They are the four perfect syllogisms

(a-vAAoyurp.oL TEA-HaL), and in them the four kinds of judgment are deduced

from premises which contain the middle concept in the way we have

stated.

4. But it may also be that the middle concept is predicate in both

premises, or subject in both prelnises. In the former case we have the

second figure, in the latter the third (OEVTEpOV and Tp{TOV a-xi]fJ-a). In these

figures the syllogisms possible are-

In the second figure:

Mood I.

No Pis M

All Sis M

No Sis P

lVlood 3.

No Pis M
Some Sis M

Some S is not P

Mood 2.

All Pis M
No Sis M

No Sis P

Mood 4.

All Pis M

Some S is not M

Some S not is P
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Mood 1.

All Mis P

i\ll Mis S

Some Sis P

Mood 4.

All Mis P
Some Mis S

Some Sis P
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Mood 2.

No lVIis P
All M is ~)

Some S is not P

Mood 5.

Some M is not P

All Mis S

Some S is not P

Mood 3.

Some Mis P
All Mis S

SOUle Sis P

Mood 6.

No Mis P
Some Mis S

SOUle S is not P

The syllogisms of these two figures are not recognised by Aristotle as

perfect, and he reduces them to the first figure either by conversion of the

judgments or by indirect proof. He then proceeds to investigate in a

similar manner the various inferences fronl premises which are judgments

of necessity and possibility.

5. Notwithstanding many attacks, this Aristotelian doctrine has always

reasserted itself as the essential part of all scholastic logic, a!though its

original meaning and the significance whi~h i\.ristotle attached to it has

in most cases been lost sight of. This misunderstanding is obvious from

the introduction of the so-called fourth figure; 1 and Inore particularly from

the fact that instead of recop;nising the necessity of conceptual relations to

be at the root of all inference, it became customary to look upon the

premises as mere statenlents as to how concepts are related in their exten-

1 It was discovered, that is, that .A.ristotle had overlooked one way of arranging the
middle concept, that in which it is predicate of the major premise and subject of the
minor. By introducing this it was found that five additional moods were possible:

I.

All P's are M
All M's are S

Some S's are P

4·
No Pis M
All Mis S

Some S is not P

2.

All P's are 11,£
No Mis S

No Sis P

3·
Some Pis M

All Mis S

Some Sis P

5
NoPisM

Some .J£is S

Some S is not P

It is evident that anyone forcing the concepts into this unnatural position must have for
gotten all the fundamental presuppositions of the Aristotelian theory; the need of sup
plementing the Aristotelian doctrine could only have been felt in a treatment which
dealt with the external form alone.
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slons. It was for this reason that the cogency of the premises as proof
was In the first instance based upon the relations between numerical

expressions, as if the object of inference were to find one or more par
ticular things in a given number, and its problem to think of the objects

falling under a concept all at once, and then to find out what is included
amongst thern and what is not. The same misunderstanding has led to

the favourite method of proving the particular figures of th~ syllogism by

means of a purely intuitive comparison of the spheres of the particular

concepts; as if the function of all judgments were to place the subject
within the sphere of the predicate concept, and to exhibit it as a part of a

greater number of objects bearing the same name, and not rather to state
what it is and what it does. This mistake is in a large measure due to

the irrational manner in which the particular judgment is usually treated.
rrhus the doctrine of the syllogism degenerated into a sort of calculating

luachine, by means of which anyone who would take the trouble to re

member the 19 moods by aid of the versus memoriales, and to practise

them upon meaningless examples, could learn everything from the external

forms of judgment, from the position of subject and predicate, without

need of further reflection.

6. Leaving the presuppositions of the doctrine for the present un

touched, what strikes us first is that in the fig. I the distinction between

the third and first, and between the fourth and second, moods, is quite un

important. No change whatever is made in the course of thought because
the minor proposition is particular in the third and fourth moods. Since
the" some S 1J of the minor proposition and of the conclusion must always

mean the same S, and since the predicate is attributed to them because of

a conceptual detern1ination which is common to both, the meaning of the
inference is exactly the same as when the subject is universal. It is the

value of the result with respect to the determination of the concept ,S
which differs, not the operation of inference j and it was in reference to

this difference of value that Aristotle, who always kept the conclusion in
view as the principal object, made his distinction. So far as concerns

the form of deduction we have, strictly speaking, only two kinds of

inference:

s. L.

All M's are P
(All, some, one) S are M

(All, some, one) S are P

No Mis P
(All, some, one) S are M

(All, some, one) S are not P
A A
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In the first case the middle concept adds a predicate to its subject; in
the second case it excludes one.

[n the same way the moods of the fig. 2 may be reduced to two kinds
of inference; when a predicate M, which is excluded froin another concept
P, is contained in any subject S, then P is itself excluded from the
subject; and when a concept M, which comprehends another concept P,
is excluded from a subject, then P is excluded from the subject; it makes
no difference whether the S is expressed as universal or as particular.
Thus we have:

No Pis M

(All, some, one) S are M

(All, some, one) S are not P

All Pis il£

(All, some, one) S are not Jl;f

(All, SOlne, one) S are not P

Now, the indispensable rule according to which we infer, when reduced
to its most appropriate expression, runs for the first figure as follows:

If anything is B, it is A (moods I and 3).
If anything is B, it is not X (lTIoods 2 and 4).

In both cases the assumption takes the form:

Certain subjects Care B,
and it follows:

Therefore they are A, therefore they are not X.

But the second figure must also be based upon these same rules, for
there is no other method of inference from simple conceptual relations.
In the second figure, however, we infer [rOin the fact that the consequence
is wanting; that is, we infer from the invalidity of the consequence to the
invalidity of the ground.

If anything is B it is A ;
Now C (all C, some C) is not A,

Therefore it is not B (moods 2 and 4).

If anything is B it is not X;
Now C (all C, some C) is X,

Therefore it is not C (moods I and 3).

Thus both the connexion between the first and second figures, and
their difference beco1l1e evident when we see that in the first figure we
infer from the validity of the ground to the validity of an affinnative or
negative consequence, while in the second we infer from the invalidity of
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the affirmative or negative consequence to the invalidity of the ground.!
The first two of the Aristotelian figures, therefore, coincide exactly with the

results of § 53.
All the moods of the first and second figures can thus be exhibited in a

single formula in such a way as to show both the grounds o~ inference
and how they differ.

11ajor premise :
If anything is B, it is A -it is not X.

Minor premise and conclusion of fig. I :

C (all, some, one C) is B,
Therefore C (all, some, one C) is A-is not X.

Minor premise and conclusion of fig. 2.

C (all, some, one C) is not A-is X,
Therefore C (all, some, one C) is not B.

7. The particular judgments of fig. 3. differ essentially In meaning
from the particular judgments of figs. 1. and 2. In the latter the
term which is particular stands from the ,first as subject, and the fact
that it is particular is unimportant, may indeed be due merely to the
verbal expression; the subjects of the minor premise and of the conclusion
are the same. But in the third figure the particular term is subject only
in the conclusion, and possesses therefore all the indefiniteness of the
particular. It is equivalent to a mere judgment of possibility, and in the
third figure there can be no such thing as a necessary consequence in the
ordinary sense. In the first, third and fourth moods alike, the essential
point is that two predicates belong to the same subject, for in the third
and fourth the burden of inference rests only upon that part of all M
which is identical with some M. But all that follows from this is that
the two predicates are compatible, i.e., do not exclude each other. In
the same way the common char,\cteristic of the second, fifth and sixth
moods is, that one predicate P is absent from a subject to which the
other predicate belongs, and from this it follows that they are not

1 This gives us also a solution for such difficulties as that two negative premises may
yield a conclusion notwithstanding Aristotle's rule; e.g., that which is not M is not P, S
is not M, whence it follows that S is not P.

The conclusion is doubtless true, but it is false that it follows from two negative
premises in the Aristotelian sense. The proposition" that which is not M is not P," is
negative merely in form; really it is equivalent to all P's are M; and the connexion
between the negatives is based upon the positive relation between the predicates. Ob
jections such as these arise only where the method of treatment is quite superficial.
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necessarily connected. Strictly speaking, then, the rule according to

which the inference takes place, and upon \vhich the deduction of the

conclusion from the premises is based, finds no expression' in the premises.

The major premise suppressed in the affirmative moods is: "If t\vo

predicates belong to the same subject, they are compatible, they do not

necessarily exclude each other"; the two premises taken together fornl

the minor for this suppressed major premise. In the moods with

negative conclusions, again, the major premise is: "If one of two predi

cates belongs to a subject, but not the other, then they are not necessarily

connected"; here again the two premises together represent the minor

to the above-stated rule.

That which is inferred, then, in this figure is the definite denial ofa
llecessity, either of a necessary exclusion or of a necessary connexion.

1'he weakness of the third figure is that it cannot prove necessity, but can

only deny it, and this weakness finds its expression in the fact that the

conclusion is particular.

Froil1 this point of view, as Lotze sho·ws (p. 113), two negative premises

may yield a similar conclusion as to the negation of a necessity. If Mis

not P and M is not S, it follows that the negation of P does not neces

sarily involve the affirmation of S, nor the negation of S the affirmation

of P; that which is not P is not necessarily S, and vice versa. T'hat

which is denied is therefore the connexion which would be expressed by

the disjunctive judgtnent " M is either P or S.H The t\VO premises may

be combined in the judgment: "M is neither P nor S," which is the

negation of the disjunction "jlf is either P or S." Aristotle's exclusion

of these inferences may be explained by the fact that their results cannot

be expressed by any ot the kinds of judgment which he had in view; for

if we follow the ordinary formula, the conclusion must run "some not

S is not P" But this tells us nothing about the relation between the

concepts Sand P, neither whether they exclude each other wholly or

partially, nor whether. they wholly or partially coincide. Thus the rule

ex 1Jle,"e negativis nihil sequitur in its original signification is not affected,

although the proposition that everything must be either X or Y may be
refuted by an instance in which Z is neither X nor Y:l

1 On Schuppe's attempt further to extend the number of inferences which can be
drawn from the combinations of premises rejected by Aristotle, see Appendix C.
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Where the categorical syllogism presupposes an analytical judgment

concerning concepts as its major prelnise, it cannot serve as a basis for

thought in its perpetual progress to fresh knowledge. Its sole function is

to keep before us the established relations between our concepts in every

application of them. The categorical syllogisms gain a higher significance

only when we make them subservient to the formation of our concepts,

as was done by Aristotle; or when their major premises are not n1erely

judgments concerning concepts, but synthetical propositions in the Kan

tian sense.

I. The whole syllogistic process beconles of doubtful value i~ instead

of regarding it as a means to the construction of concepts by a Socratic

€7raY(}JY~, we look upon it in the light of the scholastic logic. If, that is,

we accept it as based upon a finished system of concepts incapable of

further growth, and upon the analytical judgments yielded by such a

systern.

That is to say, if the normal syllogism consist of three concepts,

",), M, p, in simple subordination to each other, then the presupposed

relations of these concepts involve the conclusion S is P as directly as

they involve the minor pren1ise S is M, or the major premise M is P; P
forms a part of the intension of the concept S just as much as any other

of its characteristics or combinations of characteristics. But if S represent

a particular thing, we cannot be certain of its subordination to M until we

have enumerated all its characteristics (§ 47, I, p. 306), thus including

those \vhich constitute P; indeed, we must know that S is P before we

can say that it is M. In the proposition "the square is a quadrangular

figure," the predicate is certainly not more remote than in the proposition

"the square is a parallelogram," and to infer that "the square is a

parallelogram and therefore a quadrangular figure" is quite superfluous.

The proposition "this figure is a parallelogram" presupposes that" this

figure is quadrangular"; a particular figure cannot be recognised as a

parallelogram until it is known to be quadrangular; hence to infer" it is a

parallelogram and therefore quadrangular" is not merely superfluous but

perverse. ...<\.gain, what do we gain by this process of continuous ascent

to higher concepts? If our object is to extend our knowledge by means

of judgments, we are moving in the wrong direction; our predicates

become poorer and less significant, we learn less about our subjects, and
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lose instead of gaining by our progress. If I know that a square is a
parallelogram, I know much more than I can learn by erecting a ladder of
inferences which end by teaching me that it is spatial or divisible, or that
it is a being of some kind. To this last predicate all inferences must
finally attain which mount the conceptual pyramid by successive steps

(from species to genus).
2. The nature of the syllogistic process, as represented in the scholastic

logic, appears most clearly from the success achieved by' the theory that
syllogistic inference is really only concerned with the substitution of one
term for another. Beneke 1 tells us that in syllogistic inference we replace

one of the elements of a given judgment by another, being led to do so
by a second judgment, which tells us of a relation between the first term
and the new one. The substitution may take place whenever the new
element in no 'way surpasses the old (keeps within the limits of the old).
Either the substituted element may be the same expressed differently,
or it may be a part of that for which it is substituted. In the in
ference "some quadrangular figures are not parallelograms; all rhombs

are parallelograms, therefore some quadrangular figures are not rhombs,"
I have substituted rhombs for parallelograms, the part for the whole.
In the inference "son1e parallelograms are 0 blique-angled; all parallelo
grams are quadrangles, therefore some quadrangles are oblique-angled,"
I have substituted another expression (some quadrangles), for the same
subject (some parallelograms). In the first instance the new element

(rhombs) is a part of the extension of the old (parallelogram); in the
second instance the substituted element (quadrangle) is a part of the
intension of the old (parallelogram), and enables us to think of the same

thing under another expression.
From this theory Beneke derived all possible kinds of inference, and the

conclusion he then came to was that such inferences in no way extend or
enrich our thought. The part must always be contained in the whole,
and in substituting the former for the latter I lose rather than gain in the

ideas which form the material for thought.
It is only in inferences with a negative conclusion that any progress is

made; for when we think of a concept, we do not think of everything

1 Systenz der Logik, I, p. 217. Cf. Ueberweg, Logik, § 120. This substitution
differs from that which we have mentioned above (§ 50) as Introduction of the Minor
(7rp6a-"7"'fJt/lLS). There the process is one which supplies a definite subject where one was
wanting, here we substitute one definite concept for another in which it is contained.
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which it is not, and the syllogism thus serves to introduce new differentia
tions. But every concept as such belongs to us only in so far as it is

member of a systenl and disjunct from its co-ordinate members. Hence

the proximate and most important negations are certainly included in the

thought of the concept itself, and nothing is to be gained by adducing
others which are remoter and less relevant. If I know that man is an

animal, that is sufficient to distinguish him from other existing things which

are most nearly allied; I need no syllogism to assure me that he is not a

metal nor a geometrical figure.

From this point of view, then, the syllogism can at most serve to warn

us, when we connect no definite concepts with our words, of all that is
involved in a statement by reminding us of what is really said by our
predicate. By recalling all that is involved in our statements, it would

lead us to analyse thern; it would thus interpret a proposition when we
failed to understand it, but would not help us forward when we did under

stand. It would be an aid in teaching, or a polemical weapon, but not an
organon of knowledge. To demand, therefore, that the syllogism should

proceed entirely according to the so-called principle of identity, as, for

instance, Leibriitz emphatically did, is to render the syllogism worthless.

3. The importance of the syllogism, or more exactly of the form in

which the syllogism is ordinarily presented, was attacked frOill another

point of view by J. S. Mill.1 In the inference-

All men are mortal;

Socrates is a man,
Therefore Socrates is mortal,

the conclusion seems to be drawn from the major premise. But in reality

the major premise presupposes the conclusion, for before I can know that

all men are mortal I must know already that Socrates is mortal; as long

as there is any uncertainty about this proposition, the proposition " all
men are mortal " is not yet certain.2 Every such inference, therefore, con

tains a petitio principii, it presupposes what it is meant to prove. It is no

1 Logic, book ii., ch. 3, § 2.

2 In the same way the minor premise also presupposes the conclusion, as Lotze (Logik,
2. ed., p. 122) has shown most completely with reference to conceptual judgments of
sllbsumption. Where would be the truth of the minor premise, "Socrates is a man," if
it were doubtful whether or not the attribute mortality belonged to him as well as the
other attributes of men, for the major premise adduces mortality as a general characteristic
common to all men.
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solution of the difficulty to say that the conclusion is not stated explicitly
and directly in the premises. We are not, of course, called upon, when

ever we state a universal proposition, to think of all the particular instances

to which it applies; nevertheless our statement involves the validity of the

proposition for all particular instances, and it is a statement for which we

have no ground unless we are already certain of all particular instances.
Must we then say that the syllogism is absolutely useless and without

significance? Mill endeavours to avoid this conclusion by means of a

distinction. The real ground for my statement that any luan no\v living

is mortal cannot be the general proposition "all men are mortal"; this

presupposes, if valid, that I have some means of knowing that those who
are no\v liv'ing are mortal. But we may find the ground in our previous
experience of a number of particular cases. Because a number of men

have died we infer that those who are now living ,vill also die. Thus we
really infer from particular cases to other particular cases. It would seem

that the general proposition is quite superfluous, and that we go out of
our way in passing through it.

Nevertheless it has a meaning. It is evident that the particular
instances known to us cannot enable us to infer a new instance with confi

dence, unless they provided a sufficient ground 'for the general proposi

tion also. This general proposition is an abbreviated formula for all that

we hold ourselves justified in inferring upon the testimony of experience;

in it is contained the only real inference, and what follows is merely a

"deciph.ering our notes" which we have made to remind us that experience
justifies us in passing to further instances. We may have forgotten these

particular instances, and remember only that the general proposition was

grounded upon them. We then turn to the general proposition and
interpret it; we do not infer from this abbreviation of the results of our

experience, but according to it. In the same way the application of a law

or of a general rule accepted on some authority is an interpretation; we

interpret that which the legislator or authority meant to say.

Thus, though we do not naturally pass through the general proposition

in inference, we add greatly to the security of our process by so doing.
For the experience which justifies the inference to one case must be

such as is sufficient to support the general proposition; and a conscious

ness of the general proposition is most valua ble in enabling us to avoid

hasty and ill-grounded inference. It obliges us to c~nsider more care
fully the adequacy of our experience; and if there happen to have been
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any contradictory experiences, our atterrlpt to frame a universal judgn1ent
recalls them to mind. "

These criticisms of Mill's are most instructive, for while disclo~ing a
weak point in the syllogism, they, nevertheless, are an involuntary confirma
tion of its true and fundamental importance. The weak point disclosed
lies in the meaning ordinarily attached to the proposition" All A's are
B," which is taken to be a mere sun1mation of particular judgments in an
abbreviated expression, an enumeration of particular instances. If this

were so, then, of course, the certainty of the judgment with regard to the
sum-total would depend upon its certainty in regard to the particular items.

But the universal major premise should not be understood as t~e statement
of this numerical generality; it is the statenlent of the necessity of connect
ing the predicate with the subject. This necessity cannot be attained,
even by a complete enumeration; indeed it can never be known at all
in a directly empirical manner. To investigate the conditions under which
we may infer from particular experiences to a necessary law upon which
they rest, is the main object of a theory of induction ; and we hope to show
that such an inference can never be possible unless we assume that some
unconditionally valid principles are to be found. Mill's position is justified
to the extent that the universal rnajor premise is drawn ultimately from
particular data, which are the real proof for those judgments which have
reference to the empirical; but it is false that the major premise might be
dispensed with in inference. Only by proving necessity can the particular
data be proof of any particular case. His argument rests upon a confusion
between the two processes of describing the psychological process of
inference and laying down logical laws for it. There is no doubt that we
frequently infer from one particular case to another, but the question is
whether we are justified in so doing. This question is decided by the
validity of the general proposition, which does not merely-as Mill repre
sents-yield a collateral security, but is the one thing which makes the
inference legitimate. Mill himself allows that the inference from particular
cases to a new instance is not justified unless the general proposition nlay
be inferred; and in reality the truth of the universal major premise is the
condition of the truth of the conclusion. Thus the conclusion does, after
all, depend upon the major premise, and cannot be proved without it.

But all that is maintained by the Aristotelian doctrine of the syllogism is

nothing more than this: that a satisfactory and scientifically valid inference

is possible only in the syllogistic forms, and on condition of a universal
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major premise. Aristotle himself teaches that we arrive at universal major

premises by means of induction. But then his induction is certainly not
based upon the purely empirical ground of a collection of instances, which,

as it can yield no necessity, would n1ake logic impossible; but upon the

presupposition that particular phenomena are governed by conceptual
necessity, which must therefore be knowable from particular instances.

Thus the attack fails to touch the absolute. validity of the syllogistic
rules wherever a reliable inference is to be made from one judgment to
another. It is only when the attempt is made to base the syllogism
entirely upon the so-called principle of identity-when therefore the
premises are purely analytical propositions-that the syllogistic process
seems to be without value.

4. So far is this fronl being Aristotle's view that he regards the syllo
gism as the preliminary means of attaining that which is presupposed in
the scholastic logic-definition. His premises are mainly empirical judg
ments concerning that which is given in intuition, and the syllogism is the
means by which he arranges these items of knowledge in such a way as to
exhibit their mutual dependence. In this way the material dependence

of the conceptual determinations realized in being, the true causal relation
is exhibited; and thus an exhaustive definition is framed, which expresses
a dependence of the special determinations upon the general correspond
ing to these conceptual relations. It is for this reason that the middle

concept is said to correspond to the cause, and that the premises are
selected and arranged in such a way as to represent the real dependence

amongst things.

Although the syllogism as thus applied is most closely connected with
the Aristotelian metaphysics, yet the logical laws are not limited to this
special application; the end in view merely determines the particular way

in which they are formulated. The traditional logic has forgotten the end,

but has retained the formulation to which it led, and which is apparent in
the exclusively categorical treatment, and more especially in the coordina
tion of the particular with the universal judgment. It is no wonder that
the formulce of logic no longer correspond to the altered problems of
science.

5. Mathematics, which throughout makes use of the syllogism and owes
its scientific certainty to this form, is often cited as an answer to all attacks
upon the theory of the syllogism. This is quite justifiable so far as show

ing that all mathematical propositions, with the exception of axioms and
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definitions, are proved by syllogisms, or at any rate on the principles by

which the syllogistic forms are determined. But to overlook the wide

difference between mathematical propositions and the examples of the
scholastic logic, with their analytical judgments, is a great mistake. Do we
find such inferences as "the square is a parallelogram, therefore it is a

quadrangular figure," " the circle is a curve of the second degree, therefore

it is a conic section," in geolnetry? does it ever concern itself with such

trifling subsumptions? rrhis is all included in the definition of the par

ticular object, and the syllogism is not there for the purpose of repeating

this definition; the real task of geometry is to develop the laws of the

relations which certain conditions bring about between particular objects,

such as line·s and angles, the relations, that is, of equality, inequali~y, etc.
From the poin t of view of the concept these relations are predicates wbich
are added to it from without; they are not contained in the definition, and
cannot be learned from it; indeed they do not exist until the particular

objects enter into spatial relations. In the concept of the triangle-that

is, in its definition, we find absolutely nothing about the fact that its angles

are equal to two right angles, the idea of two right angles is not contained

in the idea of the triangle. The judgment is based firstly upon the addi
tion of the angles, and secondly upon their comparison with two adjacent

angles, that is, it is based upon relations which have to be created. It

forms no part of the concept of the right-angled triangle that the square of

the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the two remaining

sides; for in the concept of the triangle I think of nothing more nor less

than a plane surface, bounded by three intersecting straight lines, and in

this there is nothing to oblige me to construct squares upon the sides and

then cornpare theIn. It is not until I have done so by means of inventive
construction that I can investigate the relations in which these squares

stand to each other.

Geometry, then, always goes beyond mere conceptual judgments in
seeking its propositions, and by combining necessary relations taken from

some other source with that which is given in the definition, it obtains pre

dicates which are not contained in the definition. But just for this reason
we cannot, as a rule, regard its major premises as judgments of subsump

tion, and though its syllogisms may appear to be framed in the scholastic

fornl Barbara, they are not so in reality. U eberweg,1 for instance, gives

1 S)'stem der Logik, edn. 3, p. 304 ; edn. 5, p. 360. We find a similar example in Wundt,
Logik, I, p. 297. Cf. nlY " Logische Fragen," Vierteljahrschr. f. 'wiss. Phil., iv. p. 478.
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as an example of this figure: All triangles with proportional sides are tri

angles with respectively equal angles-all triangles with respectively equal
angles are similar figures-therefore all triangles with proportional sides
are similar figures; and this inference is to all appearance the same as :

All negroes are men, all men are mortal, therefore all negroes are mortal.
In reality, however, the difference is very wide. There is no specific con

cept formed from the concept of triangle by means of the differentia" pro

portional sides," nor any general concept "similar figure" to which the
specific concept n1ight be subordinated by means of the middle concept

"triangle with respectively equal angles." The inference does not proceed

by means of such subordination at all, but solely by means of relations

which form no part of the concept triangle. Where two or more triangles

are given having proportional sides, it follows that the other relation

equality of angles--will also be present; and because equality of angles in

volves th e similarity of the triangles it follows that the relation of similarity

1s given together with the relation of proportionality of sides. It is only by
a crude inaccuracy of expression that these propositions can take the form

of a proposition concerning " all triangles" of a particular construction, as
if the predicate might be true of each particular triangle in itself. The

inference, correctly expressed, would run:
If two or more triangles have proportional sides, they have equal angles.
If two or more triangles have equal angles, they are similar. Therefore,

if two or more triangles have proportional sides, they are similar.

It is evident that fronl the nature of the case the propositions must be
expressed hypothetically, if what they mean is that one relation between

different things necessitates anotlzer.

It is significant that the guiding principle of nlathematical inferences is
the proposition that two lnagnitudes which are equal to a third are equal

to each other; that is, it is a proposition concerning necessary connection

between relations. Equally significant is it that mathematical reasoning

frequently proceeds by substituting one magnitude for another to which it

is equal. Processes such as these find no place in the ordinary forms of

the syllogism, though by means of these general laws they can always be

exhibited as strictly syllogistic.
6. What we have said of geometry applies also to other branches of

science. vVhat we have to establish by inferences are elements not yet

contained in the concept, not given analytically; and these are, on the one

hand, relations, on the other everything which depends upon varying and
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changeable events, more especially therefore all causal relations. The

inference of the judge does not proceed by subordinating particular '
offences. When once the case before him is subsumed and recognised as

tuurder he does not infer analytically " therefore it is a crime, and theriefore
an infringement of the law," but he proceeds at once to the conclusion

cOlumanded by the synthetical rule of the law-" therefore it is to be

punished by death." Capital punishment is not analytically contained in

the concept of murder, it is synthetically connected by the will of the legis

lator with that particular crime. The physician who has diagnosed an ill

ness as typhus does not go on to infer that it is therefore an infectious

disease, but he infers that therefore the treatment lllust be this or that; the

remedies which counteract typhus are not analytically contained in its
concept, but are synthetically demanded by the rules of experience. When

the physicist knows that a body has fallen for four seconds it would avail
him nothing to analyse the concept of the fall; but if he introduces the

particular value into the formula S= ~ gt2 he knows that the distance of

the fall is IS x 16 feet.
Here again Kant's teaching becomes important. His question "How

are synthetical judgments a priort~ z:e. unconditionally and universally valid
synthetical judgments, possible? is for the syllogism also the vital question,
without which it is but a barren process.

7. From what has been said we may understand how important for

inference are all those general principles which have reference to necessary

connections between relations, and by means of which we obtain relational

judgments. Such are the principles that two concepts or objects which

are identical with a third are identical with each other; that two magni
tudes which are equal to a third are equal to one another; that if equals
are added to equals the results will be equal; as well as those principles

which govern spatial relations. It is, after all, a question of secondary im

portance whether these principles are themselves looked upon as analytical
because derived from the concepts of identity, equality, etc.; or whether
they are accepted as synthetical judgments a prior';. The important point
is that because they refer to rela tions they enable us to pass beyond the
merely analytical judgments which alone are treated of by the ordinary

logic.

8. For this reason the scholastic categorical syllogisms are much too

narrow, and ill-adapted to serve as general formulre of easy application.

For judgments of subsumption, and judglnents which state simple predi-
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cates of a subject, they are the natural expression; so soon as we have to do

v.Tith more complicated relations, such as the dependence of a predicate

upon several conditions, they become inapplicable. Here the hypothetical

form with its consequent Trp6crA:fJVIIS becomes the natural expression; as
comprehending all universal categorical judgments, it is the formula which

naturally presents itself for use, more especially because in it necessity and
not' generality appears as the true basis of inference. We need but glance at

any mathematical or physical textbook to assure ourselves that by far the

greater number of propositions which are used as major premises do not

take the form of universal categorical judgments, but are hypothetical in

expression or at any rate in nature. Propositions such as "two circles

which intersect have no cominon centre," are hypothetical in nature; the
relative proposition states the condition upon which the predicate is denied.

And in the same way the first axioms are of the nature of hypothetical
judgments. The proposition" two straight lines cannot enclose a space"
means" no matter where or how I draw two straight lines, the lZeJO together
will not include a space"; it says nothing about two straight lines in the

sense of stating an attribute which is common to both. The proposition,

" everything which happens has a cause" presupposes by the predicate of
the first clause that something actually happens; it does not develop the
concept of happening, but states the connection of every particular event
with something else which exists. It is the sanle with the formulre ot

analytical mechanics; these and others of the same description are hypo

thetical judgments, and inferences are made in accordance with them by
substituting definite values for the general symbols.!

1 SOlne writers-e.g Wundt. (Logik, I, p. 29I)-inc1ude amongst the forms of inference
a special" inference of identity," and even of" equation " ; but I consider this superfluous.
vVe might as well give a special place and name to the inference a)b, b)c, therefore a)c.
The peculiarity of these forms does not lie in the manner of inference itself, but in the
particular principle upon which they are based, though this, no doubt, is frequently not
expressly formulated because it is taken for granted. A the same as B, B the same as C,
therefore A the same as C~ is nothing more than an application of a principle referring
to the particular predicate of identity. The only possible reason for laying special em
phasis upon this inference is that in inaccurate language the judgment A is B frequently
means identity without expressly saying so.

On the whole it seems to me that there is little to be gained by specializing the doctrine
of inference any further. On the contrary, I prefer to emphasize the common elen1ent in
all kinds of inference instead of multiplying distinctions of fOY1JZ which in fact consist
n1erely in the different contents of the premises which determine the conclusion; to ex
haust these would be impossible. It is true that Wundt attempts to give a general for
mula for all inference. " When different judgments are related to each other by concepts
which are common to both, then the other concepts in the judgments which are not com-
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§ 56.

The syllogism which has a CONJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT for its major
premise serves to subsume the particular under established concepts by

means of their definitions.
I. The syllogism finds a special function in subsuming the particular

under established concepts, and in so doing it falls into certain forms

adapted to this purpose.
There is no other way of finding out whether any thing A falls under a

concept B than by showing that it contains all the characteristics ofB; if
these are to be found in it without exception, then it falls under the concept
B. Here, then, the middle concept is not a single predicate, but a series

of predicates which are combined in a conjunctive judgment, but which

assume the function of a single concept just because they belong together.

One characteristic alone is sufficient to show that a thing A does not fall
under a concept B if it belong to A and is excluded from B j the subsump
tion is then rejected by a syllogisln of the second figure; i.e., 11lodo to/len/e.

Thus we get the forms having for major pren1ise a definition: P is a, b,

.c, or the reverse
That which is a, b, c is P;

Sis a, b, c,

Therefore S is P.

The forn1 at exclusion is :
P is a, b, c ;

S is not a;
S is not P.

and this coincides with the syllogisms of the second figure modo tollen/e.

mon to both are also related, and this relation finds its expression in a new judgment.
But even if we disregard the vagueness of this formula, the proposition is false, because
too wide; how are the concepts Sand P related when S is not M and Mis P? Lotze
again, remarks that the most important inferences would be such as would not merely
predicate a general P of S through the mediation of M, but would show how the par
ticular Inodifications of the M which belonged to the S necessitated a particular form of
P. This is quite true so far as it goes, but it involves no special mode of inference; it
merely involves principles different from those which are ordinarily noticed in the
categorical syllogism-principles which state the law according to which every modi
fication of M brings with it a modification of P, but from which our conclusions must
always be drawn according to the sin1ple rules of hypothetical inference. Let S be a
figure, lVI an ellipse, and P eccentric. Then E = va2-b2 : a states the law according
to which every modification of the relation of the axes involves a modification of the
eccentricity; but the equation is by nature a hypothetical judgment, from which we may
draw conclusions by substituting definite values.
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§ 57·
Inference from a DIVISIVE JUDGMENT, which SOlne logicians have called

inductive inference, cannot lead to an unconditionally universal judgment
when the division is only llnpirical. If it is logical, the inference is super
fluous, unless, indeed, it is introduced incidentally, say, as a link in a chain
of inferences.

I. An attempt has been made to add to the syllogistic fornls the so
called inductive syllogism, which reseinbles the inference from definition,
in that the middle concept is not simple in form. When, that is, we have a

complete division of a concept A into the species M, N, 0, or a complete
enumeration of the individuals which fall under it, and a" common predicate
belonging to all the species or individuals, then we get the syllogism:

A is partly M, partly N, and partly 0;
M and Nand 0 are all P,
Therefore A is P.

2. But in this formula there lurks an ambiguity, which may be cleared
away by our distinction between empirical and logical extension.

Let us begin by considering an example, that, for instance, given by
Apelt : 1

Ma;·or premise: The solar system consists of the sun, and the planets

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, etc.
Minor premises: Mercury moves round the sun from west to east, Venus

moves round the sun from west to east, etc.
Conclusion : All planets move round the sun from west to east.

Here the major premise states the extension of the concept planet; the

conclusion affirms of all planets a predicate which, according to the minor

premises, belongs to each one by itself.
But what is gained by this? Not an unconditionally universal judgment,

attributing to the concept planet the necessity of moving from west to east;
but merely an empirically universal judglnent which combines the particular
subjects of the minor premises under one name, after it has been estab
lished by the major premise that those mentioned are all the planets-of
course, only so far as we know at present. The word planet does not serve
as the symbol of a definite concept, but only as the common name of a
definite number of particular things. Hence the inference in which one
iudgment is grounded upon others, refers only to our right to substitute a

1 Theorie der Induction, p. 17.
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common denotation for the proper names, and the expression " all " for the
sum of the particular planets. 1 It is, however, in no way proved that
everything which is a planet must necessarily move from west to east. The

judgment which merely contains an empirical enumeration of the planets
cannot tell us whether they owe their proper movement to the attributes on
account of which they fall under the concept of planet, or to some other
cause, which, so far as concerns the concept in question, is accidental. If
it could, then it must also follow that because all the kings of Prussia have
been called Frederick and William, therefore all kings of Prussia must of
necessity be so called.

3. It is just the same when, instead of naming the individuals, \ve name
the empirically known species of a genus. At one time, when none but the
older metals were known, it was a valid inference to say:

The metals are gold, silver, iron, etc.,
Gold, silver, iron, etc., are heavier than water
Therefore all metals are heavier than water.

By "all metals" is meant those which were known and were so called
because of their common properties. But it does not follow that these
common properties necessitate a specific weight greater than that of water,
and this conclusion has been refuted by the discovery of kalium.

To call such an inference inductive is a fundamental error, since the
essence of inductive inference consists in passing from empirical data to
an unconditionally universal judgment. For such an inference it is neces- 
sary to show that those attributes upon which the common denotation is
grounded necessitate also the new predicate.

4. If again the judgment should rest upon a logical division such as

1 Given in full the premises would be :
Mercury, Venus, Earth, etc., move round the sun from west to east.
Mercury, Venus, Earth, etc., are planets.
Therefore so many planets move rO\.lnd the sun from west to east.
The number of these planets is equal to the number of all the planets.
Therefore all the planets move from west to east round the sun.

The nature of the inference is just the same as when I infer from the premises :

M1 M 2 M s have attribute"P
M 1 M 2 M s are three M s,

that therefore three M's have attribute P.
Thus the inference by which we obtain a judgment of empirical universality is based

upon counting, upon the expression of a given plurality by a definite numerical concept;
my right to substitute" three M's" for Mt M2 M3 is based upon the identity of the num
ber. Cf. above § 52, 4·

S. L. B B
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would guarantee the absolute completeness of all members of the division,
the inference would be a superfluous circumlocution. For if one predicate
necessarily belongs to all the species of a genus, this predicate must have
a ground in something common to them all; 'i.e., in their generic concept,
from which it may be inferred:

Parallelograms are squares, oblongs, rhombs or rhomboids.
Squares, oblongs, rhombs and rhomboids have diagonals which bisect

each other.
Therefore all parallelograms have diagonals which bisect each other.

Such an inference as this is an instance of unnecessary circumlocution,
for the predicate might have been derived directly from the determinations
which constitute the concept of the parallelogram.

There are cases, however, in which we naturally pass through a complete
enumeration of particular cases on our way to the universal proposition.
The proof that the angle. at the centre of the circle is double the angle
at the circumference on the same arc, begins by showing that the apex
of the angle at the circumference falls either upon one side produced of
the angle at the centre, or upon a chord falling within or without the
angle at the centre. In anyone of these three cases it may be shown that
the angle at the centre is double the angle at the circumference; therefore
it is universally true that when an angle at the centre of a circle and an
angle at the circumference stand upon the same arc the former is double .
the latter. Here again the proof is drawn from conditions which are
common to each case; but in each case the conditions are subsumed under
different major premises, and we arrive at the truth of the minor premises
in different ways. It is, however, clear that this can happen only when
the minor premises are inferred, never when they are immediately certain.

s. In the second figure such a division seems to give rise to an in
ference in a somewhat different way. If it is true that-

A is B, Cor D,
S is neither B nor C nor D,

then it follows that S is not A.

That which falls under none of the species of a genus cannot fall under
the genus itself. But here again we may say that if the division is elTI
pirical, the inference is invalid, for the empirical extension is no guarantee
that the generic attributes are not to be found outside of the known
species. .If, on the other hand, the division is logical, then the charac-
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teristic which excludes S from all species must be incompatible with the
genus, and it is unnecessary to go through the division.

§ S8.

The so-called DISJUNCTIVE SYLLOGISM has no special principle of its
own; it ought not therefore to be given as a particular kind of syllogism.

I. In addition to the hypothetical and categorical syllogisms ordinary
logic gives also disjunctive syllogisms. These have a disjunctive judgment
for their major premise, and it is upon the relation of tern1S expressed in
the disj unction that the inference depends. If, for instance, the disj unc
tion is of two terms, and A is either B or C, then by attributing one
predicate we exclude the other, while the denial of one predicate necessi
tates the affirmation of the other.

I. Modus ponendo tollens :

A is either B or C;
But A is B (or C),
Therefore A is not C (not B).

II. Modus tollendo ponens :

A is either B or C;
But A is not B (not C),
Therefore A is C (or B).

Where the disjunction contains more terms the first modus leads to a
conjunctive negative judgment; the second gives a siluple affirmative
only when the minor proposition is a conjunctive judgment denying all
the terms but one; where this is not the case the conclusion only limits the
disjunction to fewer terms.

1. A is either B or C or D ;
A is B,
Therefore it is neither C nor D.

II. (a) A is either B or C or D ;
A is neither B nor C,
Therefore A is D.

(b) A is either B or C or D ;
A is not B,
1"'herefore it is either C or D.

The major premise as here formulated, however, does not yiel~ the most
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general formula of the disjunctive syllogism, it is only a special instance
of the major premise:

Either the judgment B is true, or the judgment C;
B is true, therefore C is not,
B is not true, therefore C is, etc.

2. There is no ground here for a special syllogistic form, \vith a prin
ciple of its own. All that the disjunctive judgment tells us is, in the first
place, that its terms are mutually exclusive, hence that the affirmation of
one involves the exclusion of the other; that is, the modus ponendo
tollens is an inference from the hypothetical judgment contained in the
disjunction" if A is B, it is not C (neither C nor D)" ; in the second
place, that the negation of all the terms but one necessitates the affirma
tion of this one; that is, the modus tollendo ponens is an inference from
the hypothetical judgment" if A is not B, it is C (when the disjunction
has more terms,-if A is neither B nor D)." Thus the principle of the
inference differs in no way fronl that of the hypothetical syllogism. The
disjunctive judgment owes its importance to the fact that it expresses this
twofold necessity, but the distinction between the disjunctive and hypo
thetical syllogisms is based upon the grammatical form alone.

3. In the actual use of disjunctive inference the Inajor premises are
requently-in meaning, at least-hypothetical judgments having a dis

junctive consequent; and from these the inference is drawn by means of
a 7rp6crA:fJt/JL~ :

If anything is A, it is either B or C;
S is A, and also B,
Therefore it is not C.

S is A, but not B,
Therefore it is C.

Such inferences serve for the progressive subsumption of an object under
luore and more definite concepts.

4. Further, the inference which, frOln the denial ot all the terms of
a disjunction, infers the denial of the antecedent presupposition common
to all is akin to the form of inference given in § 57, 4.

If A is true, then either B or C is true; /

But neither B nor C is true,
Therefore A is not true.

Or by making use of a 1rp6crA:YJt/JIS :
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If anything is P, it is either M or W;
S is neither M nor W,
Therefore S is not P.

In the categorical form:
A is either B or C;
S is neither B nor C,
Therefore S is not A.

Here we have the so-called dilemma, ttilemma, etc. Here again the
inference is based upon the general principle that the denial of the con
sequence involves the denial of the ground; the only difference is that
here the consequence is not simple, but consists of a number of mutually
exclusive possibilities.

§ 59·
The rules of the syllogism apply in just ~he same way even wJ1en the

premises are not stated as valid judgments, but only as assumed hypo
theses. They then give rise to a hypothetical judgment, which exhibits
the conclusion as the necessary consequence of the premises.

In this way the principles that the ground involves the consequence,
and the denial of the consequence the denial of the ground, are applied to
the relation between the truth of the conclusion and the truth of the
premises, as well as the propositions that the negation of the ground does
not necessitate that of the consequence, nor the affirmation of the conse
quence that of the ground.

I. There would be no object in a detailed investigation of the different
combinations which may be added to the list of inferences by means of
verbal abbreviations, or the introduction of copulative, conjunctive and
disjunctive propositions. The inference is always brought about by the
same means; its fundamental condition is a major premise which in some
form or another includes a necessary consequence, and constrains us to
affirm a proposition in case another proposition is true. To this is added
the minor premise which indicates an instance to which the major premise
is applicable. This may be done either directly, as in the mixed hypo
thetical syllogism, or by applying a general rule to a special case included
in it by nleans of a judgment which shows that the general rule of the
major premise is applicable to a certain subject. For this reason we shall
not here investigate the sorites, which are nothing more than repeated appli
cations of the rules of the syllogism, expressed in an abbreviated form.
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2. In every syllogism it is asserted that the validity of the conclusion
follows from the validity of the premises; and where the rules of the
syllogism are observed this is true even when the premises are only hypo
theticallyassumed. The simple hypothetical syllogism then reduces itself
to its major premise. Others, which contain more than the simple assump
tion of the hypothesis, may be exhibited in hypothetical judgments of the
form "if A is true and B is true, then C is true" (if all men are mortal,
and 'Caius is a Ulan, then Caius is mortal); judgments which emphasize
only the relation of consequence, apart from the validity of the premises.
Most hypothetical judgments are really based upon syllogistic relations
such as thes'e; when one premise is taken for granted and not expressly
stated, they then appear as hypothetical judgments with a simple ante
cedent.!

3. From this it follows that the principles concerning the relation
between ground and consequence may be applied ~o the relation between
conclusion and premises when these are regarded as nothing more than
hypotheses. .

Not only, then, may we say that if the premises are true the conclusion
is necessarily true, but also that if the conclusion is false then the ground
from which it necessarily follows must be false. But since this ground
consists of two premises, we can infer from the falsity of the conclusion
only the falsity of one at least of the premises-either of major or minor
premise.

But it does not follow that if the premises are false, the conclusion must
also be false; nor does it follow that if the conclusion is true the premises
must also be true. Indeed it may happen that a true conclusion follows
with syllogistic necessity from false premises.

More especially, therefore, it does not follow that if one premise and the
conclusion are true, the other premise must also be true. Hence, the fact
that a proposition known to be true can be represented as the syllogistic
consequence of two premises, one of which is also known to be true, does
not enable us to infer that the other premise is also true.

1 Cf. my Program1n, p. 40, and the examples there given. The necessity expressed
in the hypothetical judgment "if Caius is a man, he is mortal" is grounded upon the
suppressed proposition that all men are mortal. The judgment" if the earth moves round
the sun, the fixed stars have an annual parallax" presupposes a whole series of inferences
in which the premises are geometrical propositions of absolute certainty, and in no
way partaking of the hypothetical nature. But besides these hypothetical judgments
there are others of which the necessity is immediately known.
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APPENDIX A.

THIS view of the negation, and of its relation to the positive statement that
a predicate P belongs to a subject S, is at variance-though in different

ways-with the view of Lotze, Brentano, Bergmann, Windelband (in the

Strassburger Abhandlu1Zgen, r884, p. r67 sq.). These writers all agree in

co-ordinating affirmation and negation; they teach that the thought which

predicates P of S is at first undecided, and that according to the attitude
'of mind with which we approach this thought we state it either as valid or

as invalid. But Lotze (edn. 2, p. 6r) regards the thought of the relation

between P and S as the essential part of the judgment, and represents the
affirmation and negation of this thought as two opposed minor judgments

which predicate validity or invalidity of it; while the other logicians take
the opposite course, and consider the essence of the judgment to lie in this

decision as to validity or invalidity; the subject of the decision, they say, is
not a judgment, but a combination of ideas, or-like Bergmann---!simply
an idea. -;

They have been led to this sharp distinction between the act of affirma

tion or negation, and the subject which is affirmed or denied,'/by the fact

that in the former a psychical function becomes active which differs
essentially from the mere formation of ideas, or of combinations of i<;ieas,

a function more nearly akin to practical action than to ideation.

Brentano (Psychologie, r, p. 266 sq.) was the first to give a decided state·

ment to this distinction, and he was followed by Bergmann (Reine Logik,

I, p. 46), who calls judgment a critical attitude with respect to an idea,

a reflection upon its validity. He adds: "decision as to the validity of

an idea-that which judgment adds to mere ideation-is something more
than a merely theoretical relation; it is not only a function of the intelli

gence as opposed to the will, it is a manifestation of the spirit, in which

its practical nature, the faculty of willing, participates."

Windelband takes the'same view, and since his treatment of the subject
is the most thorough and the most carefully reasoned, it will suffice to ex

377
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amine his arguments. As regards Bergmann and Brentano, I may refer to
the V£erteljahrschr. f 7fJz"SS. Phil., v. 97 sq., and my Impersonalz"en, p. 58.
Windelband distinguishes (Priilud£en, p. 28 sq.) between judgments simply
(Urtheile) and (Beurtheilungen) critical judgments. 1'he former express
that two ideal contents belong together, the latter the attitude of the
critical consciousness towards the object thought of. In a judgment we
always state that a certain idea (the subject of the judgment) is added in
thought to another idea (the predicate of the judgment), the relation be
tween them differing according to the different forms of the judgment. In
a criticism, on the other hand, the critical predicate is attributed to some
thing which is assumed to be completely kno\vn, or of which we have a
complete idea (the subject of the critical proposition). This predicate in
no way extends our knowledge of its subject, but expresses the feeling
of approbation or disapprobation with which the critical consciousness
regards the object in thought (a thing is white-a thing is pleasant or un
pleasant, an idea is true or false, an action is good or bad, a landscape is
beautiful or unpleasing, etc.). Moreover, none of these critical predica
tions have any meaning except in so far as the object thought of corre
sponds or not to an ideal with reference to which it is estimated by the
critical consciousness. Critical predicates contain a reference to a con
sciousness which sets before itself certain ideals.

A particular application of this theory is to be found in reference to our
desire for knowledge. In so far as our thought aims at knowledge-z:e.
at truth-all our judgments are subject to criticism, which expresses either
the validity or the invalidity of the combination of ideas which has taken
place in the judgnlent. The purely theoretical judgment is to be found
only in the so-called problematical judgment, which combines certain
ideas but says nothing as to the truth of the combination. Whenever a
judgment is affirmed or denied, there is added to the theoretical function
that of a criticism as to its truth . . . All the propositions of knowledge
are combinations of ideas whose value for truth has been decided by
affirmation or negation.

Every critical judgment (he continues, p. 34) is the reaction of a
willing and feeling individual against a certain ideal content. But
the point of view from which the criticism is made, is expressed by the
contradictories pleasant and unpleasant, true and false, good and bad,
beautiful and ugly. The first pair is peculiar to the individual, the
others all contain a claim to universal validity. The saIne view is to be
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found in the "Beltrage zur Lehre vom negatz"ven Vrtheil" (St1Massburger

Abhn., p. 170), where it is said that the negation is a practical judg
ment, a criticisnz, that it expresses not merely a relation between ideas,

but a disapproving attitude of consciousness towards the attempt to relate

them; it is in this that the rejection consists. For this reason Windelband

will not follow Brentano in placing judgment, as a special class of psychical

activity, .between the theoretical formation of ideas and the practical

activities of love and hatred. He prefers to rank the logical estimation of

ideas on the practical side of psychical life, and holds that value from the

point of view of truth must be co-ordinated with other values.

I cannot completely agree with these views, much as there is of truth in

them. I have myself (Introdl1., §§ 1-4) laid stress upon the fact that logic
as such-as a critical and normative science-starts from an ideal, the ideal

of truth; that it presupposes the desire to think truly, and estimates every

actual judgment by this final ideal; and that it seeks to distinguish between

the mental operations which are conducive to this aim and those \vhich

thwart it. The logical treatment of these operations, as distinguished from

the psychological, is based entirely upon the consciousness of the ideal,

and I agree also with the further argument of the Priiludien (p. 43) that

logic starts from the ideal of a normal consciousness (cf. § 32, 7 and vol.

ii. §§ 61, 62). But not eve,n the logician can infer from this that in par

ticular instances of affIrming or denying he assumes a practical attitude

towards the judgment because he estimates the particular combination of

ideas by the universal ideal of truth; or that his activity is a reaction of

feeling or will, and not theoretical at all. When I make it my aim to keep

myself in good health, no doubt I do so by means of my will and by

reason of some feeling; and if on this account I give up soine bad habit or

refuse the temptation to excess, there is no doubt that my will is active in

giving up the habit or rejecting the temptation; it deternlines my be

haviour with a view to my aim, and my No is a practical" I will not."

But after all this will is based upon the purely theoretical knowledge that

the habit is injurious, the temptation fraught with danger. My will and

feeling have no direct share in this knowledge as to what is conducive to

,my health or the reverse, for this depends upon our experience of the nature

of things, not upon willing or feeling. Nor does it follow that because I

desire to know the truth, therefore my critical judgnlent of a proposition

is an act of will. The distinction between a purely objective judgment,

and" criticisnl " with reference to some aim is important enC?ugh so far as
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regards their contents; but after all such criticisms are all of them judg
ments, which may be true or false, and differ only in that they are
Judgments about the relation of the object to me and to my aim, not
judgments about the object by itself. This relation, moreover, simply
exists and is recognised; it is not approved or disapproved. " Sunshine
is pleasant" is a criticism of sunshine in relation to my feeling; but the
criticism itself, which the proposition expresses, is neither feeling nor will
ing, but the simple recognition of the fact that sunshine excites a certain
feeling in me. The reaction of man as feeling is his enjoyment of warmth;
the proposition in which he gives expression to this enjoynlent is a function
of his thought. He has formed the general ideas of pleasant and un
pleasant from his experience of contrary feelings, and by means of these
ideas-which are not themselves feelings-he expresses the relation which
actually exists between himself and certain things. It is the same with
good and bad, beautiful and ugly. The judgments in which these are
predicated differ from others only in the nature of the predicates, not in the
function of judgment itself; and these predicates express a relation be
tween an object and myself, my will and feeling, which reappears in
particular instances.

But the predicates true and false contain not even such direct reference
to will and feeling, as is contained in the pairs which Windelband co
ordinates with them. True and false as general ideas do not denote a
relation to the practical side of our life; it depends neither upon our feel
ing nor upon our will ,vhat is true or false, as it depends upon them what
is beautiful and what is good. For true and false are not predicates of
any objects-of which I form an idea or about which I think; nor are they
-as VVindelband somewhat inaccurately says-predicates of concepts.
They are predicates of judgments fornled by us. As he says more accu
rately elsewhere, they refer to combinations of ideas, not, that is, to ideas
already combined, to completed combinations, as if it should be said that
green tree or black horse were true or false; it is the act itself of combin
ing the ideas, the act through which the consciousness of unity arises, to
which the antithesis applies. Thus it is not ideas of any sort of objects

J which ,ve criticise by the predicates true and false, but the judg~ng activity
itself.

Now it is perfectly true that where we actually find these predicates,
where the question arises as to the truth or falsehood of a judgment either
tentative or completed, there is in the background an ideal which, if not
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distinctly conceived, is at least vaguely striven after; this is the ideal of
knowledge, for the antithesis has no significance when we are speaking of
arbitrary fiction, and merely trifling with thoughts. It is this ideal which.
affords us a standard by which to estimate the statements which suggest
themselves to us or the assertions of other people; we regard some as con
forming to the ideal, others as contradictory to it. In one sense we may
indeed say that this involves an approval and disapproval; for in propor
tion as the ideal is clearly conceived and earnestly striven after, the agree
ment of a given judgment with it is certain to arouse a feeling of pleasure,
its disagreement a feeling of pain (though in the narrower and stricter
sense ~pproval and disapproval could extend only to actions regarded as
voluntary; we disapprove of error when it is a fault, such as the conse
quence of inattention). Nevertheless, it is presupposed by this approval
and disapproval that the relation of a tentative or completed judgment to
the ideal of truth should have been recognised as completely objective.
We disapprove of the false because it is false, but it is not false because
we disapprove of it. Our feeling must be grounded upon the theoretical
knowledge that a judgment is true or false, just as we must know that the
means will lead to our end before we choose them.

But from the logical point of view, where we estimate every judgmeQt
by the standard of truth, the question as to truth or falsehood extends to
negations as well as affirmations. \Ve say of negations also that they are
true and false, and this alone is sufficient reason for denying that the
antithesis of approval and disapproval is to be unhesitatingly set down as
coinciding with that of affirmative and negative judgments; nor ·can we
find in it any ground for the co-ordination of affirmation and negation.

As a matter of fact both positive and negative judgments are estimated
according to a logical standard, and we must therefore distinguish be
tween this logical treatment, which criticises, according to its ideal, the
movements of thought as they actually OCCUf, and the psychological treat
ment. The latter inquires as to what takes place in our actual thought,
how the negation arises in its course, and how it is possible that the uni
versal ideal of truth, which is the ground of approval or disapproval,
should arise at all. Here I may briefly state my view of the question,
which in all essential points agrees with Windelba:nd's. I start from the
simplest immediate acts of judgment \vhich arise from intuition; in these
we have the connection between the ideas and the consciousness of its
validity, given together without any reflection, nOf can it be said that we
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are in any way conscious of an ideal. These are acts of judgment which
take place quite unintentionally and with all the confidence of a process
which is natural and necessary, such as the recognition of objects around
us, the judgments that this is here and that is there; such judgments are
accompanied by the immediate certainty that they are evident. If we
were psychologically unable to c0111bine ideas in any other ways than this,
we should never think of inquiring as to truth and falsehood. But our
thought does extend beyond that which is given. Mediated by recollec
tions and associations, judgments arise which, when first formed, are also
regarded as expressions of that which actually is; when, for instance, we
expect to find a familiar object in its familiar place, or assume that a flower
must have a scent. But some of these conjectures prove to be at variance
with the immediately certain; when we fail to find what we expected, we
become conscious of the distinction between the mere idea and the actual
thing; that of which we are immediately certain differs from what we had
anticipated in our judgment. Here the negation appears, and annuls the
conjecture by denying its validity. This introduces a new attitude of
mind in that the subjective combination is separated from the conscious
ness of certainty; it is compared with a certainty and recognised as dif
ferent. In this way there arises the conception of invalidity. But this'
attitude of mind presupposes not only the subjective combination, but also
a tendency to maintain its validity. The negation-as Fichte says-is
conditioned in matter, and unconditioned in form only, just as the con
ception of difference (the importance of which for the negation is rightly
emphasized by Schuppe) presupposes the idea of distinguishable objects,
but is not given with it, the general idea arising only after reflection upon
particular acts of distinction. Thus the negation is doubly dependent
upon the positive judgment. It presupposes as its object a thought which
was expected to be valid, and it rejects an attempted statement. The
ground of its rejection, again, is ultimately something, positive, an object
given to intuition and recognised as different from my idea-verum sui
t"ndex et fa/st". It is only through experience like this that the ideal of
truth becomes conscious; we cannot feel the value of truth until the un
true has drawn our attention to it. We must have experienced both the
immediate and evident certainty of immediate judgments, and the differ
ence between subjective combinations and immediate certainty, before we
can form the idea of truth.

The negation, -then, is not co-ordinate with the positive judgment, but
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presupposes it both in the synthesis between subject and predicate and in
the certainty of this synthesis, and this relation finds a clear expression
in language. If the view that affirmation and negation are two co-ordinate
modes of regarding a problematical synthesis S P 'Yere correct, it would
be strange that while the negation finds special expression in language,
the affirmation, as a rule, has none (Bergmann and Windelband expressly
recognise this). Only when a statement is threatened with denial do we
find the :q p.~v, indeed, verily, etc.

Windelband rightly points out (Strassb. Abh., p. 170) that if we carried
our reflexion further we might go on indefinitely with the predicates valid
and invalid. A is B-it is true that A is B-it is true that A is B is a
true proposition, etc.; A is not B-it is true that A is not B-it is false
that A is not B is a false proposition..:.-it is false that A is B is a true pro
position, etc. But this is no difficulty for our view j on the contrary, it
confirms it by showing that the judgment "the proposition is true, the
proposition is false" differs in nothing but its predicate from any other
judgmen,t. The same never-ending reflection takes place with respect. to
our self-consciousness: qul scit, eo -ipso scit se scire . et sic in infini

tum (Spinoza, Eth., ii. 2 I )-though indeed it is an abstract possibility only.
In reality we always come to some point where there is a certainty which
reflection fails to separate from that to which it refers, and which is not
therefore specially emphasized. Thus the objection proves what it was
meant to refute; it proves that there is no judgment which is not ulti
mately based upon that immediate judgment in which we can no longer
separate the connection of ideas from " approbation" or "confirmation."

APPENDIX B.

THIS view that the hypothetical judgn1ent states the consequent as neces

sary consequence of the antecedent seems contrary to the way in which
logic and grammar generally speak of the antecedent as presupposition or
condition of the consequent. For if we understand condition in its
ordinary sense as meaning the conditio sine qua non, as that which must
be realized before something else happens or is valid, then it seems to
imply that the negation of the antecedent involves that of the consequent,
and that the consequent ceases to be valid when the antecedent is not
true. But this is just what necessary consequence does not involve; the
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consequence may be there even when the ground is wanting, unless,

indeed, it is the sole ground, and all agree that the invalidity of the

antecedent does not involve that of the consequent. The proposition

that if a triangle is equilateral it is acute angled does not state that the

attribute equilateral is a condition of the attribute acute angled in the

sense that no triangle which is not equilateral could be acute-angled. On

the other h~nd, that which is merely a condition of an event does not

of itself suffice to bring about that event; for even if we take condition

to mean an integral part of the whole cause, it is still only a part, while

in the hypothetical j udgn1ent the antecedent is not merely one of the

conditions of the consequent, it is in itself sufficient to make the con

sequent necessary. The contradiction disappears if we distinguish between

the subjective conditions of the statement and the luatter of the state

ment. The subjective condition of the affirmation of the consequent is
its certainty, and the judgment states that in my present stage of thought

the certainty of the consequent is dependent upon that of the antecedent.

Only in so far as the antecedent is valid am I able or willing to affirm

anything about the subject of the consequent; unless the antecedent is

valid I will affirm nothing; unless the condition is fulfilled I will not answer

for the result-e.g. if you run hard, you will catch him. But this does not

mean that objectively quick running is the conditio sine qua non of

catching him, for he may stand still, etc. On the other hand, I cannot

guarantee that the consequent will be true when the condition contained

in the antecedent is fulfilled unless the former is the necessary conse

quence of the latter.

Bergmann (Reine Logik, 1, § 19, p. 2,02 sq.) considers the essential

feature of the hypothetical judgment to be that it makes a decision about

the thesis depend upon a decision about the hypothesis. He dis

tinguishes between two meanings of the hypothetical judgment according

as it indicates only a relative decision, a decision with a reservation (as

Wolff teaches), or is intended to emphasize the connection between the

validity of the hypothesis and that of the thesis. As examples of the first

meaning, he gives the propositions: if it is fine, I will visit you to-morrow
- Rome was governed first by kings, if Livy is a reliable authority-a

cOlnpletely general theory of equations will never be found if we may judge

from the results of past attempts.

There is no doubt that in such judgments we wish to lay special

emphasis on the point that the thesis is not unconditionally asserted, but
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only with the reservation that the hypothesis must be true. But does

this invalidate the proposition that every hypothetical judgment affirms the

necessary connection between the validity of hypothesis and the validity

of thesis, that by this alone does it deserve the name of judgment, and

that it is this connection which is expressed by the verbal form "if

then"? (I have never said-as Bergmann asserts, pp. 204, 208·-that in

framing the judgment we are concerned only with the connexion between

hypothesis and thesis, nor that the proposition" if A is true, B is true" is

an inadequate expression for "B is the necessary consequence of A").
In the last two examples the statement of the connexion is at once

obvious: If Ijvy is a reliable authority, that which he tells us is true; he

tells us that Rome was first ruled by kings, therefore Rome was really

first ruled by kings-the truth of the thesis follows with logical necessity

from the truth of the hypothesis. In the last example, again: If we are

justified in inferring from past results to future, then future failure must be

inferred from actual past failure; here again there is logical necessity of

the consequent. .

The first example contains an apparent exception: to nlorrow I shall

visit you if it is fine. This seems to be really no more than a conditional

statement in which necessary connexion is absent. How can fine weather

have the visit for its necessary consequent? But upon more careful

examination even this example proves to be no exception. What it ex

presses is an intention, a resolution which is forlned as well as a promise

which is given. This resolution, in itself and as such, is not conditional; I

am now bound by my promise, for it is just this dependence of an action

upon the appearance of a given fact which is contained in my will; what

I will at this monlent is that the consequence shall actually take place

together with the condition; by ll1y will I establish a connexion, and then

by virtue of this willed connexion I affirm that the resolution will

be carried out so soon as the condition is present. This stateme,nt

finds its ground in my will, which cannot be self-contradictory. I t is the

same with all promises, threats, and contracts which are conditional upon

certain events; by my will I determine that a future action shall be the

unfailing consequence of the realized condition. Here again what I state

is the connexion between condition and consequence (cf. what is said in

the work by Enneccerus: Rechtsgeschliftj Bedingung und Al1fangsterlJlin, .

1888, p. 16, 175 sq.), but this connexion, in that it is willed, differs from

a real connexion which exists independently of my ,vill and ,vhich IS

s. L. c c
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expressed by a purely theoretical statement. As such a statement the
proposition" if it is fine, I will visit you to-morrow" is false, for there is no
objectively necessary connexion as in the proposition "if it is fine, these

buds will open to-nlorrow" j it is objectively valid only because it is

assumed that my will is able to realize the connexion willed, and that it

will remain constant, hence that I shall not be untrue to illy promise.

We still hold therefore that statements containing a conditional "if

then" are judgments only in so far as they state a nece'ssary connexion.

APPENDIX C.

THE number of conclusions which can be drawn from those combinations

of premises which are rejected by Aristotle is extended much further by

Schuppe (ErkelZlZtnissth. Logik, p. 128 sq.).

Even when the two premises a is not b, and b is not c, express mere

difference they yet tell us, he says, that a and c coincide in the one
point of not being b, and under certain circumstances this filay be a most

important discovery forming the only connexion between a and c. Still
this discovery may be expressed by n1erely repeating the two premises

together in the proposition "neither a nor care b"; so that Schuppe

acknowledges that in this case again it is true that ex mere negatitlJis nihil

sequitur.

But he holds that in judgments of necessary connexion this principle

is obviously false. For his first proof of this he selects the instance ex

plained on p. 456 of an inference having for its major premise the propo
sition "that which is not M is not P."

From" no Mis P" and" S is not il£" we infer that \ve can certainly

find no ground in AI for denying P of S, "a result which filay sometimes

be very important when we are contending with vague ideas which deny

P of S because of its similarity with .hi; though without any definite state
ment, a result therefore which may lead us to recognise that S is P."
Schuppe omits to illustrate his principles with examples; we shall find it

easier to test them if we take one which -corresponds to the above words.

" No fish has warm blood-the whale is not a ~lsh." From this he would

say we can infer that we must not be led by the similarity of the whale
to fish to deny that it has warm blood. But do we really draw this con
clusion from both premises? If ,,~e are in danger of concluding that
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because the whale is like a fish it has cold blood, it will be the minor pre-·

mise alone which will check us, not both together. That is, when we:

have the premises-

That ,vhich is fish is not warm-blooded;

The whale is not a fish,

it is the minor prenlise alone which prevents the possibility of subsump

tion; the possibility of any conclusion whatever is prohibited by the rule

that we cannot infer from the failure of the hypothesis to the failure of the

thesis. So that here again Schuppe merely tells us in other words that
from premises of this kind no conclusion can be drawn. For these pre
mises give us absolutely no information as to whether P belongs to S or

not.
"From no P is M and S is not M" (I change the letters which

Schuppe has misplaced here) "\ve make the similar inference that P is not
to be denied of S because of a vague idea that S is M; therefore, that in

this respect at least the possibility of SP lllust be maintained." Here
again the false conclusion which is feared is prevented by the minor
premise S not Malone. S is M would of course yield the conclusion

that S is not P; but from S not M we get nothing definite, neither that S
is P nor that S is not P. M is not P, but M is not S either, proves that
Sand P luay both be absent fronl the sanle subject (Lotze's inference

\vhich we mentioned above).

He questions in the salne way the rule ex 1Jzere particularibus nihil
sequitur. " Soule only, but at least some, M's are P, and some only, but

at least some, S's are M, where we do not yet know what M's are P and

what S's are M, assures us of the possibility of at least one case in

which 5 is P." But an assured possibility (in distinction from one \vhich
is quite vague and grounded only upon complete ignorance) would seem

to be found only where it is known that Sand P do not exclude each

other; can we then infer from "some men are blind and sonle seeing

creatures are filen," the assured possibility that in some particular case a

seeing creature may be blind? "Such premises," he goes on to say,
" often lead to the valuable knowledge: (I) that P belongs to or is depen
dent upon the specific or individual differences of M, though it is not

necessitated nor excluded by the conceptual content of M. (2) That M
belongs to the specific or individual differences of 5, though it is neither

necessitated nor excluded by the conceptual content S. (3) that whether
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S appears with or without P this is in no way connected ,vith the presence

or absence of Me" Propositions I and 2, however, are not inferred from

both premises together; they merely present an interpretation of one of

them. No doubt this one, as formulated above, "Some only, but at least
some, M's are P" consists-as Schuppe himself shows later on-in two

judgrnents, "Some M's are P, some M's are not P," and it is only fron1
these two propositions taken together that we can infer that Pis" neither
necessitated nor excluded by the concept M." These two judgments form

the application of the Inajor premise" that which is connected with the

predicate M at one time but not at another is neither necessitated nor

excluded by it" ; according to this fanliliar rule we can neither say that

all lI/'s are P nor that no Mis P.

But the third of these propositions, the only one which can be inferred

from both premises, is false. Instead of some M's are p, and sonle S's
are M, let us take, for exarnple, "some regular figures are rectangular,

sorne quadrangles are regular figures." 'Ve cannot say that ,vhether the

quadrangle appears as rectangular or not this has nothing to do with the

absence or presence of the attribute regular; the regular quadrangle is of

necessity rectangular. Again," some crystals have double refraction, some
minerals are crystals "-must we infer from this that when we find a
mineral having double refraction this has nothing to do with the fact of its

being or not being a crystal?

On p. 133 he continues: " It is certain that the propositions, some .lit's
are P, some 'M's are S, do not connect the predicates P and S with the

some M's because of the attribute M; if they did, then the predicates must
belong to all M's; they connect them with specific or individual differ

ences which fall under the concept M, and thus \ve are assured of the
conclusion that in any particula.. M the attributes P and S are neither
necessitated no~ excluded by the characteristic M." But this is only true

if it is also true that some .lJ:f's are not P, and some M's are not S. So

that what we do is first to infer-as above-fronl the first pair of premises

(MIP' MoP) that P is neither necessitated nor excluded by M, from f}:le

second (MrS, MoS) that S is neither necessitated nor excluded by lIf,
and then to sum up the two judgments in one" P and S are neither
necessitated nor excluded by the characteristic M." But this process i.:
not one in which we gain a definite relation between Sand P by eliminat

ing M; no such relation can be determined in any way, not even nega

tively, fron1 these prenlises.
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"From all M's are P, no S is lVI; it follows that if 5, or one S, is P,
it certainly is not so by virtue of M." It is enough to know that S is

not M in order to know that S can have no other predicate by virtue

of ~~1.

" The statelnent that in the form PJVl and SM both preulises must not

be affirmative is fundamentctlly false" (p. 137). Here, he holds, we Inay

safely infer partial identity-sometin1es even affinity. 1'he nature of M
Inay be such as to make this partial identity as valuable a result as the

partial difference which is also inferred in the second figure. We have

spoken on p. 85 of this term" partial identity"; if we let it pass, we find

in ~he long run that all things are partially identical, and the conclusion is

therefore without value. If, again, it depends upon the nature of M

whether or not it has any value, we nlust regard the judgment, Both P
and S are M, as a simple sumulation in which the middle concept is not

eliminated. That it 111ay be useful to know this as a preliminary step

towards the operations of classification, I do not of course dispute; but

. we must not call it an inference unless we are to call every conlbination

of two judgments into a conjunctive or copulative proposition an in

ference.

\Ve may make the same answer to Wundt when he brings forward an

"inference of comparison" (Logik, ~. p. 324) which is, he says, sometimes

an inference of agreement, s0111etilues of difference. In the first case we

have" A has the characteristic 111; B has the characteristic M, therefore

A and B agree in one characteristic" ; in the second "A has the charac

teristic M, B has not the characteristic M, therefore A and B have a

distinguishing characteristic." But what ground is there for the" there

fore" of the first inference? Evidently it luust be the major premise

that if two objects or concepts have the saine characteristic they agree in

one characteristic-a mere tautology from which we can learn nothing

whatever as to any other relations between the objects or concepts com

pared, nothing as to whether they are identical or opposed, or anything

-else. In the second inference, again, the "therefore" presupposes, ac
cording to Wundt's rendering, nothing more than the major premise, "if

one of two objects has a characteristic which the other has not, then they

have a disti~guishing characteristic." Here indeed very little would be

told us by the inference itself, for it \vould contain no more than the two

pren1ises themselves tell us in another form. But from the fact that two

objects have a distinguishing characteristic we may further infer that they
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differ as wholes, that they cannot be identical, and, \vhen we are dealing

with concepts, that they cannot be predicated of each other in any sense.

We have therefore at least a negative determination of their relation,

and as the recognition of difference and opposition is one of the funda

mental operations of our thought this result is certainly in1portant. It is

not merely a question of" partial difference," as Schuppe represents it,

like that of "partial identity"; from partial identity nothing can be in

ferred, but from" partial difference" it follows (p. 138) that Sand Pare
not identical as wholes, that they cannot be predicated of the san1e thing

nor of each other. It is of course presupposed that one of the premises
contains a necessity, and that ,ve do not compare merely casual states.

It certainly does not follow that because the stove in illy rOOtTI yesterday

'was hot, while the stove in my room to-day is cold, therefore the second

stove is not the same as the first; a conclusion can be drawn only \vhen

the Inajor premise tells us that a predicate lllust be necessarily affirmed or

denied of a subject, so that the absence or presence of this predicate. in

volves that of the subject itself.-From what we have said it would appear

therefore that Aristotle was perfectly right in recognising only a oegative

result in the s~cond figure, saying of two positive prenlises: OVK f.a-TaL

a-VAAoyUYp.6r;.

I cannot therefore allow that this criticism of the traditional doctrine is

justifi ed. Nevertheless Schuppe is right in enlphasizing the view that in

drawing an inference from two premises we frequently obtain our con

clusion, not from the premises by themsel ves, but from a major premise

which alone enables us to get any result from combining the contents of

one premise with the contents of the other. Here we must distinguish

between two cases: either one of the premises is itself a hypothetical

judgment, in \vhich case we merely need the general principle that the

affirmation of the ground involves that of the consequence, the denial of

the consequence that of the ground; or else the t\VO premises need a lllore

special principle of which they are the application, and by means of which

they yield the conclusion according to the general principle of inference.

Inferences of the first and sesond figure which presuppose a universal
major premise belong to the first class; inferences of the third figure to

the second.

B. Erdrnann (Philos. Aufsiitze ZUlfZ DoctorjubiliiuJJZ E. Zellers, p. 201)

tnaintains that by introducing definitions we may get universal affirmative

conclusions in the second and third figures; e.g., all mammals have lacteal
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glands, all whales have lacteal glands) therefore all whales are man1mals.

But he overlooks the fact that the major premise does not tell us that it is

a definition, and the conclusion does not follow from what it does tell us,

For the inference to be valid it n1ust stand" only mammals have lacteal

glands"; i.e., that which has lacteal glands is a mamrnal; then, however,

our inference is in the first figure.
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